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The aim of this thesis is to determine the 
nature and value of Eliot's contribution to the 
development of drama in England in the first half of the 
twentieth century. An attempt is made to estimate 
the force of Eliot's impact on the English drama of his 
time by a critical analysis of the essential nature of 
the drama written before and after his entry upon the 
dramatic scene, and by an estimate of the fundamental 
changes effected by his work in the nature of this drama, 
and in dramatic outlook and technique.
Chapter I is a study of the main trends in
English drama from the heritage of Ibsen in England
in which Eliot's work is reviewed as a possible outcome
of the drama which preceded it. Chapter II traces the
development of Eliot from poet into dramatist, and
involves an examination, with particular reference to
Eliot's own work, of the essential difference between
the poetic drama and the dramatic poem. In Chapter III
the nature and originality of Eliot's drama is discussed,
and his plays are criticised in detail. Chapter IV
is an attempt to formulate Eliot's dramatic theory from 
opinions, an / lo relate tKh tkeery ho tK f principe^
his critical theories of this century. Chapter V is a 
study of the work written after Eliot, indicating the 
primary effects of Eliot's impact, exhibiting any evidence
11
of direct influence, and looking back to the findings 
of the first chapter. The conclusion outlines the 
progress of development in brief and summarises the 
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PREFACE
It may well be thought that a more obvious 
title for any study of Eliot's drama in relationship to 
that of his contemporaries would be "The Impact of T.S.
Eliot on the English Poetic Drama of his Time", and, 
indeed, this thesis inevitably deals chiefly with the 
development of the verse drama in England. However, 
both in the title of my work, and, I trust, in my 
approach to this subject, I have deliberately avoided 
insisting upon a distinction which Eliot himself 
vigorously rejects. The ascendancy of the prose drama
in the theatre of this century has resulted in the 
unfortunate association of the term 'poetic drama' 
with matter for the study or the consciously appreciative 
audience of the small Arts Theatre, - in short, with that 
"highbrow effect which is so depressing".^ The whole 
of Eliot's dramatic writing, both practical and 
theoretical, is directed towards the destruction of 
this fallacy and the reinstatement of poetry as the 
natural medium of language in the drama, and it is certainly
1. T.S. Eliot 'Euripides and Professor Murray', 
Selected Essays, p.60.
11
not for his critic to betray the dramatist's cause.
Eliot is a man writing in the theatre and for the theatre, 
and he himself would surely be the first to demand that 
his worm be viewed against the background of the theatre 
in general.
Since I have studied Eliot in relationship 
to contemporary English drama as a whole, the number of 
plays actually referred to in my text represents only a 
fraction of those which have been read. This applies 
particularly to the prose drama - it has been impossible, 
within the scope of this thesis, to discuss at length 
even the prose drama of value, and^in clearing the ground, 
a mass of material has been sifted which receives no 
mention in the text - much of it, indeed, closely 
approximating to rubbish. A more serious limitation 
has necessarily been imposed on a detailed comparison of 
the drama before and after Eliot, alleviated, I trust, 
by the fact that I have attempted to evaluate the essential 
uifference In the nature, outlook, and technique of the 
drama written before and after the thirties, and have 
indicated significant points of comparison.
It will be noted that, in Chapter I, I have 
traced the main trends in English drama before Eliot to 
the appearance of The Rock in 1954. The reason is that, 
except, as I have noted^ in the work of Auden and
1. See Chap.V, pp.3SA fll.
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Isherwood, I find no evidence of any significant influence 
from the early poetry and Sweeney Agjonistes ' on the drama 
writ uen before The Rock.
A select book-list is printed at the end of 
the thesis. It has been necessary to confine this 
strictly to work of essential relevance, and there is 
therefore only an indication of the vast amount of lesser 
dramatic works and of periodical articles and reviews 
which have been examined.
I am gratefully indebted to Lir. E. Martin 
Browne for much stimulating discussion and helpful 
suggestion, and also to the officials of the Library 
of the British Drama League and the British Museum.
CHAPTER I
The Main Trends in English Drama at the 
Coming of Eliot
The favoured belief that the true artist is 
born, and not made, is fundamentally justified. Nevertheless, 
no genuine critical evaluation can afford to underestimate 
the influence of the circumstances of this birth on artistic 
development.^ We must therefore examine Eliot's work in 
relationship to these circumstances, and estimate how far 
it is a natural and inevitable outcome of the development 
of the drama in this century, to what extent uis genius 
IS self sufficient, outstripping by the power of its 
originality the limitations of the prevailing dramatic 
trend, and what modifications have been effected in the 
exploitation of this genius by the environment of his age%
We must trace the stream of the drama in the early part 
of the century changing, growing, developing, leading on
1. A dominant idea in the criticism of Matthew Arnold.
See 'The Function of Criticism at the Present Time*, 
Essays in Criticism, First Series, 1895, P*5* "for 
the creation of a master-worx of literature two powers 
must concur, the power of the man and the power of 
the moment, and the man is not enough without the 
moment."
to a phase at which Eliot's work might be possible, only 
after which can we measure the length of the progressive 
stride taken by Eliot himself.
Looking back to the nineteenth century, we find 
that drama in England had fallen on hard times. The poets 
were furnishing a great body of plays doomed to ultimate 
failure in the living theatre. In order to appreciate 
fully the leason for this failure we must look deeper 
than at their tendency to write in an outworn convention.
The majority of the nineteenth century poet dramatists 
were not successful in that they apparently did not 
comprehend the essential organic relationship between 
poetry and drama in the genuine poetic play. They did 
not realise every element of form as an aspect of dramatic 
• c o n c e p t a n d  consequently they failed to work simultaneously 
in terms of character, action, setting and language for the 
objective substantiation of the underlying dramatic idea. 
Furthermore, the rhythms of their lines had lost that 
compelling vitality which essentially depends upon a 
close relationship with the rhythms of everyday speech.
1. A main tenet of Abercrombie's critical theory. A
convenient reference is L. Abercrombie, 'The Function 
of Poetry in the Drama', 1912, English Critical 
Essays, twentieth century, selected by P.M. Jones,
"1933.
As a result of these funaamental errors, their plays are 
heavily static witii stiff, exalted language divorced from 
character and from life. Poetry is frequently superfluous 
ana decorative rather than functional; it is in fact 
poetry which is not genuinely dramatic. Moreover, the 
further failure of most of the poetic dramatists at this 
time to acknowleuge the imperative objectivity of the 
drama has its serious consequences in a fatal unwillingness 
to let presentation speax for itself.^ Natural dramatic 
development is either clogged by clumsy exposition, or 
stultified by idiosyncratic awareness in character made 
to bear the burden of the poet's commentary. This is 
proof of an inability to realise tnat, in true poetic 
drama, the initial concept is completely projected into 
the ultimate form; the idea is embodied in and replaced 
by the drama itself.
Meantime, while the drama of the poets was 
inevitably moving towards the study rather than the stage, 
on the stage itself we find theatre claiming the title of 
drama by courtesy alone. The stanaard of plays had been 
reduced to the level of the box-office success. Tragedy 
and comedy had degenerated to the unnatural sensationalism 
and stock situation of melodrama and farce. The need for
1. See Chap. II, pp. - 101,
a resurgence of imaginative integrity was fast becoming 
desperate- As early as the sixties there was some 
recognition of this need. In Caste  ^we find Robertson 
attempting to revitalise the drama to a closer approach 
to realism and a greater seriousness of purpose. Judged 
absolutely, his play is poor. The moral issue is over­
emphasised, and its exposition is marred by melodramatic 
flourishes and cheap sentimentality. Nevertheless, there 
is here an acknowledgement of the necessity for a drama 
in contact with actual life and capable of dealing with 
real life problems.
However, we must look outside England for the 
chief instigation of her dramatic redemption. In the 
eighties the introduction of Ibsen's plays into this 
country was begun mainly through the translations of 
William Archer. The impact of this introduction can 
scarcely be overestimated, but the English adoption of 
the Norwegian dramatist is marked by a peculiar and 
regrettable limitation of appreciation. The English 
theatre fastened upon what are generally termed by critics 
of Ibsen as the "social" plays, that is plays such as 
The Pillars of S o c i e t y A Doll's House,^  Ghosts^ and
1. T.W. Robertson, Caste, 1867.
2. H. Ibsen, The Pillars of Society, 1875-7
5. H. Ibsen, A Doll's House, 1878-9.
4. H. Ibsen, Ghosts, 1881.
An Eneiü.y of the People,^  and, in doing so, chose only one,
and that the least representative, of the three sections
into which Ibsen's work naturally falls. The earlier
2
poetic plays, including the tremendous Brand and Peer
G.ynt,^  were passed over, and the later, highly symbolic
drama from The Wild Duck to //hen We Dead Awaken-"^
apparently met with equal indifference. Thus, with fearful
short-sight, the English theatre of the nineties overlooked
completely the poetry of its greatest contemporary poetic
dramatist. For poetic drama, as Abercrombie points out,
is not merely a matter of making one's characters speak
in verse.^ The ultimate form is only a symbol of a
primary imaginative intensification. Every element of
form, and not language alone, must be "in the scale" of
n
the "conceptual poetry". In his early poetic drama Ibsen
1. H. Ibsen, An Enemy of the People, 1882.
2. H. Ibsen, Brand, 1865.
5. H. Ibsen, Peer Gynt, 186?.
4. H. Ibsen, The Wild Duck, 1885-4.
5. H. Ibsen, 'When We Dead Awaken, 1897-9*
6. This precept recurs throughout Abercrombie's critical 
work, and is fully developed in 'The Function of 
Poetry in Drama', 1935•
7. 'The Function of Poetry in the Drama', p.256.
carr^fid through the substantiation of this "conceptual
poetry" into every aspect of tae uloimaoe form, including
its verbal expression. In his later work the underlying
concept remains the concept of genuine poetic drama imaged
in action, setting and character, though his characters
do not openly "tark v e r s e T h e s e  characters are in
2
"the scale" of the "conceptual poetry", they have 
"undergone a certain powerful simplification and
5
exaggeration" which enables them at once to be themselves 
and to stand as a generic representative of a recurrent 
human truth. Ibsen's characters "are poetry"and, 
indeed, we sometimes feel that it is a "wrench for them 
not so to utter themselves",^ but, in an attempt to point 
the essential relationships between poetic drama and 
contemporary existence, the dramatist has modified their 
natural poetic utterance to a pregnant, symbolic prose.
It remains for Eliot to take the further step of adapting 
poetic utterance to the demands of contemporary living.
1. op. cit., p.255.
2. op. cit., p.256.
5. op. cit., p.254.
4. op. cit.
5. op. cit.
7The fact remains that the English theatre at 
this time restricted Ibsen's imaginative experience to 
the small group of "problem" plays, with Uucir tendency 
to concern with specific and limited moral issues. 
However, despite the unfortunate implications of this 
restriction, it was through the influence of the foreign 
dramatist that English drama regained its capacity for 
serious thought and its self respect. This stream of 
life blood flowing into the drama joined with the work 
of Henry Arthur Jones who, throughout his lifetime, 
fought consistently and vigorously to establish the
serious problem play on the English stage.^ In Saints
2
and Sinners, the handling of the moral issues, and of 
their embodiment in dramatic conflict, is frequently 
clumsy, especially by comparison with Ibsen's superb 
fusion of social and human significance. The play is 
marred by an exaggerated contrast between the forces of 
good and evil - there is too much of saintliness and 
sinning and too little of human reality - and by a 
potently melodramatic style in the "yes, my little bird.
1. Not only through his dramatic writings, but also 
by a campaign of lectures, essays, speeches etc.
2. H.A. Jones, Saints and Sinners, 1884.
81 2 you're in the trap", and "spare my poor child" tradition.
Letty's death scene would certainly have done little
Willie^credit. In spite of its faults, however. Saints
and Sinners, supported by a lengthy list of plays of
serious content, illustrates the dramatic integrity of a
writer who persisted untiringly in his life-long struggle
to reclaim for the stage the themes of religion, morals,
and ethics, and to strengthen the drama in its right to
"press on and possess itself of the whole of human life"
Immediately upon Jones, and closely associated
with him in dramatic aim and technique, comes Arthur
Wing Pinero. It is difficult for us, in an age in which 
r e a l  Tim
religion has grown so confidently aggressive that it 
ail too frequently outruns art, to realise the importance 
of iinero's achievement. For example, in The Second Mrs 
Tangueray,^  our appreciation of the effort to close the 
gap between drama and actual existence is hampered by the
1. Saints and Sinners, Act II, Sc.ui.
2. op.cit., Act IV, Sc.ii.
3. Mrs. Henry Wood, East Lynne, 1861. This novel suffered 
several melodramatic adaptations.
4. H.A. Jones, 'Religion and the Stage', appendix to 
Saints and Sinners, 1891, p.119.
5. A.W. Pinero, The Second Mrs Tanqueray, 1894, Act. IV.
stiff settings of an outdated society, the rather stilted 
dialogue, and the presence of stock characters such as 
the irritatingly priggish Ellean and Cayley Drummle, the 
conventional confiding friend. The smooth flow of the 
objective presentation is frequently broken by epigrammatic 
exposition of the moral theme, but the projection of this 
theme into dramatic terms is admirably handled in an 
arresting plot and a more subtle, though still imperfect, 
shading of characterisation than Jones had achieved in 
the rigid character contrast of Saints and Sinners. What 
greatness is to be found in the play lies in its chief 
chaiacter. In Paula, Pinero successfully translates an 
abstract moral issue in terms of human suffering, and, 
at the point at which she sees herself as the world will 
see her
Ana I shall have no weapon to fight with - not 
one serviceable little bit of prettiness left in 
me to defend myself withi^
his heroine approaches closely to tragic stauure, for her 
awareness is a genuine tragic awareness resulting from 
the fusion of her character with dramatic event.
Meanwhile a fresh and powerful current was
1. The Second Mrs Tanquera.y, ACt IV
10
beginning to flow into the gathering stream of serious 
drama. A new force was being brought to bear upon the 
problem of rehabilitating the English stage - a force 
essentially destructive. It was George Bernard Shaw 
who realised that, before one can build, the ground must 
be cleared, and his approach to seriousness, realism, 
and clear vision is over the shattered monuments of 
conventional ideals. His creed is the love of truth and 
the belief in mental effort and nis long life's work was 
a constant struggle to clear the public mind of romantic, 
moral, religious and philanthropic cant. His plays form
a series of merciless attacks on every aspect of idealistic
1 2 delusion. Arms and the Man, The Man of Destiny and
5
0 'Flaherty, Y.G. tear down the false romantic picture 
of the military hero and the glories of war. Caesar and
iL
Cleopatra ridicules superstitious sentimentalism about 
the past obscuring human actuality, and Androcles and 
the Lion^ substitutes a deliberately unpalatable exposure
1. G.B. Shaw, Arms and the Man, 1894.
2. G.B. Shaw, The man of Destiny, 1896.
3. G.B. Shaw, O'Flaherty, V.C., 1915-
4. G.B. Shaw, Caesar and Cleopatra, 1899«
3. G.B. Shaw, Androcles and the Lion, 1912.
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of human fact for the mawkish emotionalism which gathers
1 2 about martyrdom. Widowers' Houses and Major Barbara
provide a cutting answer to the querelous philanthropist -
You have made for yourself something that you call 
a morality or a religion or what not. It doesn't 
fit the facts. Well, scrap it.5
ana The Devil's Disciple^ makes a notably bitter attack on 
a false conception of religion.
Shaw, then, is the great iconoclast, slashing 
his way through self deception and conventional idealism, 
and forcing his audience to think again in the hope that 
they may learn to observe, not what they wish to see, but 
what is actually there to be seen. His contribution to 
the battle to reinstate naturalism and realism in the 
English theatre is satire, that most effective of literary
weapons. Jones and Pinero preached to the world, but
Shaw laughed at it. His greatness lies in his clarity of 
vision, and in the seeming amusement with which he digs up 
the confusion and rubbish in conventional conceptions.
1. G.B. Shaw, Widowers' Houses, 1892.
2. G.B. Shaw, Major Barbara, 1905.
5. Major Barbara, Act III.
4. G.B. Shaw, The Devil's Disciple, 1897-
12
His wit, his intelligence, and his apparent sense of the
humour of the situation appeal irresistibly to the
audience even while he is crushing their most cherished
beliefs. Shaw's attitude to the promotion of clear and
realistic thinking may well be compared with Eliot's
approach to the communication of spiritual experience
if the audience gets its "strip tease" it will "swa^icw""^
the serious thought.
An accusation frequently brought against Shaw
is that his approach to this serious thought is negative
and destructive rather than positive and creative. However,
on two important occasions nis manifesto - always face
up to Lhe facts - is openly declared. In man and 
2
Superman, hell is conceived as the conclave of illusion,
%
earth as the "home of the slaves of reality", and the 
inhabitants of heaven, who have achieved that state of 
normal vision to v;hich Shaw dedicated his lifelong dramatic
iL
effort, are "the masters of reality", - "and there you
1. T.S. Eliot, 'Five Points on Dramatic Writing', from
a letter to Ezra Pound printed in Townsman, July 1938.
2. G.B. Shaw, j^ an and Superman, 1903*
3. op. cit., Act III.
4. op. cit.
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have OUT difference: to be in heli is to drift: to be
1 2 in heaven is to steer". So, too, Lilith looks forward
to the time when man shall reject his confusion of deceptive
theories and look only on the truth.
To the vortex freed from matter, to the whirlpool 
in pure intelligence that, when the world began, 
was a whijL-lpuol in pure force.5
He who questioned ideals has here become the extreme 
idealist.
A more serious criticism which may be levelled 
at Shaw is that his work illustrates one of the gravest 
dangers to which the newly born serious drama was exposed. 
Preoccupied as ne was with the dramatic exemplification 
of the problems, ideas and misconceptions of his age, he 
failed to relate these problems and ideas to permanent 
human truth. His comedy is rendered not in human terms, 
but in the contrast between conventional obsessions and 
his own startlingly clear-sighted realism. The moving 
forces in his plays are ideas embodied in character which 
has a distinct tendency towards contemporary type. If,
1. op.cit.
2. G.B. Shaw, Back to Methuselah, 1921.
3. op.cit., Pt.V.
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for example, we examine the dramatic presentation of his
dominant concern with the feminist problem, we find that
1 2 characters such as Vivie Warren, Anne Whitefield, Grace
5 4Tranfield and even Barbara Undershaft have no depth of
existence beyona the immediate context of their social
situation. Already they are becoming outdated, and begin
to have, in place of a compelling timeless existence, the
attraction of family portraits dressed in what was once
considered to be the height of fashion. Furthermore, and
of more serious consequence, the action of the drama is
frequently held up while the playwright brings his ideas
into open discussion among his characters. Superfluous
intellectual debating of this kind is as fatal to the
essential objectivity of the drama as decorative, inorganic
poetry. At his best, Shaw carries off protracted argument
by the audacity of his opinions and by his sparkling wit.
At his worst he meanders into the "dramatized Blue Book"^
of which The Apple Cart^ is the most monumental example.
1. G.B. Shaw, Mrs 'Warren* s Profession, 1894.
2. Man and Superman, 1903.
3. G.B. Shaw, The Philanderer, 1898.
4. Major Barbara, 1905.
5. U.M. Ellis-Permor. The Irish Dramatic Movement, 1939,
p .6.
6. G.B. Shaw, The Apple Cart, 1929.
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A great individualist, a great humourist, and a great 
thinker, Shaw will, nevertheless, inevitably suffer in the 
dramatists' fight against time. He concerned himself too 
exclusively with immediate circumstance at the expense of 
permanent values. Once the problem has been solved and 
the idea rejected, humanity turns elsewhere to seek a 
more comprehensive record of its being.
Meanwhile, the serious drama was gathering force, 
passing as it aid in the first decade of the twentieth 
century into the hands of Galsworthy, Barker, Hankin and 
Houghton, and, long before tne closing of Shaw's dramatic 
career, the mission to re-instate realism, naturalism and 
seriousness of purpose on the English stage was to be 
accomplished. The rehabilitation of the English theatre / 
was brought about by a group of dramatists who insistentl 
directea the attention of the public to contemporary 
problems, injustices and maladjustments, and in the early 
years of this century the drama was deliberately and
strongly impregnated with the social unrest of the time. |
New ideas were matched in conflict with old conventions, |
theories of modern living were discussed, and a revaluatior|
of social, moral and ethical standards was demanded. Thus, 
then, the arama was brought back into contact with actual \ 
existence. However, this rehabilitation was subject to 
serious limitations, the gravest of these being a
16
tendency to substitute the actual of social circumstance 
for the real of humanity's truth. When this point is 
reached we find dramatic art replaced by propaganda.
Among the dramatists of this period, John j
Galsworthy is undoubtedly at once the most prolific and 
the greatest. His greatness lies in that he saw not only 
the social injustice of the contemporary situation, but 
the possibility of translating this social injustice into
I
terms of human conflict and human suffering, - that is, j
i
into terms of genuine drama. That he was keenly concerned 
with the problems of society as problems to be solved is 
unaeniable, but, unlike a certain group of characters in 
one of his own plays, he never "lost sight of the 
individual".^ Because he viewed the circumstances of 
his time always in relationship to permanent human j
emotions, they provide him, not with a theme for dramatised 
discussion, but with material for genuine tragedy. 
Galsworthy's conception of tragedy, though more limited 
in that it is applied to a particular social situation 
rather than to "the general, measureless process of 
existence, wherein all activity is included" which "cares 
nothing, in working itself out, for the needs and desires
1. J. Galsworthy, The Pigeon, 1912, Act II.
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of individual existence*’,^  is closely akin to that of 
Thomas Hardy. In Galsworthy’s plays tragedy is rendered 
in terms of humanity - the personal emotion and the 
individual viewpoint and circumstance - in conflict 
witn tne terrible and iiresistible force of a completely 
impersonal social system. Characters are thrown into 
opposition by circumstance, but both sides, whether they 
win or lose the external struggle v;hich forms the outer 
action of the play, are equally implicated in the tragic 
situation. For Galsworthy is a man, not thumping a tub 
for a partrculai section of society, but pitying the 
suffering and glorying in the unconquerable spirit of a 
human nature fighting against this circumstance.
2
For example, the tragic significance of Strife 
does not lie in the afflictions of the starring workers, 
but in the breaking of two fine men, and all for nothing. 
The moment of tragedy is that in which Roberts and Antony, 
their respective worlds shattered, stand face to face in 
respectful silence, and Tench realises - “All this - 
all this - and - and what f o r ? I n  The Skin Game
1. L. Abercombie, Thomas Hardy. A Critical Study, 1912,
p. 26.
2. J. Galsworthy, Strife, 1909.
 ^. Oj^ .cit. , Act.Ill.
4. J. Galsworthy, The Skin Game, 1920.
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the battle between the landed gentry and the new
inaustrial power is important only in so far as it gives
rise to the tiagic situation of two men, allied on the
fundamental human level of loyalty to their own kin, yet
set irrevocably at odds by outward circumstance. The
tragedy is in the fact that "we're all humane men",“^ and
yet, unaer pressure of principle and social situation, "who
2
knows where things end when they once begin?". This
5
reflection might well apply both to The Silver Box and 
to Justice. In these plays, wrongdoing, pathetic and 
excusable judged in its particular context, is brought 
up a^^ainst the impersonal * justice* of the law which 
looks only au the deed ana not at the motive, and there 
is set in motion an unexpected and uncontrollable tragedy. 
Similarly, in The Eldest Son  ^and Loyalties,^  ordinary, 
decent, humane people become involved, to their own 
bewilderment, in a tragedy of circumstance. Moreover, 
the most painful expression of Galsworthy's conception of
1. Strife, ^ct III.
2. J. Galsworthy, The Sxin Game, Act III, Sc. ii.
3. J. Galsworthy, The Silver Box, 1906.
4. J. Galsworthy, Justice, 1910.
5. J. Galsworthy, The Eldest Son, 1912.
6. J. Galsworthy, Loyalties, 1922.
tragedy, is at those moments when impartiality itself is 
caught unawares by a sudden consciousness of the tragic 
implication. Such a mom:nt is that when Cokeson cries 
with a startled misgiving - "Here 1 Here! 'JiHiat are we 
doing?
There is nothing abstract in Galsworthy's
presentation of the social problem. His plays are fully
projected, and impregnated with that particular viewpoint
and emotional implication which is the true life of the
drama. He substantiates his view of life with a self-
commenting , objective presentation, thus achieving that
"precise statement of life which is at the same time a
point of view, a world; a world which the author's mind
2
has subjected to a process of simplification." Every 
element of form images the dramatist's tragic conception, 
played out as it is in terms of spontaneously developed 
character speaking in impassioned personal utterance. It 
is perhaps worth noting in this connection the particular 
sxill with which the writer uses setting for dramatic effect. 
The single example of The Silver Box will serve to illustrate 
this; besides the obvious contrast of the Barthwicxs' with
1. Justice, Act I.
2. T.8. Eliot, 'The Possibility of a Poetic Drama', Dial, 
November, 1920, p.446.
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the Jones' living room, there is a more subtle implication 
in the fact that ivirs Jones carries home a parcel wrapped 
in The Times  ^- probably the very copy which separated 
the Barthwicks at breakfast. Thus, then, the ultimate 
form of the drama completely replaces and embodies the 
underlying concept.
Galsworthy's contribution to the newly born 
serious drama is of great significance. Of the group of 
dramatists working towards the rehabilitation of the 
English drama at this time, Galsworthy approaches most 
nearly to the imaginative integrity of Ibsen. His 
indignant awareness of social injustice is translated 
directly into terms of character and action, and is 
important only in so far as it throws light on the essential 
humanity, suffering and dignity of man. In the plays of 
this dramatist we are aware less of a contemporary evil 
than of ourselves as human beings allied in the very fact 
of existence. Galsworthy, like Ibsen, demands not so 
much a change of outward circumstance as a change of heart, 
and his drama is directed not at our reason and our social 
theory, but at the deeper springs of our being. Here, 
an external fact has been assimilated into the dramatic 
revelation of an inner truth.
1. The Silver Box, Act II, Sc.i.
21
Closely associated with the name of Galsworthy
is that of Harley Granville-Barker. Granville-Barker is
an uncertain writer, constantly experimenting with
technique, so that it is difficult either to characterise
him as a dramatist or precisely to estimate the nature
and value of his contribution to the new movement. The
thought underlying his plays obviously linns him with
the drama of Ibsen and that derived from and akin to it.
We have here the familiar questioning of moral and social
conventions, the problem of woman's place in society,
the demand for a revaluation of living, for new ideas
and standards which must meet the requirements of a "new
c e n t u r y " H o w e v e r ,  the intellectual intensity of
Granville-Barker's concern with these problems subjects his
plays to immediate and serious criticism, for the action
and characterisation of his drama is frequently made to
carry too great a weight of epigrammatic commentary. For
2
instance, the characters in Waste are idiosyncratically 
awai’e of the moral implication of their situation, and 
one wearies of their eternal analysis of their own lives 
in relationship to contemporary theories of religion.
1. H. Granville-Barker, The Marrying of Ann Leet^^1899, 
Act IV.
2. H. Granville-Barker, V/aste, 1906-7*
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politics, education, and every aspect of social living.
The firm dramatic outline of Trebell's tragedy is 
recurrently blurred by intellectual aiscussion of countless 
principles. The Voysey Inheritance  ^ is more successful.
The ethical principles under examination are more skilfully 
fused with a gripping dramatic event, and the issue of 
Edward's development from a conventional moral righteousness 
based only upon principle to a moral strength and humanity 
spririjLng from the nexus of his character with the plot, 
is less frequently side-tracxed than was the potentially
p
strong tragic situation of Waste. The Madras House 
primarily provides a delightful museum of character study, 
but one again feels the now familiar questioning of 
contemporary values and ways of life is the underlying 
restriction of the play. The clash between the views of 
Constantine and Huxstable sets in motion that serious 
thought wuich strives towards the ultimate goal, a culture 
that "must spring in good time from the happiness of a
5
whole people".
1. H. Granville-Barker, The Voysey Inheritance, 1903-5*
2. H. Granville-Barker, The Madras House, 1910.
3* op.cit., Act IV.
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From the point of view of this study, The 
Marrying of Ann Leete is of particular significance.
This play provides a striking illustration of the possibility 
of developing prose drama into a force akin to the 
emotional power of poetry, iiepe Granville-Barker is 
approaching, from the opposite direction, the muted poetry 
which Eliot is later to seek through the modification of 
verse itself. The dialogue of this play is charged with 
an inate, unspoken poetry, achieved through a flat, 
intensified utterance, imaging the eddies of a deeper 
thought and feeling, and yet retaining the illusion of 
everyday speech. Such is Carnaby's description of his 
wife - "She was not beautiful ... then she died.
Realistic detail is here sharpened into symbolism, and 
the curt phiases which provide the characters with 
utterance suggest the emotional depths of a poetry which 
never openly breaks the realistic surface
George : Morning 1 These candles still smell.
Sarah : How lively one feels and isn't.
Carnaby : The flowers are opening.
Ann» (In a whisper) Couldn't we go in?
Sarah : Never run away.
1. The Marrying of Ann Leete, Act III.
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Aon: Everything looms so odd.
Sarah : Vi/hat ' s o ’clock ... my lord?
Lord Joan: Half after four.
Ann: (To Sarah) my eyes are hot behind.
George : Vvhat ghosts we seem!
Sarah : v/hat has üMe us spend such a night?^
A new strength is entering the realistic prose drama: 
a strength dangerous to a poetic drama which must now 
satisfy the demand for naturalism establisued by tûe 
prose ploj.
plays of St. John Hankin are very much a 
product of the prevailing thought behind the English drama 
during the early years of this century, but it is doubtful 
that they made any significanu modification in the 
development of the new dramatic growth. However, they do 
reveal many of the pitfalls into which serious drama was 
all too liable to fall. Hankin, like Shaw, is a destructive 
force. Like Shaw, he engages himself in attack on the 
conventional ideals and short sighted ethical standards 
of his day. At the same time he attempts, in some measure, 
to express his views on these ideals and standards in 
terms of human relationship and emotional experience - a
1. op.cit., Act I.
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process of the imagination which underlies Galsworthy's
tragedy. But hankin has neither the apparent unconcern
of Shaw's wit nor Galsworthy's keen sense of tragic
implication and human significance. The result is that
his work is compounded of a relentless cynicism streaked
with unexpected veins of sentimentality.
By introducing into each ^lay a touchstone
of true values, hankin employs a device familiar in the
work of Ibsen, however, the setting and dialogue of his
drama, with the exception of The Last of the De Mullins,^
suggests a comedy of middle class manners, and the
shattering of th^ jSi* convention with sudden outbursts of
bitterness and sentiment is as disastrous as was the
attempt to mingle pure wit ana genuine emotion in the
later stages of the Restoration Comedy. The dramatist's
imaginative conception is capable of neither great comedy
nor true tragedy. The humour of an essentially comic
2
situation in The Two Mr. Wetherbys and The Return of the
3
Prodigal  ^ is embarrassed by the sentimental implication
1. St. John Hankin, The Last of the De Mullins, 1907*
2. St. John Hankin, Tne Two ivtr. Wetherbys, 1902.
3. St. John Hankin, The Return of the Prodigal, 1904.
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of an underlying depth of feeling ostentatiously covered
over by a self conscious cynicism. The plot of The
Gassills Engagement  ^might well have resulted ultimately
in high comedy or great tragedy. In actual fact the
comedy is marred by an attempt to relate an extremely
witty surface to underlying emotions^the presentation
of whicQ smacks of cheap sentiment. I\ars Gassilis's
handling of the situation has some brilliantly amusing
results, but we are sligntly nauseated by the dramatist’s
reference of tae comic development to a conventionally
conceived and fulsomely presented emotion
Mrs Gassilis: (defiantly) I would. Ah, Margaret, 
you've no c ildren. (Her voice quivering and her 
eyes sdining with intensity of emotion). You don't 
know how it feels to see your son wrecking his 
life and not be able to prevent it.^
The tragic potentiality of tde circumstance is faintly
indicated by Mrs Borridge's pathetic disappointment - "I
did so want 'er 10 be respectable. l 'aven't always been
respectable myself, and I know the value of it, in the
same way in which the tragic possibilities of the
1. Bt. John Hankin, The Gassilis Engagement, 1905
2. op.cit., Act.II.
3. op.cit., Act III.
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revelation in The Gnarity that Began at Home  ^ultiiœbely 
resolve tuemselves in terms of a tearful pathos, and the 
curtain comes down on De Mullin in a welter of sentiment 
and a maudlin exaggeration of the joys of motherhood.
It is this sentiment accompanied by his paradoxical 
cynicism, which causes Hankcin to fall badly between two 
dramatic conceptions of life, and to mingle indiscriminantly 
two incompatible dramatic moods. One suspects his 
integrity with justification; in the development of the 
serious drama his work is symptomatic ratner than a 
significant organic growth.
Hankin, nowever, is soon to be outdated. With 
the work of a group of writers connected with Miss 
Horniman's Repertory Theatre in Manchester,^  and known 
generally as the "Manchester School", realistic drama 
moves towards a bolder ana starker naturalism. It moves 
out of the socially conscious environment of middle class 
homes down to the cottages of Lancashire and the slum 
back streets of provincial towns. It moves into the 
kitcnen of 137, Burnley Road Hindle, and here we 
encounter a heroine of different extraction from the
1. St. John Hankin, The Charity that Began at Home, 1905*
2. The Gaiety Theatre, Manchester, where Miss Horniman's 
repertory company put on about 100 new plays between 
1907 and 1921.
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newly educated, self-conscious middle class femininist.
I'he independence of Fanny Hawthorn, who will "earn enough 
brass to keep me going" as long "as there's weaving sheds 
in Lancashire"^ springs not from position or education, 
but from inherent self respect and sound common sense.
Like Maggie Hobson,^ she proves herself equal and superior 
to her mate, not with the aid of tneory and argument, but 
with the natural force of her personality. The strength 
of these women is not endowed by the propagandist 
enthusiasm of their creators, it is the spontaneous self 
reliance of a hard working people, for "It's a poor sort 
of woman who'll stay lazy when she sees her best chance
3
slipping from her." This is realistic drama rooted not
in contemporary theory, but in contemporary life. In
Zl
Hindle Wakes and Hobson's Choice, and in The Dear Departed, 
The Price of Coal^ and Lonesome Like,^  Houghton and
1. S. Houghton, Hindle Wakes, 1912, Act III.
2. H. Brighouse, Hobson's Choice, 1916.
3- Hobson's Choice, Act I.
4. S. Houghton, The Dear Departed, 1910 (produced at the
Gaiety, Nov. 1908).
5. H. Brighouse, The Ptrce of Coal, 1911*
6. H. Brighouse, Lonesome Like, 1914.
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Brighouse are seeking, not so much to illustrate a
problem, as to present a people. The manner of this
presentation is a fully developed, unselfconscious
realism. The settings reproduce the familiar surroundings
of a working class daily life; language, no longer based
on the affectations of social intercourse, is stripped
of epigrammatic suavity, and moves in the rhythms of
everyday speech. The naturalistic drama is grown to
maturity and confidence.^ finding itself capable of dealing
with the grimmgt and most sordid actuality. It enters the
dingy house of the Cleggs,^  where one strong minded woman
fights the bitterly realistic struggle to defend her
children against a despicably weak husband and his
maunderingly sentimental mother. It moves into the
2
shabby, depressing rooms in Acacia Avenue, where 
humanity, stunted for so long by the monotony of a daily 
round which it fears to relinquish, stirs feebly in a 
momentary attempt to get out to the light of a new and 
free life. Unflinchingly it portrays the harsh realism
1. Bt. John Ervine, Jane Clegg, 1915*
2. E. Baker, Chains, 1911 *
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of life in the provincial north - and it is a far cry 
from the hot-house natui*alism of Caste to the granite 
honesty of Rutherford and Son.^  "Life's work, keeping your 
head up and your heels down. Sleep, and begetting 
children, rearing them up to work when you've gone, that's 
life.
Thus the battle for the rehabilitation of the 
English stage had been won, but it was to prove, in the 
years following, something of a Pyrrhic victory. Ibsen 
had employed realistic detail in the manner of the poet, 
creating a symbolic structure which exactly imaged his 
conception. His realism was a poetic realism - that 
is to say he substantiated his dramatic concept with 
an illusion of reality. The English drama derived from 
Ibsen had missed the poetry in his work, and the prose fü(Tm 
which they established in the theatre became, in the 
hands of lesser dramatists, more of a danger than an asset 
to the imaginative integrity of both playwrights and 
audience. At the end of the first World War the 
genuine pioneering impulse behind the serious prose play 
had withered. Prose drama was fast becoming mere
1. Githa Sowerby, Rutherford and Son, 1912.
2. op.cit. ■
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depiction, inflated with a deceptive implication of 
greater values, which was in fact mere sentimentality.
This emotional prostitution had been anticipated by 
Maugham, who like Bennett, was engaged chiefly in 
concocting those charming souffles of wit which were 
later to become characteristic of Coward and Novello. 
Meanwhile Barrie had meandered on his whimsical way 
charming, fantastic, sentimental and maddening 
deliguting his audience, but marring everything he touched 
with that irritating coyness which all too frequently 
became entirely nauseating.
By the twenties a sizeable host of craftsmen 
was gathering to provide material for the modern popular 
repertory company. Sherrifi' and Monkhouse^ were exploiting 
the cheap emotionalism engendered by war, and Ronald 
Mackenzie was congratulating himself on the realisation 
that "this man Beethoven, got nearer to reality - the 
very stuff of the universe - than any man before or 
s i n c e . T h e  theatre began to be flooded by an endless 
stream of plays - through Dane, McEvoy, Van Druten, Levy,
1. R.C. Bherriff, Journey's End, 1929.
2. A. Monkhouse, The Conquering Hero, 1923.
3. R. Mackenzie, Musical Chairs, 1931  ^ Act I.
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Bhairp, Sutro, Dodie Smith to Emlyn Williams and Terence 
Rattigan - frequently exhibiting a brilliant sense of the 
theatrically effective, but varnished over with the 
tawdry gloss of popular sentiment and superficial 
philosophy. During the last three decades of this century 
the realistic play has been content to substitute mere 
imitation^ for Ibsen's illusion of reality. Photographic 
naturalism, through a countless number of trivial and 
sjfletimental comedies and pseudo tragedies set between an 
alarm clock and a gas cooker, has catered avidly for 
popular emotionalism. The prose dramatist, incited by 
box office returns, captures his audience with theatrical 
situation, and embroiders this situation with philosophic 
platitudes which give an illusion of depths he has not 
the capacity to sound.
Thus, then, the prose play, having missed the 
poetry at its source, was soon to build on the sands of 
mere entertainment and superficial sentiment. Meantime, 
however, a new current had entered the stream of English 
drama. It was left to the Irish Dramatic Movement to bring 
back into ttie English theatre tde poctry ^hich had been 
overlooked in Ibsen. While his English contemporaries,
1. Not used here in the Aristotlean sense.
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preoccupied with 'problems' which were to him synonymous
with the "whirling circumferenceof life, were
developing a consciously naturalistic technique,
W.B. Yeats was attempting to lead his age back to a
greater reality, the reality of spiritual experience,
for "we, who are believers, cannot see reality anywhere
2
but in the soul itself." The social drama concerned 
itself with topical questions and ideas, with the
3
"continual, restless mimicries of the surface of life", 
by reproducing the outward appearance of daily speech and 
action, it was in fact engaged in presenting the deceptive 
reality of the actual, in the "substitution of apparent 
for real truth".^ The Irish Dramatic Movement, under 
the conscious pioneering leadership of Yeats, Synge and 
Lady Gregory dedicated itself to the communication of 
peotic truth, those permanent, ever recurrent features 
of our state of being which form the underlying reality 
of human existence. It sought to replace the superficial 
movement of paosc realism by an image of spiritual motion 
- " tihe nobler movements that the heart sees, the rhythmical





movements that seem to flow up into the imagination from
some deeper life than that of the individual soul.
Furthermore, and of great significance, the
Irish gave rebirth to the overt utterance of high poetry
in the English speaking drama. For Yeats "without fine
2
words there is no literature". Yet life furnishes the 
material for art, and its inspiration is a vision of 
some portion of life, and thus Yeats the dramatist was 
faced with the barren resources of contemporary social 
intercourse. He overcame this problem by turning to a 
living language vibrant with innate poetry, to the
5
"English idiom of the Irish-thinking people of the west".
Here, to the hand of art, was a living poetry, a current
language on which "abundant, resonant, beautiful, laughing, 
%living speech could be built.
Yeats was dominantly concerned with mystical 
experience, but his belief in the theatre as the vehicle 
for poetry led to his attempt to express his vision in 
dramatic terms. A popular criticism of Yeats is that he
1. op.cit., p .48.
2. op.cit., p.174.
3* op.cit., p.29.
4. W.B.Yeats, 'Preface to the First Edition of The Well
of the Saints', 1905, The Cutting of an Agate, 1919,
p.115.
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is so essentially a lyric poet that 'he inevitably fails
as a dramatist. This is a superficial reproach. It must
be remembered that, what Yeats is tracing is not the progress
of outer action, but the development of spiritual experience,
and, when evaluating his work, we must taxe care to
differentiate between the truly dramatic and the purely
theatrical. Genuine dramatic poetry traces the eddies
of deeper thought and motion, and the "chief business
of poetic drama is the communication of spiritual
experience fused with a sufficiently convincing illusion
of outward appearance demanded by the audience "for
2
preserving the necessary credibility". Our difficulty 
lies in the fact that, for us, outward appearance is 
synonymous with ordinary, everyday happening in a prosaic 
contemporary world. vVhat we have to remember is that 
Yeats was assuming the living imagination of a people 
for whom the ancient legends of -Ireland - "those old 
stories of the folk which were made by men who believed 
so much in the soul, and so little in anything else, that 
they were never entirely certain that the earth was solid




under the f o o t - s o l e - were interwoven with the substance 
of actual existence. An interpretation of the world of the 
didhe is as easily acceptable to the people of Ireland as 
is the story of Beckett's martyrdom to the contemporary 
Englishman.
We cannot justly accuse feats of dividing up
lyric poetry between a varying number of cnaracters, and
attaching it loosely to an inorganic plot. If we take,
2
for example. The Kin,g*s Threshold, we find that the 
dominant theme of the struggle between spiritual reality 
ana the corrupting confines of the actual is substantiated 
by every .aspect of the ultimate form of the drama. It 
is imaged not only in Seanchan's affirmation of the 
poetic faith, but also in the plot which involves a 
poet's martyrdom, and in the contrast of characters 
tracing contrasting conceptions of a true standard of 
values. The imagery of the play is impregnated with 
personal viewpoint and personal passion, from the living 
colloquial poetry of the cripple's "until he be as rotten
1. Plays and Controversies, p.1^3*
2. W.B. Yeats, The King's Threshold. 1904, CoiLEfTED Pl-OVS, llfi
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as an old mushroom",^ through the oratorical dignity of 
the King's utterance and the rough spice of the soldier's 
"snuff it, old hedgehog, and unroll yourself',"^ to the 
impassioned cry of the poetic soul at the limits of its 
human confine.
The scattering hand, the bursting pod.
The victim's joy among the holy flame, ^
God's laughter at the shattering of the world.
Here Yeats substantiates his own belief in the absolute 
value of art in convincing dramatic terms.
However, Yeats is not completely successful as 
a dramatist in that he does not always relate his vision
of spiritual reality to permanent human truth. In The
4 5Unicorn from the Stars and The Hour-Glass"^ he attempts
to communicate the supreme mystical co»yprehension that
the ultimate realisation of the spirit can only be
fulfilled by a complete annihiliation of the outer self,
6
of the "twittering world" of external motion, for "where
1. op.cit. 
cl.. op . cit.
3• op.cit.
4. W.B. Yeats, The Unicorn from the Stars, 1908, CoLLECTEb PiRVS.
5. W.B. Yeats, The Hour-Qlass, 1914^ pp.ci
L  T .  s. El loh Four Quttrl'el'S, 1144,  ' Bwrni Norton.
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there is nothing - there is G o d ! -
uVe perish into God and sink away 
Into reality - the rest's a dream. 2
This sublime awareness is neither evolved from dramatic 
event nor resolved in terms of the drama. Its origin is 
not in human, but iii supernatural experience, and its 
resolution is in death. As in The Family Reunion,^  the 
impassioned spirituality of these plays outruns dramatic 
event, and the result is that their finest poetry is not 
genuinely dramatic. Accompanied as it is by remote 
settings and a language which has its roots in the 
living imagination of a people unspoilt by the banalities 
of contemporary society, the visionary quality with 
which feaps'ài characters are endowed does not jarr so 
violently with its context as does the introduction 
of prophetic insight into the Monchensey's drawing room."^ 
However, with tne writing of the Plays for Dancers
1. Tlxe IJnioQi-n from tne Stprs, Act III
2. Tue hour-G-lass.
j. T.3.Eliot, The Family Reunion, 1959.
h. Tiie Family Reunion.
5. W.3.Yeats, 'Plays for Dancers'. (At the Hav/k' s Well, 1917, The
Only Jealously of Emer, 1919, The Dreaming of the Bones, 1919,
Calvary, 1920, The Cat and the Moon, 19267) Col 1 ec t ed~PI ay s, 1952.
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the proposition of the mystical experience is obviously
no longer made up in human terms. The poet’s vision of
humanity has been refined and concenurated to a remote,
ritualistic symbol imaging the working of the spirit
plainly confronted. In the end Yeats turned from the
theatre as it is generally known, seeking to communicate
pure spirituality in his own "unpopular theatre",  ^ "the
ancient theatre that can be made by unrolling a carpet
or marking out a place with a stick, or setting a screen
2
against tae wall."
The Importance of Yeats in the development of 
Britisn drama in this century can scarcely be over­
estimated. Yeats brought back into the theatre spiritual 
reality and poetic truth, a true standard of values to 
challenge all that was artificial and superficial on the 
stage. Furthermore, he taught the drama to express itself 
once more in living poetry, not only through his own work 
in the theatre, but through his fostering of the genius 
which was to surpass him in the plays of John Millington 
Bynge. It was Yeats who advised Synge to go to the remote
1. Plays and Controversies, p.212.
2. Note on the First Performance of At The Hawk's Well, 
Plays and Controversies, p.416.
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anoi
islands of the west, where, through a crack in the 
floor of a Wicklow cottage,^  he was to assimilate the 
natural poetry expressive of the living imagination of 
the folk.
Synge Is the great poet dramatist of the 
movement. his conception of the nature of the drama 
challenges the aims of the contemporary prose play with 
the integrity of the pure artist concerned only with the 
life of the imagination. For Synge the drama is made 
serious, "not by the degree in which it is taken up with 
problems that are serious in themselves", but by its 
content of fundamental, unchanging reality and imaginative 
truth, "by the degree in which it gives the nourishment,
2
not very easy to define, on which our imaginations live". 
The drama embodies the initial dramatic vision, and
z
"like the symphony , does not teach or prove anything,"^ 
but rather performs the supreme function of art by 
recreating in the minds of its audience that imaginative 
experience which was its inspiration.
1. J.M. Synge, Preface to The Playboy of the Western 
World, 1907, CoUECTEP ^
2. J.M. Synge, Preface to The Tinker's Wedding. I9O7, op.cit.
3. op.cit.
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The ultimate form of Synge's plays clearly 
acknowledges that initial imaginative intensification 
which Abercrombie termed "conceptual poetry".^ Every 
element of form is "in the s c a l e o f  this "conceptual 
poetry", and all are mutually creative towards the final 
objective presentation which forms the complete image of the 
initial concept. Synge thinks spontaneously in terms 
of human action and of poetry, and each is inextricably 
bound to the other in the living texture of his imaginative 
thought. Tnis creative process is, however, true of 
all great poetic drama, and we must look more closely 
at the genesis of Synge's art if we are to comprehend 
that essentially unique quality which renders his plays 
almost inimitable. Synge's work is the result of a rare 
combination - the power of the dramatist with that of 
the nature mystic,-and the fulfilment of his genius 
depended upon circumstances equally rare. It depended 
upon the existence of a people so intimate with the 
forces of nature that the imagination of the artist could^ 
without straining credibility, intensify the fact of this 
intimacy to a vision of underlying reality at the point




out of time where man and nature merge in spiritual truth.
Synge found such a people in the Aran Islands. He found
a living poetry, not only in the language of this folic, but
in their very state of being. Removed as they were from
contaminating influences of an artificial civilisation,
the "primary impulses of being" were "infinitely more
evident" in their speech and action" than in the speech
and action of actuality's affairs".  ^ By reason of nature
2
they already "were poetry" to the hand of a great 
visionary dramatist, and the fusion of art with such life 
inevitably resulted in a unique perfection.
Nature is the very stuff of the dramatic life of
these plays. It enters into the action of the drama,^
provides their setting, and consistently impregnates the 
imagery of characters' utterance. Art's "simplification 
and exaggeration" of character innately intimate with the 
primary forces of existence results in that visionary 
presentation of humanity as an organic part of the life of 
nature which is the distinctive feature of Synge's drama.
1. op.cit., p.254.
2. op.cit.
3 . Notably in Riders to the Sea,1904, in which the sea 
itself is the chief protagonist.
4. L. Abercrombie, 'The function of Poetry in the Drama', 
p.254.
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Synge worxs completely by direct presentation, and yet over
his characters and setting is cast "the light that never
was, on land or sea"^ a light in which the fundamental
reality of human and natural existence is at once revealed.
The greatness of Synge lies in his superb
fusion of living and imaginative poetry. Synge gave back
to the drama a poetry based on tne rhythms and images of
a contemporary speech. The English poets of the
nineteenth century had employed an utterance already
hardened into a written symbol. Synge moulded his
language from a warm and vibrant speech "where everything
2
is old and alive and nothing common or threadbare."
This lang'dpgc is based on the cadences and imagery of a 
people naturally poetic. It is the voice of this people




Lough Nahangan and it filled with gold",^ or threate s to
"have the divil making garters of your limbs tonight 
art may rise naturally to the intensified "and I crying
1. W. Wordsworth, Elegiac Stanzas, 1805*
2. V/.E. Yeats, Plays and Controversies, p.30.
3. J.M. Synge, The Shadow of the Glen, 1903.
4. J.M. Synge, The Playboy of the Western Vvorld, Act II.
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for a love will be the like of a star shining on a little 
harbour by the s e a w h e n  its roots are so firmly entwined 
in life itself.
However, the work of Synge inevitably forms a 
cul-de-sac in the British drama's way through the wood.
As Eliot points out, "the language of Synge is not
o
available except for plays set among the same people"
Synge magnificently fulfilled the ideals of the Irish 
Dramatic Movement, but his was an artistic triumph not to 
be repeated. An attempt to repeat perfection is necessarily 
mere imitation. Nevertheless, though he did not establish 
a dramatic form capable of further modification he gave 
the drama an impetus towards imaginative integrity the 
value of which can scarcely be overestimated. It is to 
Yeats and Synge that the English drama is indebted for 
the revival of its poetry and its imagination, for the 
re-awakening of a faith in the dramatic expression of a 
reality deeper than the surface level of prose realism and 
photographic naturalism. These early writers of the 
Irish Dramatic Movement contributed to the drama something 
of greater significance than mere technique, - they
1. J.M. Synge, Deirdre of the Sorrows, 1909, Act III.
2. T.S. Eliot, Selected Prose, p.74.
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revitalised the belief in living poetry in the theatre.
Even while the work of the original leaders of
the movement was at its height, a new facet of the Irish
genius had begun to reveal itself. Yeats, reviewing the
situation in 1919, acknowledged the change which had come
about since the early years, and wrote of the latest
dramatists "they have been excellent just in so far as
they have become all eye and ear, their minds not smoking
lamps, as at times they would have wished, but clear 
 ^ art i cu la  t c
mirrors". "The making of all the dumb classes, each with 
its own knowledge of the world, its own dignity" was 
still in progress, but "all objective, with the objectivity 
of the office and the workshop, of the newspaper and the
2 3
street, of mechanism and of politics". Golum-^ had 
concerned himself with the problems raised by the 
encroachment of modern civilisation on the peasant way of 
life, while Robinson and Murray, in The ciancy Name^and 
Birthright^ had directly presented "a stern record of hard
1. W.B. Yeats, ’A People's Theatre', The Irish Statesman,
1919,republished Plays and Controversies, pp.199-218.
2. op.cit.
3. P.Golum, The Land, 1905".
4. L.Robinson, The cjancy Name, 1908.
5 . T.G.Murray, Birthright, 1910.
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fact and hard character".^  A new objectivity and
naturalism had found its place in the Irish drama, and the
way was prepared for the "making articulate" of yet
2
another "dumb class" in the early O'Casey'5 realistic 
presentation of life in tne Irish slums. let, as Yeats 
pointed out, the originators of The Irish Dramatic 
movement did not "set out to create this sort of theatre", 
and it is not to "this sort of theatre" that the poetically 
starved English drama turned for sustenance.
In England the poet dramatists of the nineteenth 
century had failed to establish a living poetic drama in
h
the theatre and the turn of the century found poetry 
moribund on the English stage. With a superb disregard 
for the demands of contemporary living seeking expression 
through a new form of art, Stephen Phillips was exploiting 
the commercial possibilities of the pseudo Elizabethan 
play. While the prose drama around him struggled forward 
Phillips looked steadily and complacently backward over
1 . U.M. Ellis-Fetffior, The Irish Dramatic Movement, 1939,
p.192.
2. Sean O'Casey, The Shadow of a Gunman, 1923; Juno and 
the Paycock, 1924.
3• Plays and Controversies, p .206.
4. See supra, ppi-3*
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three hundred years. Phillips combines a strong sense 
of the theatrically effective with an undoubted lyrical
gift, and his method is to devise a compelling emotional 
situation and to decorate it lavishly with all the externals 
of poetry. The relationship between emotional situation 
and character, and between these and heightened language 
is not the organic relationship of genuine drama. Theatrical 
climaxes and the use of high sounding imagery outruns the 
thinly imagined characters, with the result that Phillips 
is most successful in scenes where characters dramatise 
themselves in pathetic lyricism^ or what comes perilously 
near to melodramatic ranting -
Agrippina : A thousand loves and lusts have left no line
Tremendous fortunes have not touched my hair 
Murder hath left my cheek as the cheek of p
the babe.
This self-awareness is essentially theatrical, and not the 
spontaneous growth indicative of genuine drama. Phillips 
does not relate his big emotional effects to an underlying 
human truth; his imagery does not trace an inevitable 
spiritual development - it is arbitrary and bombastic. 
However, it is not difficult to see why Phillips was so
1. bee particularly S. Phillips, Paolo and Francesca,1899»
2. S. Phillips, Nero, 1902, Act II.
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commercially successful. He flattered his audience with a 
classical theme while catering prodigally for their delight 
in spectacle, theatrmcal attitudes, star performances, 
romance, melodrama and sentiment. He creates an impression 
of tremendous passion and significance, and his plays, 
though cheaply motivated, are Skilfully constructed. As 
theatre they are excellent; as drama, merely adequate.
In the early years of tnis century Binyon and 
Sturge Moore are to be found among inose ciriying a feeble 
torch I or Phillips. Attila  ^is executed in a pretentious 
blank verse entirely dislocated from life and from tnin, 
flat character completely lacking in ihe imaginative 
dimensions of true poetic concept. There is much nigh 
sounding imagery -
But nov/ we must make platters of our shields.
And see our royal eagle witched and tamed,
A strutting pigeon in a castle-court 
That coasts about^ the housetops and alights 
To preen and coo
but it is wooden and artificially exalted, not charged 
with the swift current of genuine dramatic emotion. The 
ending of the play is a pathetically weak echo of
1. L. Binyon, Attila, 1907*




The pillar ol the world is broken down 
And yet heaven has not fallen !
The dra.uatrc development of the play has not generated 
this climax; we cannot accept the exaltation, and we 
are unmoved or irritated by its expression in arbitrarily 
heightened language.
bturge Moore does little more than overload 
an indifferent narrative play with poctry of no very 
high quality. He maxes no attempt to bring his tnemes 
forward and fuse them with contemporary thought into 
a living imaginative concept, as Eliot was later to do
5
in murder in the C a t h e d r a l Like Johnson, we weary of
4
a new tale of Aphrodite a g a i n s t -  Artemis, especially when 
this tale moves feebly with the shadow of a localised 
em'tyion of no universal intensity. Verse rhythms and 
imagery are completely divorced from life -
1. ct. "The crown o' th' earth doth melt. - My lord !
my lord 1 -
0, wither'd is the garland of the war.
The soldier's pole is fall'n."
2 . Attila y ftcT iV.
3. T .b.Eliot, Murder in the Cathedral, 1933»
4. T. bturge Moore, Aphrodite against Artemis, 1901.
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lier hatred, darkening ever more, hath f lowered.
Like the great Nile who sometimes brings thick mud 
Into the palaces of .Egypt's kings. 1
and image nothing which we recognise as a living reality.
With Moore's work modern poetic drama certainly does not 
advance, and often makes every attempt to retreat.
Thomas Hardy's Tne Dynasts  ^ is a work infinitely 
greater in stature than these competent exploitations of an 
outworn tradition. Of epic proportion and unstageable in its 
entirety, The Dynasts is something of a tour de force, 
and as such, it is inevitably set apart from the main 
stream of dramatic development. However, if the theatre 
IS the ultimate test of arama, yet one cannot disregard 
Abercrombie's salient question, "why should the great 
formal advantages of dramatic shape be confined to plays 
capable of being staged?" The "dramatic snape" of 
The Dynasts is the intense imaginative unity imposed by 
its conceptual poetry, - "it is in the thing as a whole
L\.
that its poetry consists". This conceptual poetry
1. T. Sturge Moore, Marianne, 1911, Act IV.
2. T. Hardy, The Dynasts, 1905-8.




finds direct expression in the supernatural utterance
which crystallises the significance of the vast unfolding
human action. Human character and event is referred
back to the controlling imaginative tneme embodied in
the Chorus of Spirits, "the commenting group of spirits
has done sometning remarkable for the arama, it has
realised that large imaginative unity which the mere
logic of events can only suggest, what was simply war,
becomes drama.
An obvious comparison may be drawn between
2
Hardy's epic drama and The Rock. Abercrombie might 
equally well have written of Eliot's Chorus that they 
"stand up on the human action like a group of statues 
on a figured pedestal - a sui^mation in immortals of 
tne multitudinous mortal welter beneath". The shape 
of the two dramatic worxs is almost identical. In both, 
the essence of the drama is condensed in the cnoral 
interpretation of the external action. The utterance 
of trie Chorus is genuine dramatic poetry - that is to 
say it is poetry which dramatises the human situation
1. op.cit., pp.185-6.
2. T.S. Eliot, The Rock, 1934. See Chap.Ill, p. 173 ff.
3. L. kbercrombie, Thomas Hardy. A Critical Study,1912, 
p.185.
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by tracing its spiritual significance in an imagery 
of words. However, both Hardy and Eliot, by communicating 
this spiritual significance in the form of choral 
interludes, expose their v;ork to the danger of a divorce 
between the surface level of the drama and a cosmic 
intezpretation whicn is parallel to rather than interwoven 
with it. As Abercrombie points out, "the easiest way 
to read The Dynasts is to skip everything printed in 
italics",  ^ and yet it is in the surrounding supernatural 
drama that the imaginative concept of the poetic drama 
is embodied. The great panoramic presentation of
external event is imaginatively unified by its relationship
to the underlying idea - openly revealed by the 
chorus of spirits - of the inexorable fatality of 
existence.
The greatness of this dramatic experiment lies
in Hardy's redtisation of the need for a drama in close
touch with life itself. In The Dynasts, experience
within the living memory of Hardy's own day is related
to permanent feacures in man's consciousness, for
"the phantoms themselves are but abstractions of the
2
human mind shaped in art". The Dynasts is not a
1. op.cit., p.190.
2. OP * cit., p.217.
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aramatisecl historical narrative, but a living reality
finding its complement in tne living imagination of the
reader. historical fact has been transmuted by the
artist into "a characteristic spectacle of worldly event
from which is elicited enduring numan truth.
The work of hardy was not, however, sufficient
in itself to give English drama the imaginative impetus
whicn it so desperately needed, and it was, as we have
intimatedfrom Ireland that this revitalising power 
i
came.^  The first two decades of the twentieth century
saw the birth of the .nglisn Poetic Movement, chiefly 
associated with the names of Masefisld, Abercrombie, 
and Drinkwater. The influence of ihe Irish dramatists 
on these English writers was direct and personal. 
Masefield actually met Drinkwater in 1910 at one of
5
Yeats' literary evenin.s in V/oburn Buildings. On a 
similar occasion, seven years earlier, he had been 
introduced to Synge, of whose plays he wrote - "they 
came out of life, and this could not be said of the 
plays then most in demand". It was these Irish plays
1. op.cit., p.214.
2. See supra, p.
3 . J. Drinkwater , Pis do very, pp.17'6-8.
4. J. Masefield, So Long to Learn, pp.154-5*
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which inspired Masefield, born in Gloucestershire, to 
seek living imaginative uiaterial in the life and fable 
of the li'nglish countryside, for, in short, as he said, 
"someone ougnt to no something here".  ^ Abercrombie
ana Drinkwater joined him in nis tasn. Gloucestershire
provides the setting and background ±or The Tragedy of
2 5 4Nan, The Gampden Wonder, and x.ii-s. iriarrison, and the
5
later A Play of Saint George is strongly impregnated 
witn Gloucestershire tradition. Much of Drinkwater's 
work, including The Storm,^  was written at Oaxridge.
The Gloucestershire countryside is again the scene for
7 8Abercrombie’s The End of the World, The Deserter,
9
and The Staircase. These English dramatists were 
attempting to do for England what Synge, Yeats and Lady 
Gregory had done for Ireland.
1. o_p .cit.
2. J. Masefield, The Tragedy of Nan, 1908.
5. J . masefield, The Gampden Wonder, 1907*
4. J. Masefield, iVirs. iriarrison, see The Tragedy of Nan 
and Other Plays, 1909.
5. J . Masefield, A Play of St. George, 1948.
6. J. Drinkwater, The Storm, 1915, Pawns, 1917*
7. L. Abercrombie, The End of the V^orld, 1914. Four Short
Plays, 1922.
8. L. Abercrombie, 'The D e s e rt e r 1922, Four Short Plays,
1922.
9- L. Abercrombie, The Staircase, 1914, Four Short Plays,
1922.
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Masefield "S early Gloucestershire plays are 
discernibly under the influence of Synge. Here there 
is an obvious attempt to evolve a living poetry from 
dialectal speech, and to build into the drama that 
primitive spiritual insight of a people closely rdated 
to ihe primary forces of nature. In The Gampden Wonder 
ana Mrs Harrison the attempt is not successful. Masefield 
is preoccupied with a mood of the spirit at the expense 
of tae drama from which this mood should be spontaneously 
elicited. He forces the exultation of mrs Perry’s 
spiritual resignation from a train of event and suffering 
by which we are not wholly convinced. John Perry’s 
villainy is not fully motivated in character or in 
situation (the monotonous emphasis on Dick’s "twelve 
snillin’ a weex"^ is faintly ludicrous in face of the 
consequences), and the plot is scarcely credible
inieed it might have done better as a comedy after the
'Y'
3
style of Lady Gregory’s Spreading; the News Maury a ’ s
tragic exultation at the close of Riders to the Sea" 
is the climax of a natural spiritual development
1. The Gampden Wonder, 1907*
2. Augusta, Lady Gregory, Spreading the News, 1904
3. J.M. Synge, Riders to the Sea, 1904.
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completely motivated by the interaction between character 
and dramatic event. Her - "no man at all can be living 
for ever, and we must be satisfied"^ is the utterance of 
a spiritual awareness synonymous with the raising of 
humanity, through suffering, to an unnerstanding beyond 
tne limits of its natural confines. Jirs Perry’s "1 
be an old woman. 1 ain't got no man, I ain’t. Book 
says us must be p a t i e n t i s  idiosyncratic and embarrassing 
Here, as in the lyrical death of wnrs Harrison,^ Masefield 
has strained from his drama a significance which it is 
not able to bear.
These early attempts clearly point the way to 
the writing of The Tragedy of Nan. In Nan Masefield’s 
efforts to fuse realism and poetic vision are more 
successful. In the first place he succeeds in evolving 
heightened language naturally by building the suggestion 
of living poetry into the less intense dialectal texture 
of the whole drama. Poetry is interwoven into the 
relaxed dialogue. Nan, speaking of her love feels "like
1. op.cit.
2 . The Gampden Wonder, Sc.11.
5. Mrs Harrison, see The Tragedy of Nan, and other plays,
1909.
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luy ’eart was in flower" ;^  Dick describes spice-cake 
"Like kissing a zweet'eart at 'arvest time. When the 
girt moon be shining",^ and "the little boys zwimming 
in tne river. They be so white and swift, washing 
themselves. Ana tne splashin' do shine zo. Diamonds. 
Thus tne poetic world of tne play is gradually created, 
and, attuned to the ideas and xdiom of this world, we 
can accept tne intensified language of the love scene 
between Nan ana Dick, and even Nan’s final denunciation 
of her lover - "You kill people’s 'earts. You stamp 
tnem in tne oust, like worms as you treaa on in the 
fields. And under it all will be the women crying, the 
broken women, the women cast aside."
It is interesting to note now masefieId 
presents a selection of realistic detail to suggest a 
deeper significance. This is a device characteristic 
of Synge, who can evoke a vision of human existence in 
the apparent simplicity of "the time you’ll hear one 
cart getting off a long way in the east, and another cart
1. The Tragedy of Nan, Act. 1.
2. op.cit., Act,II.
3 . Ojp. cit.
4. o p >c i t . , ACt 111.
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getting oil' a long way in the west, and a dog barking 
maybe, and a little winü turning the stlcns."^ In 
tne device is laboured. Dick's description of a married 
woman's toil lacks that passionless objectivity, that 
acceptance of existence whicn springs from character 
rooted in a natural simplicity wnich is, in itself, a 
natural wisdom. The ef^uct of "And little Jainey fell 
in the yard, and 'ad 'er 'air mucked""^ is ruined by a 
selfconscious emphasis of tne tragic implication. "Ah! 
Ughi It go to my ’eart."^ Nan's song for her father 
is more successful. "There was a strong man, a kind 
man. ne was forty-nine years old. he was the best 
thatCher in the three counties. He was the sweetest 
singer. I've known teams goin' to the field stop to 'ear 
my dan sing." Here Nan's suffering is raising her 
above the bias of human passion towards a genuine 
spiritual understanding.
The Gaffer presents us with the strongest 
grounds for criticism. We can accept the gradual
1. J.M. bynge. The Wjêll of the baints, 1905, Act III.
k. The Trai2:ed.y of Nan, act II.
D • op.cit.
4. op.cit., Act III.
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intensification of Nan's ideas and the consequent 
heightening of her utterance, because this intensification 
springs from tne nexus of her character with the dramatic 
event - She is truly "pushed beyond the limits of the 
dying personality".  ^ The wisdom of the Gaffer, however, 
is almost wholly iuiosyncratic. His function is to 
relate the surface and une depths of the play, but, 
in actual fact, nis emphasis on symbolic significance 
outruns the dramatic presentation and wrenches the 
Sj, ontaneous spiritual development of Nan's character.
Tne Gaffer's influence on Nan's spiritual growth is 
obtrusive, and tne rival narrative of his sweetheart's 
tragedy does not blend happily witn the outer action which 
gives rise to the tragedy of Nan. His use of intensified 
language is inherent and not dramatic; we are forced to 
excuse it as senile rambling.
The living  ^oetry of Nan is a less healthy 
growth tnan the rich, spontaneous utterance of nynge's 
cnaracters. We frequently suspect that Masefield is 
creating an illusion of an underlying, innate poetry 
in tne people of Gloucestershire by concocting wnat is, 
in fact, a literary imagery from the features of their
1. J. masefield. Preface to The Tragedy of Nan, 1911.
6 0
environment. There is something precious in Dick's 
And tneir cheeks all llaggin’, and sunk. and dull as 
Load s bellies, the colour of 'em. and their eyes be 
eavy, like a foundered old ewe's wnen 'er time be on
' ei', " and phrases from the natural idiom sucn as "you
2 - 
be lovely" and "my white vlower dowe""^ are repeated
with tiresome persistence. Nevertheless, though
iiaasefield 's ultimate achievement falls far below tnat of
his Irish inspiration, we must not underestimate the
importance of these early plays in the development of
English poetic drama. Masefield was not only attracted
to tne Irish tecnnique, but was primarily fired by the
Irisn outlook. The Tragedy of Nan is a genuine attempt
to reconcile the realistic and the poetic in terms of a
drama rooted in life.
Drinkwater's The btorm is a less successful
attempt to emulate the genius of Synge. Here tne impact
of grief is blurred by Alice's sentimental rehearsal
of the past, and the stoic resignation of Riders to the Sea
1. The 'Tragedy ol Nan, Act II.
cL . O |J • c it.
3. op.cit., Act III.
4. J. Drinkwater, The Storm, 1915, Pawns, 1917-
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has degenerated into Saran’s irritating pessimism, 
nature here is conceived as an external force; it is 
not, as in Synge's plays, ingrained in the lives and 
minus of the characters. The result is that we are 
left only with a sense of catastrophe. at the close 
of Riders to the Sea there is no sense of waste, only 
a tragic jubilation of humanity recognising ana accepting 
the power of an elemental force with which it is 
fundamentally akin.
The Storm is tne only one of Drinkwater's poetic 
plays whicn recognises the possibility of founding a 
living drama on the life of the English countryside, but 
tne influence of the Irish Dramatic Movement on the early
work IS so strong that it may well be classified at this
1 2  3point. In Gophetua, Rebellion, The Gold of Guiet and
4
k = 0 Drinkwater clearly acknowledges Yeats as his 
master. The underlying theme of the plays comprehends 
feats ' conception of spiritual reality beneath mere
1. J. Drinkwater, Gophetua, 1911.
2. J. Drinkwater, Rebellion, 1914.
3. J. Drinkwater, The Good of ^uiet, 1916, Pawns, 1917-
4. J. Drinkwater, X = 0, 1917, Pawns, 1917*
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surface existence, and calls for the substitution of 
imaginative truth in place of "these little energies of 
law" vvhich are but "queer motes eddying over life".^ 
Drinkwater is not so pure a mystic as Yeats. In 
vOphetua and Rebellion he idealises human love to "a 
passion shining as a s w o r n i n  i,he face of which kingship, 
victory, even neaih itself are but "a blown wisp on 
tne granary floor".^  He is content, nowever, with this 
Idéalisation of life itself, and he does not, as does 
Yeats, demand tne anhiliation even of human passion -
Yet never nave two lovers kissed but they 
Believed there was some other near at hand, .
And almost wept because they could not find it.
The Goa of <;^ uiet approaches more closely to Yeats' 
supreme mysticism. It has obvious affinities with 
The Hour Glass and The Unicorn from the Stars, and its 
dominant conception recalls Yeats' belief in the 
spiritual pregnancy of a void
1. Rebellion, Act I, 6c.1.
2. Gophetua
3. Rebellion, Act I, 8c.1.
4. W.B. Yeats, The Hhadowy Waters, 1911*
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That centre of thought where life is thrilled 
As a world of wings plying the air,
A million pulses that beat, and buila,
Of the flowing arcs that are weaving tnere,
A perfect balance - a motion due
As ever the t^des of the sea have known.
True, as the flight of a god io true, .
Yet sweet and still as the carven stone.
As Yeats re-raised the Irish, so Drinkwater seeks to
impregnate the Englisn drama with the spirit and form
of poetry.
The early Drinkwater is essentially a lyric 
diamatist. Moreover, we find immediate grounds for 
criticism in the fact that he is lyric, not so much at 
tne expense of action - for we can accept the 
substitution of spiritual motion for external event 
but at the expense of character. In these plays it 
is the idea, and not the characters, which emerges 
most clearly. In Gophetua character, conflict and 
language are completely stylised to the lyrical expression 
of Che underlying theme. In The God of Q,uiet there are 
no characters, only a group of representative figures 
giving lyrical variations on tne nature of 'quiet*. 
Rebellion, in which Drinkwater attempts a complete 
nexus of character and plot, illustrates the dangers
1. The God of Quiet.
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of this lyrical preoccupation. The dramatic life of 
the conllict is stultified by character wnich is neither 
fully stylised nor fully motivated. Phane merely 
exhibits qualities opposed to tnose of Narros, and 
iMarros and Ehubia are too much alike. Vve have dialogue 
of tnis nature
ohubia: Immoderate love -
Narros: Is the grain of the thriving wood.
Hhubia: You take my words.^
in wnich, in place of dramatic interaction between the 
cnaracters, the lyrical exposition of an idea is shared.
A = 0 is more successful in that lyricism is organically 
related to a perfect image of the dramatic concept in 
terms of character and action. However, the exact 
symmetry of tnis image is possibly too perfect, and we
are further justified in criticising a distinct tendency
towards sentimentality in this play.
V/ritten at a time when the English drama was 
in desperate need of poetic faith, these early plays of 
Drinkwater are, botn in form and spirit, uncompromisingly 
poetic. In the face of prose realism the poet dramatist
1. Rebellion, Act 11, Sc.11
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issues the challenge of spiritual truth. It must be 
remembered, however, that this challenge is returned, 
ihe prose drama had introduced a starkly naturalistic 
contemporary world into the English theatre, and the 
poetic drama, in order to remain a living force, was 
obliged to take this prosaic worla into its imaginative 
comprehension. Drinmwater himself was among the first 
to realise the aifficulties facing the poet dramatist 
in tnis century. After his early work in the verse 
medium ne turned to the prose drama, attempting to 
reconcile poetry and realism by infusing with "the 
sparest prose idiom something of the enthusiasm and 
poignancy of v e r s e E l i o t  is to approach from the 
opposite direction by modifying the verse form itself, 
but his efforts are inspired by tne same interpretation 
of the contemporary situation.
Meanwhile Abercrombie had joined Masefield 
in his attempt to evolve a living poetic drama from the
contemporary life of the English countryside. Abercrombie’s
contribution to the moving stream of the drama lies in 
his attempt to reconcile his heritage of drama with the
needs of his age, and in his development of the
1. J.Drinkwater, Preface to Collected Plays, 1925, p.VIII.
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specifically dramatic use of imagery. In the hands of 
most of the poet dramatists of the nineteenth century 
the blank verse form had stiffened into pompous 
declamation dislocatea from living speech. In Abercrombie's 
work it is revitalised by colloquial expression and by 
imagery essentially functional, and loosened into an 
illusion of everyday speech by a free hanaling of the 
basic stress pat uern. t'e may compare this wooden 
liielessness
Harold : Fain had I kept thine earldom in thy hands 
Save for thy wild and violent will that
wrench'd
All hearts of freemen from thee. I could do 
No other than tnis way advise the king 
Against the race of Godwin. Is it possible 
That mortal men should bear their earthly
hearts
Into yon bloodless worla, and threaten us
. thence
Unschool'd of Death? .
with the vital motion of
Shuire: If there's a thing I hate
It is these travelling menageries:
To see a couple of rusty string-nalt geldings 
Tugging a square-wall'd cover'd truck
through mud,
And to know that, crampt within that clumsy
waggon.
Lumbering, jolting, unlit, airless, - lie 
Lions, Sahara lions ! - And in you
1. Alfred, Lord Tennyson, Harold, Act V, Sc.l
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Once there were lions, Seth, the lions of sin; 
iviangy, perhaps, but still - lionish voices.-, 
And now you've shut your sins up in a box -
Tennyson's image is purely declamatory, divorced from 
actual speech anu genuine emotion. Abercrombie's is 
fetched from everyday life ana living language; moreover 
It uramatises the characters of both oeth and the Squire, 
tracing simultaneously Seth's enforced self control 
and the imminent ei'Uption of the Squire's smouldering 
lust.
The texture of these plays is reinforced with 
phrases and images drawn from colloquial speech and the 
bacxgrouna of the characters' lives. In Deborah, 
the plague has "lowpt over”"^ one family, while David's 
life is "a candle in the draught of an open d o o r " T h e
villagers in The Snd of the World are "like dogs in a
q
yard", a rotten staircase is "flimsy and soft as a 
blanket, and the blasting of the comet is envisaged as
1. L. Abercrombie, The Auder, 1913, Tour Short Plays, 1922.
2. L. Abercrombie, Deborah, 1912, Act I.
3• op.cit.
4. L. Abercrombie, The End of the #orld, 1914, Act I,
Tour Short Plays, 1922.
5 . L. Abercrombie, The Staircase, 1914, Tour Short Plays,
1922.
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a aanci brushing up the shiny nap on a piece of cloth.^ 
Since nature is a prime factor in the lives of tnese 
characters it is ingrained in their psychology, and 
they image themselves and others spontaneously in terms 
of nature and animal life. The mast is cropped from a 
ship "as if it wtre a thistle"life in face of the 
imminent meteor is "a rotten toadstool xickt to flying 
bits", "a nudge that a clumsy thumb squashes and
4 c
smears", and laughter is "bright as sunny water 
The use of natural imagery comes as easily to these 
rustic characters as tne idea of a curlew call signal 
to the lovers in Deborah .
Of great significance is the essentially dramatic 
nature of the verbal imagery in these plays. In practice, 
as in theory, Abercrombie recognises the organic relation­
ship between poetry ana urama in the genuine poetic play, 
and it is this wnich sets him above the majority of the 
nineteenth century poet aramatists. Here every element
1. The ^nd of the vYorld, ^ct I.
2. Deborah, Act III.
3. The -Snd of the ‘^hrld. Act II.
4 . op . c i t. , AC t I.
5. L. Abercrombie, The Deserter, 1922, Four Short Plays, 
1322.
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of loiiü is an aspect of concept; character, action, 
setting ana language are mutually creative in the 
development of the whole. Verbal imagery is a living 
dramatic force, eddying with the changing cur-rents of 
Emotion, an^  ^ charged with the particular significance of 
personal viewpoint. ,Ve may take, for example, the 
imagery by which Abercrombie presents the conception of 
lechery In The Adder. Lust is envisaged as a dog "full 
01 weeping sores" and "vile mange", as "poison" and as 
the "spiny fingers" of strangling briars ; but it is 
also "scarlet fire", "bright wrathful wine", and a 
"golden trumpet" blazing into life. The equipoise of 
tnis imagery witnesses a genuine dramatic conception; 
the statement of the case is not ooncieerod, but 
counterbalanced with emotional and dramatic conflict.
Abercrombie acknowledges and insists upon an 
organic relationship between poetry ana drama and between 
poetic drama and life. In tnis age of Eliot it is 
difficult for us to realise the full significance of 
Abercrombie's achievement. His innovations are 
comparatively tentative, and, even while he advances 
on the work of the nineteenth century, he is not entirely 
free from that 'literary' quality which rendered the 
oarlier poetic drama so lifeless. Nevertheless, with
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A b e icrombie, the poetic drama taxes a great stride forward.
begun to realise its obligations to the requirements 
of its own age.
In the work of Gordon Bottomley these obligations 
ai ^ not so finely m. g a me d . Bottomley is generally 
associated with the poetic revival in England, though 
his imaginative integrity falls far short of that of 
his fellow pioneers, and his extravagant admiration for 
oturge iiiioore is no great recommendation for his own 
work. Of himself he says
I have found my riches ana my plenty 
In poets dead and poets living,2
and we suspect that this preoccupation with literature 
das been at tne expense of imaginative experience
grounded in life itself. In two of his plays, kin 
Lear's Aife^and Gruach^ he reconstructs the early lives 
of ohaxespeare's characters. Our interest in these plays 
springs mainly from the foreshadowing of Bhaxespearian 
Character and event - for instance in the anticij^ation
1. G . Bottomley, Dedication to T.Btur-ge mo ore, 
king Lear's hife and Other Plays, 1920.
X . op.cit.
3. G. Bottomley, xing Lear's #ife, 1915»
4-. Bottomley, Gruacki, 1923-
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of Lady Macbeth s compelling influence over her husband’s
actions - and, indeed, Bottomley relies heavily on
Shakespearian allusion for nis dramatic effect. Judged
entirely In tneir own context the characters are neither
finely drawn nor convincingly motivated, and the
treatment of Lear's callousness and Gruach's idiosyncratic
hatred of ner relations is particularly heavy.
The tnemes of Bottomley's plays nave little
more than narrative value. Neither character nor action
is an aspect of a genuine underlying poetic concept,
and consequently the relationship between them and
the heightened language in which they are presented is
almost entirely arbitrary. The writer's use of poetic
setting is frequently successful, creating atmosphere
as divergent as the warmth of "the loitering cows in
2
the brown owl-tide" and the desolation of "the wailing
of the waters of the West" but this is no more than
static picture maxing, however pleasing. Where Bottomley 
falls is in that ne does not relate nis intensified 
imagery to a corresponding intensification of cnaracter
1. Gruach, Sc.II.
2. G. Bottomley, midsummer Eve, 1901-2.
3. G. Bottomley, I'ae Crier By iMisht, 1900-
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aiid dramatic event, and the result is poetry which is 
pretensious, lacking as it does a conceptual justification 
consequently we are faced witn images of this calibre, 
tortuously developed, but having no true dramatic life—
Circling each other so in soft enclosure.
Loosening our folds with mutual-moving breath.
Our wreathing seems to rustle and expand,
AS crushed, unwrinxling petals in a bud 
Widen togethei' in unbroken touch.
Begin a blossom’s effluence, concede 
A blossom’s trembling welcome to the night -,
That fills it, and that it believes it fills.
Furthermore, Bottomley does not fetch his language from 
living speech, and nis plays are wooden with pompous, 
outdated rhythms, and with literary inversions and 
declamations.
suggestive of saga and historical romance, 
these plays maxe for pleasant, competent theatre which 
only occasionally r±ses to poetic drama. Theme and 
character are too pààtry in imaginative significance 
to support the florescence of a poetic expression here 
inevitably superfluous. This is not the true dramatic
way.
meanwhile, after their early work written 
1 . Gruacn, Sc.II.
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undei the direct influence of the Irish Dramatic Movement, 
A^asefield, Abercrombie, and Drinkwater continue to 
experiment with dramatic form. This experimentation is 
in itself a sign of a healthy outlook, of an attempt to 
close the gap between art and contemporary living, 
iviasefield s style is notably unsettled, a continual 
search for the satisfaction of his own needs and those 
of the twentietn century. Tne Tragedy of Pompey the 
Great is an attempt to reconcile prose realism with 
a tragic conception of poetic intensity. The result is 
a fine oratory which, at its best, is the natural 
expression of character ennobled and intensified by the 
dramatic situation. Such is Gate's
There are two Romes, Metellus. One built of brick 
by hodsmen. But the Rome I serve glimmers in the 
uplifted heart; it is a court for the calm gods, 
that Rome. Let me not shame that city. Advance 
the eagles
The failure of the play lies in tne dramatist's distinct 
tendency to wrest significance from insufficient dramatic 
provocation,'^ and in the self consciousness of his 
hero. Pompey's nobility is inherent rather than elicited
1. J. Masefield, The Tragedy of Pompey the Great, 1910.
2. Tne Trar:ed.y of Pompey the Great, net 1.
3* See especially the opening scene between Ihillip.
and Antistia.
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Iroin the nexus ol his character with the dramatic event, 
and, on nis lips, the oratorical vein comes perilously 
near theatrical declamation.
The Faithful,^  Masefield examines the 
possibilities ol adapting the Japanese hoh technique, 
mingling an illusion of realistic speech with a 
ritualistic lyrical stylisation perfectly compatible 
with character In the j^sychology of which ritual is 
naturally ingrained. This mingling of realism and 
stylisation is, as we shall see,'^  a distinguishing 
feature of Masefield's religious drama. In his lauer 
work Masefield develops the use of choric commentary 
somewhat crudely anticipated by the closing cnanty in 
The Tragedy of Pompey the Great. The device is employed 
in the religious plays, and thoroughly explored in 
A ning's Daughter^ in which the progress of the main 
e v e n t  is traced by a subsidiary narrative emphasising, 
universairsrng, and finally blending with the outer 
action. A commenting figure of Destiny embraces the
1. J. Masefield, The Faithful, 1915-
2. Gee infra, pp.7^-^1.
3. J. Masefield, a King's Daughter, 1923
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action oi j^istan and isolt,^  but here we feel a strain
in tne attempt to evolve a deeper significance from an
unconvincing action and harsh characterisation. The
Gpirit ol Beauty wnich holas the stage during Mary's 
. . 2 .
execution is more successful.
The great variety of subject and metnod in 
wiasefield's worx is a symptom of an age struggling to 
find its dramatic medium. This, in itself, is significant, 
for it is only tnrough such labour that the birth of a 
genuine contemporary drama is possible. It is very 
unlikely tnat the work of Masefield, or of Abercrombie 
or Drinkwater had any direct influence on Eliot, but 
there is no doubt that their pioneering efforts helped 
to prepare a moment at which Eliot's work might be 
possible. Progress begins with those who point out the 
need for it.
By 1918 Drinkwater had turned from poetic drama 
to those plays in wnich he was to infuse with "the 
sparest prose idiom something of the enthusiasm and 
poignancy of v e r s e T n e  result is a group of pleasing
1. J. Masefield, Tristan ana Isolt, 1925*
C. J. ...asefield, End and Beginning, 1953-
Preface to Collected. Plays, 1925» p.VIII.
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biographical plays rising at best to the fine 
rhetoric of Abiahaui Lincolri*- and Robert 3. Lee and 
sinking at worst to tLe gross sentimentalism of Robert 
Burns. It seems nighly probable tnat Drinkwater*s 
ohronrclers in Abranam Lincoln were strongly influenced 
by une Cnorus of Gplrlts in hardy's Tne Dynasts, 
liowevei', we must araw an immediate distinction between 
tuese plays at the initial level of conception - a 
distinction wnich is confirmed by a comparison between 
the caobic commentary in both. Hardy's Chorus of Gpirits 
testifies to an intense conceptual poetry and fuses 
witn tne outer action into an imaginative unity 
essentxally poetic. Drinkwater's Chroniclers provide a 
link between tne action ana trace its intellectual and 
emotional significance, but their function is chiefly 
to emphasise tne nobility of the nero, and show that
Presiding everywhere ^ 
Upon eventwas one man's character.
2 . J. Drinkwater, hobert E. Lee, 192$.
> • J. Drinkwater, Robert Burns, 1925*
4. Abraham Lineoln, final chorus of Chroniclers.
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i'ne imaginative scope of Abraham Lincoln is far narrower 
tiian that ol The Dynasts. and we assent to t he writing 
of Lhe main m  prose.
In Lhe same year in whicn Abercrombie’s
— — Ghort Hays were published, and ten years afifit*
his own comparatively unsuccessful Don Juan,^  Flecxver
burst in upon the dramatic scene with his magnificently
spectacular iiassan."^ The language of this play is
as nighly coloured as its original production, and
certainly Flecker achieved a poetic speech which is
"abundant", "resonantand "beautiful"^ as Y-ats demanded.
Furthermore, the success with which the playwright
creates a dramatic world in wnich this extravagant
language is as natural as tne gorgeous settings
q
impregnates his poetic utterance with "living" quality; 
meT:aphor from artificial and natural beauty, from 
precious stones, heady perfumes, squalor and violent 
death is built Into the fabric of tne drama, and is as 
spontaneous in tne conversation of beggars and merchants
1. J.E. Flecker, Don Juan, 1910-11.
2. J.E. Flecxer, Hassan, first produced at His Majesty’s
Theatre, with music by Delius, 1922.
3. W.B. Yeats, The Gutting of an Agate, p.ll5*
4. op.cit.
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as in tlu, rapturous swaa song of JSafi and PerraVedG 
'i'ae exotic life of the east is as deeply ingramed in 
"hue psychology ol llecker's characteps as is nature in 
UiUL Of the characters in oynge's plays, however,
localised and unique, and its language, like 
tnat/ of Synge, is not available except among similar 
caaracters in a similar setting. The "Golden Road to 
oamaiKanu does not lead to a contemporary poetic 
drama in the English theatre.
Alter tne ironical Phoenix^ Abercrombie turned 
his attention to the expansion of tne early single act 
01 The Gale of Gainc Inomas^ into a six act ’drama'.^
Tnis play, and the religious drama of Masefield,^ and
n
Bottomley, move in the revived stream of religious 
drama flowing from the last decades of the nineteenth 
century to the point at which it is^  joined by the
1 . Hassan, -^ ct IV, oc.XI.
2 . op . cit . , Act V, Gc.n.
3- L. Abercrombie, Phoenix, 1923. •
4. L. Abercrombie, The oale of Gaint Thomas, (I act),1912.
3 • L. Abercrombie, The oale of Gaint Thomas, (6 acts),1931.
6 . J. luasefleld. Good Friday, 1916; The Trial of Jesus,
1925; The Cominp; of Christ, 1928 ; Saster, 1929.
?. J. Bottomley, The Acts of Gt. Peter, 1933.
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cuiTcut ol Eliot's worn, after which it gathers increasing 
force down to the present nay.
lhe handling of religious matter in the English 
drama of the first three decades of tnis century is 
notably tentaulve by comparison with the bold Imaginative 
treatment of more recent years. Housman’s Bethlehem  ^
is merely an adaptation, by means of dialogue ana choral 
singing, of the biblical narrative. Similarly, his
p
id LOI' Little 11 ays of St. Francis have scarcely more 
tnan narrative force. They provide a charming 
illustration of tnr wisdom and goodness of Francis, 
but they maxe no attempt to communicate profound spiritual 
experience, and their leisurely unfolding of the saints 
life lacxs genuine dramatic intensity.
Masefield's stylised religious drama is an 
advance on this simple narrative presentation. In
these plays uneie is evidence of a sincere attempt to
bolve the problem of bringing familiar uncontemporary 
material into contemporary significance. By means of 
cnoral commentary tne dramatist fuses the actual events 
of the Gnrisrian story witn the timeless sufferings and
1. L. Housman, Betalehem, 1902.
2. L. housman, Little Plays of ht. Francis, 1922.
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aspiiations of humanity. In Good Friday choral 
Intelprêta Cion is closely integrated with dramatic event, 
lue iviaaman s awareness tends to be idiosyncratic, but 
it is a i/Visdom that comes irom ngony ",  ^providing at 
once a linx between spiritual truth and human suffering 
and between human suffering and the divine passion.
1 ui’thermore, tne gradual Identification of the Madman 
with Jnrlst renders uls commentary essentially dramatic, 
tracing as it does tnrough the progress of the action 
tne oaviour's anguish and final ecstasy. In The Trial 
of Jesus the choric device is less successful. The 
imaginative relationship between tne choral section 
ana the main dramatic event is not sufficiently passionate 
to ignrte the whole into a compelling unity.' The 
cnorus Droaaens tne significance of the action by 
relating it to historical event and fable, but it is 
parallel to ratner than organically integrated with 
the dramatic action. It is interesting to note that, 
although Masefield’s achievement falls far short of 
Eliot’s, the structure of this play is comparable 
with tnat of The Rock. Furthermore, the introduction of 
tne figure of Jisdom, a stylised projection of vvhrist s
I. Good Friday, I9I6
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own thought, at once looks back to medieval drama and 
forward to tne Tempters in Murder in the Cathedral.
.Visdom in Tne Trial oi Jesus anticipates 
tne stylised figures in The Coming of Christ. In this 
play, as in murder in the Cv.thedral . spiritual development 
IS dramatised tinrough discussion between the central 
1 igui'6 anu the objectifications of nis mind. However, 
Masefield's cnoice of subject inevitably defeats the 
fossibility of genuine dramatic tension. Thomas^ is 
subject to human frailties, but the vury nature of the 
Anima Cnristil^ stultifies true dramatic modifcation of 
cnaracter. The last of this group of plays, Easter, 
written for singing voices, has no strong central 
dramatic image, and its effect is that of chorus upon 
cnorus interpreting the resurrection in a rather 
pallid verse.
The three last of Masefield's religious plays 
are obviously influenced by the stylised drama of Yeats, 
and there ai'e close affinities between tnem and Yeat's 
own Calvar.y.^  Calvary is a further significant
1. T.b. mliot, Murder in the Cathedral, 1935-
2. The Coming of Christ, 1928.
3. W.B. Yeats, Calvary, 1920.
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illustiatiori of Lhe uiovement towards fresh dramatic 
interpretation of a well worn theme. In this play, in 
which "Christ dreams His passion t h r o u g h " t h e  dramatist 
pieseiits a bola conetion of an eternal desolation 
suri*ounding tne sacrifice wnich was doomed to partial 
failui‘e. The play hinges not upon the familiar closing 
scene of rejoicing at the resurrection, but on the 
moment of supreme despair "My Fatner, why nast Thou
p
1 orsaxen m s ?" Tne cnoral song of lhe heron - symbol
of loneliness - emphasises the ever recurrent yearning 
in tne soul of tne Redeemer, ana dramatises the mood 
of tne play simultaneously substantiated by dramatic 
character ana event. Calvary, both in conception and 
execution, is a great step towards a religious drama 
oi genuine contemporary significance.
À year after masefiela's The Trial of Jesus 
Lawrence caused a ripple on the surface of the stream 
witu ais Davigy  This play is little more than a 
straggling cnronicle of biblical event, lacking intense 
dramatic unity and deptn of spiritual significance.
1 • Calvary
X . Q p .cit.
3 . D.il. Lawrence , Pavia, 1926.
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Its interest lies in its language, especially in the 
light ol our knowledge tnat The nock is to be written 
eignt years later, nowever, there is a significant 
uiifvrence between Lawrence's and Eliot's handling of 
tiaaitional rhythms. The language of David based on 
the kiuthorised Version, is artificially archaic, and so 
completely divorcee from the drama that it hinders 
rotaur taan furthers dramatic development. In The Rock 
intioit raythms are revitalised by the living essence 
of emo'ion generated by tne immediate dramatic situation; 
furthermore., these rhythms are fused with contemporary
thought and allusion, and so grounded in life itself.
.Ve may profitably compare tnis weighty ornamentation -
Samuel : Behold, is the Lou. a my God a sut ter, to
stock the larders of Saul? Lo, he heeds 
not the fat beef nor the fine raiment, 
but tareshes out his anger in the firmament. 
Amaleh has defied the living Breath, and 
cried mockery on the Voice of the Beyond.
Tnerefore tne living Wrath will wipe out 
the Amalehite, by the hand of his servant 
Israel. mnd if the Nameless is without 
compunction, whence the compunction of Saul?
with this living dramatic force -
.Vnat life have you if you have not life
together?
There is no life that is not in community.
1. David, Sc.I.
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And no community not lived in praise of God. 
i-ven tne anchorite who meditates alone, 
i'or whom the nays and nights repeat tne praise
of God,
Irays 1 or the Church, the Body of Christ
incarnate.
And now you live dispersed on ribbon roads,
And no man knows or cares who is his neighbour, 
Unless his neighbour makes too much disturbance 
But all dash to and fro in motor cars,
Familiar with the roads and settled nowhere.
01 greater significance is Abercrombie's 
unique dramatic experiment, The Sale of Saint Tnomas, a 
play written partly in dialogue anu partly in narrative 
1 oi-m, its structure almost completely dependent on a 
nlgnly developed symbolism. It is difficult exactly 
to classify Abercrombie's most ambitious dramatic work. 
Tne surface of Tnomas's character is almost completely 
dlsregaided ana we are faced with a dramatic paradox in 
that we are forced to infer the human level of existence 
from a direct presentation of the deep-r level of 
spiritual understanding. Nevertheless we cannot, without 
qualification, define The Sale of Saint Thomas as a 
dramatic poem, here idea is not fully stated in the 
abstract, but tested in character motivated by particular 
Cu.rcumstance. Imagery is dramatic, fluctuating with
1. T.8.Eliot, The Rock, 1934, Pt.I.
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the eddies oi Thomas's emotion through fear, evasion,
loathiii^ and ecstasy. The Gale of Gaint Thomas is not 
good Lheatre, but it nas many of the qualities of good 
drama. The greatness of this play lies in Abercrombie's 
attempt at the dramatic communication of intense religious 
experience. Tnere is here a foreshadowing of achievements 
yet to come.
In a much lighter vein, but of great charm, 
wit, and gaiety are James Bridie's Tobias an^ tne Angel  ^
and Jonah and tne Wkale.^  These plays bring biblical 
nariatIve into contemporaiy significance by endowing 
cnai acterhistorical, supernatural and allegorical - 
with delightfully familiar human qualities and an 
illusion of everyday social intercourse. Bridie is 
concerned not so much with mystical truth as with human 
fact, and the charming irony of the plays results from 
his translation of spiritual experience into ordinary 
human terms. The dramatist exploits the surface level 
of the exemplary situation rather than explores its 
spiritual depths, ana the result is brilliantly amusing
1. J. Bridie, Tobias and the iingel, 1950.
c . J. Bridie, Jonah and-the Whale, 1932.
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comedy with moral implication.
In the year before tne first appearance of 
Tne Hock, Bottumley’s The Acts of dt. Peter  ^was performed 
in Lhe Cathedral Church at Exeter.^ A cnronicle of events 
III Lae life ol tae saint, from the early ministry of 
OnrisL to ieter’s own martyrdom, tne play Is lacking in 
tuc urama Lie intensity which Bottomley might have achieved 
had he isolated one incident for imaginative treatment, 
as Elioi was later to do in murder in tne Cathedral, 
olgnificantly, Bottomley attempts to impose imaginative 
unxty on axs broau sequence of action by means of 
cnoral commentary, and, indeed, the structure of 
Tne Acts of ot Peter may well be compared with that of 
The Rock. however, the function of the Chorus in 
hotbomley’s j.lay testifies to a less intense dramatic 
conception tnan does that of Eliot. It provides a link 
between the panoramic scenes, and its poetic utterance 
IS dramatic in tnat it emphasises the mood evoked by 
the external progress of event, from the terror and 
despair of the crucifixion -
1. G. Bottomley, The Acts of Gt. Peter, 1953. 
c . June 27th, 1933.
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A I'rxgQtexied face 
At an opened door 
q i ’ a moment ' s space 
Beaind ana before 
■booms out - ana there
Ail, all is seen y
to the joy of the iesurrect ion -
q w  swift tne nour 
'.Vhen the great tower 
Behina all things 
Lifts ais dreah wings.
hevertueless, the choral interpretation of dramatic 
eveai lacas deptn ana originality, and the dramatist 
aoes xot succeed in communicating tne timeless spiritual 
sig.iifrcance underlying nis narrative. His Chorus does 
not, as does Eliot's, fuse uncontemporary material with 
contemporary existence in a poetic drama which can 
claim, with justification, to meei the needs of its 
ovni age. Contemporary drama has still a good deal of 
grouna to cover.
'I'hus, then, through the efforts of the 
Si^rious prose dramatists ana the poetic pioneers, the 
English drama of the twentieth century had, by tne time
1. The Acts of Et. Peter.
2 . op.cit.
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that uliot enteied upon the scene, regained seriousness 
ol i'Uipose and a notable degree of Imaginative integrity, 
iiowever, an attempt to trace a direct progression 
tniougn the worx of the early years of this century to 
tne achievement ol Eliot is doomed to uisappoinument. 
iiie cannot, witn justification, claim that Eliot is a 
.la u ural ana inevitaole outcome of the English drama by 
wnicn he was immeuiauely preceded. Inaeed, tne audacity 
01 Eliot's tnought and technique amounts to a dramatic 
revolution. His greatness lies in the fact that he 
himself IS a pioneer, breaking away from the moving 
stream of tne urama to cut lor himself, and for the 
playwrights oi the future, a new dramatic channel,. ^
Nevertheless, Eliot may, and must, be considered 
in relauionship to his English predecessors, in that 
nis triumph indirectly fulfils their desires^ for a 
genuine contemporary drama, and especially in tnat his 
attitude towards contemporary dramatic development is 
ekj_ressive of a mood prevailing even during the earliest 
years of tne century. The inglish drama, from the 
heritage of Ibsen to ihe coming of Eliot himself, and 
indeed, beyond this to the present day, is impregnated 
Lh u strong sense of its own destiny. The rev_Lvalwi
1. Gee Gnap.V
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ol the serious prose drama in England, and of poetic 
drama tnrough the Irish and English poetic movements, 
was a conscious jatner ihan a spontaneous artistic 
development. Few dramatists are more keenly aware of 
tne.r obligation lo contemporary needs than Eliot, ana 
iL is this pioneering consciousness which which relates 
him to the genei*al sense of dedication to the needs of 
our time. it may well be arguea taai tne basis of 
this r lationship - a conscious sense of need - 
is not so healthy as involuntary artistic affinity, 
aao that it acknowledges the ills as well as the strength 
of tue age. Nevertheless, determined experiment can 
accomplish mucn, and ths future may build on present 
efforts. I ne wo^x of Eliot, then, may be seen as one 
of the riiroes in the century's labour to give birth to a 
great and genuine contemporary drama. The drama which 
immediaiely precedes him aoes not adequately prepare the 
"moment" for his achievement, but its struggles confirm 
Eliot's realisation that, if a contemporary drama is 
to be established in the English theatre, the "moment" 
must be forced by the "man".^ If Eliot is a revolutionary, 
the time for revolution was ripe.
1. Gee footnote to p. I-
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CHAPTER II
lue Development ol Eliot from Poet into Dramatist
Eliot’s concern witn dramatic technique is 
not confined to hxs work written specifically for the 
theatre. This consuming interest in tne possibilities 
of a contemporary vcrse drama is revealed several years 
before nis first attempt at writing a play,^ and this 
not only tnrough the theory of his early dramatic 
criticism,^ but also through the distinct dramatic 
tendency of his early j^oetry.
This early work acknowledges his inherently
diamatic appioach. Twenty years before the appearance
of Murder In the Cathedral he is to be found experimenting 
witn the resources of character and situation, and with 
tne possibility of a dramatic verse fitted to the 
requirements of his age. The presentation, in the early
3
dramatic monologues, not simply of "disembodied thought", 
but of "characters tninking", acknowledges his power to
1 . oweene.y Afe’onistes, first published The New Criterion 
Oct. 1926;\nfll Tan. I^ fl.
k. 'The Possibility of a Poetic Drama' appeared in
Dial as early as November, 1920. and January-P9Ay-.
J .A.Passmore, T.S.Eliot, 1934, p.11
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express "tne emotional quality of tnougbt"',to relate 
imaginative to human experience, ana to effect ^ a^n 
interpreCation of human action as well as of an 
in^iiviaual araam.
In attempting Co establish the relationship 
of these initial dramatic experiments to Eliot's later 
ve;se urama, th,. critic must be clearly aware of the 
essential distinction between tne poem possessed of 
drat^aCj-C qualities ana the genuine poetic play. He must 
look beyond technique to imaginative concept, to the 
essential properties of drama and of the dramatist, and 
must recognise tne fundamental nature of the dramatic 
outlook. AS the true poetic play is distinguished from 
prose drama at the primary level of imaginative concept, 
so it is distinguished from the poem which employs the 
devices of dramatic technique. Eliot's admonition to 
trie prose dramatist who would decorate his play with 
inorganic poetry applies equally to the poet who would 
adopt the outward tecnnique of the dramatist, uncontrolled 
by a true dramatic conception - "tue writer of poetic 
drama is not merely a man skilled in two arts ana skilful
r op. ctf.
I. Honalu Peacock, The Poet in tine Tlaeatre, 194-6,
p. 20.
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to ,,oa.o tùe« togotner-.l oenuina poetic Oraca is a 
> uch ricooi oasign",^ a diatiact form of art, ramo.ed
l)J ito Vary coiioeption from tbe poatio prose play and
Iroiii Lue dramatic poem.
The distinction between poetry and drama may 
be conceived in terms of the distinction between an 
expression of personal experience and a purely dramatic 
idea. In yOetry the writer's experience is directly 
put before m s  readers; he is, in every sense, "writing
... in terms of his own voice".^ In dramatic, as
compared with meditative or lyric poetry, the presence 
ol Lue poet is less apparent, and the communication of 
tne artist's vision is less subjective. Nevertneless, 
in a dramatic poem, character ana situation are used to 
illustrate rather than, as in true poetic drama, to 
substantiate the poet's imaginative conception. The 
poet enters rnto his characters but he is not replaced 
by them. His presence is felt in their presentation, 
in tne tendency to analyse and judge tnem and their 
action, and in tneir extraordinary perception of their
1. T.o. Eliot, Preface to The Wheel of Fire, 1930, 
by Wilson iCnight, p.XVII.
P. op.cit. , p.xVIII.
3. T.Ü. Eliot, 'Poetry and Drama', Selected Prose, p.75.
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rexatioasaip with otaer characters aud wita the situation, 
odii-awareuess, fatal to the essential objectivity of 
genuine  ^oetic diama, is inherent j.n the characters 
rainei’ tnan spentaneousiy elicited from the nexus of 
cuai acter aiici plot. i^ 'urt Qermoi'e, L he Imagery of a 
ciramaLxC poem tends to be episodic and illustrative of 
tne poet's own emotional experience, and lacxs the 
equipoise ana counterbaiance resulting from the clash 
of personal view-point in the true verse play. It 
provides a full statement of the poet's case and we 
accej,t it for ail time, but since it is not diffused 
and modified by the situation among impassioned objective 
chaiacters, it lacxs tne immediacy of the particular. 
Generic trutn ^ay, and must be evolved from great poetic 
drama; nowever, it is truth, not declaimed, but arising 
naturally from a compelling living situation.
To discover tne essential difference between 
tno dramatic poem and the poetic play we must look deeper 
tnan at the structural level. Poetic drama is not merely 
a more complex axchitecture, a fuller exploitation of 
cnaracter ana action, a further division of the poet s 
view of life among a greater number of imagined persons, 
employed to illustrate his philosophy. The true dramatist 
thinxs naturally in terms of character and action; 
they constitute the form, which in great art, is
9 4
inevitably an aspect of concept. At tne initial level 
of imaginative conception, the dramatist's view of lif 
IS evolved in terms of human emotion and human conflict. 
Ultimately, urama is a symbolic, imaging the dramatist's 
imaginative concej^ .t, and every element - character,
e
action, setting, and language - itself images tnis 
Coneej t . i'ÜL dramatist does not directly interfere,
for, botn at tne conceptual ana at the formal level his 
view 01 life is purely dramatic; that _s, it is conceived 
and substantiated in objective human terms.
It is this essential objectivity in drama 
wnicn dis tinguishes it from the more personal and 
subjective art forms, including the dramatic poem. In 
tne latter, dramatic technique is used to illustrate 
and impress the poet's view of life. The constant 
mediation of tne poet is revealed in the characters' 
inherent intense awareness of the imagery in themselves 
and in their situation, and the poet^ fui’ther allows 
himself to comment on his presentation and both directly 
and indirectly - to pass judgement and to point moral 
significance. In poetic drama character and plot is an
1. idee Abercrombie, and in particular. The function of 
Poetry in the Drama', 1912, EnA'lish Criti_c^_gssM.s, 
twentietn century, selected by P.M. Jones, 1933,
p p . c 5 c - 2 7 2 .
a . See infra, pp. HI-13.
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appareuily spontaneous growth. The characters of a 
verse ilay are too deeply immersed in the action to be 
se 1 i *“conscioUS , aiia tne poetic uramatist allows uis 
objective pi e s exit a L ion of human conflict to speak for 
itseil . Ills spiritual conception is woven into the urama 
and mus L oe elici üeu uatoi'aliy from cnaracter ana action, 
ne may no L outrun dramatic concept by arbitrarily 
putLxiig his philosophy inio the mouths of his characters. 
The distinction wust bu made between a direct statement 
of an artist's view of life, ana a view of life evolved 
from tne perception of its symbolic image in the unity 
aud aestnetic satisfaction of the drama. However, we 
naturally demand an acxmowledgement that, in great 
poetic drama, ana especially in great tragedy, character 
does reacn that point of spiritual intensification at 
wnxcn it becomes most nobly aware of itself, and of 
tne imagery of its suffering and exaltation. This 
self — consciousness is not, however, inherent; it does 
not reveal tne poet masquerading behind the puppetry of 
nis invention. It is rather built into tne drama, and 
is tne inevitable outcome of the nexus of character 
ana j,lot, a divine perception springing naturally from 
the conflict of an impassioned human reaction to
experience.
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In Lhe ciramaLic poem, cnaracter is limited so 
as to illustrate latUer tnan to image tde artist's 
rmaginatrve vision, and has, tnerelore, a tendency to 
oe imitative, or even typed. In poetic drama, character 
and action aie nut illustrations subordinate to a 
oOVciiij.ng p'hilosophic uLeiue. They are a symbol bodying 
iorth tiie uramatic iaea. The imagery of th- verse 
play is diffused throughout the formal elements of 
Ciiai actur, plot, language ana setting, and these elements, 
imaging cue dramatic tueme, have a spontaneous mutual 
crcativeness. Character, which in poetic drama is an 
aspect of concept, an illusion^ rather tnan an illustra­
tion, is a passionately ana objectively imagined unity, 
an absolute, dimc^nsional growth. The dramatic view of 
life is evolved naturally from the relationship of the 
elements in its formal expression, from the interplay 
between plot and cnaracter, in uhe way in which, in the 
poem, the philosophic and poetic idea is evolved through 
the development of verbal imagery.
In the dramatic poem, tne treatment of 
character approaches more nearly to the manner of the
1. Used here in the sense of a substantiation of the 
imagination.
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psychological novel man to that of true drama. It 
allows for leisurely descriptive p,resentationJ for half 
formed suggestion hinted by a single gesture or a brief, 
ii_üt sxetcn,^ for idiosyncratic self awareness and 
Sell I'eVciaLion. It does not uemand, as the dramatic 
idea demaaas, an imagery of character wnich snail be a 
fully imagined unity, at once a generic symbol and 
a complete living human creation. Tne drama, by its 
very nature, must meet its obligation to immediacy of 
impression. i'ue cnaracters of drama must therefore be 
rounuiy developed, euw must satisfy tne demand of the 
tneatre for a living present as well as for a universal 
image. Character in great drama must be capable ol 
endless interpretation, but its presentation must have 
that objectivity, that illusion of living reality which 
the stage requires. "It is not for the dramatist to 
produce an analysed character, but for the audience to 
analyse the character. vVhen the dramatist is creative, 
then the more creative the dramatist, the greater varieties
I . oee ri. Browning, ' The Blight of the Duchess', The 
Glo^e', 'Saul', etc.
• See It. Browning, 'My Last Duchess', 'Bra Lippo Lippi'.
3. Bor example, see Abercrombie's dramatic poems, 'Blind', 
'The Bools Adventure' etc. and the single act of 
Tne Sale of Saint Thomas, 1912.
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ul interpretation wiil be possible."^
filiot himself is tne first to acknowledge the 
essentially objective nature of great drama. He firmly 
rejects the balu presentation of "the undigested 'idea' 
01 juiilosophy, the 'idea-emotion' in the theatre. He 
rejects doetne's demon because he "inevitably sends us 
uack Co doe the. He emboaies a philosophy", when he 
should "replace the philosophy". "doethe has not, that 
is Co say, sacrificed or concentrated his thought to 
make the drama; the drama is still a means'',^ an 
illustracion of the poet's views, ratner than an 
embodiment of nis intrinsically dramatic concept. Eliot 
praises iiaray's The Dynasts in that it is "essentially 
an atttinpt to present a vision, and 'sacrifices' the 
pnilosophy to tne vision as all great dramas do.
The dramatist must present his vision immediately. He 
cannot afford to interfere as a mediator between his 
creation ana tne audience. He may not allow himself 
tne indulgence of "reflection" but he must "put into
1. T.S. Eliot, 'Comments on Tne Cocktail Party ' World 
Review, Hew Series; Ho.9, Hovember, 19^9, pp.19-2^.
2. 'Tne Possibility of a Poetic Drama', Dial, LXIX, 5, 
November, 1920, p .44$.
T. nardy, Tne Dynasts, 1903-1908.
3. 'Tne Possibility of a Poetic Drama', p.444.
5 • op. cit. , p .4-4-5•
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statement enoagh to make reflection unnecessary".^
A philosophic conception "can iemain pur_" only by
ext her "being stated simply in tn., form of a general
truth",as it is often stated in tne greatest poetry,
or by being transmuted into an object_Lve symbol so that
it is "identified with the r e a l i t y o f  the author's
creaiion. We must .rOt, in argument, lose sight of the
fact tnat all art is objective in that the very process
of its evoluti.on i.- the objectization of tne artism's
emo Lion. Drama, ..owever, is unique in that it necessitates
tne complete subordination of m e  dramatist’s personality
to the imaginative presentation and to the action and
utterance of his characters. Indeed "the essential is to
geo upon the stage this precise statement of life which
is at the same time a point of viev;, a world; a world
wnxcn Cue author's mina has subjected to a process of
simj^lification. 1 do not find that any drama which
'embodies a philosophy' of the author's (like Baust) or
which illustrates any social th.ory (like Shaw's) can
q
possibly fulfil tne requirements."
1. op.cit., p .444.




The true dramatist must, then, subordinate his 
own personality in order to give life to a new creation, 
the cnaracters in whose emotions an^ actions the dramatic 
c.nception is embodied. Since the spiritual significance 
of great drama is not to be scatea ±n abstraC\t terms, 
but evolved from the resolution of numan conflict, the 
dramatist must allow cnaracter and action to spean for
tticmseives a no. to comment on one anotner. He must not,
as does tne writer of a dramatic poem, speak through 
tne lips of nis characters each in turn, but must rather 
enter into tnem all simultaneously, both w’hen they aie 
speaking ana when they are silent. In genuine drama 
character, action, setting and language image the
dramatic idea and are mutually creative; any moral 
or philosophic bias on the part of tne dramatist 
stultifies this mutual creativeness, kills spontaneous 
growth, and destroys the aesthetic satisfaction aroused 
by the perce^ . tion of the emotional conflict resolved 
in the unity and shape of the ultimate form.
Great drama confirms tne dramatist's objective 
approach, and his suspension of judgement. The imagery 
of the drama reflects Uhe genuine dramatic, as opposed 
to the philosophic conception. Every one of the 
characters, however slight, has individual existence.
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and tne significance of the drama is not declaimed, 
but springs naturally from tne action and reaction 
among the charactei’S and between them and their situation, 
in drama, imagery is not confined to the word, but 
diffused Lnroughout every element of the ultimate form.
The human conflict is in itself a creative development 
ol tnis imagery, an artistic symbol imaging the 
imaginative concept. The balance of human emotion 
which results ±a dramailc conflict is re-echoed in the 
verbal imagery which, in drama, is but one element in 
a complex whole. The drama played out on tne stage 
is underscored by an imagery of word, a branch of the 
Lotal symbolic growth. This verbal imagery is not 
directly expressive of a single view of life, but it 
undulates wltu the light and shade of an emotional 
equipoise, and mirrors tne theme of emotional conflict 
in the character and action.
Great poetic drama evolves universal spiritual 
truth from particular circumstance : the imaginative
intensification of the poetic conception raises the 
human situation to a point at which it becomes a generic 
symbol of fundamental, unchanging humanity. However, 
the poet dramatist’s vision must not outrun the 
requirements of his medium. Spiritual insight must
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evolve naturally from a particular and compelling 
human situation,ana genuine drama, unlike the dramatic 
poem, demands ful.. development of character and of 
progressive and unified action. Tne poetic drama of our 
time has failed us in so fai as it has provided an outlet 
lor j. eisonal spiritual conception and avoided the neeas 
01 an age struggling to express itself in the theatre.
The imperative iimiediacy of Lhe drama demands a poetic 
tiuth which snail acixnov\ledge its obligation to its 
environment.
An examination of Eliot’s creative writings 
at once demands and confirms the critic’s distinction 
bxtween the dramatic poem and the poetic play. Eliot’s 
won. is remarxable for its inherent tendency towards 
the dramatic. The early poetry reveals him continually 
experimenting with dramatic technique, employing the 
resources of character, dramatic situation and setting, 
and working towards a verse medium capable of contemporary 
requirements. However, we must not regard this early 
dramatic poetry as abortive fragments of poetic drama.
Our appreciation of ultimate form must be based on a 
healthy understanding of initial concept; we must, 
in practice as in theory, make the sympathetic distinction 
between "the impulse to write a play", and the "wish
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to experiment in the writing of dramatic verse".^ The 
early poems have dramatic qualities, but they are not, 
nor 0 0 they attempt to be, true oraoia. They are rather 
expressions of a purely personal experience in v/nich the 
poet has employed the devices ol dramatic tec..nique.
The underlying concept is poetic, not dramatic, and 
dramatic device is made to serve the ends of poetry.
Eliot is "writing lyric poems; but he is using nis 
mateiial for tnem in the manner of the dramatist".^ The 
"manner of the dramatist" is not necessarily synonymous 
Wit., the conception of tne dramatist. Drama, as we 
nave s e e n g o e s  deeper than the structural level.
The dramatic effect of the early poetry is 
immediately indebted to Eliot's skill in characterisation. 
These early characters are broad and striking, suggesting, 
in small space, wide implication and generic significance. 
The critic must not, nowever be misled by a superficial 
illusion of dimensional imaginative unity. The analogy 
between a single bold stroke of character portrayal 
and the pen sketch is worn threadbare, but its application 
here is none the less helpful. The characters of the
1. Helen Gardner, The Art of T.S. Eliot, 134-9, p. 132.
2. Hugh Ross Williamson, The Poetry of T.S.Eliot 1932,
p.66.
3. See SJ^ra, pp. ^0-\OX
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dramatic poems are pen sketches; they lack the colour, 
depth, and rounded development of character in true 
drama ; therr effect is cogent and immediate, but 
they are rigorously limiied by, ana drawn in as bold, 
flat Illustration to, the governing  ^oetic conception.
Bor example, in the presentation of his 
insistent tneme of the decay of spiritual perception 
beneath the inanities of contemporary living, Eliot 
frequeriLly employs character tu intensify the concept 
of spiritual degeneracy. Character thus employed has 
no dramatic independence. It is frequently typed, a 
broau representative of modern society, a pointed 
xxlustralion creatin^ atmosphere, and implying, by
contrast, the values of the ever present poet. The 
women who
Come and go ^
Talking of Michelangelo
and she who fatuously repeats
That is not it at all.
That is not what I meant, at all'
1 . T.S. Eliot, 'The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock, 
Collected Poems. 1909-1935, p.11.
d.. opj^2_ci_t^_2.1 p. 15 *
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or inanely complains "Hov/ you do digress have no
significance beyond a symbol of a vacuous society
blinded to imaginative sensibility. With characteristic
economy, Eliot brushes in a smug and futile contemporary
living in flat, illustrative strokes of human typification.
frequently he limits himself to a single observed
atM+cly
impiession, but an impression which is actually 
relevatory of the person under observation. Character 
is created by a mere gesture, a typical attitude or 
reaction, a fragment of conversation. There is a 
powerful precision in hrs note that "Grishkin has a 
maisonnette","^ that Aunt Helen's dogs
Were handsomely provided for, ^
But chortly afterwards the parrot aied too,"
that in Pipit's room
Views of the Oxford Colleges
lay on the table, with the knitting
1. T.S. Eliot, 'Conversation Galante', Collected Poems.
1903-1955, p.55'
2. T.S. Eliot, 'Whispers of Immortality', op.cit., p.55*
5. T.S. Eliot, 'Aunt Helen', op.cit*, p.29.
4. T.S. Eliot, 'A Cooking Egg', op.cit., p.44.
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The sordid, being of Sweeney, spreading his knees, and 
"letting his arms hang aovvn to laugh" J  or "shifting 
from ham to ham" in his bath, is revealed through 
momentary gesture. madame de Tornquist characterises 
uerself merely by "shifting tne candles"^in a darkened 
room ; Fradlein von nulp by turning for an instant in 
the hall, "one hand on the d o o r " A  whole facet of 
society is suggested in the single phrase "go south in 
winter",^  and an isolated image - "a slice of lemon, and
a bittetî macaroon", exactly places "dowager ivirs. Pn&accus, 
and Professor ana un-s. Cheetah"
At this point the critic may profitably recall 
Eliot's own estimate ol character in genuine poetic 
urama - "It is not lor the dramatist to produce an 
analysed character, but for the audience to analyse 
the character. When the dramatist is creative, then 
the more creative the dramatist, the greater varieties
1. T.3. Eliot, 'Eweeney Among the Nightingales', op.cit., 
p.57.
2. T.3. Eliot, 'iVir Eliot's Sunday iviorning Service', op.cit. ;
p. 55.
5 . T.S. .Eliot, 'Gerontion', op. cit. , p.37*
4. op.cit.
5. T.S.Eliot, 'The Waste Land', op.cit., p.61.
6. T.S. Eliot, 'Xv'ir. Apollinax', op.cit. , p.31.
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oi inierpretation will be possible. There are more 
resources in the characters of Shakespeare than in most 
of the personages of modern prose drama, and the ways 
ol interpreting taem are endless." We should search 
in vain if we were to demand such interpretive "resources" 
in the characters of Eliot's dramatic poems. Here the 
greatness of the writer lies in his power to concentrate 
his poetic concept of humanity into a symbolic illustration 
The characters thus created have no independent life.
They are completely subordinated to the poetic conception, 
ana they therefore iacm the dimensional spontaneity of 
character in true drama. The creative Impulse behind 
them IS poetic, not dramatic. Poetic concept aoes 
not demand uhe immediate present of the particular 
situation and the particular individual. The recurrent 
truth of humanity is uttered by the poet directly, 
and not, as in drama, gradually evolved. The poet's 
characters are true for all time, but have not 
necessarily, as have the dramatist's, a simultaneous 
unique existence. The truth of this serves to explain 
the markedly typed characters in Eliot's early dramatic 
poems. Sweeney has a host of relations with a
1. 'Go liment s on The Cocktail Party', World lie view, 
Nov. 1949, .^p. 19-22.
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remarkably strong likeness; Miss Nancy Ellicott, 
bunting, smoking, and uancing "all the modern dances",  ^
is every inane modern woman; mrs Turner, intimaling 
"it aoes tne douse no sort of g o o d i s  the eternal 
landlady eternally standing with her hands on her hips.
All the world over, some prostitute'"yawns and draws a
3 4stocking up",*"^  at every fair some Madame oosostris
plies her crystal, and, every night, while Bill and
Lou and may^ re-enact tneir scene in the ublic house,
some "young man carbuncular" makes his timeless
approaches on the divan piled up with "stockings,
slippers, camisoles, and stays"
It must not be supposed, even in thu longer
dramatic scenes v^hlch he Introduces into his poetry,
that Eliot is struggling to give birth to drama. The
ultimate issue springs from a successful poetic
conception ; it is not a malformed or stunted dramatic
1 . T.b. Eliot, 'Cousin Nancy', Collected Poems, 1909-1935,
p.30.
2. T.B. Eliot, 'Sweeney Erect', op.cit., p .4 5.
5. T.b. Eliot, 'Sweene^ Among the Nightingales', op.cit.,
p.57.
4. 'The Waste Lan^', op.cit. , p.62.
5 . op.cit., p .67. 
o . 0 p . c i t. , p . /O.
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growth. The dramatic situations in the early poems are, 
like the characters, entirely dependent on tne poetic 
idea. Like tne characters they have the inherent 
timelessness of poetry rather ihan the elicited 
universality of the drama. Their immediate impact is 
that of tne representative, and not, as in drama, of 
the symbolic particular. Situation, like character, is 
typed. Every day tne sordid little affairs are played 
one at mar gate and Hicnmond;^ the happenings in ivlrs 
Turner's lodging iiouse'^  and the Lady's social sanctuary^ 
are rehearsed ; the same crowd, armed with sandwiches, 
waits for tne procession to go by. These scenes 
are significant in that they illustrate the poet's 
concept of the vacuity and futility of life at the 
surface level, a futility only to be overcome by the 
realisation and pursuit of the greater spiritual values. 
They impress upon the reader the horrors of spiritual 
blindness, of a life "measured out ... with coffee spoons
1 . ' The '/Jaste Land', op . cit. , p. 72.
2. 'Sweeney Erect', op. cit. , p .4-3.
5 . T.S.Eliot, 'Portrait of a Lady', op.cit., pp.16-20.
4-. T.S.Eliot, 'Goriolan', op. cit., p. 136.
5 . 'The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock', op.cit., p.11.
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and regulated by "tea and canes and ices",^
The hot water at ten. 
imd li it rains, a closed car at four.
They emphasise the terror in the ueceptively amiable 
thought that every afternoon is saved for someone,^  
and suddenly
One thinks of ail the hands 
That are raising dingy shades . 
In a thousand furnished rooms.
Thus then, both character and action in these 
early poems lack the independent and spontaneous life 
of the true drama. Their significance is not built in 
and naturally evolved from their mutual inter-reaction.
It is pointed by a power set apart and bringing judgement 
to bear upon person and event. Everything is viewed 
through the eye of tne poet. We are shown just that 
facet of character ana slant on situation which precisely 
and cogently illustrates the poet's idea. Character
1 . op.cit. , p .13.
n. 'The Waste Land', op.cit., p.66.
3. 'Portrait of a Lady', op.cit., p.16
4. 'Preludes', op.cit., p .21.
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is real only for that brief moment in which it embodies 
the poetic conception; it camiot grow because it has 
no dramatic life, no roots in true dramatic concept.
Mrs I'urnei , bweeney, tne Lady, ivirs Porter, Pipit, are 
brilliantly executed, but they remain static illustration 
to a developing poetic theme. As absolute dramatic 
growth they aie sterile. Similarly, situation is 
presented as illustrative tableaux ratner than as living 
development. Immediaie ana particular action, capable 
of organic development, is frozen into a timeless 
attitude, vivid within its limits as illustration, but 
dependent for its reality on its relationship with poetic 
concept. The scenes rn the public house, restaurant 
and boudoir are significant only in so far as they throw 
light on the poetic rdea.
Our acknowledgement, in a study of Eliot's 
dramatic poetry, of this constant reference back to the 
poet and the poetic conception, confirms us in our 
essential differentiation, at the conceptual level, 
between the dramatic poem and poetic drama. In drama. 
Character, action, setting, ana verbal imagery are all 
aspects of the dramatic concept, are left to comment upon 
one another, and are mutually creative. In the dramatic 
poem they are in the employ of the poetic concept, and 
the mediation of the j^ oet does not allow the objective
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presentation to speak for itself. Our ultimate impression 
of Character ana situation in the dramatic poem is 
moulded, with a more or Icss degree of subtlety, by 
the p'l'omptrng of the j,oet. In a lesser artist this 
piompting becomes a disproportionate and inorganic 
clamour of personal commentary,-a-ad mora-l-is-atio-n . In 
the work of Eliot it is diffused, .lOt only throughout 
the actual cr atron of the dramatic content, but also 
through its presentation.^ It takes tne form of 
insidious grouping ana lighting, of delicate arrangement 
of dramatic material againsi the backgrounu of the poetic 
theme. The presence of the poet is apparently 
unobtrusive; we seldom see him directly, but we are 
constantly made to look through his eyes.
In the dramatic poem, our final impression 
of character is the vision of the poet, and is not born 
naturally of our perception of the objective dramatic 
presentation. We no not, as in drama, enter with 
the dramatist into all the chaiacters simultaneously, 
we approach them one at a time, and regard them from 
the standpoint of tne poet. This standpoint is at 
times removed, a place from which the author may pass
1. bee supra, p.  ^|+
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detached, judgement on the persons of his creation; 
au other times it is within their very souls, and the 
poet utters himself through their own lips. But always 
It is the poet's voice, the poet's viewpoint, tne 
pOet's judgement; - this is not the dramatic way.
bince Eliot's dominant poetic conception 
xiivolves the contrast between spiritual av/areness and 
spiritual decay, his characters tend to fall naturally 
into two groups - those which are viewed completely 
from the outside, and those revealed entirely from 
wiihin. Bor example, we may take the briefly sketched, 
strongly typed characters which Eliot employs as 
symbols oi contemporary spiritual degeneracy, a s  we 
nave shown,^ these characters are used to exemplify 
poetic concept, and in the moment of exemplification 
they are vivid and true. However, beyond this moment, 
they nave no independence, no human truth. They are 
not individuals; they have no human reality, ivirs 
Turner‘S is nothing more than a type of the landlady, 
Miss Ellicott^ a type of the fatuous modern woman.
1. bee j]a|ra, pp.
2. 'Sweeney Erect', Collected Poems. 1909-1935. p.4-3.
3. 'Cousin Nancy', op.cit. , p.30.
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Arthur Ehwara Cyril Barker is appointed telephone 
operator
at a salary of one pound ten a week rising by
annual increments of five shillings 
Ï0 two pounds ten a week; with a bonus of thirty 
shillings at Christmas 
And one w^ek's leave a year.i
The human being behind this automaturn of society might 
well have provided a subject for urama had drama been 
Eliot's intention. Here, however, Arthur* Edward Cyril 
Barker is significant only in so far as he represents 
a t&ind, mechanical working day, the countless unthinking 
masses whose horizon is bounded by football pools and 
the holiday at Southend. As we have shown, characters 
such as Grishkin, firs Porter and her daughter, ivirs
I}.
Cammed, and even Sweeney have no genuine dramatic 
reality ; they exist only in relationship to the poetic 
concept. Moreover, the poetic concept is dependent 
on their dramatic sterility. The writing of these 
characters only at the surface level is entirely dlliberate 
Eliot wishes to create an impression of an almost robot
1 . 'Coriolan', op.cit., p.137-
2. ' Mhispers of Immortality, op.cit. ■> pp. 33-4.
3 . 'The Waste Land', op.cit. , pp.68-9.
4. 'Gerontion', op.cit., p .39.
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society, in which any faint stir of spiritual awakening
is a thing unfamiliar, ana therefore to be feared and
repressed. Tnis impression inevitably relies upon
characters completely lacking in the interest of personality.
The flat,blank typifications of the ,arly poetry
deliberately exclude any suggestion of individual
consciousness.
The power of these early poems is dependent
on sudden and forceful contrast between spiritual
blindness and spiritual awareness. Frequently this
contrast is analogous with the violent jarring of
vacuous cnaracter against genuine and permanent values.
The significance of 'Cousin Nancy' lies in the
unexpected introduction of
Matthew and Waldo, guardians.of the faith.
The army of unalterable law,
into an inane and futile society. In some the falling
evening wakens "tne appetities of life" but Cousin 
Harriet only stretches out her hand for the Boston 
Evening Transcript. The struggling consciousness of
1. 'Cousin Nancy', op.cit., p.30.
2. T.b. Eliot, 'The Boston Evening Transcript', op.cit. ,
p.28.
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one participant in the 'Conversation Galante'^  is
constantly rebuffed, by tne self-satisfied vacuity of 
the other. Iho j^ oet cries
Paint me a cavernous waste shor^
Cast in the unstilled Cyclades.2
The worla replies as
Gesture of orang-outang 
Rises from the sheets in steam^
■5
and bweeney "broadbottomed, pinic from nape to base " 
prepares namself oo shave. Into the thoughtless 
commonplaces of a mechanical existence the poet sends 
the cry of the stirring spirit. The conventional 
leavetaxings outside the pub lead us unexpectedly upon 
a moment of truth
Ta ta. Goonight. Goonight.
Good night, ladies, good night, sweet ladies, good
nignt, good night.4
An everyuay request is suddenly illuminaued with the 
patnos of a world struggling in spiritual darxness -
1. 'Conversation Galante', op.cit., p.33
2. 'bweeney Erect', op.cit., p.42.
3 . op.cit.
4. 'The Waste Land', op.cit. , p.6?.
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Please, will you 
live us a light?
Light -,
Light.
Clearly, character and. situation is here employed to 
exemplify a poetic idea; the effect on tne reader is 
entirely dependent on the interplay between this 
chai'acter and situation and the remaining poetic context.
In direct contrast to the deliberate spiritual 
111elessness of uhese purely illustrative characters 
is the highly developed and dramatically abnormal 
sensitivity of those characters into which the poet 
himself enters ana tnrough which he himself speaxs. 
here the mediation of the poet is more obvious, shattering 
the essential objectivity of the drama. His presence 
is insistent in the idiosyncratic self;-consciousness 
of some of his characters. We may take, as an outstanding 
example, Frufrock's^ quite extraordinary perception of 
himself ana of his relationship to others. Tnis 
character is endowed with the power to step beyond his 
own being ana from tnere bo observe that being’s truth.
He IS aole to see himself as others see him - "They will
3
say: ’How his hair is growing thin!’", as he wishes
1. ’Coriolan’, op.cit., p.136.
k . ’The Love Long of J.Alfred Frufrocx’, op.cit. , pp.11-15. 
y . 01'. cit. , p • Ik.
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others to see him, "my necktie rich and modest, but 
asserted by a simple pin",^  and as he really is - the 
nervous, "at times, indeed, almost ridiculous little 
man "with a bald spot In the aiiddle of my narr" ; not 
"Prince hamlet", but
An attendant, lord, one that will do 
do swell a progress, start a scene or two-
I’he stirring spirit v^itnin him gives him no joy, but 
only the anguish of clearly percieving the ludicrous 
humanity which emprisons it 
Do 1 hare
Disturb the universe?
—  how Should I begin
To spit out all t_hy butt-ends of my days and ways?
And how should i presume?5
He has not "the strength to force the moment to its 
" 6crisis; the crying spirit trails off into the 
whimperings of a creature pathetically deriding its own







1 grov,/ old ... I gi'ow old . . .
1 shall wear the bottoms of my trousers rolled. 1
IrufrocK Is not a genuine dramatic character. He is not 
imagined as an independent unity, an objective sub­
stantiation of a dramatic conception. His spiritual 
intensity is inherent, and not the outcome of human 
conflict and passionate human experience. Macbeth 
endures the torments of hell before he reaches the point 
of spiritual refinement at which he can view life with 
the dispassion which is "passion s p e n t T h e  
realisation that "life's but a walking shadow"^ is’ 
evolved from the nexus of character and plot in human 
agony. It is with an almost impartial insight that 
prufrock observes in passing "I have measured out my
Z j.
life with coffee spoons". Spiritual truth is here 
declaimed, not hard won from the genuine drama of human 
suffering. Eliot enters into his character, and yet
1. op.cit., p .15. 
k . Samson Agonistes.
3;. Macbeth, ^ct V, Sc.IV.
4 . 'The Love Song of J.Alfred Prufrock', op.cit., p.12.
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retains tne vision of a poet. It is because he sees 
himself with the eyes of this poet within him that 
Prufrociv is able to penetrate so deeply into his own 
truth.
In 'Portrait of a Lady'^  and 'Conversation 
Galante'^  tne introduction of two characters and the 
suggestion of dialogue is not indicative of an embryonic 
drama. Spiritual significance is not built into an 
objectively imagined situation but in both cases, is 
openly declared through ihe abnormal awareness of one 
of tne characters. In 'Conversation Galante' the 
possibility of dramatic reality is stultified by the 
initial conception of the speakers. Intercourse between 
super sensitivity ana exaggerated vacuity must necessarily 
be barren. Ine conversation illustrates the poet's 
conception by tne violent contrast of social and 
spiritual consciousness, but this static contrast is 
dramatically sterile. The speakers establish no point 
01 contact. The significance of the situation is not 
elicited naturally from its development, but pointed by 
the speaxer, who so obviously is the poet. Similarly, 
in 'Portrait of a Lady', the poet is transmitting personal
1. Collected Poems, 1909-1935, pp.16-20.
2. op.cit., p .55.
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expei’ience, and our view of the situation coincides 
exactly with h±s vision. de do not, as in drama, enter 
into both characters simultaneously ana reach, with 
tuem, a spontaneous spiritual awareness. Mather we are 
enveloped by thu inherent awareness of one of the 
characters, ana made to accept his view of the other 
Character, ana of the situation in which, in true drama, 
both they ana we would be unselfcons clously involved, 
ihe initial setting of tne scene wnich will "seem" to 
"arrange itself" into "an atmosphere of Juliet’s tomb 
puts a bias on our judgement. The lady herself is 
revealed entirely from the point of view of her companion, 
her fragmentary discourse is carefully selected into an 
impression of cultural and social affc^ctation^
oo intimate, this Chopin, tnat I think his soul 
Should be resurrected only among friends
You do not know how much they mean to me, my friends.
Without these friendships - life, what couchemarI
His reactions, 'which we share, endow her with a compliance 
at once pdbhetic ana contemptible. She has no inner
1. 'Portrait of a Lady', op.cit., p.16.
2. op.cit. , pp. 16-4.7 .
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reality; only the outward shell of an aging and inane 
woman clinging to the youn ;;er man through whose eyes she 
is seen. He, on the other hana, is only revealed 
subjectively, or mocxingly objectified by his own 
bitterness xnto a caricature of his outward self -
You will see me any morning in the park ^
Heading the comics and one sporting page.
Like PrufrocK, he is endowed with an innate consciousness 
of nimself and his relationship to the circumstances.
He IS Keenly aware of the superficial absurdity of the 
situation and of the tragedy of its underlying truth.
He perceives himself clearly on the surface level, 
embarrassed and anxious to escape -
My smile falls heavily among the bric-à-brac
I feel like one who smiles, and turning suall remark 
Suddenly, his expression in a glass,^
Jtie passes beyond the deliberate facade of his being to 
a deeper truth, "recalling things that other people 
have desired", and the thought of death applies a sense
1. op.cit., p.18.
2. op.cit., p.19* 
p . op.cit.h
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of human tragedy even to that superficial futility which 
ais spiritual awareness has despised - "and should 
1 have tne right to s m i l e ? H e r e  there is no true 
drama; dramatic device is wholly subservient to the 
conti-olling hand of the presenter. hnat we are
witnessing is not an objective aramatrc image, but a
poetic vision.
2 -In 'Gurontion' Eliot is openly exploring the 
soul of character. Gerontion nas a complete self- 
consciousness wnich aestroys any possibility of dramatic 
tension, nis soliloquy is entirely abstract and 
subjective, and entirely undramatic. It is a timeless 
revelation arising from no immediate and particular 
experience. Gerontion is a generic symbol having no 
personal existence and could not therefore meet the 
demands of the theatre, for an immediate present on 
which to build universal significance. He is any
Old man in a draughty house 
Under a windy knob.3
1. op.cit., p.20.
^ . 'Gerontion', op.cit. , pp.37-39•
3. op.cit., p.38.
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but he has been granted a poet's insight into his own 
truth. He nas an abnormally acute awareness of himself 
and tne imagery of nis being, standing apart from his 
own existence ^
1 an old man 
A dull head among windy places -
and passing beyond it to a prophetic insight into human, 
and spiritual reality. He has been entered by the poet 
and divinely inspired, but he remains merely the poet's 
mouthpiece, as an objective human creation he does 
not exist.
We may take as a further illustration the 
scene from 'A Game of Chess in ' The Waste Land'. Here 
again the entry of the poet into his characters endows 
them with a momentary spiritual intensificaiion, leading 
an innocuous conversation into the sudden terrors of 
unexpected perception -
'1 never know what you are thinking. Thinx'
1 think we are in rats' alley
Where the dead mean lost their bones.
- - - - -'What snail we do tomorrow?
What suall we ever do?' 3
1. op.cit., p.37*
2. 'The Waste Land', op.cit ., pp.64-66. 
3* op.cit., pp.65-66.
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This is not the spontaneous consciousness of the drama, 
tne ujLspassiona be understanding born of the agonies of 
human labouring. There is here an element of hysterical 
bhocx as character becomes a puppetry shaxen by the 
unlooked for inspiration of a divine poetic iury. Here, 
as in 'Prufrocx', 'Portrait of a Lady', and 'Gerontion' 
tne ..oment of truth leads us away from character 
towards bne poetic inspiration. At tnis moment the 
humanity of the characters in the dramatic poems becomes 
a pitiful absurdity and we would reject it. In true 
urama it is from the action and suffering of this 
humanity that spiritual understanding is evolved, and, 
necause of tnis, we accept the whole man into the new 
founa truth; then, indeed, what we have is "a kind of 
humble shadow or analogy of the Incarnation, whereby 
ti.e human is tax en up into the divine".^
ns we have seen, the introduction of a more 
complex structure is not necessarily an indication of 
the development from the aramatlc poem into genuine 
poetic arama."^ H wee ne y Agonis tes^ most certainly
1. T.G. Eliot, 'The Aims of Poetic Drama', Adam, XVII, 
cOO, l \ i O V  .1949, p.Ic.
X . Gee supra, p. ^3
3 . T.b. Eliot, Sweeney Agonistes, 1926. bee infra. 
Chap.Ill, pp. lès-ni
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acKQOwledges Eliot's "wish to experiment in the writing of 
dramatic verse",  ^ but ihat it originates from "the 
impulse to write a p l a y i s  less certain. The essential 
conflict ana uhe consequent spiritual modification of 
genuine urama is here stultified at the very level of 
conception. I'ne tne me of Sweeney Agoni stes is purely 
static, dependent for dramatic effect on tne violent 
but sterile contrast between aifferent levels of 
understanding. Tne prevailing idea is tnat of spiritual 
decay, a conception dominant throughout tne dramatic 
poems, ana its présentation here is a fuller exploitation 
of the methoa employed in the poetic writings. Once 
Sixain the characters separate into tnose written 
completely on the surface ana the one who is endowed 
witn an inherent intensified perception. Doris and 
Dusty and tneir boyfrienas reveal a remarxable family 
likeness to .vn s Porter, xj?s Turner, Miss Ellicott"^ 
and the nameless typist and her lover.^ They are sketched
1. Helen Gardner, The Art of T.S.Eliot, 1949, p.lJ2.
. op. cit.
3. 'The Waste Land’, Collected Poems,1909-1935,P#68.
4. 'Sweeney Erect', op.cit., p.43.
3. 'Cousin Nancy', op.cit., p.30.
6. 'The Waste Land', pp.69-70.
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in as flat illustration whereby the poet creates an 
impression of a soulless, yapin contempoxary society.
The poet's conc^j^tion aemands that Sweeney's companions 
shall have no human reality, ana living urama is therefore 
inevitably stillborn. The gathering in Doris's flat is 
a hideous group of mechanical figures symbolising an age 
of spiritual hecay. The telephone has as much human 
reality as these terrible robots, ond its repetitive 
jingle is no more senseless tnan taeir inane conversational 
commonplaces.
Dusty : Well wha^ you going to do?
Telephone:Ting a ling ling 
Ting a ling ling.
Dusty : That's lereira
Doris : Yes that's Pereira
Dusty : Well what you going to do?^
There is a moment of tremendous dramatic impact when 
the drunxen Gv;eeney suddenly introduces the fearful 
reality of "birth, and copulation, and death""^ into the 
vapid platituaes of the conversation. Nevertheless, a 
hramatic moment, nowever effective, hoes not constitute drama.
1. oweeney Agonistes,'fragment of a Prologue'.
2. op.cit., 'Fragment of an Agon'.
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Beyond the moment there is no dramatic development, 
for no communication is established eitner between 
oweeney and his acquaintances or between Sweeney the 
man and the faint resurgence of spiritual insight within 
him. Tne ^play^ oecomes a nightmare of repetition 
in which oweeney reiterates the norror of a guilt 
which he nas not the power to redress. The ending of 
the fragments leaves the characters exactly as they were; 
tnere has been no dramatic modification.
The fault lies at the level of conception, 
which is not truly dramatic. The underlying concept of 
the fragments is the underlying _ oetic concept of the 
dramatic .^.oems. Here dliot is not thinking in terms of 
human passion and human conflict, but merely employing 
the dramaric device of character ana dialogue to illustrate 
a personal experience. Sweeney Agonistes maxes a step 
towards drama in that it is more fully objectified than 
any of the early aramatlc poems. Nevertheless, it remains 
merely a projection of an essentially poetic idea. It 
is, at best, a poetic concept cast in a dramatic mould. 
Without a semblance of human reality there can be no 
true drama. Sweeney's companions are no more than a 
set of exemplary attitudes, ana Sweeney himself has the 
idiosyncratic self awareness of an alien poetic power
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within him. human truth rs not elicited from human 
intercourse. Spiritual understanding is declaimed in 
the abstract, not wrested in triumphal agony from the 
suffering of a humanity reaching beyond the confines 
of its nature.
It rs difficult to assess the value of 
Tne Hock?" In Eliot's drama Lie development because of the 
circumstances under wnich rt was written, and because 
rt does not claim to be poètic drama in the true sense 
indeed, "strictly speaxing. The Hocx is a pageant, not a 
drama. That is to say, irs situation does not give 
rise to any xniensu struggle oi conflict, its structure 
consists of a series of scenes oi a related tone." 
nowever, it is important to notice that it is in tnis 
pageant that Eliot f±rst relates spiritual understanding 
to particular human event. Admittedly the selection 
and compilation of this event from many periods of 
history readily anu, indeed, inevitably, lends them to 
cosmic interpretation. nevertheless It is significant 
that the poet acknowledges the dramatist's essential
1. The Hocx, 1934.
n. See Ghap.Jill, p. Illff .
3. E.G. mattniessen, The Achievement of T.S. Eliot,
1947, p.161.
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obligation to an immediate human existence as well as 
to a permanent numan trutn. The form of ihe pageam 
ana tiiu prupaganu ist irposes for which lb was written 
res.11 in a series of tableaux of a somewhat inferior 
intellectual appeal, and in fact the human drama, in 
so far as it merits tnis courtesy, is after the manner 
of the populai nis borical play. Nevertheless, it is in 
tnis work tnat we discover tne new oorn dramatist, and 
the greatness of idiot’s acnievement lies in the 
Choruses whicn linx human event. Here at last, we have 
not only grea t poetry, but great dramatic poetry ; postry 
whicn forms a "musical pattern" dependent on the "action" 
of the drama and which "intensifies our excitement by 
leinforcing it with feelings from a deeper and less 
articulate level".^ The Choruses to The Hock do not 
declaim an abstract truth, but dramatise, through poetry, 
the progress of human event by tracing its spiritual 
significance. Heality is at length naturally evolved
from actuality.
w’here The Hocx fails as poetic drama is in 
the imperfect organic integration between the Choruses 
and the rest of the play. spiritual significance is
1. T.3. Eliot, 'The Need for Poetic Drama', The Listener,
Nov.23th, 1936, p.994.
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elicited from an objective presentation but it is not 
built into it. The Cnorus itself is not involved in 
tne course of events, but stands removed as spectator^ 
commentator and judge. The "musical" and dramatic 
"patterns" are parallel iaLher than inextricably inter­
woven, and cosmic implication is crystallised inio 
interpretive commentary .ather tnan diffused throughout 
the whole wo±k. Nevertheless, in Tne Hock, Sliot the 
poet had taxeii a great stride towards Eliot tne poet 
dramatist. a stride wnicn led him to Canterbury for a 
far greater and more truly dramatic play.
The ultimate form of murder in the Cathedral  ^
is true poe Lie nra..a, an image of a genuine dramatic 
conception.^ here, for the first time, Eliot is thinking 
airectly and spontaneously in terms, not only of verbal 
imagery, but also of human character and human action. 
Character and situation are no longer static and episodic 
exemplification of a poetic idea. They are the formal 
substantiation of the dramatjuc concept, and they 
develop with tne mutual creativeness of living imagery.
In tnis play there is organic interaction between the
1. Murder in the Cathedral, 1933*
2. bee Chap . Ill, p. m .  ff .
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various aspects of conce^. t. Action is dependent upon
character ana character is in turn modified by action.
The funaauiental human reality imaged in the nexus of
cnaracter and plot is simultaneously imaged in words, -
that is, the "musical" and dramatic "patterns" of the
play are inter dependent witn the interdependence of
living organism. ihe "double pattern in great oetic
d r a m a h a s  been achieved, "not by a concurrence of two
activities, but by the full expansion of one and the
2
same activity". Eliot has developed from poet into 
dramatist.
In this play, the greatness of Eliot’s 
achievement is to be measured by the writing of the 
Chorus in which at once the finest poetry and the most 
intense drama lies. Poetry here is great dramatic 
poetry, for it exactly images the essence of the 
imaginative conception played out in the spiritual 
conflict and ultimate martyrdom of Thomas; it is 
entirely functional, dramatizing tne progress of the 
spirit through suffering and doubt to the final triumph.
1. I.E. Eliot, ‘Poetry and Drama', belected Prose, p.75
2. T.G. Eliot, 'A Dialogue on Dramatic Poetry’,
Selected mssa.ys, p.52.
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Above all, spiritual intensity is here built into the 
very fabric of tne drama. The Cnorus to The Hocx was a 
group of remote spectators interprding the scene in 
terms of universal Implication: thu women of Canterbury
are emo cionally involved in the witnessed presentation, 
and tneir lives and understanding aie consequently 
modified by tne development of dramatic event. The 
Chorus arc; conscious of themselves only as witnesses 
to circumstai.ee. Tnat noble awareness of their own 
truth^which is the marx of great poetic urama, is 
spontaneously born within them even while they shrimi 
from spiritual disturbance. They are the ordinary 
folk who "did not wish anything to h ap p e n" b ut ,  even 
against tneir will, they are exalted by the action of 
the drama tnrough the human agony of hopelessness and 
terror to that point of spiritual intensity at which 
they realise and acxnowleage their own reality in a 
cry of self abnegaiion and praise
vVe praise Tnee 0 Goa, for thy glory displayed in all 
tne creatures of the earth.
Eorgive us, Ü Lord, we acknowledge o’urselves as type 
of tne common man,
1. murder in the Cathedral, Pt.II.
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That the sin of the world is upon our heads; tnat the 
blood of tha martyrs ana the agony of the saints 
Is upon our heads. ^
Lord, have mercy upon us.
This, at last, is "a xind of humble shadow or analogy of 
the Incarnation, whereby the human is taken up into the 
divine".^
In Murder in the Cathedral Eliot satisfies, 
more fully than ever before, the drama's demand for 
objectivity. His projection of Thomas's own doubts into 
tne brilliant characterisation of the Tempters, and the 
subsequent translation of the various approaches of the 
Tempters into the worldly terms of the knights is masterly 
nis failure lies in his hero. Thomas does not establish 
himself in our sympathies as a human being struggling to 
overcome the limitations of his humanity. His inherent 
spiritual insight sets aim aoove the plane of ordinary 
human understanding, and his moment of doubt is so inward 
a conflict that we can scarcely realise it. Thomas does 
not arrive at his own truth tnrough a superb awareness of 
nimself as an acting and suffering being. Spiritual 
perfection is achieved by a nice modification in cnaracter
1. oij.cit.
c. • 'The Aims of Poetic Drama', Adam iVII, 200, flov.194-9,
p. 12.
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WtiJ-Ch is, at least froai the raising of the curtain,
innately ana almost pui'ely spiritual. This is not,
as is tne magnificent development in the attitude of the
Cnorus, the human exaltation wmcn we demand of grc^at
poetic drama. Neveitneless, muider in the Cathedral is
a genuine poetic play, and It has dramatic greatness. .
t.tlc ot
may now confidently claim Eliot's right to the li-t-t-l-e 
poetic dramatist.
Tne Eamily He union is a comparative failure 
In taxing a step forward as a pioneer of contemporary 
dramatic form Eliot taxes a step bacxward as a poetic 
dramatist. The r ot of the trouble lies in nis failure 
in this play to thinx simultaneously, anu with equal . 
intensity, in terms of oetry, character and plot. The 
entire action of the play taxes place on a spiritual 
level, and, significantly, the dramatist does not satisfy 
nis obligation to relate the origin and the consequence 
of this spiritual development to the impact of character 
and event. The spiritual conception rs imperfectly 
projected into an "objective correlative", a "set of
3
objects, a situation, a chain of events" which snail image
1. The Family Reunion, 1959.
2. See Chap.Ill, p.H^.fll.
5 . T.S. lliot, ’Hamlet', Selected Essays, p. 145.
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it exactly ana move simultaneously wj-tn the verbal 
imagery. Inaeed th^ verbal imagery, far from rising 
naturally from the situation in which it is declaimed, 
frequently expresses an unbecoming impatient^ vvith a 
situation which taints the j^urity of its abstraction.
Hurthermore, tne dramatist does not succeed in expressing 
tne spiritual climax of the play in terme of dramatic 
action. Thomas's martyrdom was magnificent; Harry's 
departure is almost ludicrous. Tne lacx of mutual 
creativeness between the dramatic event and the utterance 
of spiritual significance has the serious consequence of 
fine poetry which is nevertheless undramatic. The 
greatest poetry in the play Is to be found In passages 
"so remote from tne necessity of the action that they 
are hardly more than passages of poetry which might be
p
spoken by anybody".
The failure to establish a convincing interaction 
between the outer and the inner dramatic development is 
marked by the consequent absence of immediate human 
reality in the characters. The conception of character 
in this play looks back to the dramatic poems and to 
bweene.y Agonistes. Once again we have the familiar
1. T.b. Eliot, 'Poetry and Drama', p.80.
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grouping into spiritually deceased, typifications and 
spiiitually precious eccentricities. The aunts and 
uncles, as individuals, have no inner reality, and Harry, 
mary and Agatha no credible outer existence. No intercourse 
rs established between the two levels of understanding 
and the play is barren of that spontaneous spiritual 
development which we demand of great poetic drama.
On each of the two levels of understanding the 
projection of idea into cnaracter is so inadequate that 
its relationship to spiritual content is indicative of a 
poetic rather tnan a truly dramatic conception. The 
aunts and uncles are no more than illustration to a theme 
familiar in the earlier poetry. Mary, Agatha and Harry 
are, at tneir most intense moments, entered by a power 
from without inspiring them to oracular utterance by 
wnich they tnemselves are almost ridiculously surprised. 
Neitner character nor plot has that independent and 
spontaneous life indicative of a healthy dramatic growth.
Tne laiil.y He union fails in that it lacks tne essential 
objectivity of genuine drama.
Witn the writing of his next play Eliot reaches 
the height of his dramatic development. The Cocktail Party^
1. T.S. Eliot, The Gocxtail Party, 1949.
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is his greatest achievement to date, revealing in both 
the dramatist's cuoice ana treatment of subject the 
confidence and expert nandling of the master.^ The 
dramatic theme - self xnowledge ana the -i eality of 
human existence - is here imaged perfectly, "by the full 
expansion of one and the same activity ", in every aspect 
of concept. Character, plot and language are interdependent 
and mutually creative. The external action of tne play 
sets in motion the questioning which leads at length to 
self realisation, and this knowledge is in turn transmuted 
back inuo terms of human action. Thus spiritual awareness 
is naturally evolved from dramatic event, ana the verbal 
imagery through whJ_ch it is expressed is organically 
related to the simultaneous imagery of character and plot. 
Tne dramatic and musical patterns chime in that complex 
harmony, that "much richer design" which is great ana 
true poetic drama.
moreover, the characters in this play acknowledge 
the essential dimensional imaginative unity demanded by 
urama. The sharp, crude contrast between the spiritually
1. üee Ghap.lir, f . I W l l .
2. 'A Dialogue on Dramatic Poetry', belected Essays, p.$2.
3. T.b. Eliot, Preface to The .‘/heel of Fire, by Wilson 
lUiight, 1950, p.kVIII.
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blind and the prophetically inspired is here eased into 
a natural gradation of spiritual capacity compatible with 
actual human experience. Each gives and is given according 
to nis capacity, and every cnaracter is naturally modified 
by the dramatic situation. Each is an integrated whole 
existing both on the surface and at the depths of the 
play. Above all, each is convincing as a numan being 
and resolves tne intensification of spiritual consciousness 
in terms wmcn we, as human beings, caii. appreciate. In 
Celia's ultimate sacrifice the mounting spirit is traced, 
not by the rapturous self-utterance of the climax to 
The Eamily Reunion, but in the human reality of the scene 
among the dying nauives. It is at such a moment that 
drama performs its supreme function of presenting humanity 
triumphing over itself, and, indeed, tne "human is taken 
up into the divine"
2
Architecturally, The Confidential Clerk is 
Eliot's most ambitious ana successful play. The imaging 
of the spiritual theme in terms of character and plot is 
handled with a mature brilliance hitherto unsui’passed.
The characters explore and discover the truth about
1. 'The Aims of Poetic Drama', (Adam), p.12.
2. The Confidential ÜlerA, 1955- Cee Chap.Ill,
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themselves simultaneously at the surface level of the 
play and at a aeeper level of understanoing. There is a 
perfect organic interrelationship between spiritual and 
dramatic development# As in The Cocktail Party, insight 
is naturally elicited from event, and in turn translated 
back into terms of action, or, in this case, of human 
relationship. The poetry in the play, such as it is, is 
consequently entirely dramatic. It is in this poetry, 
however, that the play's greatest weakness lies. Ironically 
enough, the power gained to the dramatist is strength 
lost to the poet. Dramatic event and human characterisation 
is wholly arresting, but the poetry has dwindled to a 
fine, lucid prose in whicn the characters express 
themselves with a precise but emotionally unexciting 
clarity.
Of strong significance in Eliot's dramatic 
development is the greatly increased power of human 
understanding revealed in this play. Here the poet 
who mistakenly interfered in the objective presentation 
of bweeney ÀKonistes and Tne Eamily Reunion is completely 
replaced by fully integrated, dimensional character, 
which engages our interest and sympathies on tne orornary 
human level. The emotion evolved from dramatic situation 
is employed to intensify the vitality of this character
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as well as to sharpen spiritual awareness. The hero 
of tne play is not, however, completely successful, 
while ostensi^fely shaiing Celia's humility the deference 
of nis companions to Colby's spiritual superiority 
unfortunately tnrusts upon him more than a suggestion of 
the priggishness which marred tne presentation of Harry.
His human appeal is far less than that of Sir Claude 
and tiX's Guzzard, and we rejoice less in his spiritual 
triumph than we sympathise witn their human suffering, 
this especially since tne transformation of his spiritual 
Insight Into Christian charity is not happily rendered 
In terms of his departure to Joshua Park. Nevertheless, 
Eliot's acknowledgement of the importance of the human 
element in dra.ua, and his fine handling of its presentation, 
IS a great step forward in his dramatic career. Could 
he now combine_ the full power of his poetic genius with 
his matured dramatic sxill he might well produce a poetic 
play worthy of standing at least in close proximity to
the greatest.
Throughout Eliot's work, both poetic and dramatic, 
certain ideas and images are recurrent. We are therefore 
in a position to differentiate between the dramatic poem 
and tne poetic drama, and between the dramatic and the 
poetic conception, by examining the modifications made by 
the distinct forms in the presentation of these ideas and
14k
in the habits of the imagery. We may taxe, for example, 
the insistent theme of
The point of intersection of tne timeless 
V^ith time ,1
tae "still point of the turning world" in which the
essence of spiritual reality is concentrated in "a
5White. li(^ ht still ana moving" . In n'our ^^uartets ^ of 
which this idea is the underlying theme, the conception 
is fully and directly declaimed, and illustrated by a 
leisurely unfolaing imagery. In The Rock, the idea 
receives dramatic treatment. It is formulated in terms
Z|.
of an objective presentation, embodied in the "vision" 
of the ceaseless repetitive pati/ern of history, and 
thus substantiated by "a world which the author's mind 
has subjected to a process of simplification.The verbal 
imagery through waich the idea is expressed by the Chorus 
is uiodified accordingly. It has direct bearing upon the
1. I.e. Eliot, Tour Quartets, 1944, 'The Dry 
k . o;.cit., 'Burnt Horton'.
D. op.cit.
4. 'The Possibility of a Poetic Drama', p.445.
5. 00.cit., p.446.
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witnessed event, and is impregnated with the dominant 
theme of tne external presentation - man’s ceaseless 
building and rebuilding of a place in which he may 
worship. The eternal moment of human reality is caught 
in the specifically dramatic image of man’s aspiration 
towards the divine -
But first you shall be reminded of other dedications 
Out of the distant past of London, out of times less
dim;
So that you may remember
That the Temple is forever building, forever to be 
destroyed, forever to be restored, 
oo that you may remember, seeing the past,
The dim waste plains of the future, where the Temple is 
still to be built.
So that you may remember
Tne lives that await tneir t^me to be born, to be
dedicated
On tne dim vast plain of tne futuie, ourning as lonely
lights.1
The underlying idea recurs in The Family lie uni on 
It is at "tne intersection of the timeless moment" 
that Harry, in a vision of reality, realises himself as 
one who is to atone for human sin. Here, in one of the 
most genuine dramatic images of the play, the conception 
is once again subordinated to its dramatic context and 
bound by the circumference of the particular situation.
1. The Hocm, Pt.ll.
Pour QuanTETs  ^ 'liTTiE CiDPiwe'
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I mean that at Vi/Tshwood he will find another Harry 
The man who returns will have to meet 
'The boy who left. Hound by the stables,
In the coach-house, in the orchard.
In tne plantation, down the corridor 
That led to tne nursery, round the corner 
Of the new wing, he will have to face him - 
And it will not be a very jolly corner.
'//hen the loop in time comes - and it does not come
for everybody - 
The hidden is revealed, and the spectf^cs snow
themselves.I
Imagery here is drawn from an external dramatic 
event. Furthermore, it anticipates the atmosphere of 
terror in which the spiritual struggle is enacted, and 
gives dramatic comment on the level of spiritual 
understanding reached by the speaker. In order to 
appreciate the full significance of this last function 
we may compare this image, impregnated as it is with the 
fear of an imminent and unxnown aorror, with Harry’s 
cry of triumph at the completion of his agony - "1
must follow the bright angels " The change in the tone
of the imagery from a shrinking terror of "spectres" to 
a voluntary acceptance of divine messengers dramatizes 
the spiritual development throughout the event of the play
1. The Family Reunion, Pt.l, He.1.
k . The Family Heunion, Pt.ll, He.11.
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In the Choruses to Murder in the Cathedral 
The Family Reunion Eliot presents the idea of 
unexpected spiritual stirring accompanied by unnatural 
terrors and nightmare conceptions. A closer examination 
of tnis idea and of its presentation, and of the relation­
ship between the idea and the context of the whole drama 
enables us to deduce some of the distinctive marks of 
the genuine dramatic concept. In The Family Reunion 
the theme of fearful spiritual awakening is wholly 
sterile and idiosyncratic. Awareness is not spontaneously 
evolved from dramatic interaction between character and 
plot. it is unnaturally inherent in a Chorus artificially 
constituted by means of "another trick"^ on the part of 
the poet calculated to shocx the audience from its com­
placency. Character is wrenched suddenly, and to its 
own bewilderment, from one level of understanding to 
another. There is no natural dramatic synthesis between 
these levels. The whole point of the "trick" is the 
violent contrast between a habitual state of total 
blindness and an abnormal prophetic trance. In order 
that the poet may point this contrast the characters 
which form the Chorus have no true dramatic life. They 
are completely subordinated to the control of the poet,
1. T.S. Eliot, 'Poetry and Drama,' p.80
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and either provide paste-board types of middle class 
inanity or pathetically ludicrous puppets in the grip 
of a power which they cannot realise. In short, 
modification of character is here not dramatic, but 
poetic. This has further consequences in the nature 
of the imagery employed. Imagery here is repetitive 
and static. It is not dramatic in that it does not 
dramatize the eddies of emotion and the growth of self 
awareness wnich are proper to the genuine poetic play.
If we compare the imagery used by the Chorus in the 
early stages of the play :
" % y  shoulu we stand here like guilty conspirators, 
waiting for some revelation 
vVhen the hidden shall oe exposed, and. the newsboy 
shall snout in the street?"
with that of the closing speech:
"vVhat ambush lies beyond the heather 
And behind the standing stones?
Beyond the Heaviside Layer 2 
And behind the smiling moon?"
we find only similar variations in the expression of the
1. The Family Reunion, Pt.l, Sc.I.
2. op.cit., Pt.ll, Sc.III.
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same theme. Since the theme expressed is not a 
spontaneous and healthy dramatic growth, the imagery 
involved is not dramatically modified, and consequently 
forms a series of monotonously repetitive illustrations.
On the other harm, in Murder in the Cathedral, 
the same basic idea of a bewildering and frigntening 
spiritual resurgence has been transmuted to a truly 
dramatic conception.^ There the idea springs involun­
tarily from and is naturally modified by dramatic event. 
The Chorus's fear of spiritual distûirbance is concurrent 
with their fear tnat Thomas's return to England will 
result in disaster. They are not, as was the Chorus 
to The Family Heunion, suddenly assailed by idiosyncratic 
fits of terror and self-consciousness which have no 
organic relationship to tneir immediate context. The 
awareness unnaturally imposed upon Harry's relations is 
here only one phase in a spiritual development drawn 
spontaneously from the dramatic situation.
Imagery in this play is genuinely dramatic, 
reflecting as it does the swift movement of emotion which 
in turn reflects the dramatic action. Each stage in 
the spiritual progress of the play is dramatised by the 
changing tone of a living imagery rooted in immediate
1. See Chap. Ill, p-^'^ 1^1.
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circumstance. The play opens in a deliberate apathy,
The labourer bends to his piece of earth, 
earth-coloux', his. own colour.
Preferring to pass unobserved.
fearfully guarded by those who "do not wish anything to 
happen" against tne insistent tremors of a terror which 
develops simultaneously with the main action of the play. 
After the scene in which the Tempters appear to Thomas 
the imagery becomes gradually impregnated with a sense 
of horror,
The forms taxe shape in the dark air: 2
Puss-purr of leopard, footfall of padding bear.
a horror suspended for a moment in the terrible calm 
of utter despair - "not a stir, not a shoot, not a breath"^- 
before the climax of screaming agony in which the famili^ar 
amd secure crashes down before a nightmare of fear,
Pings of light coiling do)jnwards, descending 
To the horror of the ape.





The imagery of terror which gives expression 
to the frightened spirit, awakening but as yet not 
understanding, closely resembles imagery employed for the 
same purpose in The Family Heunion. The Chorus to Murder
in the Cathedral recalls the moment before complete 
spiritual resurgence, and once again we stand petrified
in a darkened house, shuddering at the "footfall in the
1 2 passage," the "shadow in the doorway," behaving
As if the door might suddenly 
open, the curtains be drawn.
The cellai" make some dreadful disclosure, the 
roof disappear.3
The distortion of the familiar again appears in terms 
of some ghastly monstrosity hovering overhead - "the 
wings of the future darken the past,"^"scaly wings slanting 
over, huge ana ridiculous, and
the beak 




3 . The Family Reunion, Pt.l, Sc.I.
4. op.cit., Pt.l, Sc.Ill*
5. Murder in the Cathedral, Pt.ll.
6 . The Family Reunion, Pt.l, Sc.Ill
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Here, however, the moment of terror is not static, 
trie imagery does not repeat itself at every turn in 
a maze of spiritual blindness. The horror which 
evolved spontaneously from dramatic event is as sponta­
neously further modified by the progress of the play.
Fear is resolved into a hopeless resignation to "the 
white flat face of D e a t h , t o  'emptiness, absence, 
separation from dod,"'^ but beyond this is the triumph 
of self abnegation, the glorious instant self realisation 
and beyond this still the magnificent hymn of praise in 
which humanity, having voluntarily confronted its own 
sinful and cowardly truth, freely calls upon the mercy 
of its dod. In the final Chorus to the play images of 
terror aie transformed by spirrtual realisation to 
expression^ of rejoicing. 7/inter which brought "death 
from the sea","^"ruinous spring"^ and "disastrous summer"^ 
are subjugated by a new-found faith to
the voices of the seasons, the snuffle of winter, 
the song of spring, the drone of summer.7
1. Murder in the Cathedral, Ft.II
2. op.cit.
5• op.cit.
4-. op. cit. , Pt.l.
5 • op.cit.
6 . op.cit.
7. op.cit. , Pt.ll.
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joining in the general paean of praise. The "rings 
of light coiling downwards"^ in horror have become 
"the glory of l i g h t w h i c h  is in God. Fear which was
woven like a pattern of living worms7 
In the guts of the women of Canterbury"*^
is driven out by hope born4 of spiritual understanding, 
and all living creatures, even "the worm in the soil, 
and the worm in the belly" acknowledge and glorify 
their maker.
In Murder in the Cathedral the relationship 
of the verbal imagery to its context confirms the truth 
that, in true poetic drama, every element of form is 
an aspect of concept, and all are mutually creative in 
tne organic growth of the whole. Here the poet dramatist 
is to be found working simultaneously on the two levels 
of "human action and of w o r d s a n d  "this hot by a 





5 . T.S. Eliot, 'Poetry and Drama,' p.83.
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of one and the same activity. to achieve the "double 
pattern in great poetic d r a m a . W e  may illustrate 
from the imagery to this play this essentially organic 
relationship between the two levels dramatic ex­
pression. For example, the opening Chorus to the second 
part draws together surface and depths of tne drama
IVhat sign of the spring of the year?
Only the death of the old: not a stir, not a shoot,
not a breath.
Do the days beg±n to lengthen?
Longer and darker the day, shorter and colder the 
night.
Gtill and stifling the air: but a wind is stored up
in the East.
The starved crow sits in the field, attentive; and 
in the wood 
The owl rehearses the hollow note of death.
here we have not only a setting in the description of 
the barren countryside, but also the dramatisation of 
a spiritual condition. The safe and familiar world of 
spiritual apathy in which the women of Canterbury took 
refuge has been shattered, and, as yet, nothing has been 
offered in its place. Nothing is left but despair, 
sterility and death. Earlier in the play the underlying
1. 'A Dialogue on Dramatic Poetry', Selected Essays,p.52
2. 'Poetry and Drama', p.73.
3. Murder in the Cathedral, Pt.ll.
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theme of spiritual experience is dramatised in terms 
of imagery involving human action. Deliberate in- 
illlGrence is symbolised by the monotonous security of 
the commonplace daily round
And meanwhile we have gone on living,
Living and partly living.
Picking together the pieces.
Gathering faggots at nightfall.
Building a partial shelter,
For sleeping, and eating and drinking and laughter.
Once again imagery is working on two levels, simul­
taneously developing spiritual significance and charac­
terising the Chorus's human existence as poor women 
involved in ordinary, everyday event. The human 
existence of the Chorus is in turn reflected back in 
the imagery through which they express themselves. They 
speak naturally in terms of the passing seasons, of 
landscape and animal life, of the unvarying labours and 
activities which mark the passage of their uneventful 
lives. Even the wild and frightful imagery which 
dramatises the climax of their bewilderment and fear 





Death in the rose, death in the hollyhock, sweet pea, 
hyacinth, primrose ana cowslip. I have seen 
Trunk and horn, tusk and hoof, in odd places^I
is a ghastly distortion, but it is a distortion of 
something with waich they are ordinarily familiar.
The development of tnis imagery is a natural and 
dramatic development, and may well provide a criticism 
of the deliberately shocking and somewhat precious 
contrasts in The Family Reunion.
A dominant idea which recurs throughout 
Eliot's work is that of a world superficially alive 
with a flashy surface motion, and yet spiritually 
moribund -
Distracted from distraction by distraction 
Filled with fancies and empty of meaning 
Tiimid apathy with no concentration 
Men and bits of paper, whirled by the cold wind 
That blows before and after time,
Winn in and out of unwholesome lungs 
Time before and time after.
Kructation of unhealthy souls 
Into the fadea air, the torpid 
Driven on the wind that sweeps the gloomy hills of 
London,
Hampstead ana Clerkenwell, Campden and Putney, 
Highgate, Primrose and Ludgate. Not here p
Not here the darkness, in this twittering world.
Here, in Four y.uartets, the underlying conception of
1. op.cit., Pt.ll. ^
2. Four quartets, 'Burnt Norton'.
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the idea is poetic; this is a full statement of the 
case for all time. The idea occurs again in The
^  1.4IT Party, but this time it is dramatically conceived. 
In the play it is subordinatea to the immediate 
situation and to the character of the person by whom 
it is expressed. The intense complex imagery is 
modified to the phrases ana rhythms of everyday speech, 
and we receive an impression of character searching for 
inadequate means of expression which fills the idea 
with tnat sense of unique significance essential to the 
drama.
1 have no delusions - 
Except that the world 1 live in seems all a delusion.'
................. But first 1 must tell
you
That 1 should really like to think there's something 
wrong with me - 
Because, if there isn't, then tnere's something wrong,
Or at least, very different from what it seemed to be^ .
With the world itself - and that's much more frighten^ingI
Here truth is not declaimed but gradually and spon­
taneously acquired by the nexus of Celia's character 
with the plot. Her sense of futility is at first 
applied net only to Edward and to the relationship which 
they have shared.
1. The Cocktail Party, Act.11.
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I listened to your voice, that had always thrilled me, 
And it became another voice — no, not a voice:
«Vhat I beam was only the noise of an insect,
Dry, endless, meaningless, inhuman -
You migut have maue it by scraping your legs together 
Or however grasshoppers do it.l
This imagery io truly dramatic. Impregnated as it is 
with pity ana contempt it is completely subordinated 
to the passion of the immediate situation. Later in 
her spiritual development Celia applies the idea generally 
to the society by which she is surrounded _
They mane noises, and they think they are talking 
to each other;
They make faces, and think they understand each other.
This is the "^twittering world"^of Four Quartets, but 
the expression of the conception is particular to this 
character at thii time. The poet's direct statement has 
been replaced by a specific individual's tentative 
inquiry into the nature of reality.
In The Confidential Clerk the basic idea is 
again modified by the particular character and situation. 
Sir Claude Mu1hammer is not capable of Celia's degree 
of spiritual understanding. The self imposed financier 
is a little ashamed of his artistic aspirations towards
1. op.cit., Act.l, Sc.1.
2. op . fl.it. , Act. 11.
3. Four Quartets, 'Burnt Norton'.
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A world where the form is the reality 
Of which the substantial is only a shadow.
This conception of the actual as opposed to the real 
is translated into the purely personal terms of 
commercial success and an underlying preference for 
the aesthetic satisfaction of ceramics. This view 
of the occupation which symbolises superficial living has 
been adjusted to his spiritual capacity^
It begins as a kind of make-believe 
Ana the make-believing makes it real.
The unsuccessful artist who has forced himself to 
become a business man cannot dedicate himself wholly 
to the promotion of those spiritual values, which inwardly 
he desires, and consequently he does not enter fully 
into eitner of his *two w o r l d s w h i c h  are for him 
"each a kina of make-believe." Here we are not 
involved in illustrating as deeply as we are in drama, 
and the basic idea has been modified to meet the re­
quirements of emotional accuracy.




Emotional as opposed to purely intellectual 
reality is essential to genuine drama. The true 
poetic dramatist must satisfy the theatre's demand 
for an immediate and compelling human situation as well 
as|the demands of art for cosmic significance and univer­
sal truth. Tnis significance and truth must be built 
into the drama anu evolve naturally from it. It may
well be argued tnat Eliot has not yet acnieved a con­
sistently great poetic play, "a design of human action 
and of words, sucn as to present at once the two aspects 
of dramatic and of musical o r d e r i n  the substantiation 
of tne underlying conception. Nevertheless we are able 
to trace in his work a progression from the truth absolute 
of poetry to the truth absolute and particular of the 
drama. Judged not only as a pioneer in this century 
but also against the general background of literature and 
of the tneatre, his claim towards the title of poetic
dramatist must meet with approbation.
1. 'Poetry and Drama', p.85
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CHAPTER III 
The Drama of T.S. Eliot
The drama of T.S. Eliot is essentially 
experimental. His dramatic output is small, but v/ithin 
the compass of five complete plays and a fragment, written 
over a period of twenty years, there may be traced a 
rapid and significant development in dramatic technique. 
Moreover, this development is not merely the inevitable 
imaginative growth and practical improvement of the 
practising poet and craftsman; it is a conscious 
development, a deliberate striving for perfection of 
form. All art is indeed a search for perfection, and 
every artist worms towards the creation of the perfect 
expression of tiis imaginative conception, but in Eliot's 
work the desire of the poet is continually fortified 
by the conscious will of the pioneer of verse drama 
in the contemporary English theatre. Eliot's is the 
greatest achievement in the English poetic drama of the 
20th century, and yet the term "pioneer" is justified in 
association with kis name. He himself is the first to 
admit "that the work of still another generation will
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be needed - if for another generation the opportunities
are still open - before poetry can hope to be established
on our popular stage as it was three hundred and more
years ago." Eliot is unselfishly aware of the needs
of his age, and his aspirations as an individual artist
are spurred, controlled, and directed by his self-
imposed obligation to the satisfaction of those needs -
"1 think, you see, of poetic drama as a social creation.
//hat 1 hope we shall eventually get, is not one great
dramatist, a solitary peam in a flat plain, but a
cluster of dramatists - not necessarily around a
Shakespeare^ because a Shakespeare is too exceptional
a phenomenon even to hope for, but exhibiting a pattern
of diversity and unity. That would be a real dramatic
renascence. 1 regard our work today as that of the
first generation only : my greatest hope is that we shall
lay some foundations upon which others will come to 
2
build." The time for Shakespeare’s achievement was 
ripe. It fell to Eliot to impose some kind of order on 
what, despite the efforts of the Irish and of the English
1. 'The Aims of Poetic Drama', (Adam) p.10.
i. T.S. Eliot, 'The Aims of Poetic Drama', The New York 
Herald Tribune, Vol.GlX, No.37, 681, Section V, 
p.2, col.2.
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poetic dramatists of the first decades of the twentieth 
century,^ was a virtual chaos. In 1919 Eliot wrote -
"Poetry on the s cage is Dead, has been dead two hundred 
2
years." In 1950 - "In an age of such diverse
experimentation, nobody can afford to taxe over a kind
of versification ready made. V/e can only nope that in
the course of a generation or so, by a kind of
unconscious selection and rejection, a common medium will
be hammered out, within which there will be plenty of
scope for the expression of widely different poetic
3
personalities." Within those thirty years a 
significant development had taken place. The way 
througn the wood was by no means clearly beaten out, but 
poetic drama was gaining new hope and new strength, and 
its resurgence owes much to Eliot’s critical theory and 
more to his artistic practice. The greatness of the 
dramatist lies not in his mastery of a traditional 
form, but in his achievement in the search for a form 
in which the conception of twentieth century poetic
1. See Chap. 1
f
T.S. Eliot,'’The Duchess of Malfi at the Lyric',
Art and Letters, 111, 1, Winter 1919/20.
'The Aims of Poetic Drama', (N.Y.H.T.), p .2, col.2.
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dramatists may be expressed. Coming as he did upon 
"a formless age",  ^Eliot is a dramatic explorer, 
claiming ground on v^ /hich the poetic drama of the future 
may build.
'.Ve have witnessed that the poetic dramatists
of the nineteenth century were criminally responsible
2for the decease of verse urama on the stage, and that, 
despite the fresh impetus given by the Irish Dramatic 
uxovement and maintained by the English poetic dramatists 
of the early twentieth century,'^ no general and 
traditional form for twentieth century poetic drama was 
evolved. The Irish Dramatic Movement had helped the 
English speaking drama to learn again "the habit of 
high poetry",^ but, though Eliot would certainly have 
been the man to see the possibilities, there was to his 
hand not even "a form which in itself is neither good 
nor bad but which permits an artist to fashion it into 
a work of art. In 1920 Eliot said, "it is perhaps the
1. T.S. Eliot, 'The Possibility of a ioetic Drama' ,p.4-4-3.
2 . See Chap. 1, pp.
3. See Chap.1, p.32 f11.
4-. U.m. Ellis-Fflrmor, The Irish Dramatic Movement, p.l.
3 . 'A Review of‘Cinnamon and Angelica*by Middleton
Murray', The Athenaeum, May 14-th, 1920.
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craving for some such donn/e which draws us on toward 
the present mirage of poetic drama",^ and six years later 
he made his first contribution towards this need.
In the same year in which the first fragment
p
of Sweeney AKonistes appeared in The Criterion, Eliot, 
in his introduction to Charlotte Eliot's Savonarola, 
took a forthright stand for a new dramatic form capable 
of meeting contemporary needs - "We cannot reinstate 
either blank verse or the heroic couplet. The next 
form of drama will have to be a verse drama but in new 
verse forms ... probably a new form will be devised 
out of colloquial speech.""'^  As early as 1920, the 
dramatist who, thirty years later, was to meet the 
commercial theatre on its own terms, was exhorting the 
poetic drama to a new boldness. - "Possibly the majority 
of attempts to confect a poetic drama have begun at the 
wrong end; they have aimed at a small public which 
wants 'poetry' ... our problem should be to take a
1. 'The Possibility of a Poetic Drama' , p.44-5.
2. T.S. Eliot, Sweeney Agonistes. 'Fragment of a
Prologue' first published in The New Criterion,
Vol.IV, No.IV, October, 1926, and 'Fragment of an 
Agon' in The New Criterion, Vol.V, No.1, January,
1927.
5 . T.S. Eliot, Intro, to Savonarola, by Charbtte Eliot, 
1926, p.X.
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loriü of entertainment, ana subject it to the process 
which would leave it a form of art. Perhaps the music 
hall comedian is the best material.
Such is the irony of circumstance, and 
especially of circumstance controlled by the taste of 
the English theatre-public, that Sweeney Agonistes
A
was first performed in uhe very atmosphere v\^ hich Eliot 
realised to be unhelpful, and possibly even maleficent, 
in the struggle to revitalise verse drama in the theatre. 
The scene indicated by Desmond MacCarthy's report of a 
preview of the play given by the Group Theatre at No.9,
3
Great Newport Street suggests the martyred aestheticism 
of the Bohemian and the intellectually select. On Oct. 1st 
1955, The Group Theatre opened its season at the
4
vVestminster with a double bill, in which Sweeney Agonistes 
served as a curtain-raiser to Auden’s macabre revue 
The Dance of Death."" The bill ran for only a fortnight, 
and there is little doubt that the type of playgoer which
1. 'The Possibility of a Poetic Drama', p.447.
2. First produced with W.H.Auden's The Dance of Death
at the ,.estminster Theatre on October 1st, 1955*
5. The Listener, Vol.XIII. No.513, Jan 9, 1935, p.80.
4. Sweeney A^onistes, 1932.
5. W.H. Auden, The Dance of Death, 1933-
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it attracted was in fact a member of that "small public 
which likes poetry".^ The walls of the commercial 
theatre were not stormed by Eliot’s small initial 
Skirmish, but in Sweeney Agonistes he vms experimenting 
with tactics which v;ere to prove shattering to the 
thoughtless complacency of the popular audience in nis 
historic invasion at the New Theatre fifteen years 
later
Sweeney Agonistes is a violent and shocking
artistic expression of a terrible imaginative conception
It is a bold step in the movement away from the distant
poetic Urtopias of the nineteenth century dramatists
and tov/ards a drama which is in close touch with
contemporary life. The problem of imposing a formal
unity in "a formless age is attempted by the adaptation
4of "a form of entertainment" with which a modern 
audience would be familiar and at ease. The death 
of the soul in man is expressed in terms of revue and 
music hall entertainment. The uncompromising horror
1. 'Poetry and Drama', p.?4.
in th€ we^ rtn<A
2 . The Cocktail Party. First produced^at the New 
Theatre, May 3rd, 1950.
5. 'The Possibility of a Poetic Drama', p.443.
4. on.cit., p.447.
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of the effect of these dramatic fragments is achieved 
by the contrast between the poet's fearful conception of 
modern living and the reassuring inanities by which the 
surface of rhis modern life is presented. The use of 
the familiar conventions of the music hall - rhyme, 
recitative, male quartette and patterned phrase 
repetition - provides a formal structure sufficiently 
familiar to bear the burden of colloquial speech 
without loss of artistic unity. Everyday conversation 
is stylised to meet the demands of the popular form, 
and the result is a perfect fusion, a new imaginative 
conception, a subjection of popular entertainment and 
everyday conversation "to a process wnich would leave it 
a form of art".^
The play which evolves from the interaction 
of these elements emphasises the facile and suffocating 
monotony of its conventional constituents ; it is a 
nightmare world, a distortion of the safe and the 
familiar. The unthinking conventionalities of everyday 
conversation, and the inane pleasantness of popular 
entertainment have united to form a world spiritually 
dead. Familiar speech rhythms and intonations are 
stylised to a fearful jingling senselessness, and yet
1• op.cit.
1 6 7
the prototype of the mechanical exchanges of Doris and 
Dusty could be heard today in a thousand store restaurants





Yes and Sam's a nice boy too. 
He's a funly fellow.
He ^  a funny fellow 
He's like a fellov/ once I knew. 
He could I'oaxe you laugh.
Sam can maxe you laugh. 
Sam's all right.1
and the flat monotony of the American business mens' 








I'm very pleased to make your acquaintance
Extremely pleased to become acquainted.
Sam - I should say Loot Sam Wauchope
Of the Canadian Expeditionary Force -
The Loot has told us a lot about you.
We were all in the war together ^ 
klip and me and the Cap and Sam.
The surface level of Sweeney A^onistes is a tinkling
1. Sweeney A^onistes, 'Fragment of a Prologue'
2 . op.cit.
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banality in which the automatic rhythms of the telephone 
bell and the knocking on the door are as real as the 
vapid platitudes of Sweeney's acquaintances. The 
dramatic theme of the fragments, which depends upon the 
interrelationship of different levels of consciousness, 
forms the core of Eliot's later dramatic work, and is 
especially dominant in The Family Reunion.^  Sweeney, 
in the earlier play, has already heard
The admonitions _
From the world around the corner.
It is significant that Oreste words on the appearance 
of the Furies are quoted on the title page of Sweeney 
A, jonistes. The hero's experiences are identical with 
those of Lord iaonchensey,\. Harry's mind is subtle 
and sensitive; Sweeney's vulgar and coarse, but a 
sudden awareness of guilt expressed through Harry's 
self accusation and Sweeney's realisation that -
Any man might do a girl in
Any i^ian has to, needs to, wants to
Once in a lifetime, do a girl in^3
1. The Family Reunion, 1939-
2. The Family Heunion, Fart 1, Scene I.
3. Sweeney Agonistes, 'Fragment of an Agon'
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brings an unexpected and terrifying revelation of the
real behind the actual. Familiar values are reversed, -
"the uni'eal aaci the unimportant"^ which we call "the 
2
normal" is swept away, and the ordinary and the
thoughtless wake in the middle of the night in a fit
of "the koo-ha's" no longer - "assured of certain
certainties", believing for a terrible instant that ■
"death is life and life is death",^ and ceasing "to be
sure of what is real or u n r e a l " I n  Sweeney Agonistes
the horror of the situation is concentrated by Sweeney’s
own inability to grasp the full significance of his
revelation. The realisation of the need for spiritual
rebirth comes upon him in the midst of a fatuous
n
description of his Utopian - "crocodile isle", a sudden 
drunxen insight into the monotonous blind terror of -•
1 . The Family Reunion, Part II, Scene I.
2 . o p.cit.
3 . Sweeney A>i:onistes, 'Fragment of an Agon'.
4. Preludes IV  ^CollecTED MoUjSf
3 . Sweeney Agonistes, Fragment of an Agon.
6 . The Family Reunion, Pt.I, Scene I.
7* Sweeney Agonistes, Fragment of an Agon.
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and,
birthcopulation and death".^ More terrible is the 
hopeless attempt to drag.the cover of sordid normality 
over this frightening glimpse of spiritual reality.
For Thomas, Harry, Celia, and even for Colby, there is 
a path which leads through escapism to redemption; for 
Sweeney, only hopelessness, a sense of wrong without the 
power to j^ ut it right, a frustrated attempt at 
communication -
îîell here again that don't apply _
But I gotta use words when I talk to you",
and despair of solution even if communication were
established^
Sweeney : I gotta use words when I talk to you
But if you understand or if you don't 
That's nothing to me and nothing to you 
We all gotta do what v«/e gotta do 
We're gona sit here and drink this booze 
We're gona sit here and have a tune 
We're gona stay and we're gona go 
And somebody's gotta pay the rent
Doris : I know who
Sweeney : But that's nothing to me and nothing to you.





is characteristic of .Eliot’s essentially explorative 
achievements. Furthermore, even in these fragments, 
we are able to trace certain habits of thought and 
technique which are later to become essentials of 
Eliot's dramatic method. The theme of the play, the 
mental conflict of a mind surrounded by the suffocatingly 
ordinary, and yet straining towards an implicit reality 
whrch it finds in the explicitly actual, recurs throughout 
Eliot's dramatic work. The use of the chorus, especially 
as a symbol of everyday humanity, is embryonic in the 
fragments, as are the technical devices of ritual^of 
strongly rhythmical but flexible verse, of nightmare 
imagery to express the ordinary man's fear of the 
unknown, and of violent contrast between the 
manifestations of the various levels of spiritual 
understanding as illustrated by the problem of 
communication among the characters. This last measure 
is overworked in Sweeney Agonistes. The fragments have, 
as Helen Gardner points out, an "essentially static 
t h e m e a n d  "what drama is apparent rn them is simply 
the drama of contrast or interruption ... It is difficult 
to see how such a subject could be developed at all except
1. Helen Gardner, The Art of T.S. Eliot, 1949, p.lyO.
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by repetition." Nevertheless though Sweeney Ap;onistes 
as an absolute growth may be said to be sterile, its 
sterility is not that of lifeless imitation; the form 
chosen by Eliot for his first dramatic effort was not 
capable of carrying a complete arama, but it provides 
a point of departure for the greater achievements which 
followed. As Miss Gardner suggests^ "the impulse
behind the fragments was less the impulse to write a 
play, than the wish to experiment in the writing of 
dramatic verse".^
In a letter written in reply to a damning 
review by Verschayle in The Spectator  ^T.S. Eliot said
zp
of The Rock - "The play makes no pretence of being a
'contribution to English dramatic literature': it is
a revue, my only seriously dramatic aim was to show
that there is a possible role for the Chorus.... Ana to
consider The Hock as an 'official apologia' for church-
building is to lay a weight upon it which this rock was
never intended to bear. It is not an apologia for the
£3
campaign, but an advertisement."'^ The Bock is not a
1. op.cit., p.lyl*
2 . OP.cit., p.132.
3 . Derex Verschoyle on The koex. The Spectator, No.5,527, 
June 1, 1934, p.S51*
4. The Hock, Performed Sadler's Wells Theatre, 28 May - 
9 June, 1934.
5 . T.S.Eliot, Letter to the Editor of The Spectator,
No.3,328, June 8, 1934, p.887.
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wholly spontaneous outcome of Eliot’s dramatic 
development. E . Martin Browne commissioned Eliot to
write the "pageant play ... on behalf of the forty-five 
churches fund of the diocese of London".^ As Miss 
Bradbrook points out - "The Rock is frankly propaganda, 
aud has the merits and limits of propaganda.
In form The Rock is a kaleidoscopic series of
tableaux, linked dramatically by the magnificent
liturgical contemporaneity of the Choruses, and on the
latter the dramatic unity of the 'play' entirely depends.
P.O. iwiatthiessen, who describes The Rock as a "set-piece" ,^
gives a fair estimate of the non-choral section of this
ecclesiastical revue - "Strictly speaking. The Rock
is a pageant, not a drama. That is to say, its situation
does not give rise to any intense struggle or conflict;
its structure consists of a series of scenes of a
related tone ... Many of the scenes are hardly of
interest beyond their original purpose of furnishing the
text for a formal spectacle, which was accompanied by
music and ballet. And some of them, by their very
4conception, do not escape from unctuousness." vVe are
1 . Title page note to The Rock, 1934.
M.G. Bradbrook, T.b. Eliot, 1930, p .38.
3. P.O. Matthiessen, The Achievement of T.S. Eliot, 1947,
p.162.
4. , p. 161.
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unfortunately unable to assess exactly how far the Rev. 
Vincent Howson must be made responsible for the dialogue 
between Bert" and his mates: Eliot credits him with
the title of joint author" in his Prefatory Note to the 
, and certainly one would not vyillingly charge Eliot 
with tne whole weight of the burden of this fulsome appeal 
to tne low level of intelligence of what Professor Isaacs 
describes as • "an audience of church workers, of 
mothers' outings, of saepherds and their flocks".  ^ The 
scenes involving the modern workmen are made embarrassing 
by a crude and laboured humour and a cloying sentimentality. 
For instance, the conversation between Bert and his wife, 
involving irritating self-consciousness
ivirs Ethelbert: I'm begrnnin' to rumble now, Bert,
what comes o' all that readin* you 
do at night.2
and jarringly sentimental self-deprecation -
Ethelbert: 'Arf a mo'. Gents all and lady, if
I may be allowed to say, I maintain 
as this 'ere is too solemn a occasion 
for drinicin ' the ' ealth of a mortal 
and perishable individual like your 
'umble if you take my meanin'.3
1. J. Isaacs, An Assessment of Twentieth-Century 
Literature, 1931, pp.132-3*
2. The Rock, Ft.II.
3• op.cit.
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is typical of a scenario from a kathleen Harrison -
Jack .ainer film, furthermore, the historical scenes,
though pleasing and no doubt spectacular, are wx'itten
on the modest intellectual plain of the Childrens'
Hour serial play. Mingled as they are with the
fine dramatic poetry of the Choruses, these scenes
suggest either tnat Eliot was overruled by occasional
requirements, or that in an attempt to compromise with
his audience, he was guilty of what is very nearly
gross patronization. The tableaux in The Hock might
well be accused of being "a very pretty piece of
pageantry, at the expense of the essential emorion of
religious drama or of any drama",^  and tne composer of 
2
Four w.uartets can take little pleasure in looking 
back on such crude popularisations as ••
Ethelbert: "Tnere's some notion about time,
what says that the past - what's be'ind 
you - is what's goin' to 'appen in the 
future, bein' as the future 'as already 
'appened.5
especially in the light of his own condemnation of
1. T.S. Eliot, 'Religious Drama : Medieval and Modern*,
The University of Edinburgh Journal, Vol.IX, Ho.1, 
Autumn 1937, pp.8-9*
2. T.S. Eliot, Four Quartets, 1944.
5. The Rock, Pt.I.
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Shaw and Maeterlinck - "the moment an idea has been 
transferred from its pure state in order that it may 
bvcome comprehensible to the inferior intelligence it 
has lost contact with art"T  However, we can scarcely 
ùliot as a dramatist with a fine disregard 
of tne propagandist cause which he adopted, and whether, 
in adopting this cause, he perjured his artistic soul, 
is not a matter for present consideration. The forty- 
five churches fund turned Eliot's attention to the 
possibilities of religious drama, and since the fax- 
greater achievement of Murder in the Cathedral'^ is 
indirectly in its debt, we can but regard it with 
gratitude. For The Rock itself, it is well to recall 
to mind Eliot's own statement. "My only seriously
.**
dramatic aim was to show that there was a possible role
3
for the Chorus", for it is in these Choruses that at 
once the poetry and the drama of the pageant lies.
Eliot, like Abercrombie, recognises form as an 
aspect of concept. In true poetic drama tne creation
1. 'The Possibility of a Poetic Drama', p.446.
2. Murder in the Cathedral, 1935•
3. See supra, p.Hi.
4. A main tenet of Abercrombie which recurs throughout 
his work, but a convenient reference is 'The Function 
of Poetry in the Drama', 1912, English Critical 
Essays, twentieth century, selected by P.M. Jones,
1933, pp.255-7*
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of poetry and of drama is a simultaneous action, a 
perfect fusion. I snail discuss this theory in relation­
ship to Eliot, and to other modern critical writings at
* 1 '—
a later uate; for the moment, suffice it to present
the case of Eliot's belief in his own terms - "The
writer of poetic drama is not merely a man skilled in
two arts and skilful to weave them together; he is not
a writer who can decorate a play with poetic language
and metre. His task is different from tnat of the
dramatist' or that of the 'poet' for his pattern is more
complex and more dimensional.  The genuine poetic
drama must, at its best, observe all the regulations
of the plain drama, but will weave them organically --
into a much richer design." For a true appreciation 
of the 1oet dramatist's creation the "whole design"^ 
must be grasped, and plot and character read "in the 
understanding of their subterrene and submarine music 
for "a true verse play is not a play translated into 
v^rse, it is conceived and carried out in terms of verse.
1. See Chap.IV.
T.S. Eliot, Preface to The 7/heel of Fire by Wilson 
knight, 1930, pp.XVII-XVIII.
3. op.cit., p.XVIII
4. o p.c it.
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To work out a play in verse is to be working like a 
musician as well as like a prose dramatist; it is to 
see the thing as a wnole musical pattern. And this is 
an entirely différent thing from a play set to music.
It is not like opera, but some musical form like the 
sonata or fuge. The verse dramatist must operate on 
you on two levels ar once, dramatically, with the 
cuaracter and j^lot",  ^ (for Eliot would not underestimate 
the importance of keeping the attention of his audience 
at the surface level), "but underneath the action, which 
should be perfectly intelligible, there should be a 
musical pattern which intensifies our excitement by 
reinforcing it with feelings from a deeper and less 
articulate level. At the end of this discouse
on poetic drama, Eliot says of the Chorus, "It has the 
great advantage of being conveyed more fully in verse 
than in prose, and of supporting something of which I 
spoke at the beginning, the musical pattern, as well
3
as the dramatic pattern of the play."
The organic integration between the Choruses
1. T.S. Eliot, 'The Need for Poetic Drama', The Listener, 
Nov.25th, 1936, p.994.
2. op.cit.
3 . op. cit "p.AiS".
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to The— Ro.ck and. the rest of the play is not so finely
handled as in the greater Murder in the Cathedral. The
iiiovltably loose construction of the pageant form, and
the mingling of poetry and prose to wnich Eliot himself
objects, added to the fact that their status as a
symbol of the Church of God necessarily sets them above
the human drama, results in a certain distancing of
the Chorus. They are seen rather in their position
as spectators, as remote commentators, than as
p'articipant sufferers in the dramatic search for
salvation. The poetic significance of the presentation,
the "musical pattern wmich intensifies our excitement
by reinforcing it with feelings from a deeper and less
articulate level""^is not "subterrene and submarine 
%
music". The light in which plot and character of the 
human pageant must be read brightens and fades 
concurrently with the stage lights etching and dimming 
the statuesque figures of the Chorus in presentation.
Tne "musical pattern""^ is not woven organically into
1. See T.S. Eliot, 'Poetry and Drama', pp.69 and 74.
2. 'The Need for Poetic .Drama', p .994.
3. Preface to The Wheel of Fire, p.XVIIl.
4. 'The Heed for Poetic Drama', p.994.
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"the whole design"J It appears in the form of choral 
interludes illustrating and interpreting the surface 
level oi the drama. There is clearly a divorce between 
tne surface level and m e  choral section, and the cosmic 
signilicance of the drama runs parallel to rather than 
underlies it. One feels aware of two separate unities 
in the play, the conscious unity of the external story 
from the laying of the foundations to the consecration 
of the church, and the more subtle inward unity of the 
constant rebirth of faith and hope in mankind. Here 
again there is evidence of a deliberate simplicity 
demanded by the occasion of writing. The unity of 
The Rock is superimposed rather than organic, but, 
though the essence of the poet dramatist's conception is 
distilled in the Choruses rather than diffused through 
the whole w'orx, we cannot deny the grandeur of this 
conception or of its expression through the Chorus.
Furthermore, the fact that Eliot, in this play, 
attempts to meet the dramatist's obligation to drama on 
the surface level of human event is in itself significant 
Although the relationship between the surface and the
1. 1 reface to The V/heel of Fire$ p.XVIII.
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depths of The Hock lacxs the subtlety of genuine 
dramatu.c interplay, the effort to achieve an imaginative 
synthesis between event ana spiritual significance is 
a confirmation of ^liot’s development as a poetic 
dramatist, ana a promise of future achievement. The 
Hock provides a transition between the static drama 
of contrast in Sweeney Agonistes and the genuine, organic 
interaction between poetry and drama in Murder in the 
Cathedral and The Cocktail Party. The structure of 
The Hock is simple with the simplicity of the immature, 
but here, in contrast to Sweeney Agonistes, Eliot 
draws cosmic significance from actual event. Poetry 
is beginning to evolve spontaneously from dramatic 
action. The Chorus to The Hock^though divorced from 
dramatic event at the structural level, is at one with 
it at the depths of imaginative conception, and 
consequently its utterance is poetry genuinely dramatic.
In the Choruses to The Rock is expressed the 
true theme of the pageant, the relationship of society 
to God. They are pervaded by a sense of the point of 
intersection of time and the eternal which is dominant 
throughout Eliot's poetic and dramatic work, and explicit
1. See Chap. II, pp. 121-13 I.
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Fqu-I‘ ky.u.artets, a sense which man achieves only 
through his relationship with moments in time —
Then came, at a predetermined moment, a moment in 
time and out of time,
A moment not out of time, but in time, in what we
call history; transecting, bisecting the world 
of time, a moment in time but not like a moment 
of time,
A moment of time but time was made through that
moment: for without the meaning there is no
time, an^ that moment of time gave the 
meaning
With the exception of one moment of despair, from which 
it is rallied by the Hock -
0 faint-hearted, and easily unsettled, and easily lost 
In the blinding movement of time, sinking and 
borne away,5
the Chorus is placed above "this twittering w o r l d a  
commentator on and interpreter of the human drama -
The aspect of time 
Caught in the form of limitation 
Between un-being and being.5
1. Four C.uartets, 1944.
2. The Hock, Pt.II.
3• op.cit.
4. Four C.uartets, 'Burnt Norton' 
3 • op.cit.
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Ihe ohorus stands "at the still point of the turning 
world , and the true significance of the play, the 
essence of the drama, is concentrated in its observations 
on the living scene. The "dramatic pattern"^ of the 
pageant is rendered by the Chorus in terms of "the 
musical pattern"^ which underlies genuine poetic drama.
The Times, in a review of the production of The Rocx, 
at Sadler's ..ells, said of the Chorus - "They help 
to prove ivii- Eliot's contention that poetry in itself
Zj.
is dramatic" . The Choruses to The Rock are not merely 
magnificent poetic excrescences. They form the nucleus 
of the dramatic conception expressed "in terms of verse ". 
The musical and dramatic patterns interact with increasing 
intensity. Writing on The Duchess of malfi at the Lyric 
in 1913, Eliot said - "I am inclined to believe that any 
poetic intensity in a play will be dramatic intensity as 
w e l l " T h e  significance of the dramatic action which
V
1. OP. cit.
2. 'The Heed for Poetic Drama', p.994.
3. op.cit.
4. The Times, Ho.46766, May 29, 1934, p.12, col.2.
5 . 'The Heed for Poetic Drama', p.994.
6. The Duchess of malfi at the Lyric', Art and ketters, 
III, 1, Winter 1919/20.
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reveals bhrough a presentation of historical time the 
unending repetition of human situation and of human 
reaction is condensed in the poetic utterance of the 
Chorus,and the dramatic situation taughtens and 
intensifies with the intensification of this utterance. 
The loose, cinematographic effect of the changing 
historical scenes, and the naif formed, sentimentalised 
truths spoken by the modern workmen, are raised by the 
Chorus to an abstrant point out of time where poetry and 
drama are one -
But first you shall be reminded of other dedications 
Out of the distant past of London, out of times less 
dim:
oo that you may remember, seeing the past.
The dim waste plains of the future, where the 
Temple is still to be built, 
bo tnat you may remember
The lives that await their time to be born, to be 
dedicated
On the dim vast plain of the future, burning as 
lonely lights.^
In 1926 Eliot wrote - "Dramatic form may occur 
at various points along a line the termini of which are
liturgy and realism; --  In genuine drama the form is
determined by the point on the line at which a tension 
between liturgy and realism takes place,"'
1. The Rock, Pt.II.
1 . Introduction to bavanarola by Charlotte dliot, 1926, 
p.X.
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and continued by praising the establishment of this 
tension in Mar&veaux, Congreve, Aeschylus and Everyman, 
and by saying Lhat in the work of Ibsen and Chekov "we 
probably have drama at the extreme limit beyond which 
it ceases to have artistic form".^ Here he recalls 
his own words written three years previously. "We 
know now that the gesture of daily existence is 
inaaequate for the stage; instead of pretending that 
the stage gesture is a copy of reality, let us adopt 
a literal untruth, a thorough-going convention, a ritual. 
For the stage - not only in its remote origins, but 
always - is a ritual, and the failure of the contemporary 
stage to satisfy the craving for ritual is one of the 
reasons why it is not a living art" In Sweeney 
Agonistes Eliot had adopted the modern ritualistic 
convention of the revue and music-hall. In The Rock 
he turns to the oldest ritualistic source of the 
drama, the liturgy of the Church, '
The direct influence of the formal introits 
of the Church is at its finest in the magnificent hymn to
3
Light which forms the final Chorus to the play.
1 . .The 1(0 ok, Pt.II-. op.cit, |>Xi.
' HftKftTis Personue’, The CftnER.oN. X ,  3, flpnl. m 3,
T he Pock Pt . H
0 0. ci-t
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Here Allot has at last found a traditional form perfectly 
suited to his imaginative conception -
0 Light Invisible Vi/e praise Thee !
Too bright for mertal vision.
0 Greater Light, we praise Thee for the less; 
The eastern light our spires touch at morning, 
The light that slants upon our western doors at 
evening.
The twilight over stagnant pools at halflight, 
moon light and star light, owl and moth light, 
Glow-worm glow-light on a grass blade.
0 Light invisible, we worship Thee !1
Tnis is no mere repetition of time-worn phraseology.
The bone structure of the traditional religious anthem 
is revitalised with the breath of contemporary life, and 
traaitional language and metre impose artistic restraint 
on present day spiritual rejoicing and anguish -
Thus your fathers were made
Fellow citizens of the saints, of the household of God, 
being built upon the foundation 
Of apostles and prophets, Christ Jesu himself the 
chief cornerstone.
But you, have you built well, that you now sit 
helpless in a ruined house?
7/here many aie born to idleness, to frittered lives 
and squalid deaths, embittered scorn in 
honeyless ilves.
And those who would build and restore turn out the 
palms of their hands, or look in vain towards 





The greatness of Eliot's achievement can be measured 
by the skill with which he adapts a liturgical form, 
to a flexibility which will expand without breaking, 
to contain contemporary needs. At times it must be 
granted that he descends to an Audenish precociousness
1 journeyed to the suburbs, and there I was told: 
we toil for six days, on the seventh we must motor 
AO hindhead, or maidenhead.
If the weather is foul we stay at home, and read 
the papers.!
but there are great moments when he moves smoothly 
through familiar rhyturns into a superb contemporary 
verse in introit rhythms.
what life have you if you have not life together?
There is no life that is not in community.
And no community not lived rn praise of God.
Even the anchorite who meditates alone.
For whom the days and nights repeat the praise of God y 
Prays for the Church, the Body of Christ incarnate.
And now you live dispersed on ribbon roads.
And no man loiows or cares who is his neighbour 
Unless his neighbour makes too much disturbance.
But all dash to and fro in motor cars.
Familiar with the roads and settled nowhere.
Nor does the family even move about together.
But every son would have his motor cycle, 2 




The pattern of this verse traces the structure of the 
play. The choral fusion of traditional and contemporary 
leinforces the juxtaposition of historical present and 
past and from the combination of these elements evolves 
the central dramatic and poetic conception, that -
History is a pattern 
Of timeless moments"!
from each of which the whole may be seen in perspective. 
Aven present existence may be set at'arm's length -
In the land of lobelias and tennis flannels 
The rabbit shall burrow and the them revisit, 
The nettle shall flourish on the gravel court, 
And the wind shall say: "Here were a decent
godless people :
Their only monument the asphalt road 
And a thousand lost golf balls 2^
for the Chorus had apprehended -
The point of intersection of the timeless 
i»Vith time
and at that point of intersection lies eternity, truth, 
and, for Eliot, the word of God.
1. T.o. Eliot, Four Q.uartets, 'Little Gidding '
2. The Rock, Pt.I.
3. Four quartets, 'The Dry Salvages'.
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A year after the first and only performance of 
—— — ck, Murder in the Cathedral was produced at 
Canterbury.^ The Rock was quickly and justifiably 
overshadowed by the j^ oet's second and far greater 
achievement as a religious dramatist. Nevertheless The 
Rock is a step towards the integration of poetry and 
drama into a genuine poetic play. Furthermore, there 
can be little doubt that it gave rise to Eliot's interest 
in the possibility of contemporary religious drama and 
that the writing of it, and especially the experimentation 
wiGh choral verse arama, served as valuable experience 
in the creation of Murder in the Cathedral.
The immediate inspiration of Murder in the 
Cathedral was Eliot's commission from the Dean of 
Canterbury to write a play for the Canterbury Festival 
of 1935* Although on this occasion he was not hampered 
by the propagandist requirements of a church fund, Eliot 
himself admits the inevitable influence on the play of 
the circumstances of its performance. He modestly points 
out the suitability of verse to the occasion and, more 
important, the almost self conscious suitability of his 
audience to the verse A  But if "the path was made
1, Murder in the Cathedral. Pirst produced Canterbury, 
June 15th, 1935•
2 . T.S. Eliot, 'Poetry and Drama', p.76.
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easy , Eliot was not content to let it remain so.
Against a setting and with a subject which offered every 
temptation for the imaginative and scenic orgy of a 
handsomely costumed historical melodrama, Eliot created 
an austerely disciplined experiment in the adaptation 
of Liturgy, choral verse, and miracle play device to the 
needs of poetic drama in this century. Murder in the 
Cathedral is the dramatic communication of intense, 
timeless religious experience. The inner conflict of 
the soul is a theme characteristically out of time. 
Subjected to the poetic vision, the incidents of a 
particular historical situation are employed to express 
eternal values. Two years after the first production 
of murder in the Cathedral Eliot, in an address to the 
Friends of Rochester Cathedral, criticised the tendency 
to regard the religious drama of the iliddle Ages - "with 
a feeling of discouragement and timidity that is fatal 
to the production of anything new," and deplored the
3
tepia revivals of tnis (drama as - "a pretty spectacle"
1. Op . cit.
2. 'Religious Drama : Medieval and Modern'. The University 




avoiding direct emotion".^  Here Eliot touches on the 
nerve centre of the contemporary dramatic problem. 
Obsequious and lingering backward glances at greatness 
gone before sterilize not only living imaginative 
conception, but also true appreciation of former works 
of art - "if we cease to make we cease to understand".^
'he must look forward, and we must work out our own 
salvation - at the cost of a comfortable but barren 
complacency - "If we want a living religious drama we 
must be prepared to accept something less sedative, and 
perhaps something which may cause us some discomfort and
5
embarrassment in the process of getting used to it --
It is only, I think, by attempting to do something for
our time that these plays did for theirs, that we can
A
recover the ri^ht attitude to these old plays.
Edwin Muir, writing in The London Mercury,
said of the play - "The scheme of the action --  is
related to or rather becomes part of a scheme of human 
action in general, seen timelessly." Indeed, the
1 • o p. c i t., p . 9 •
2 . op.cit., p .8.
p . op . clt., p • 9 •
4. op.cit., p. 10.
5- The London Mercury, Vol.]XXXII, No.188, July 1935,P*281,
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historical facts of the story are not presented for 
their theatrical effect, murder in the Cathedral is 
nob merely a stage presentation of a struggle between 
secular and religious powers whicri culminates in the 
slaughter of bhe hero. The writing of such a play in 
vei’se might well have resulted in a fatal loss of 
artistic unity, a florid facade arbitrarily decorated 
with poetic language but having behind it no genuine 
poe tic conception to justify its form: it mizht have
resulted in all rha^ bad in Tennyson's Becket. Eliot's 
^lay, However, is not a bald narrative disguised by 
artificial decoration, it has the essential quality 
of great poetic drama, and indeed of all great art 
universality.
Yet it is not enough to say that a work of art, 
and with particular reference to the criticism in hand, 
that true poeric drama has universal significance. It 
is only through the realisation of how this universal 
quality is achieved that we can approach a true 
appreciation and understanding of the fundamental 
requirements of poetic drama. A play is universal when 
it deals not with outer but with inner reality. That 
is to say, when it reaches beyond the particular external
1. Alfred, Lord Tennyson, Becket, 1893
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events which constitute its plot and reveals human 
emotions, thoughts and motives which are as true of the 
present as of the past, and will be equally true of the 
future, reveals what is unchanging, what we may call the 
essentially real in mankind. In our ordinary lives 
and in their representation in the usual prose play 
wuich "must be limited to the plane of ordinary con­
sciousness"^ this deeper level of human awareness is not 
explored - "But beyond the verge of the nameable, 
classifiable emotions and motives of our' usual conscious 
life, there is a fringe of indefinite extent, of feelings 
and emotions which we can only see, so to speax, out of 
the corner of the eye, or in moments of accidental 
detachment from action. This fringe is penetrated by 
dramatic poetry at its moments of greater intensity.
In great dramatic poetry, a greater range of feeling
than
t-han- can be expressed^in the greatest prose play. In a 
verse play, as in a prose play, the personages of the 
dramatist must be true to character, but they can also 
speax beyond character, and thereby open a window into 
worlds of which we are commonly unaware"/ These 
hidaen springs of our nature wnich lie beneath the surface
1. T.S.Eliot, 'The Aims of Poetic Drama', (Adam), p.15-
cL . Op . c i t .
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of everyday existence cannot be expressed in the prose 
play, for - "the human soul, in intense emotion, strives
to express itself in verse. The tendency, at any
late, of prose drama is to emphasise the ephemeral and 
superficial; if we want to get at the permanent and 
universal we tend to express ourselves in verse.
Inasmuch as it is true to say that the prose play, 
without becoming "too poeticcannot bear the burden 
of what we have termed the "inner r e a l i t y o f  mankind, 
expressed through human action which provides the 
external drama, so it is true to say that this external 
drama alone does not become genuine poetic drama merely 
tnrough the superficial addition of verse form. The 
writing of poetry and drama in true poetic drama is 
a simultaneous action. Poetic language, character and 
plot combine organically to form "a much richer design"^ 
a design which expresses the permanent essence of human 
nature. Since true poetic drama is the expression of 
the universal and fundamental, seen through human 
action, and through poetry, the surest means by which the
1. T.S. Eliot, 'À Dialogue on Dramatic Poetry", 
Selected Essays, p.46.
2. 'The Aims of Poetic Drama', (Adaigl, p.l5-
5. See supra, p. JLoo.
4. T.S. Eliot, Preface to The Wheel of Eire, p.XVIII.
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universal and fundamental may be verbally expressed, it 
follows, as Eliot said of Snakespeare's plays, that that 
which is most dramatic is most poetic - "not by a 
concuirence of two activities, but by the full expansion 
of one and the same activity"/ The poetic and the 
dramatic pattern, the plot, move simultaneously in "the 
double pattern in great poetic drama - the pattern which 
may be examined from the point of view of stagecraft or 
from that of the music",^ for in great poetic drama - "There 
emerges, when we analyse it, a xind of musical design 
also wnich reinforces and is at one with the dramtic
3
movement." Genuine poetic drama is a deep imaginative 
concept carried out in terms of character, plot and 
verbal music. All three elements are important and all 
interact organically. Poetry alone is a superfluity, 
however pleasing - "The beautiful line for its own sake 
is a luxury dangerous even for the poet who has made
Zj.
himself a virtuoso of the technique of the theatre" and 
mere character and plot can be satisfactorily dealt with
1. 'A Dialogue on Dramatic Poetry', Selected Essays, p.$2.
2 . T.S. Eliot, 'Poetry and Drama’, p.75-
3 . o p. c i t.
4. T.S. Eliot, 'The Poetry of W.B. Yeats', Purpose,
July/Dec. 1940.
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in the prose play. Great and true poetic drama demands 
t.j,at all the elements which comoine to create it be "in 
L'he scale ol poetry " The j^ lot must be a strong and 
convincing presentation of some significant human action 
01 conflict, the characters must be raised to a dignity 
and herght at which they are at once themselves and 
symbols ol mankind, and the musical pattern of the 
language must dramatize the swiftly moving emotions and 
passions which underlie the external action with - "a 
beauty which snail not be in the line or the isolable 
passage, but woven into tne dramatic texture itself; so 
that you can hardly say whether tne lines give grandeur 
to the drama, or whether it is the drama whicn turns the 
words into poetry" It is only then that these
elements will fuse into that perfection of form and 
concept "a design of human action and words, such as to 
present at once the two aspects of dramatic and musical 
o r d e r w h i c h  is - "in a way more realistic than 
'naturalistic drama'; because, instead of clothing 
nature in poetry, it should remove the surface of things.
1. L. Abercrombie, 'The function of Poetry in the Drama', 
p .256.
2. 'The Poetry of w.B* Yeats', Purpose, July/Dec, 1940.
3 . T.S. Eliot, 'Poetry and Drama', p.85.
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expose the underneath, or the inside, of the natural
surface appearance, and in doing so,'except only for
preserving the necessary credibility",^ it - "neglects the
outer snells of reality, and directly seeks to imitate
the core. Or rather, it seexs to imitate in you the
ef 1 ect which v;ou.ld be produced if you perceived with
certainty and clarity the grand emotional impulse driving
%
all existence.'
Murder in the Cathedral is based on a deep 
imaginative conception - the spiritual reality of 
religious experience, for as Eliot himself tells us - 
"I did not want to write a chronicle of twelfth-century 
P'olitics I wanted to concentrate on death and
4
martyrdom." Eliot took advantage of his audience's 
familiarity with the external lacts of the drama to 
concentrate on the inner meaning of the story, on the 
spii'itual experience of the martyr. The play belies its 
magnificent box-office title. The essential drama of the 
play is a drama of the soul. The external nr a ma is
1. T.S. Eliot, Intro, to Shakespeare and the Popular 
Dramatic Tradition, by S.L. Bethell, 1944, p.9*
2. L. Abercrombie, 'The Function of Poetry in the Drama',
p .260.
3 . OP.cit . ,  p p . 260-261.
4. T.S. Eliotj 'Poetry and Drama', p.78.
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treated simply and ritualistically, the milling is 
"stylised in the manner of a medieval p r i n t o r  as 
Diiss dardner words it - "The murder tames place as a 
kind of ritual slaughter of an unresisting victim, a 
necessax-y act, not in itself exciting or significant"/
I would point out immediately that my agreement with 
Miss dardner's statement^ is not without qualification. 
Certainly the murder of Thomas, far from embodying the 
significant dramatic interest of the play, is but a flash 
01 terrible outer action over the true theme of inner 
conflict, but surely it is intellectually precious to 
say that a murder which takes place actually on the 
stage us not "exciting" The outer action may be 
inevitable, and important only in so far as it gives 
impetus to the genuine reality of the spiritual theme, 
but in poetic drama - "the requirements for a good plot 
are just as severe as for a prose play : in the one case 
as the other the essential thing is never to lose the 
audience’s attention but to keep it always excited about 
what is going to happen n e x t " a n d  "if you lose it you
1. The New Statesman Vol.IX, No.226, (New Series), 
June 22nd. 1935, p.92?.
2. Helen Gardner, The Art of T.j^.Eliot, 1949, p.135- 
3• op.cit.
4. op.cit.
5. T.S.Eliot, 'The Need for Poetic Drama', p.994.
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got to get it back ^UIGk".^ The physical action of 
Murder in the Cathedral is brief and even inherently 
unimportant, but we cannot say that our suspense is not 
aroused by the entry of tne knights, the priests' futile 
attempts to avert the catastrophe, and the magnificent 
eriuing of the martyr hero. Eliot himself spearns of the 
"musical design"^ of poetry vvhich traces the inner
3
reality of poetic drama as "reinforcing" and "at one
4with the dramatic movement".' Furthermore, he freely 
admits his concern with the slightness of "the essential 
action of the play and with his own immature command 
of dramatic technique, and that his introduction of 
cnoral verse was partly a camouflage measure - "This,
I felt sure, was something I could do, and perhaps the 
dramatic weaknesses would be somewhat covered up by the 
cries of the women".^ Eliot has none of the martyred 
poet's fine disregard of the requirements of a medium which 
must consider the direct reaction of the public. Tnis
1. T.S. Eliot, 'Five Points on Dramatic Writing', 
from a letter to Ezra Pound printed in Townsman, 
July, 1938.
2. 'Poctry and Drama', p.73-
3. op.cit.
4. o p.cit.
3 . op.cit., p.78.
8. op.cit.
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constant self analysis and exploration of poetic and
theatrical technique is characteristic of nis dramatic
worn. It is the way of the true poetic dramatist.
The true theme of murder in the Cathedral^
however - and that which justifies the manifestation of
its imaginative conception in "the scale of poetry"^ -
is the spiritual conflict of the saint during the
expiation of sin and the rejection of pride which achieves
at last tne consummate ecstasy, a will made perfect in
dod; it is the fundamental human reality of religious
experience. This theme, expressed through the action,
suffering and martyrdom of Thomas, finns at once its
finest poetic and dramatic manifestation in the Chorus.
The Cnorus to ilurder in the Cathedral is far more finely
integrated witn the human drama than was the Chorus to
The hock. In the later play the Chorus not only play
their part as spectators and commentators supporting the
2"musical pattern" of the drama, but they are also an 
organic part of the outer "dramatic pattern"^ of events. 
Thus, being as they are at once in and out of time, they
1. L. Abercrombie, 'The Function of Poetry in the Drama*,
p . 256 .
2. T.S. .Eliot, ' The Need for Poetic Drama', p. 994.
5. op.cit., p.
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can discharge tneir dramatic function to the full, can 
"mediate between the action and the a u d i e n c e a n d  
"intensify the action by projecting its emotional
consequences, so that we as the audience see it doubly,
2
by Seeing its effect on other people." The Chorus 
to murder in the Cathedral are at one and the same time 
the poor women of Canterbury reacting toalhtn century 
martyrdom, and a symbol of humanity in the face of the 
terriblu reality of divine experience.
In Greek urama, and in English drama of like 
kind, such as miIton's Samson Agonistes, the commentatory 
quality of the cnorus is distanced by a certain 
intellectuality in their awareness of the significance 
of the events in which, on one level, they are taxing 
part. In Eliot's play the consciousness of the Chorus 
is almost entirely emotional. They are intensely aware 
of themselves only as v/itnesses to the dramatic event. 
They are beyond what is happening in that they see, but 
they are always part of it in that they do not understand 
The Chorus to The Hock was remote and removed from the 
consequences of the dramatic action. The women of 
Canterbuz'y are removed from the play only in that they
1 . op.cit.
2 . op .cit.
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are witnesses taking no part in the events, and that
they can directly adaress the audience ^ r^ef lecting in
their emotion the significance of the action. This
emotion is true poetic drama, for it traces beneath the
action "a musical pattern which intensifies our
excitement by reinforcing it witn feelings from a deeper
and less articulate level”"^ and still it remains
inextricably interwoven witn tne dramatic pattern, since
the lives of the women of Canterbury are modified by the
event which they witness. The change wnich taxes place
in tnem between the opening and the final chorus of the
play crystallises the essence of the imaginative
conception. Tne spiritual progress of Thomas is traced
tnrough the eddies of tneir emotion from the fearful
deliberate apathy of the opening to the glorious self
realisation of the close. Their poetic utterance is
entirely functional, dramatising the conflict and triumph
of the spirit. We may taxe for example, the setting of
the scene for the opening of the play -
Since golden October declined into sombre November 
And the apples were gathered and stored, and the 
land became brown sharp points of death in a 
waste of water and mud.
The New Year waits, breathes, waits, whispers in 
darkness.3
1. T.S. Eliot, 'Poetry and Drama', p.78.
2. T.S. Eliot, 'The Need for Poetic Drama', p.994.
3. Murder in the Catnedral, Pt.I.
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This is more than a mere description of a winter landscape; 
it is the poetic dramatization of a state of mind. The 
harvest time of the spirit sown by Christ's sacrifice is 
over, ana the human soul lies waste, spiritually dead 
until another Christian revelation snail bring with 
it the quickening of a new spring. The frailty of man 
is sucn, however, Uhat it refuses spiritual rebirth -
I'Ve are content if we are left alone. --
—  the labourer bends to his piece of eartn, earth- 
colour, his own colour,!
humanity clings to its familiar secure spiritual apathy,
2
"tne small folk who live amon^ small things" are afraid 
of change, preferring the limited horizon of personal 
fears, joys and sorrows to the terror and ectasy of the 
stirring spirit -
Sometimes the corn has failed us,
Sometimes the harvest is good,
One year is a year of rain.
Another a year of dryness.
One year the apples are abundant.
Another year the plums are lacking,
Yet we have gone on living-.
Living and partly living,/
1. 01.cit.
2 . o'l. cit.
3• 01.cit.
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and so the women oi Canterbury beg Thomas to return to 
France and leave tnem in spiritless peace. Tne 
significance of Thomas's rejection of worldly temptation 
is pointed by the bewildered fear of the Chorus -
vVhat is .
the sticky dew that forms on the back of my hand?
Until now their terror of death has been confined to 
its physical manifestation in their everyday lives, 
witnessed and forgotten in the familiar round of action, 
but .iow they are faceu with the horror of spiritual death
God is leaving us, God is leaving us, more pang, more 
pain than bo-rth or death, 
oweet and cloying through the dark apr 
Falls the stifling scent of despair.^
kt tne opening of the second part of the play the 
imagery of the Chorus is obsessed with death -
The starved crow sits in the field, attentive: and 
in the wood _
The owl rehearses the hollow note of death.^
Here there is no hope. The old, comforting well known
1 . op.cit.
2 . op.cit.
• op » cit., Pt.II.
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world has been taxen away and nothing is offered in its 
place -
What sign of tne spidng of the year?
Only the death of tne old: not a stir, not a shoot,
not a breath.!
There remains only the horror of the unknown expressed
(
through a wild and terrible imagery symbolising the 
lunatic confusion of tne familiar ja_red by spiritual 
consciousness into a petrifying cnaos.
I have seen
Grey necxs twisting, rat tails twining, in the thick 
lights of dawn. I have eaten 
Smooth creatures still living, with the strong salt
taste of living things under the sea; --
  I have smelt
Corruption in the dish, incense in the latrine, the
sewer in the incense, the smell of sweet soap in 
the woodpath, a hellish sweet scent in the wood-
path, while the ground heaved
and beyond this rending of the spirit the greater terror 
of
The white flat face of Death --
  tne empty land
Which is no land, only emptiness, absence of Void^ - 
—  Wnere the soul is no longer deceived, for there 




No colours, no forms to distract, to direct the soul 
From seeing itself, foully u.^ited forever, nothing with 
nothing jl
2
the terror of tne final uttermost death of spirit". Yet
it is in tnis very fear that the spiritual value of 
Thomas's action ±s to be gauged. In trie women of Canterbury 
tne spii’itual consciousness of maniiind has been awaxened 
at first against their will, later througn resignation 
born 01 -witnessing the movement in another's ^oul
I have consented, Lord Archbishop, have consented, 
ihn torn away, subduea, violated, ^
Unitea to the spiritual flesh of nature
and at lengtn j_n anguish at the event, but willingly.
In a superb moment of self abnegation those wno "did not
4
wish anything to happen" vol’untarily cry for expiation 
of tne human soul -
Clear the air 1 clean the sky 1 wash the wind I take 
the stone from the stone, take the sxin from 
the arm, take the muscle from the bone, and 
wash tnem.
i/Vash the stone, wash the bone, wash the brain, 





5 • op. cit.
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In tue 1 ace of tnis - "the figure of hoc's purpose is 
Iliade complete"^ and the play can end as it does in a 
cnoral paean of praise to Lhe glory of God and his 
saiuts for -
That which forever renews 
the c-arth
Though it is forever denied. 2
In Murder in the Cathedral the promise of The Bock 
is fulfilled.^ Human action and spiritual significance 
are inextricably fused in that imaginative unity wnich 
is genuine poetic drama. There is organic inrerplay 
between the surface and tne depths or the play, and a 
mutual creatrveness which gives integrity to the ultimate 
whole.
rvtusica I
Besides carrying the unusual burden of the drama, 
tne Cnorus acts as character, narrator and scene-setter, 
and its constant note of foreboding intensifies the 
excitement of the plot, a vital function in so slender a 
train of events. Above all it gives to the action of the 
play a characteristic sense of timelessness and recurrence
1 . o p . c i t.
2. op.cit., Pt.II.
3. dee Chap .il, pp. 131- 13^ .
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by virtue of the changeless, unspecific human background 
which it represents -
We nave seen births, deaths and marriages, 
.,e have nad various scandals.
We have been afilicted with taxes.
We have had laughter ana gossip.
Several grrls have disappeared 
Unaccountably, ana some not able to.
We have all had our private terrors, .
Our particular shadows, our seer-t fears.
This sense of timelessness, an essential characteristic 
01 Eliot's work to which reader an^ critic must always 
return, is significant not only in uhat it endows his 
poetic arama with the universal quality which is its very 
nature, but also in chat ii equips him in his search 
for a form wnich will satisfy contemporary needs. The 
feebleness of contemporary poetic drama is the unhappy 
result of the contemporary attitude of mind towards this 
form oi art. The modern dramatist has confined his 
definition of realism t .. the limited materialistic 
realism of the modern prose drama, and evolved a 
conception of poetic drama as a precious art form 
dealing with a remote subject in a remote language. He 
has mistakenly alienated it from everyday life. The 
greatness of Eliot lies in his perception of the twentieth
1 . op. c it-. , Pt.II.
Murc^er in ht\€
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century, not as some extraordinary prosaic perioa 
demandin; the surface realism of Shaftesbury Avenue, 
but as a moment i.n th..- greater scneme of perpetual 
human existence, a moment which as yet has not succeeded 
in resolving the deeper reality of its relationship with 
this scheme in terms of art. Eliot was to deal boldly 
with this problem ixx his later plays, but already in 
iviurder in the Cathedral he is at uempting to place his 
time against tne bacxgrounn of eternity by relating the 
immediate present to tne long past. "1 wanted to bring
home to the audience the contemporary relevance of the 
situation".^  To achieve this Eliot s pports the 
invaluacle j.ntroauctron of the Chorus Vvith tne use of
what he teims as a "neutral"^ style, suggesting "both
5 4tne present and the past". The "words and idioms"
which he employs are neitner "exactly those of modern
conversation, because you have to transport your audience
into a period in the past " , nor "consp icuously archaic,
1 . T.E. Eliot, 'Poetry ana Drama', p.77»
2. op.cit., and see also 'The Aims of Poetic Drama' 
(Adam) p.11.




lor you want to uiaxie your characters ana their situation 
as real as if the events nad taken place yesterday".^
The basis of Eliot's versification is a formal design
Combining
euntinuing the contemporary liturgy which he had employed
in The Rock witn an adaptation of the altiterat.^ve and
2
assonant rhythms and rhymed couplets of Everyman. Into 
the groundwork of this pattern are worked familiar
3
colloquial usages, a modern adaptation of the seventeenth 
century sermon, the jazz rhythms of the revivalist
4
meeting contrasting with the formal introits of the 
Ohurcn, ana a miscellany of verse schemes varying from 
free rhythm to tne taut pattern of internal rhyme. As 
Eliot points out, the result of his experimentation, 
so far as this particular play is concerned, is successful 
The language of the play holds in solution the present 
and the past, thus creating an abstract which unites an
1 . op.cit.
2. bee particularly the dialogue berween Thomas and 
the Tempters. The Rock, It.I.
e.g. Or bravery will be broken.
Cabined in Canterbury, reaimless ruler, 
Eelf-bound servant of a powerless Pope."
p. oee particularly the ihiights ' scene; Pt.II^and the 
Messengers' and Tempters' speeches Pt.I.
4. oee Pt.II "Are you washed in the blood of tne Lamb?"
5. T.S. Eliot; 'Poetry and Drama', p.77-
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historical part^.cular to a universal theme. Aoove all 
it is important in tnat rt avoirs ti.e overwhelming influence 
of oxi.a..espeare, wnich nan been tne hovmf all of nineteenth 
century dra.ua, for "the rnytnm of regular blank verse 
nan become too remote from Lhe movement of modern speech. 
Nevertheless, tne jvroblem of a contemporary dramatic 
form capable of varied uxodification had not been solved: 
Eliot had perform.d a great single artistic feat, but 
one wnic.j could not be repeated - "The versification of 
the dialogue in Murder in the Cathedral has therefore, 
in my opinion, only a negative merit: it succeeded
in avoiding what had to be avoided, out it arrived 
at no positive novelty: in short, in so far as it solved
the problem of speech in verse for writing today, it 
solved it for this play only, ana provided me with no 
clue to tne verse I shoulu use in another kind of play. 
Indeed the dramatist is the first to point out that eP- 
one of the most effective means by whicn the historical 
event is given contemporary relevance, the "use of
3
platform prose" by the xnights "who are quite aware
1. op.cit.
2 . op.cit.
3 . op.cit., p.78.
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that they are addressing an audience of people living 
eii_,ht hundred years after they themselves are oead"^ 
is a "kina of t r i c k a  sriock tactic "tolerabk only 
in one  ^lay and of no use for any otner".  ^ nowever, 
Eliot continues to 'hnocx the audience out of tneir
4
complacency ", and, thougu u.n tnis play he did not 
succeed rn establishing a form for general use, he did 
at least scatter that "pious mist, timid ana thickly 
traditional"'^ wnich was choking tne hopes of a living- 
religious drama in tnis century.
There are many grounds for criticism. The 
choral section of the play is magnificent poetic drama, 
but tne device - for Eliot admits tnat the introauction 
ol tne Chorus "helped wonderfully"^ to fill out the play ■ 
is overworked, and tne audience, in production, if it
does not go so lax as Pound, "I stuck it for a while,
wot vwif 1 the weep in and wail i n -- My lirrize them cawkney
i. 0e.cit.
2 . op.cit.
/ • 0, .cit., p.79*
4. 0p.cit., p .78.
5 • The Times, No.4-7092. June 17, 1935, P.IO , Col.5*
6 . T.E.Eliot: 'Poetry and Drama', p.78.
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voy ces may well be inclined to find "the cries of the 
women"^ a little too frequent. xioreover, it is a 
commonplace, none the less true, to criticize Eliot's 
dramatic worm for its lack of action, but though "the 
s u b tance" of tne'^ f 1rst act oi Muraer in the Cathedral 
is "shadows, and tne strife with shadows",^ the medieval 
all.gorical device which objectifies the temptations 
in tne hero’s mind provides sufficient external interest 
to bear the weight of the spiritual drama. A more serious 
criticism might well be that, with the entry of the 
Fourth Tempter, the spiritual theme becomes too subtle 
for translation into theatrical terms - a tendency 
in Eliot's work which was to recur more dangerously in 
The Family Reunion. A s  Miss Gardner points out - 
"The last tmeptation is so subtle and interior that no 
audience can judge whether it is truly overcome or not.
But the great weakness of the play, a weakness 
which accounts for a certain bloodlessness in production,
1. Letters of Ezra Found, 1951, p .567.
2. T.o. Eliot, 'Poetry and Orama', p.78.
3 . murder in the Cathedral,Pt. I .
4. op.cit.
5 . T.E. Eliot, The Family Reunion, 1939*
6 . Helen Gardner, The Art of T.S. Eliot: 194-9, p.134-.
C-cLc.
is the characterisation of Thomas. "Thomas is indeed 
less a man than an embodied attitude, for there is in 
tnis play an almost Gnostic contempt for personality 
and its expression in acts" Thomas is so far a symbol 
of spiritual perfection during the first three of his 
temptations tnat the conquest of tne fourth temptation, 
so nicely conceived as to be theatrically unconvincing, 
does not raise in us the sympathetic response which 
snould enable the last great act of martyrdom. The 
Tempters, embodying Thomas's own tnoughts, swiftly 
and brilliantly characterised as they are in the 
respectively hearty, diplomatic, blunt and intellectual 
manner of approach, - attitudes whicn receive tneir 
translation into wordly objectivity in the complementary 
characterization of the four knights, - these visual 
abstractions are more real than tneir prey. The 
Tempters act and the Chorus suffers, but tne perfection 
of Thomas's will is so invvard a conflict that the hero 
of the play appears static even when he protests -
Is there no way in my soul’s sickness, 
Does not lead to daaiiiation in pride?
 Can I neither act nor suffer
without perdition?2
1. op.cit., p.135'
2. Murder in the Cathedral, It.I .
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The character of Thomas is not "in the scale of poetry".^ 
Character is revealed in action not only to the audience 
but to itself. The characters in poetic ...rama, having. 
undergone uuat "certain powerful simplification and 
e/.agger at ion"‘^which render s tnem symbols of humanity, 
reveal that numanity, tnrough their action and suffering, 
rn "tnat state of consciousness in which life is felt, 
for all its malice, as an astonishing po^er, and we_ 
are made to exult in the part we have in life." Yet, 
and this is of primary signi uicance, "Self consciousness 
at its best is not self-analysis : it is a fire that
puts out v;itn its brightness the milder flame of
4
analytic reason." Thomas is not merely superbly aware 
of hrmself as an acting and suffering being as, for 
example, are Lear, Macbeth, Hamlet ana Othello as the 
consequences of their actions are revealed. For Thomas 
there is no cry of -
As flies to -wanton boys, are we to the gods.
1. L. Abercrombie, 'The Function of Poetry in the 
Drama', p.258.
c. . op.cit., p.254.
oV-. cit. , p . 2
4. o L . c it.
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but only an almost priggish awareness of spiritual worth
Death will come only wnen i am worthy,
And if I am worthy, there is no danger. ^
1 nave tnerefore only to make perfect my will.
It vvas Eliot who said "Shakespeare rs one of the rarest 
of dramatic poets, in that each of his characters is 
most iirarly adequate both to the requirements of the real 
world and those of the poet's world. Thomas is not
adequate. The greatness of xiurder in the Cathedral lies 
in tne Cnorus's human resistance ana final spiritual 
conquest. For his audience Thomas is almost purely 
spiritual. Ae can neither realise his conflict nor 
snare in his ecstasy.
Nevertheless, murder in tne Cathedral is 
genuine poetic drama, and the value of Eliot as a 
pioneer in the seaich for a new dramatic form awaited 
for three hundred years, is never more cleaily 
remonstrated tnan in a comparison between his play and 
Tennyson's spurious creation an the same theme. The 
form of Becket is a lifeless imitation of Shakespearian
1. Murder in the Cathedral, Tt.ll.
^ . Preface to The Vfieel of Fire, p.AVIII.
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drama. There is behind it no deep imaginative conception 
igniting with plot, word and character into a great art 
iorm. The play is a monotonous cnronicle of events 
artificraily enlivened with sentimentality, melodrama 
ana pompous blariK. verse. The characters are the remote 
and unreal figures of history recrtin_ a spiritless 
language which nas long lost touch with the conversation 
of the uiamatist's own time. Tne lu-.icrous gulf between 
the emotions of the characters and the form in which they 
are expresse a results in a growth of absur-dities cnoking 
the underlying feelings of the speakers -
Perchance the fierce De Brocs from Saltwooa Castle, 
To assail our Holy i,;other lest she brood 
Too long o ’er this hard egg, the world, and send 
Her whole heart's heat into it, till it hreax 
Into young angels.^
Tennyson's imagery, far from functioning as a 
dramatization of nis imaginative concept, lies as ornate 
stucco in the path of dramatic action and dialogue. A 
single example will serve to illustrate the frequently 
ridiculous results of this unjustified poetic indulgence 
Rosamund describes her first meeting with Henry,
1. Tennyson, Beeket, Act V, me.II.
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Then 1 saw
Tny high blaciv steea among tne flaming furze 
Lime sudden night in the main glai-e of day^T
an image of gloom in itself inoffensive, but in its 
context of Rosamund's professed joy in her love for the 
.^ing, a nonsensical paradox. Be erne t is a failux'e as 
true poetic drama. The poet's dramatic conception is 
necessarily stillborn in a form already dean. murder 
in the Cathedral has a merit which is the very nature 
of .Riot's poetic drama; it is a living creation.
Two years after tne first pronuction of 
murder in the Cathedral, mliot said "The creation of a 
living religious drama in our time is not to be conceived 
as a problem entirely isolated from taat of the secular
theatre.^ If 'we determined merely to preserve in
ourselves two attituaes, one for cathedral drama 
and the other for the test End, we should be dividing 
our own minds unjustifiably and with bad result. he 
need to strive towards a mind of reintegration of both 
xvinds of di'ama, just as we need to s crive towards a 
reintegration of life.' At Canterbury Bliot had
1. Becmet, Act II, me.I.
2. T.o. Eliot, 'Religious Drama. medieval and modern',p.10. 
5 - op.cit., p.12.
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presented tne reali Ly oi religious experience as 
exemplified by the religious life; he was now concerned 
with the examination of spiritual truth in relationship 
to .aodein secular living. Twelve years later, referring 
bacxv to nis first full-length experiment in the use of 
a contemporary setting for poetic dra.ua, the dramatist 
made a statement from which v/e may take the measure of 
his significance as a pioneer in the quest for 
contemporary form.
"If poetic drama is to reconquer its place, it must, 
in my opinion, enter into overt competition with prose 
drama. a s  I have said,^ people are prepared to put up 
witri verse from the lips of personages dressed in the 
fashion of some distant age; they should be made to 
hear it from people dressed lixe ourselves, living 
in houses and apartments like ours, and using telephones 
and motor cars and radio sets. ... What we have to do 
is to bring poetry into the world in which the audience 
lives and to which it returns when it leaves the tyeatre ; 
not to transport the audience into some imaginary world 
totally unlike its own, an unreal world in which poetry 
is tolerated. What I should hope might be achieved, by
I. T.J. Eliot; 'Poetry and Drauia ' , p. 76.
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a generation of dramatists having the benefit of oar 
experience, is that the audience^ should find, at the 
moment oi awareness that it is hearing poetry, that it 
is saying to itself : 'I could talk in poetry tool' Then
we should not be tiansported into an arti icial world; 
on the contrary, our own sordid, dreary daily world 
would be suddenly illuminated and transfigured.
The writing of The Family Reunion was an 
uncompromising act of courage characteristic of all 
Eliot's worx, and especially of that written for the
theatre. The poet demanded of himself a contemporary
2 5"dramatic pattern" the underlying "musical pattern""^ of
which must be expressed through a contemporary verse
form. He did not indulge in the poetical resources of
dialect and picturesque setting. His world is our own,
a world of newspapers and cigarette cases, of parlourmaids
and police sergeants, of family doctors and automobiles.
Art which is remote from life is itself no.longer living.
In the light of this knowledge Eliot came to grips with
his own a&e.
1 . op.cit., P*^3*
r_. T.o. Eliot, 'The Need for Poetic Drama', p.995-
3 . o, .cit.
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The Fa mi1y Rean i on is a bold and important 
experiment, but it is not a complete sue “ess.^ 
Characteristically hliot aisarms his critic by pointing 
out exactly where nis 'weaxvness lies; in this case "I 
had given my a^. Lent ion to versification, at tne expense 
of plot and character.""^ in the first place the entire 
hi amatic action of the play taxes place on a spiritual 
level. The absence of physical action in the play is 
partly compensated by the revelation of certain exciting 
previous actions, but, at the climax of the spiritual 
action the  ^oet is unable to express the drama of inner 
reality through the drama of external event. The 
climax is "a dramatic anti-climax"^ for it "cannot
be expressed in dramatic terms". Amy's question "'/-/here
are you going?" is an embarrassing one, and there is a 
faint lucidicrousnTL^s in Harry's vague talk of disease, 
deprivation and stony sanctuaries as he prepares to 
aepart in his chauffeur driven car. Furthermore, there 
is, as Eliot c o n f e s s e s a  structural weaxness in the
1. See Chap.II, pp. I3f~7.
2 . 'Poetry and Drama', p.80.
3. Helen Gardner, The Art of T.S. Eliot, 194-9, p . 1$4.
4. op.cit.
3. 'Poetry and Drama', p.80.
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introduction of the short line "lyrical duets"^ between
harry and x^ ary and harry and Agatha. These passages,
in which "the speaxers have to be presented as falling
into a trance-like state in order to speak them""^ have
3
tne strange, remote effect of "parailel soliloquy".
Eliot maxes the dangerous mistake of breaming the
convention wh^ca he is attempting to establish. These
passages, "so remote from tne necessity of the action
that they are hardly more than passages of poetry
which might be spoxen by a n y b o d y " f a r  from expressing
"not only the reality of the individual, but the reality
of the Situation composed of a fusion, in sympathy or
c;
antipathy, of two or more individuals"by arising
naturally from the events of the play, have a weird
oracular quality which jars violently with the 
contemporary setting and characters, nd leads to the 
self conscious banality of Agatha's "Vifhat have I been
1 . op * cit.
n . Op.cit.
3. Richard Findlater, The Unholy Trade, 195^, p.141,
4. 'Poetry ana Drama', p .80.
3' T.S. Eliot, Intro.to Shaxespeare and the Popular
Dramatic Tradition, p .9•
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saying?
The theme of the play is characteristic. Once 
again there is tne preoccupation witn the atonement of 
sjLii, the neea for vniich is realised at the moment of 
intersection between lime and eternity which the poet 
attempts to express in terms of the world, however - 
ana at tnis point we touch on the fundamental wea^iness 
of Eliot as a dramatist, - the spiritual significance 
of the drama is greater than the flimsy action of the 
play can bear. Thu event which gives rise to Harry's 
spiritual crisis is not convincingly impressed at the 
human level of the drama, and the outer action has a 
thin, shadowy quality wnich renders it incapable of 
balancing tne inner drama. The result of this is a 
static, top heavy tendency which is scarcely counter­
balanced by tne comic relief provided by the younger 
brothers who never actually appear on the stage. The 
theme of the play was expressed more successfully in 
murder in the Cathedral. In this play the presentation 
of the spiritual conflict was strengthened by the firm 
outline of a sequence of events with which the audience 
was familiar - a familiarity which permitted a weighty
1. The Family Reunion, Pt.II, oc.II.
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interpretation of tne plot - and by a balance between 
tne physical and spiritual climax of the action. In 
Ine Family Reunion, the solid surface of the play 
constantly disappears in spiritual vapour, ana, as Eliot 
nimself notes, there is "a failure of adjustment between 
tne dreex story and the modern situation"^ with the result 
tnat the Orestes theme,^ while broadening and universalising 
the significance of Eliot's plot, adds to the difficulty 
of its presentation, especially in that it inspired an 
attempt to introduce the Furies into the drawing room of
3
a present century country house. The reason for the 
success of murder in the Cathedral and for the comparative 
faa.lure of The Family Reunion in the presentation of the 
same basic conception of tne need for redemption, is 
tnat in the latter "iir Eliot has attempted for the first 
time to dramatize the issues which concern him without
the support of the visible forms of his faith. --  the
intention is to have the Christian view of man's condition
Zj.
emerge from a commonplace setting of secular modern life.
1. 'Poetry and Drama', p.82.
1 . Aeschylus: Oresteia . 438 B.C.
3. Bee 'Poetry and Drama', p.82, "Vs/e tried every possible
manner of presenting them^tfc‘!
4. C.L.Barter, 'Strange Gods at T.S. Eliot's The Family
Reunion', reprinted from The Southern Review, Vol.VI,
No.2, pp.387-416, 1940, in T.S.Eliot: A Selected 
Critique, 194-8, edited by L. Unger, p. 413.
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  The Buaienides fail as an objective conelative
because Harry's relation to them exists exclusively on 
a symbolic level wiimch cannot be adequately dramatised 
in social terms. The imlation of a man with the 
Christian Gou can be made dramatic because, whatever 
its Sj mbolic content, the church and tradition give it a 
form analogous to a social relation, and it has consequences 
in physical behaviour among men. One is justified in 
going further - the vino le of the external dramatic 
design of the play fails as an "objective correlative 
to its spiritual content. It is not "a set of objects, 
a situation, a chain of eventsformulating the emotion 
expressed in the play. Paradoxically, tne expression of 
this emotion, far from teaiming from the circumstances 
in wnich it is uttexed, constantly rejects them as an 
irrelevant hindrance to the possibility of spiritual 
communication. Consequently there is no vital action 
ana reaction between che dramatic and the musical pattern, 
ana the finest poetry in the play is therefore not 
dramatic.
The unimportance of human action in the play
1. op.cit., p.427.
2. T.S. Eliot; 'Hamlet', Selected Essays, p.145.
3 . o p. c it.
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has serious consequences in the resulting lack of 
humanity in its characters. The araoiatiS personae 
are conceived on two sharply aivided levels of under­
standing. Ivy, Viol -1, Gerald and Charles are brilliantly 
presented types of the complacent upper middle class, 
the possibility of spiritual insight long mouldering 
under a deadening preoccupation with hunters and 
delphiniums in military clubs and at clerical tea parties. 
They are a masterpiece of perception and presentation, 
but they are, nevertheless, types. Their only measure 
of spiritual insight is the oracular utterance of 
choral trance - "another tricx, one which, even if 
successful, could not have been applicable in another 
play",  ^ - which deliberately emphasises the meaningless 
utterances of their conscious existence. The celebrated 
aunts and uncles aie a cutting criticism of a particular 
level of human understanding seen generally, but their 
conception does not ailov; for the saving grace of spiritual 
perception, no wever slight. They are seen, as individuals, 
entirely on the surface, and therefore they have no 
human conviction. On the other hand, the hero is seen 
completely from the inside. Vith the exception of the
1. T.S. Eliot; ’Poetry and Drama', p.80.
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single instant in which Mary's love almost awakens 
response, and the moment when Harry becomes for Agatha 
at once the lover and the child she never had - 
moments wnicn end almost immediately in the recollection 
of Harry's spiritual destiny symbolised by the 
appearance of tne Eumenides, - the nero naa no existence 
on tne surface level of the drama. There is something 
faintly ridiculous about the idea of Harry taking a 
"hot bath".^  This sudden clash between the external 
and internal levels of the play cracks its dramatic 
unity, or rather reveals that lack of dramatic unity is 
its fatal flaw. Similarly Agatha and mary, though they 
speax of moving
In the neutral^territory 
Between two worlds,'^
are so highly spiritualised that we have no conviction 
of their actual existence as members of a women's college 
Eliot nimself says of Amy that she "seems to me, except 
perhaps for the chauffeur, the only complete human being 
in the play."'^ In the character of Amy alone there is
I. The Family Reunion, Pt.I , sc.I.
2- op.cit., Pt.II, Sc.III.
3. T.S. Eliot; 'Poetry and .Drama', p.82.
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a movement towards an integration of the surface and the 
depths of the play. Amy has reached the level of under­
standing to whicn the women of Canterbury rose after 
the first agonising stirring of the spirit, and before 
tne final ecstasy of understanding. her realisation of 
the reality of death does not pass beyond the fear of 
"the clockstopping "in the darx";^  she has not 
achieved a full spiritual awarening
Only Agatha seems to^discover some meaning in death 
Vvhich I cannot frnd
but she is not deceived by her short-sighteu relations
Zj.
wnose advice sue does not taxe and waose faults she
s
xeenly perceives,"^ nor by her own motives in attempting 
to superimpose her own arama on the inner conflict played 
out by Agatha and harry,
1 keep Nishwood alive 
To xeep the family alive, to keep them together.
To keep me alive, and 1 live to keep tnem.^
1. The Family Reunion. Pt.ll, Cc.lII. 
cL. Op. cit.
p . op.cit., It.l, oc.l.
4. op.cit.
5. op.cit., Pt.ll, Sc.111.
6. op.cit., Pt.l, Sc.1.
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Amy, iu fear and jealousy, clings deliberately to vmat 
she herself knows to be futile. At moments she reaches 
below the surface of the drama to depths which she dare 
not openly acknowledge^
1 do not kaow very much:
m a  as 1 get older, 1 am coming to think 
How little 1 have ever xnovm.
But 1 think your remarxs are much more inappropriate 
Than narry’s .^
The poetry spoken by Amy is genuinely dramatic. It
arises directly from the events of the play as they
effect her, and from tne insight into the truth of her
own existence which arises from the mutual impact between
herself and the dramatic situation. Like Eliot’s, our
2
sympathies "come to be all with the mother", and we 
might go so far as to add that the hero strikes us too
5as an insufferable prig". Eliot spoke true when he
said "what poetry should do in the theatre is a kind of 
humble shadow or analogy of the Incarnation, whereby
Zj.
the human is taken up into the divine". In the writing
1. op.cit., Pt.ll, Sc.l.
2. T.3. Eliot, ’Poetry and Drama', p.32.
3. op.cit.
4. T.B. Eliot, 'The Aims of Poetic Drama', (Adam), p.12
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of this play Eliot has neglected the human element.
Only Amy's action and suffering are played out in human 
terms of the failure of her plans for her son and her 
subsequent death. Harry's action and suffering is 
expressed through a loquacious self-consciousness 
wnich alienates our sympathies. The nero of the play 
is so negligible and unloveable as a human being, that 
we are drawn rather to the shadowy reality of the 
relations whom he despises. Furthermore, and this I feel 
is extremely significant, there seems to me to be a 
funaamental paradox in the spiritual conception which 
still further alienates the audience from the hero.
Harry is conceived as rejecting life in order to achieve 
spiritual salvation, but the purely selfish nature of 
this salvation appears to defeat the poet's own purpose. 
It is true tnat Harry speaxs of half formed ideas of
self sacrifice for others, of "care over lives of humble
1 2 people", and Agatha of further "agony, renunciation"
but this is entirely inconsistent with the contempt
for his spiritually blind relations through which Harry
1. The Family Reunion, Pt.ll, 3c.11.
2. op.cit., Pt.ll, Sc.l.
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is revealed as one chosen to atone human sin. The
leaving of feshwooa symbolises Harry's rejection of the
secui'ity of spiritual decease, but we feel that unless
his "until we meet again"^ is a genuine implication of
his return, the physical sufferings which he mentions
2
and Downing's hint at imminent death are evasions 
of a more immediate need. murder in the Cathedral 
ended in the magnificence of the Chorus's final spiritual 
realisation; The Family Reunion ends in the death, in 
fear ana only partial understanding, of the hero's 
mother. The closing cry of the women of Canterbury was 
a tribute to Thomas's spiritual triumph. Behind Harry 
is left only a pathetic whimper of rebirth struggling- 
for a moment in what is left of the Hon. Charles Piper's 
soul.
It ' s very odd 
But 1 am beginning to feel, just beginning to feel 
That there is something 1 could understand, if 1 
were told it.5
The measure of Harry's triumph might have been greater 
c o u l d  it have been taken from the spiritual resurgence 
of the fellow creatures whose soul\essness he despised.
1. op. cit. , Pt .H^Bc.lIl.
2• op.cit.
3. op. cit., Pt.lÇ Sc.lIE.
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Eliot’s means of stating his theme are as 
characteristic as the theme itself. Clearly he looks 
back to muT'oer in the Cathedral, and to Sweeney Agonistes, 
where a hero of cruder sensibility had undergone Harry's 
torture without reacning nis ecstasy. Once again man's 
spirit stirs in the pangs of rebirth symbolised by the 
sudden intrusion of nightmare terrors into the security 
of the ordinary world;
vVhy do we all behave as if the door might suddenly 
open, the curtains be drawn,
The cellar make some dreadful disclosure, the roof 
disappear,
And we snould cease to be sure of what is real or 
unreal?
Hold tight, nold tight, we must insist that the
vy/orld is whab we have always taken it to be."
Once again the reality of religious experiences flames 
in a burning sense of the present moment igniting with




This instant, this "loop in time" when "the past i
about to happen, and the future was long since settled 
is the terrible and ecstatic moment of spiritual 
understanding, when the chosen being is dedicated
1 . prj. cit. , Pt. I, Sc. I.
2. on. cit..
5.' on,cit., P t .1,3c.Ill
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By powers beyond us 
V/nich now and then emerge,
to suffering and death for the redemption of mankind,
2
and the "eternal design" is once more fulfilled.
yVhat we have written is not a story of dectection,  ^
Of crime and punishment, but of sin and expiation.
Harry, born in the sin and hatred of an intended murder
projected into his own life by the fact of or perhaps
merely the belief in the murder of nis wife because of
4his nereditary incapability of loving, is at once
The consciousness of your unhappy family. n
Its bird sent flying through the purgatorial flame.
and a symbol of perpetual redemption of mankind through 
the potential saint's consciousness of
Home monstrous mistaxe and aberration
Of all men, of the world, which I cannot put in order.
1. op.cit . , Pt.l, D C . II.
2. Murder in the Cathedral, Pt.ll.
3. The Family Reunion, Pt.ll, oc.ll.
4. op.cit. , "a good that's misdirected".
3 . o;, . cit. , Pt.ll, Sc. 11.
6. op.cit., Pt.ll, Sc.l.
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in private sin, and through his personal suffering and 
ultimate sacrifice. Ho'wever, the poet's most compelling 
means of expressing the reality of spiritual existence 
rs Ly the rejection rather tnan the poetic synthesis of 
contextual events, and is consequently undramatic. It 
is to this truth that we return for an explanation 
of the ultimate failure of the play. Action and character 
on the level of everyday understanding is a necessary 
evil hindering the passionate spiritualism of the play's 
musical pattern. As Agatha rejects any progress in the 
external situation as
A necessary move  ^
In an unnecessary action
and as Harry dismisses the spiritually ordinary as 
people "to whom nothing has happened",^  whose conception
5
of the normal is "merely the unreal and the unimportant", 
so the poet in Eliot forgets the dramatic obligation to 
worm not only on the deeper level of musical expression 
of emotional reality, but also "dramatically, with 
character and plot" The result is stretches of poetry.
1. op.cit., Pt.l, Sc.l.
2. op.cit.
3. 0P'. cit. , It. J.[-^ oc. 11.
4. T.S.Eliot, 'The Need for Poetic Drama', p.994-.
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magnificent in tnemselves, but undramatic] poetry 
vmich does not "intensify the dramatic situation",^ but 
hinders the meagre external action with which it is too 
obviously impatient. Nevertheless, although The Family 
Reunion, judged absolutely, is not entirely successful, 
its importance in the development of modern poetic drama 
can scarcely be overestimated. As an attempt to communi­
cate religious experience it is courageous and vital, a 
far cry from the charging but simpRe theatrical narrative 
of iious^ ’man,"^ or the cheap sentimentality of Jerome's 
popularised Ouristian doctriné.*^
Above all The Family Reunion is significant as 
an attempt to evolve a contemporary verse form from the 
rhythms of everyday speech by one who believes that "the 
modern verse play can only justify itself when it can 
show that everything can be said in verse". In the 
writing of this play Eliot worked out for himself such 
a form;"a line of varying length and varying number of 
syllables, with a caesura and three stresses. Tne caesura
1. T.b. Eliot; 'Poetry and Drama', p.81.
2. L. Housman; Little Flays of St. Francis, 1922, See
Ghap.l, p.
3. J.K. Jerome, The Passing of the Third Floor Back, 1905*
4. T.S. Eliot, 'The Aims of Poetic Drama' (Adam), p.12.
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and tUu stresses may come at different places, almost
anywhere in the line; the stresses may be close together
or well separated by light syllables; the only rule
being that there must be one stress on one side of the
caesura and two on the o t h e r . S u c h  precise application
to the technical problems of his art characterises
Eliot's attitude to the search for a living modern
drama. jVhile forging nis own tools he is constantly
seeking for a general pattern which may be used by
playwrights of the future. Looking bacx on the results
of his labour, Eliot considered that some progress had
been made towards "a form in which the most commonplace
necessary remarks can be made without sounding absurd,
and in which the most poetical language can be employed
2
without sounding affected". The rhythmical basis of the 
verbal structure is fle-xible, and yet the superimposed 
three stress scheme^ and the avoidance of grammatical 
elision gives a pleasing grip to the lines. The dialogue 
is "in verse which seeks in large measure the freedom of 
p r o s e b u t  which has sufficient structural force to bear
1. T.b. Eliot, 'Poetry and Drama', p.80
2. T.o.Eliot, 'The Aims of Poetic Drama', (Adam), p.12.
3. bee supra, ÿ.
4. The Times, No.48,260, March 22nd, 1939, p.12. Col.2.
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the weight of the spiritual explorations of the drama. 
This verse is extremely malleable. It moves smoothly 
from "the most commonplace necessary remarks
ivir John's had a bit of an accident
On the Jest Road, I fancy, ran into a lorry
Drawn up round the bend
into the high poetry of the scene between harry and
Agatha It is a comiaonplace to criticize Eliot for
using verse to express the most prosaic sentiments, and 
critics delight in citing Charles' celebrated reply to 
Ivy's request for an evening paper.^ Huch criticism 
entirely misses ihe point of Eliot's intention. Only 
a poet using a traditional form wnich has established a 
habitual response in the audience can afford the use of 
prose and deep poetry in the same dramatic form. One 
cannot attempt elaborate variations on a pattern until 
that pattern has been cut out. The twentieth century 
poet, who has no traditional pattern, must enaure "a 
long period of disciplining his poetry, and putting it, 
so to speak, on a very thin diet in order to adapt it
1. 'The Aims of Poetic Drama', (Adam), p.12.
c . The Family Reunion, Pt.II, Sc.l.
5. op.cit., Pt.II, Sc.II.
4. op.cit., Pt.ll, Sc.l.
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to the needs of the stage"^ before he reaches that point 
"when (and if) the understanding of theatrical technique 
has become second nature, he can dare to make more liberal 
use of poetry and tame greater liberties with ordinary 
colloquial s p e e c h " m e a n w h i l e  Eliot has to his credit 
a form capable of tne brilliant satirical stylisation 
of worn out colloquial rhythms used to cnaracterise the 
spiritual decadence of modern civilisation
Jell, as for me.
I'd just as soon be a subaltern again 
To be back in the East. An incomparable climate 
For a man wno can exercise a little common prudence : 
And your servants look au ter you very much better.3
and of the great poetry through which Harry attempts 
to impqrt his spiritual experience. Admittedly there is 
a certain embarrassment in the transition from the 
commonplace to tne obviously poetic, but the fault lies 
deeper tnan the structure of the verse form: it lies
in the conception of the drama, in the fact that, as we 
have seen, there is no communication between the two 
dominant levels of consciousness. It is this which leads 
to the jairing selfconscious attitude of the ^ordinary^
1. T.b. Eliot, 'Poetry and Drama', p.34.
2. op.cit.
3* op.cit., Pt.l, 3c.I.
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characters tovzards Agatha's spiritual insight^
I don't in the least know what you're talking about. 
You seem to be wanting to give us all the hump.l
Amy, the only completely integrated human in the play
moves naturally from ordinary conversation to spiritual
2
revelation, and the opening speech of the play, its 
flexible rhythm approximating to colloquial speech, 
and compassing ^ without sign of strain, stage direction, 
functional imagery and symbolism, and the expression 
of the fundamental human terror of approaching death, 
is tne new poetic drama at its best. The Family Reunion, 
in closing the gap between the language of the drama 
and the rhythms of eveiyday speech, injects fresh life 
blood ^nto an art form which has suffered too long 
from the death dealing restrictions of photographic 
realism and of stiff copies of an outworn convention.
3
The opening night of The Cocktail Party is 
momentous in the history of the drama of this century. 
After ten years silence in the theatre Eliot stunned 
his audience by raising the curtain in the name of poetic
1. op.cit.
2. o p.cit.
3. The Cocktail Party; first produced at the Edinburgh 
Festival, Aug.24th, 1949.
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drama on a tinkle of Noel Cowardian flippancy
Alex : You've missed the point completely,Julia ;
There were no tigers. That was the point
Julia : Then what were you doing, up a tree :
You and the maharaja?^
With a boldness and eagerness for experiment in a 
contemporary medium characteristic of all the poet's work, 
Eliot abandoned the solitary strongholds in the study 
and the cultured coterie of the unappreciated purist, 
and beat on the doors of the fashionable theatre. On 
tnat very ground which had for so long been the property 
of the prose drama, Eliot staked out a plot for verse 
in tne theatre. The setting for The Cocktail Party, 
a world of social inanities, telephone calls, petit 
fours and an apparently inexhaustible supply of martini, 
is the setting for the modern comedy of manners. However, 
there is a greater spiritual significance in the 
Chamberlaynes ' Private Lives. T h e  essential theme of 
the play is self knowledge, the reality of human existence 
as seen through the lives of a mediocre mairied couple, 
a film artist, and a potential saint. These four
1. The Cocktail Party, 1949, Act I, Sc.l.
2. Noel Coward, Private Lives, 1950.
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characters are given insight into their own existence, 
each according to his capacity for spiritual under­
standing, and made to work out his own salvation in the 
light of this knowledge. Each receives a shock which 
jars the smooth facade of social intercourse and sets off 
a train of self exploration in motion. Edward and 
LaVinia, on tne lowest plane of self consciousness, are 
jolted by the shock of Lavinia's sudden flight into an 
examination of the truth about a relationship which they 
have endured for years in easy tolerance. The pain 
caused oy Gelia's unaccountable indifference spurs 
ieter to question tne nature of the experience shared by 
him and Celia. On the highest plane of spiritual 
realisation,tne blow of Edward's refusal to divorce his 
wife provides the culminating enlightenment of Celia's 
long awakening soul and releases a spiritual force which 
questions the very nature of human reality and leads to 
divine consummation in Christian suffering and death.
Once again Eliot concerns himself with that inner truth - 
the death of tne spirit and the nature of reality - which 
forms the core of the dramatic works already discussed. 
However, though the theme of the play is yet a further 
outcome of the poet's dominant imaginative conception, 
its exposition in terms of the drama is far more subtle 
ana credible than in his previous dramatic writings.^
S e e C h a p . pp.
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The saarp division between the representative levels of 
consciousness which hardened into crude contrast in 
Sweeney Ap.onistes and which sterilised communication in 
The -b'amily Reunion, has here been softened and blended 
into a complex pattern of varying planes of human and 
spiritual understanding. Eliot nas at last found an 
"objective correlativecapable of presenting his 
concept without resort to stretches of irrelevant 
poetry.
In tns irrst ;^lace tne external and internal
patterns interweave into one rounded pattern which is
tne true stuff of poetic drama. Character, plot, and
language are all aspects of one masterly conception.
Until the writing of tnis play we nave been justified in
criticising the static quality of Eliot’s drama. Of
The CocKtail Party Eliot said "I tried to xeep in mind
tnat in a play, from time to time, something should 
2happen". As a result of this there is, in this 
play, a convincing interaction between the "dramatic
I. f< |ec feo(  Essays^ f i l f ,
X ?0€6ry anc| Drama^
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1 ^
pattern" of external events and the "musical pattern"^
v*nrcn scores the spiritual motion within the characters, 
human action and relationship are responsible for change 
within tne spirit, ana tnis cnange again resolves itself 
jinto numan action. Tnus the Ohamberlaynes pass from 
the neadening apathy of being "used to each other",^ 
tnrougn the agony of tne blind searching of a reawaxened 
reaiisatxon of numan existence
hitn only one difference, perhaps - we can fight 
each otaer.
Instead of each taxing his corner of the cage
to tne quiet aappiness born of understanding tnat they 
"do not understand each o t h e r and manifesting itself 
in friendly preparation for the "consequence of their 
cnoice",^ another cocktail party. Celia, shaken out of
7
wnat seemed "tne real reality" of her dream by her own
*Ihe heed for Poetic Drama', p.995*
5. The Cocxtail Party, Act I, Sc.l.
h. o".cit., Act I, be.5.
5* o_.cit., Act II.
o:.cit.  ^ Act III.
7* o . cit. , Act I, Sc. 2.
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and Edward’s reaction to Lavinia's departure, sees at 
last not only her lover, but the whole of human existence 
with the eye of spiritual truth, and undergoes a great 
and terrifying spiritual change, a feeling
Of emptiness, of failure 
Towards someone, or something, outside of myself; 
and 1 feel I must ---  atone - is that tne word?2
a "trans-humanisation"'^ which nas its dramatic consequences 
in her terrible death - a death in which the deprivations 
and agonies vaguely hinted by Harry^ are at length 
translated into terms of the drama. Meanwhile, Celia's 
abandonment of Peter quiIpe resolves itself into his 
disillusioned misery "There was something real. But
L\.
what is reality ---", an unfulfilment of the spirit
which her final sacrifice turns to self abnegation,
I've only been interested in myself : 
And tnat isn't good enough for Celia.^
and which in turn resolves itself, perhaps not quite
1. op « cit. , Act II.
2• op.cit «
5. The Family Reunion, Pt.II, be.II.
4-. The Cocktail Party, Act I, be .1.
5 A CT HI
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convincingly, into a dedication to the making of a great 
film. The Cocktail Party is not sucn great poetry as 
The xiocx. Murder in trie Cathedral, or The Family Reunion, 
but is greater poetic drama. There is a genuine 
conceptual relationship between poetry and drama, a 
mutual interaction which "weaves them organically into 
a muca ricner design.
Tnis conceptual unity reveals itself further 
in Eliot's handling of nis chaiacters. In his earlier 
v^ orx tne dominant spiritual quality of his conception, 
expressed poetically at the expense of ordinary dramatic 
action, gave to nis dramatis personae either a flimsy 
humanity and a prophetic spiritual insight, or a blind 
social existence with no tremors of perception below the 
surface level. In The Cocktail Party the inter-relationship 
between human event and spiritual development rounds 
the cnaracters to an integrated whole. They exist both 
at the surface level and the depths of the play. Their 
self realisation is the moie convincing because we see
I .  T.Ç .  Eliot, P r c fa t t  to "Tie Wheel of Ftrg  ^ p.XVlll.
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them as they see themselves - Edward and Lavinia, the 
stolid, henpecxed mediocrity and the smug^ - sweetly 
aomrneering hostess, Leber c^uilpe th^ sensitive and
conceited young artist, Celia, the social butterfly
dimly conscious bhat she is beating her wings in vain - 
in the moment when sudden emotional catastrophe tears 
apart the mask oi social security and demands a 
revaluation of human reality. Only Celia "crosses the 
frontier"^ into the unicnown, the ecstasy of the spirit 
at complete self anhlliation, and her spiritual victory 
is expressed in terms which both the audience and the 
dramatis personae can appreciate. The human reality of 
Celia's humility and bewilderment in the magnificent 
scene w^th Reilly, a id the human reality of her devotion 
to the dying natives translates the divinity of the saint 
into simple human terms. The agonies and raptures of
p
Harry's soaring spirit are great poetry, but in true 
drama we crave "human action and human attitudes".
All Harry's^ spiritual revelation is not so dramatically
1. The Eamily Reunion, Pt.II, 3c.III.
2• The Family Reunion
p. 'A Dialogue on Dramatic Poetry', Selected Essays, p.51
4-:---Mur dor in the Cathodral, Pt-r-I-.
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effective as the transition from the fashionable
society woman who presses Julia to "Go on with the
story about the wedding c a k e t o  the devotee of an
austere religious order crucified for her faith and for
her love of her fellow men. This is great modern
religious drama, the doctrine of the perpetual atonement
of sin rising from a contemporary situation and expressed
in the contemporary terms of modern psychiatry, and yet,
when put into practice, retaining the force of its
effect on ordinary human lives. For it is not only "the
2
state of mind" of the dying natives, or of those who
3
propitiate at her surine, which is affected by Celia's
death. Through her sacrifice, Edward, Lavinia and Peter 
reach greater human and spiritual understanding, as did
the Chorus at the close of Murder in the Cathedral through
the martyrdom of Thomas. Were the play to be translated
into explicit Curistian terms Peter might well say
"Blessed Celia, pray for us" his actual "that isn't
good enough for Celia"^ is no less a measure of her
1. The Cocktail Paity, Act 1, Sc.l.
2. op.cit., Act III.
5. Omitted after fourth revised impression of text.
4. ct. Murder in the Cathedral, Pt.11.
5. The Cocktail Party, Act III.
2^ 56
triumph. Furthermore, even the spiritual agency of the 
drama may be comprehended on a more ordinary level of 
unoerstanding. Faced with the problem of imparting 
religious truth to a .notoriously pyschological age,
Eliot replaces tuo priest by the psychiatrist and trans­
lates man's need for salvation into medical teimS of the 
search for mental cure. The principal director of the 
spiritual development exists on various levels of inter­
pretation. Reilly is at once Heracles brrnginO'
Edward's Alcestis'^ bacx from the dead and, in reminding 
aim that "we die to each other daily", overcoming the 
fuT'ther mortality of mutual awareness caused by mutual 
familiarity, the priest reclaiming Celia from the death 
of the spirit in the toils of social superficiality, the 
psychiatrist healing the minds of a neurotic soci^'ty, and 
another guest at the cocxtail party. His status as Sir 
Henry Harcourt-Reilly lends credibility to the 
extraordinary power which he wields over the lives of 
others, and allows the dramatist to gain sufficient 
confidence from his audience and from the representatives 
of modern sceptical society to enable him to pass
1. Euripides: Alcestis, 4-58 B.C.
2 • op.cit.
5. The Cocktail Party, Act I, Sc.3*
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unchallenged from the readily accepted power of the 
medical man to what is, in a disbelieving and materialistic 
age, the less convincing power of the priest. Only when 
it is too late to protest does the audience realise the 
full implication of Reilly's irony, when, at the end of 
his consultations, he drops his parody of medical jargon 
and speaxs openly as the religious confessor - "Go in 
peace. And work out your salvation v;ith diligence . 
Similarly tne allusion to the Greek story as a mythical 
analogy for the spiritual tneme of returning from death 
to life in trie soul is used with a more subtle implication 
tnan was the earlier clumsy, visual introduction of the 
Furies. The song of "One Eyed Riley" is equally as 
credrble as tn^ result of the Unidentified Guest's drain 
on Edward's gin and water as a reference to the rowdyism 
of Heracles in tne house of Admetus before the rescue 
of Alcestis from Hades. The allusion to the Greek
is indeed so skilfully handled that it almost defeats 
its own purpose, for Eliot himself points out that "no
1. op.cit. , Act II.
^ . The Family Reunion.
5. The Cocktail larty. Act I, Sc.l.
4. Euripides; Alcestis.
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one of my acquaintances (ana no dramatic critics) 
recognised the source of my story",^  and though the 
dramatist deliberately avoids a cumbersome use of his 
source, employing it "merely as a point of departure" 
tne reader gains much in nis appreciation of Eliot’s 
conception of Reilly and of the theme of spiritual 
rebirth among superficial social relationships if he is 
able to recall neraclpDs words on physicaldeath
Among ais dead 
I lay, ana sprang ana gripped .lim as he fled.
In a reply to lain Hamilton's question concerning the
Ll
immortal quality of Reilly, Eliot suggests that on one 
level of interpretation the doctor might be considered 
"a god in the in chine" On tne spiritual level he is
5
priest, prophet and confessor, a Tiresias wandering
In the neutral territory 
Between two worlds.?
1. 'Poe try and Drama', p .85•
2. op.cit.
Euripides, Alcestis , v.v. 1142-5•
4. 'Comments on The Cocktail Party', World Review, Hov
1949, p.21.
5. ox.cit.
6. bee xict III.
7. The Family Reunion, Pt.II, Sc.III.
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Hovi/ever, he has to "accept his limitations"^ as an 
intermediary betv^een the ordinary and the spiritual world. 
He armself is only a servant of that "someone, or 
something"'^ to which Celia feels she must atone, fearful 
of his resp onsibility in the case of Edward and Lavinia, 
admiring before tne spiritual greatness of Celia—
And wnen r say to one like her/^
\Vork out your' salvation witn diligence ' , 1 do not
z understand
AH at I myself am saying.
one of toose who, neither reconciled to "the human
4 5condition" nor yet among "the saints",^ makes like the
rest "the best of a bad job",^  bur conscious, as is the
sincere priest, that he is serving the power beyond him
to the utmost of his resources. Reilly's helpers, the
mysterious Guardians in the play, present the greatest
difficulty to the audience, as Hamilton pointed out to 
n
Eliot,receiving a characteristically uncompromising
\





o. 0 p.c i^.
7. 'Comments on The Cocktail Party', p.21.
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reply - "7Riy shouldn't people feel vaguely uncomfortable? 
I should not like anyone seeing a play of mine to feel 
completely comfortable. Isn't it fitting for people to 
feel p u z z l e d ? I h s  difficulty arises when one tries 
to reconcile the nosy old society woman and the travelled 
man-about-town with the libation drinkers in Reilly's 
consulting room at the end of tne second act. Yet here 
again it is only a case of "accepting one's limitations".'^ 
Julra ana Alex, like Reilly, are intermediaries between 
tne two worlds of the flesn and the spirit; they exist 
on the surface level because they must adapt themselves 
to tne medium in which they are working. Edward speaxs
5
of the "guardian" in man as the real self underlying the 
social facade - in himself the "indomitable spirit of
Ll
mediocrrty" - the human reality which underlies our 
mental projection of what we are. Celia, in drinking
to the Guardians, suggests that Julia may be hers,
ana here the conception has expanded.^to include the idea 
of a spiritual director protecting the inner reality
1• op.cit.
2. The Cocktail Party, Act II.
p . op.cit., Act I, oc.n.
4. op.cit.
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against the superficial structure under which we hide 
from our own truth. It is Julia and Alex wno recommend 
Celia and Edward respectively to consuls Reilly and so 
to seek their own inherent reality and woj.k out their 
salvation. The greatness of Eliot's conception lies in 
its ability to face up to a contemporary situation. In 
a society which no longer credits the power of religious 
spiritual agency, this power is disguised under the 
apparently casual influence of two friendly busy bodies 
and the apparently medical supervision of an extraordinarily 
gifted doctor. Eliot's conception of the need for 
spiritual awakening is gentler than rt was in The Eamily 
Reunion. It is no longer conceived in terms of a 
supernalural terror rigidly dividing the sheep from the 
goats. The frailty of humanity has been taxen into account, 
and in The Cocktail Party each is encouraged and 
cnastised according to his spiritual capacity; the 
understanding of one's "metier"^ in the lesser spirit is 
as worthy of praise in the eye of compassion as is the 
perfect self-abnegation of the greater in the eye of 
judgement. The spiritual agencies of the play are also 
of a less terrifying nature. They are conscious of the 
limitations of their own power, and they have existence
1. op.cit., Act III.
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in the world of actuality where, with the rare exception 
of tne Celias i._ life, "The best of a bad job is all any 
of us make of i t " The Cocktail Party is Eliot's 
greatest dramatic achievement to date. The poet's 
concern for the numan element of character and plot, as 
well as for the spiritual message delivered through this 
element, gives to this play the essential unity and 
balance of genuine poetic drama, that "kina of doubleness 
in the action, as if iu took place on two planes at once.
Three years after The Eamily Reunion, Eliot 
wrote "We have still a good way to go in the invention 
of a verse medium for the theatre : a medium in which
we snail be aole to hear the speech of contemporary 
human beings, in wnich dramatic characters can express 
the purest poetry without high-falutin and in which they
3
can convey the most commonplace message without absurdity." 
Looking back over ten years to his first overtly 
contemporary play, Eliot modestly suggests that some 
progress had been made in the quest for "A form in which 
the most commonplace necessary remarks can be made without
1. o r:. cit-é., Act II.
2. T.b. Eliot, 'John Marston', Selected Essays, p .229-
5. T.S. Eliot: The music of Poetry (W.P.Rer Memorial
Lecture) 194-2, Stlect-ea Tr.se, pfefc.
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sounding absurd, and in which tne most poetical language 
can be employed witnout sounding affected. Ahen 
speaxing of The Cocktail larty,after twenty years of 
theatrrca_i experiment and poetic discipline, he openly 
declares nis dramatic manifesto. "For my ambition was, 
and is, to write a play in verse without the audience 
having to put itself in a special frame of mind to listen
to the poetry. 1 wanted to v;rite a play in wnich the 
audience should be affected, unconsciously, by the rhythm of 
the verse, without being consciously aware that it was 
verse they were hearing. I wanted the audience to be 
avt/are of the poetry only at intense moments, and I wanted 
them to feel, at sues moments, not that they were listening 
to lines of poetry by T.m. Eliot, but that the dramatic 
situation had reached such a point of intensity that it 
was natural for the characters to express themselves in
poetry For I tliirir the unconscious effect of verse
on the audience is the most important part of its effect, 
and the best justification for its use.
In writing The Gocktaxl Party,Eliot was seexing
7
trie "Lowesci Common i^ iultiple between poetry and conversation,"-'^
1. 'The Aims of Poetic Drama' (Adam) , p.12.
2. o e.cit., p .Ir•
5. G. Fry, Poetry and The Theatre, p.8.
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and the "highest Common Factor the point to 'which
common speech can be heightened without losing its 
identity." He was seeking "a form of versification 
ana an idiom which would serve all my purposes, without 
recourse to pi ose, and be capable of unbroken transition 
between the most intense speech and the most relaxed 
dialogue. He wanted a lorm in wnich the poetry, by 
covering every level of intensity, should be preserved 
and should have its effect as a single unit. The gulf 
between poetry and prose - wuich so often results in 
poetizing which is "artificj_al, false, diffuse and 
syntactically w e a x " - snould, like the gulf between 
the spoken and the written language be closed, for "the 
true dramatic poet will be able to make us unaware of 
the difference between poetry and prose", in that the 
verse ne uses is "a verse capable of both the poetic and 
the prosaic, so that the transition between one and the 
other should be imperceptible" As early as 1923 Eliot
had expressed his belief in the importance of the dramatic
1. ’Poetry and .Drama’, p .83.
2. T.b. Eliot, John Dryden, 1932, p.44.
3. ’The Aims of Poetic Drama’, (Adam), p.14.
4. ’The Aims of Poetic Drama', The Hew fork Herald Tribune,
Jan 15th, 1930, Sect.V, p.c, col.l.
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à     :effect ot rhythm. In 1950 he is s'cill writing of the 
subtle rhythmic efiects of even the most prosaic passages 
of poetic drama written uniformly in verse pattern, 
effects which "operate on the auditor unconsciously, 
so caat he should thinx and feel in the rhythms imposed 
by the poet, without being aware of what these rhythms 
aie doing, and which form a kind of "musical pattern 
which has checxed ana accelerated the pulse of our 
emotions without our xnowing it". Eliot believes that, 
by the use of this "transparentverse, the dramatist can 
prepare his audience for tne moments of intensity in the 
play, "When tne emotion of the character in the play 
may be supposed to lift him from his ordinary discourse, 
until the audience feels not that the actors are speaking 
verse, but that the characters in the play have been
lifted into poetry. ---  For the effect of first-rate
verse drama snould be to make us believe that there are 
moments in life .men poetry is the natural form of 
expression of ordinary men and women.
1. ’The Beating of a Drum', Ration and Athenaeum, XXXIV, i, 
October 6, 1925, pp.11-12.
n . 'The Aims of Poetic Drama', (H.Y.H.T.), p .2, col.l.
5. 'The Aims of Poetic Drama', (Adam), p.14.
4. 'Poetry and Drama', p.71.
5. 'The Aims of Poetic Drama', (d.Y .H .T.j p.n, col.l.
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The lucid ana gently pulsating poetry of 
The Cocktail Party is a triuiaph in tne practical application 
of Eliot's theory. The subtle transition between the 
ordinary ana the spiritual in the character and plot 
conception is mirrored by an easy flovv of versification 
dramatizing with varying poetic intensity the varying 
pitches of emotion, from the most prosaic levels to the 
heights. On tie surface level the rhythms of scoiety's 
banal conversation provide a comfortable basis of 
"relaxed dialoguethrough which "the most commonplace 
necessary remarks can be made without sounding absurd",^  
and yet, at the same time, they can, by a more flexible 
refinement of tne device of stylisation used in Sweeney 
Agonistes, be tnrown into an ironical poetic relief
Julia : And he had a remarkable sense of hearing -
The only man I ever met who could hear 
the cry of bats.
Peter : hear the cry of bats?
Julia : He could hear the cry of bats.
Celia : But how do you know he could hear the cry
of bats?
1. 'Poetry and Drama', p.83.
m. 'The Aims of Poetic Drama', (Adam), p .12
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Julia: Because he said so. And I believed him. nl
ïiie three stress lines which form the foundation of the 
play's veisification provide sufficient rhythmical 
discipline to allow for the herghtened j^oetical conception 
in the play and yet compasses with ease the lowest level 
of communication. If, foi example, we taxe even the 
most prosarc passage
Do you Know, 1 must have left my glasses here, 
xinu I sim;^ .ly can't see a thing without them.
I've been dragging leter all over town 
Looxing for them everywhere I've been.
Has anybody found them? You can tell if they're mine - 
Some kind of a plastic sort of a frame - 
I'm afraid I don't remember the colour,
But r'd Know them, because one lens is missing."
and place ir against one of heightened emotional intensity
I once experienced the extreme of physical pain.
And now I know there is suffering worse than that.
It is surprising, if one had time to be surprised:
1 am not afraid of the death of the bony.
But tnis death is terrifying. Thg death of the spirit - 
Can you understand what I suffer?^
1. The Cocktail Party, net I, Bc.l (cf. Sweeney 
Af-^onistes, Fragment of a Prologue : -
Doris : What acout Pereira?
I don't care.
Dusty : You don't care !
Who pays the rent?
Doris : Yes he pays the rent etc.)
op. cit.
y » op.cit., ACt 11.
2 6 8
we see taat the gr_.undworx of the fabric is not wrenched, 
"tne actjrs are spearning in the same rhythms, witn the 
same vocabulary, as before, and the change is felt, not 
in awareness of versification, out in awareness of the 
high..r or lower cnarge of energy in the whole scene.
This smooth transition from prosaic flatness to poetic 
intensity within the confrnes of a unified artistic form 
allows the poet to move effortlessly on to the spiritual 
heights of tne magnificent scene oetween Celia and 
neilly,'^ ana even to soar up to the incantatory rnythms 
of the libatiO.. scene"^ witnout cracxing the medium of 
expression. Tne .1.0st serious charge whrch may be 
leveiled a^arnst The Cocktail Party is that Eliot, in his 
aesire tnat people should "be able to forget tnat they 
are listening to a poetic play", has placed the lowest
common denominator between the prosaic and the poetic
too lovv, and tnat th^^s, adaed to the result of his resolve
"to avoid poetry which could not stand the test of strict
dramatic utility"^ has so rigorously curbed exalted poetic
1. ’The ^ims of Poetic Drama’, ( .H. X . H . T. ) p-2, col.l.
c . The Cocktail Party, Act PP.
5. op.cit.
4. ’Comments on The Cocxtarl Party’, p.nl.
5 . ’Poetry and Drama’, p .83.
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Uooera.uce that "it is perhaps an open question whether
there is any poetry in the play at a l l " T h e r e  can,
,KnW-ver, surely be little doubt of the answer to the
que^ . tion "whether any of the verse rs in poetry", and,
tris being so, Eliot is justified by his own admission
%
"rn writing th_ whole play in verse". It is true that 
we miss the sweeping CL.oral passages of The nock and 
Murder in the Gatheural, ana tne great poetic soliloquies 
of The Family Reunion, but The Cocktail Party's carefully 
pruned ana dramatically functional j^oetry is greater 
poetic drama. Tne poetry in this play is not a 
.magnificent outcrop overshadowing its source ; it is 
truly dramatic, tracing tne eddies of emorion wnich in 
turn trace the eddies of dramatic action. in nis anxiety 
to avoid 'poetizing' and to approximate the language 
of poetic drama to everyday speech, Eliot may be accused 
of the over drastic measures of the innovator. In places 
nis verse snows signs of so "thin" a "diet" that rt 
comes j..erilously near to starvation, nevertheless,
The Cocktail Party is fine original contemporary poetic
1. op.cit.
^ . 'Comments on The Cocktail Party', pp.21-22.
y . op_ .ci ^ .
4. * Poetry and Drama', p .34.
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drama, approaching, if not quite achieving, greatness. 
Eliot's words to namilton "It seems to me that we should 
turn away from the Theatre of Ideas to the Theatre of 
Character. The essential poetic play snould he made 
with human beings rather than with i d e a s a r e  of 
particular significance. The greatness of The Cocktail 
Party lies in the fact tnat Eliot has at last achieved 
a synthesis oetween spiritual truth ana human action 
and emotion. Every element of the play's form 
character, plot, and language - is an aspect of the poet't 
imaginative concept.
Eliot's latest play‘d is somewhat disappointing. 
Tne Confidential Clerx is a further attempt to present 
the reality oi religious, experience in a contemporary 
setting, and through a contemporary form. In tnis play 
Eliot examines human relationships in the light of the 
Christian doctrine of the need for love and charity which 
forms the basis of tne Ciiristian conception of the 
brotherhood of man. The entry of Colby Simpkins into 
the lives of the other characters in the play sets in 
motion a fantastic relatival entanglement on the brilliant
1. 'Comments on The Cocktail Party', pp.2l-c2.
2* The Confidential Clerk: first produced at The
Lyceum Theatre, Edinburgh, Aug. 25th, 1955"
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surface level of the p.lot and at the same time motivates 
a more significant development of human relationship 
on a deeper level cf unuerstanding. The basic conception 
of tne play is tnat only through understanding others 
do we oegin lo understand ourselves, and only through 
self-nnovvledge can we accept the terms of life in 
humility and numan charity, oi, if we have the spiritual 
capacity of a Colby, impose oui own terms upon life 
according to tne dictates of vhristianity. Interpreted
on the spir-itual level the play begins in the darkness 
of individual isolation. Sir Claude ana his wife exist 
side by side with no deeper level of communication than 
social small talk and an occasional illegible postcard 
Eggerson admits that he has never been able to make Lady 
Elizabeth like Lucas t a , that B. kaghan has "never hit 
it o f f w i t h  Ladj Elizabeth, and that Lucasts is 
"something of a thorn in the flesh" of Sir Claude, her 
natural fataer. meanwhile there exists between Lucasta 
ana B. kaghan a ten^tative engagement based on the 
uneasy relationship of mutual insecurity. Each of them





is isolated, not united to the others by the bonds of 
uuman sympathy, and in them the poet sees, in miniature, 
the lack of Christian charity which is at the root
of human discord. In his isolation each has constructed
for hj-mself a world of "maxe-believewhich is toughened
through contact with the general superficiality resulting 
from the individual fear until "th_ make-believing makes 
it real" , for
If you haven't the strength to impose your own terms
Upon life, you must accept the terms it offers y o u . 5
Thus the disappointed potter becomes a successful financier, 
the thwarted inspjirer of th;^  artist taxes refuge in a 
hotch-potch of ^advanced* pursuits, ana the illegitimate 
couple hide behind the respective facades of
A power in the City, ^
On the boards of all the solidest companies :
and the bright young thing - carelessly falling in and 
out of jobs, Colby, in his subconscious struggle to 




4. op.cit. Act II.
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of strictly practical living, even while he believes 
himself to be fighting "the disaj^pointed organist 
exhales a spiritual strength which sets him apart from 
the scramble of surface living
heZs the sort of fellow vjuo might chuck it all 
And go to live on a desert island.2
and araws on those with whom he comes into contact to 
examine the reality of tneir own existence and of rneir 
relationship with others. To Claude and Lucasta, who 
are most closely affined to Colby, revelation, both 
factual and spiritual, brings the greatest suffering, 
and through suffering, the greatest spiritual refinement. 
Claude is at once bereft of his son, and of his belief
3
that, in abandoning what was to him "the real world",
he has atoned to his father, for in submitting to a
4 5"make-believe" world in "obedience to the f a c t s h e  has
betrayed his Ovvn reality, and he realises too late that
1. 0 f- . c it. , Act 1.
c . Op.cit., Act 11.
3 • o p . cit., act I.
4. 0 i .cit.
5 • 0 . c it. , Act Ill
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I might have been truer to my father’s inspiration 
If I had done what I wanted to uo .^
To Lucasta, sensitive and in need of sustaining love,
comes, after the momentary shock of Colby’s attitude
res ilting from the belief that she is his sister, tne 
moie significant realisation tnat, on a deeper level 
oi communication than that of sexual love, she and 
Colby would not find satisfaction. Lucasta needs too 
much, and has too much to give to bear the independence 
of Colby's greater spiiitual strength, out, through 
tnelr attempt at mutual understanding, she has learnt 
the truth about herself, and in the li^ht of this 
knowledge, maxes her choice
He .-ade me see wnat I really wanted 2
B. maxes me feel safe. And that’s what I want.
Lucasta has resolved herself at a finer level of insight 
tnan that of mere acceptance of the physical facts in 
her relationship with Colby; even when these facts are 
shown to be untrue she does not for a moment question 
her decision. Through Colby's desire to know the factual 




ia contact w±tn hiin is granted a Vi/ish - the truth about 
themselves both at the surface ana deeper level of 
unders uauuing - after vhiich
All of us have to adapt ourselves 
To the v.ioh that is granted. ^
Just before the final revelation of the facts in Colby’s 
case Sir Clauue and Lady Elizabeth face up to the truth 
about themselves anu rneir relationship for the first 
time, and an outburst of the enlightened Lucasta reveals 
tue truth of the relationship be twee.. Clauue and 
Elizabeth ana herself and B. Already the suffering 
unwittingly caused by Colby has created a bond of 
understanding based on self realisation between Claude 
and Elizabeth on the one hand ana Lucasta and B . on
I
the othei*. With the loss of Colby, all four, ikncongrously 
linned by the ties of blood, are bound at last by the 
more lasting ties of human love born of human understanding 
The conception of Colby’s position in the play 
is analogous to the conception of Sweeney, Thomas, Harry 
and Celia. Here we have the characteristic theme of the 
impact of the dedicated being on the lives of those of
1 « 0 (j » c i t »
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-twetx— lesser spiritual capacity. Eliot's treatment
Ox Colby has the same quality of human sympathy which
went into the creation of Celia. Lime Celia, Colby is
bewildered by his own spiritual development. At first
he is troubled and feels that he ^ust "fight that person"
wnicn is his real self, that "something in me" which 
2
"rebels" against the acceptance of the terms imposed
by life. Later he realises that, even v/nen he abandons
himself to his "garden"the life of the spirit, it
lacms absolute reality in that, unlihx the "truly religious 
q
people" whom oir Claude has never succeeded in finding, 
he can establish no "unitybetween the spiritual and
the actual world "They seem so u n r e l a t e d " I t  is only
n
when iVxrs Cuzzard's revelation gives him nis "freedom" 
from tn_ pressure of worldly ambition ana from the 
claims of all artificial obligations of affection that 
Colby's spiritual strength is unchained. Now it is no 
longer the mystic worship of tne action of creation 
personally denied, the longing for
1. op .cit., Act I.
2 . op . cit.
• op .cit., Act 11.
4. op .cit. , Act I.
5. op .cit.
6. op .cit. , Act II.
7. op .cit., Act Ill
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A vv or Id w der e the f o rm is tiie reality, -,
Of ’which the substantial is only the shadow.
but a strength whica is gaining, tnrough nnowvledge of 
hu ..an suffering and human truth, a sense of the unity 
between the huuian and tne divine compassed by sympathy 
and love. The relationship between Colby and the lost 
father
yVhom i could get to nnow 
Only by report, by documents^
is a shadow of the relationship between the spirit of 
man and Christ. The truth about his origin tempers the 
spirituai pride of the artist ’witn the humility of the 
man ,vno understands himself. There comes at last into 
Colby's "garden" the presence of dod^ which he had 
subconsciously desired, and in that moment all 
artiircialities of personal ambition and relative 
affection are submerged in the spirit's realisation of its 
own nature, and of the nature of its relationship with 
its fellow man
1. or.cit., Act I.
2. or.cit., Act III.
p . or.cit. , Act II.
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Eovv that I've abandoned illusions and a.Ibitions n
Ail that's left is love. But aot on false pretences:
After Colby has made his decision, it is fitting that he 
should place nimself unuer Eggerson's care. Eggerson, 
on a humbler social and intellectual level, is greater 
in human love and understanding than any other character 
in the play. He has, perhaps inherently, perhaps through 
the suffering caused by the loss of his son, that very 
quality uhich permeates tne closing scene of the drama.
In him it is manifested in its simplest form, so simply 
indeed that it is an unobtrusive influence on his 
associates. oir Claude quite naturally relies on him 
to pour oil on the troubled waters of Lady Elizabeth's 
fantastic mode of travel, and on the more serious 
investigation of Colby's origin, and Colby's casual 
tribute scarcely does him justice
But there's one thing I do believe, Lr-. Eggerson: 
That you have a kind neart. And I'm convinced 
That you always contrive to thinm the best of
everyone.
Eggerson realises tne need for "loving mindness and 
charitable understanding in human relation^", and from
I. Qj,. cit. , Act III.
2- Ob.cit., Act I.
The Times, Ho.5c:,72?. 8ept.l7tb, 1950, p.2. Col.5-
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this realisation stems what seems at a glance to oe an
almost supernatural gift for handling people and
situations and for funding the best in them. In the
final stages of Colby's religious development it is
Eggerson alone who understands^ and who can give him help.
let Eggerson is not a supernatural agent, but "really
quite human" his half serious terror of turs Eggerson,
and ivii's G-uzzard's realisation that in taking over Colby
%
"you too, I thinu, have had a wish realised" - the 
partial replacement of a lost son - endows him with a 
huma il quality through whicn he is made convincing in 
his surface relationship with his associates. In 
Eggerson's comparatively simple nature Colby's spiritual 
insight has been directly transformed into the human 
love and 'understanding which Colby will strive to 
achieve. Eggerson has no need for self-knowledge. He 
has arrived already at a point beyond it, a point which 
is indeed self-abnegation in love -
Kaghan: You know, Claude, I think we all made the
same mistake -
All except Eggers --
1. The Confidential Clerk, Act III, C'lvn. Simpkins I 
You'll be thinking of reading for orders.")
2 . 0,0 . cit. , Act I.
3. op.cit., Act III.
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Eggerson : Me, x.. ag h an ?
na'Âian: We wanted Colby to be something he wasn't.^
Of The Family Reunion Eliot said "I soon saw
thaf I had ^uven my attention to versification, at the
expense of j^ lot an^ character. iith reference to
The Confinential Clerk this criticism might well be
reverseu. On the surface level the ora ma is Eliot's
fj-iiest achievement to date. ^ In tnis plot, which finds
q
its origins in the Ion of Euripides, although there is 
still a characteristic lacn of physical action, the 
oreathtauing succession of revelatory changes is 
guaranteed to "keep the bloouy audience's attention 
engaged. One is inclined to feel, however, that the 
"strip t e a s e i s  not justrfled in that there is too 
little of "the poetry" beneath it for the audience to
o
"swallow". more significant in the development of the
1. op.cit.
2. 'Poetry and Drama', p.80.
3 . See Chap .II, pp'. 141-
4. Euripiues, Ion (date uncertain)*
5. T.S. Eliot, 'Eive Points on Dramatic Writing', 





artist is the matui'e ana brilliant power ,vith wnich he 
uses the emotion generated by a aramatic situation to 
vitalise the characters involved. The scene between 
dOlby and Lucasta, which exposes the tortured human 
reality oi the latter, the sensitivity of the unsuccessful 
artist striving witn the crudity of the prostitute 
beneath a glittering social facade, reveals in Eliot 
a -ore powerful human understanding than he has hitherto 
shown in his dramatic writing. The same may be said of 
the sympathetic fxgure of Claude, pathetically, if not 
tragically, suppressing the stirring spirit in a mistaken 
sense of duty, of B. kaghan, easily vulnerable beneath 
a noisily confident exterior, ana of i.n:s Buzzard, in 
whom the poet movingly, if a shade sentimentally, 
presents the essence of maternal love and sacrifice.
The character of Lady Elizabeth is particularly 
engaging. The charming, weax-minded, kin^-hearted 
reality under the assumed authorative tone
Oh, Claude, you know I ’m rather weak in the head 
Though I try to be clever.2
ana the generosity with whicn she accepts the truth of 
the situation and the truth about herself
1. The Confidential Clerk, Act II.
2. op.cit., Act III.
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Betv;een not knowing what other people want of one,
And. not mowing what one snould asm of other people, 
One does make mistakes ! But I mean to do better.1
reveal in ner a simple inherent goodness. Paradoxically, 
she,the last to grasp the factual details of the situation, 
is among tne first to realise its implication, the need 
f01 human charity and unuerstanding. The writing of her 
character at the surface level provides Eliot with a 
further opportunity to exercise tne sense of hu.uour 
which enlivened the basic "relaxed dialogue of 
The Cocktail Party. Superficially, her fantastic eccentric 
city and irresponsibility are ludicrously amusing, and 
in the description, for example, of her despised relatives
They were so carnivorous. Always killing things and
eat in'2: them. 5
and of the tragic loss of her husband
he was run over. By a rhinoceros 
In Tanganyika,
Eliot out Coward's Coward with the brilliance of 
frivolous witticism. The creation of Colby’s character
1. op.cifc.,
2. 'Poetry and Drama', p.Sp.
3* The Confidential Clerk, Act II.
4. op.cit., Act III.
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is disappointing. It is certainly not an advance on 
tnat ol Celia. The insistence of his companions on 
his spiritual superiority results in that unfortunate 
tendency to priggishness which alienated us from Harry. 
...oreover, on the human level, Eliot aoes not sufficiently 
establisu Colby in the sympathies of his audience to 
allow our acquiescence to his dedication to the 
insubstantial memory of an unseen father in face of the 
almost callous rejection of Claude and x^irs Buzzard, 
wno have both a strong emotional appeal. In Lucasta's 
essential analysis
You're either aoove casing.
Or else you're insensible - I don't mean insensitive! 
Hut you're terribly cola. Or else you've some fire 
To warm you, that isn't the same kind of fire 
That warms other people. You're either an egotist 
Or something so different from the rest of us 
That we can't judge yo That's you, Colby.1
we incline to accept the human condemnation before the 
implication of spiritual magnitude. The conception 
of spiritual aspiration refined to Christian love is not 
rendered convincingly in terms of the arama. The young 
man thwarted in his ambition to become a great organist 
and eventually accepting the humble situation in a poor 
and unfasnionable parish church is an uneasy symbol of
1. 0 s.cit.
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Eliot's imaginative conception. Golby has neither
the spii'itual nor the human capacity to illustrate so 
magiiilicent a fusion as that of human caarity and 
divine perception.
Howeve.1-, despite the essential "element of 
a m u s e m e n t - and h^re the term is, of course, used in 
its widest sense - provided by the fantastic and witty 
plot, and by the human impact of the characterisation.
The Confidential Glerk fails as great poetic drama.
In tnis play Eliot has corrected nis weakness at the 
expense of his strength. The "dramatic pattern"'^ of 
the play is strong and arresting, but the music has faded 
until it can scarcely be heard. The rhythms of the lines 
are the rhythms of fine prose rather than those of subtle 
subterrene poetry. The nearest approach to poetic 
intensity is the self realisation of Lucasta, expressed 
in a fine contemporary verse in which ordinary idioms 
and rhythms are heightened into an essentially modern 
form of poetic expression.
No, my only garden is ... *a dirty public square
In a shabby part of London - like the one where I lived
Eor a time, with my mother. I've no garden.
1. T.C. Eliot, 'Religious Drama : Medieval and _«.odern' ,
P . 1 ^ .
2. 'The Need for Poetic Drama', p.995*
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1 hardly feel that I'm even a person:
Nothing but a bit of living matter
I'loating on the surface of the Regent's Canal.
floating, that's it.1
however, for the most part, the essential reality of 
mauxina, wnich in genuine ^.netic arama is fused with 
the formal elements of plot, charactei and verbal music, 
is in this play baldly expressed by the characters who 
monotonously psycho-analyse taemselves in concise 
.measured language. The play is lull of the flat, 
lucid self-consciousness of Colby's
To find there is something that I can do 
ho remote from u^y, previous interests.
It gives me, in a waj, a xind of seIf-confidence 
I've never nad before. Yet at the same time 
It's rather disturbing. I don't mean the worx:
I mean, about myself. As if I was becoming 
A different person.^
This cold, clinical dissection lacks the'essential 
spontaneity of the spiritual and human truth which 
evolves from genuine poetic drama, the "fire that puts
out with its brightness the milder flame of analytic
reason".^  Eliot seems to have forgotten his own words 
on the characters in poetic drama, written almost ten
1. The Confidential Clerx, Act II.
2. op.cit., Act I.
3. L. Abercrombie, 'The Eunction of Poetry in the Drama',
p.266.
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years before - "They must somehow disclose (not 
necessarily be aware of) a deeper reality than that of 
tne plane of our most conscious living; and what they 
disclose must be, not the psychologist’s intellectualism 
of this reality, but the reality itself. The 
characters in The Confidential Glerk are large human 
figures with large emotional capacity. They are indeed 
"in the scale of poetry",*^ but to small avail; the 
dramatist has given them little poetry in wnich to express 
themselves.
Nevertheless, though Eliot’s most recent play 
does not come up to the expectations we had of the 
author of The Cocktail Party, we must not, in closing 
our estimate of tne essential value of his arama, belittle 
his achievement. Pith greater insight and determination 
than any other dramatist of this century, Eliot has 
persistently striven to work out a form which may pass 
into general use for the refinement and improvement by 
the dramatists of the future, and, in addition to this 
great task, he has given bacx to religious drama the 
living force of contemporary relevance. Much remains 
to be done, for "no man can invent a form, create a taste
1. T.S. Eliot, Intro^ to Shaxespeare and the Popular 
Dramatic Tradition, p .8.
2. ’The Function of Poetry in the Drama’, j, .256.
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for it, and perfect it too",^ and the ultimate evolution 
of a txaaitional form for contemporary oetic drama 
is "something which can only be elaborated by the 
experiment of more than one generation of dramatic 
poets".^ Perha^ .iS at some futur^e date the "mirage of the 
perfection of verse drama, wnicn would be a design of 
human action and of words, such as to present at once
3
the two asp ects or ura-atic and of .x.usical order" may 
be substantiated. If this is so, the debt to Eliot 
as a pioneer and an experimentalist, will, by the very 
fulfilment of his own aspirations, be pain.
1. T.S. Eliot, 'The Possibility of a Poetic Drama',p.442
^ . 'Comments on The Cocktail Party', p .22.
3. 'Po etry and Drama', p .85.
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CHAPTER IV 
Dramatic Criticism of 1\ 8. Eliot
In an age dominated by the fragmentary 
expository and interpretive criticism of the popular 
intellectual press^ Eliot has produced a body of 
criticism which forms a unity worthy of consideration 
as a theory of abstract aesthetics. This critical 
approach is characterised by a fundamental insight 
into the creative action, a facility for reaching 
beyond the ultim.ate work of ,art to conprehend the 
basic relationship between the imaginative conception 
and the artistic technique, and his understanding of 
the creative process within himself throws light, 
forv/ard and baclcward, between his active and his con­
templative approach to poetic drama. In Eliot the critic, 
as in Eliot the pleywrighÿ a balance is found between the 
aspirations of the pure artist and the practical aims 
of the dramatic pioneer. The creative criticism of 
the artist, embodied in the aesthetic theory partly 
formulated and partly to be deduced from his work, 
provided the pioneer with a standpoint from, which he may 
direct and control his followers in the quest for a
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contemporary dramatic form capable of future modifi­
cation and refinement. It is only by a full under­
standing of the creative process, and of its relation­
ship to ultimate form, that we can hope to adapt this 
process to the needs of oui' ov/n time.
Of primary importance is Eliot's differentiation 
between the poetic and the prose play, and his insistence 
on the essentially organic relationship of poetry to the 
drama. That which sets Eliot above the majority of 
the dramatists of the nineteenth century, and gives 
integrity to his own dramatic work, is his realisation 
that verse drama is not prose drama plus the "embellishment"^
of versification, not "merely a decoration of a dialogue
2
which could, as drama, be as well put in prose." written 
by "a man skilled in the arts and skilful to weave them 
together," not "a play done into verse," but a distinct 
form of art, "a different kind of play, "different
r n
and more profoundly dramatic," a much richer design."^
1. T.S. Eliot, 'Poetry and Drama,' p.68.
2. 'The Aims of Poetic Drama', (Adam.), p.14.
3. T.S. Eliot, Preface to The Wheel of Eire, ITVII
4. T.S. Eliot, Intro to Shalcespeare and the Popular
Dramatic Tradition, p .9.
5. op.cit.
6. 'The Aims of Poetic Drama,* pp.14-15*
7* Preface to The Nheel of Eire, p.XVIII.
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In stressing that "a true verse plajT" is not a play
translated into verse, it is conceived and carried out
in terms of verse"^ Eliot recalls Abercrombie's
statement that "the obvious difference between a
verse-dramatist and a prose-dramat1st is that one makes
his characters talk verse, the other prose; but that
is not the only difference v/e have to consider.
That is only the outer sign of a profounder
difference, a difference of conception. V/e must be
clear then that a poetic play is not a play that might
have been v/ritten in prose, but happens to be written 
2in poetry," and places poetry in its true perspective 
as an aspect of the primary conceptual difference 
between the poetic and the prose play.
Organically related to this conceptual dis­
tinction is the poet's appreciation of the ultimate 
value of poetic drama and of its superiority over that 
written in prose. Eliot's view of this ultimate 
value is clearly related to that of his near contera- 
pnraries, and involves their significant further 
distinction between the deceptive 'realism' of the prose
1 . T.E. Eliot, 'The Need for Poetic Drama,' p.99^*
2. L. Abercrombie, 'The Function of Poetry in the Drama, ' 
p.253.
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play, and the genuine reality of verse drama. This 
distinction makes clear that the photographic naturalism 
of prose drama is merely an imitation of actuality, 
the surface motion of living conceived by Yeats as the 
"whirlj.ng circumference"^ and by Abercrombie as "the
p
ready-made boot of existence." It is "the substitution
of apparent for real truth.” This "real truth", whether
we call it the "innermost", the "s^'iritual", the "emotional"^
reality, or the "self-evident truths"^ which underlie the
outward expression of human existence, Is the concern of
true verse drama. If reality be conceived as Abercrombie
conceived it, as "a set of Chinese boxes, an inner one
6still fitting inside the last one opened," the prose
n
drama concerns itself with the "outermost reality"
1. W.B. Yeats, Plays and Controversies, 1923, p.98.
2. L. Abercrombie, 'The Function of Poetry in the Drama,'
p.239.
3 . A.B. Yeats, Plays and Controversies, p.156.
4. 'The Function of Poetry in the Drama,' p.259.
5. d.B. Yeats, The Death of Synge, 1928, p.2 0.
6 . 'The Function of Poetry in the Drama,' p.259.
7 . op.cit., p .259.
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of superficial word and action, i-Aile the poetic 
drama embodies that "innermost reality,those 
permanent features of our state of being which defy 
the specific confines of time and space, and furcm 
"the general substratum to all existence." Prose 
drama deals in "the continual restless mimicries of 
the surface of life, poetic drama in "the nobler 
movements that the heart sees, the rhythmical movements 
that seem to flow up into the imagination from some deeper 
life than that of the individual soul.”"^ The idea that 
prose drama, in reproducing the outward appearance of 
everyday speech and action which we call living, 
presents us as we are, is mist alien; it presents us 
only as we seem. Our ever recurring human truth is 
expressed through the verse drama which, in passing 
beyond the particular to the generic "except only for 
preserving the necessary credibility, neglects the outer 
shells of reality, and directly seeks to imitate the core. 
Or rather, it seelcs to imitate in you the effect which
1. op.cit.
2 . op.cit.
3. k.B. Yeats. Plays and Controversies, 1923, p.4-9*
4. op.cit., p .48.
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v/ould be produced if you perceived with certainty/ and
clarity the grand emotional impulse driving all existence
and, in the performance of this supreme function of
spiritual communication, poetic drama is in a way
more realistic than 'naturalistic drama', because
instead of clothing nature in poetry it should remove
the surface of things, expose the underneath, or the
inside, of the natural surface appearance. It may
allov/ the characters to behave inconsistently, but only
with respect to a deeper consistency. It may use any
device to show their real feelings and volitions,
instead of just what, in actual life, they would normally
profess or be conscious of. It cuts through the
surface of human existence to reveal the "vision of the
heart of life, and "to examine the life itself, the 
q
master cell^"
For Eliot then, as for his fellow champions
1. L. Abercrombie, 'The Function of Poetry in the Drama'
p.260-1.
2. Intro, to Shakespeare and the Popular Dramatic 
Tradition, p.9*
5. J. Masefield, Preface to The Tragedy of Nan, 1911*
4. J. Masefield, 'Playwriting,' Recent Prose, p.117*
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of poetic drama in this century, the value of verse drama
is the value of an artistic medium capable of immediate
and vivid communication of spiritual truth. In great
poetic drama the dramatist speaks directly to the souls
of his audience recreating in them the spiritual
experience undergone at the moment of imaginative con-
ception. In prose drama, the poo-^ 's obligation to the
surface level of his naturalistic presentation stultifies
the revelation of the truth beneath the actual, and in
the characters of prose drama any stirring of the hidden
chords of being must necessarily result in ‘^poeticizing'^,
sentimentality5 or a charged pause in speech and action
during which the moved characters "look silently into the
fireplace' -'silently* because they are limited by their
very conception to lifeless social intercourse and ^have
no artistic and charming language except light persiflage
and no powerful language at all."^ Only the heightened
conceptual form of poetic drama allows for full spiritual
intercourse bet v/e en the playwright and his audience, and
permits the speaking and listening spirit to pass beyond
2
"the plane of ordinary consciousness." to "some other
1. d.B. Yeats, The Gutting of an Agate, 1918, p.77.
2. T.S. Eliot, "The Aims of Poetic Drama,' (Adam) p.15
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plane of r e a l i t y P r o s e  drama may present, in the 
concentrated orderliness which every form, of art 
demands, "the world of our ordinai^^ awareness from 
a particular point of view, and thus sharpen our 
perception of that world. It can show us more of 
that world, of the relations and conflicts between 
persons ar types of person, than we see for ourselves 
while immersed in the ordinary business of living.
The characters must, however, behave according to 
our ordinary understanding of types, as separate and 
self-contained individuals having the same kind of
p
existence as that of which we are ordinarily aware," 
but the greater scope of verse drama allows its 
characters to "disclose (not necessarily be aware of) 
a deeper reality than that of the plane of our most 
conscious living, and, while they maintain credibility 
by being "true to character" on the sur*face level of 
actual existence, "they can also speak beyond character, 
and thereby open a window into worlds of which we are
1. T.S. jEliot, 'John Marston', Selected Essays, p.229.
2. 'The Aims of Poetic Drama,' (Adam) P.15*
3. Intro, to Shakespeare and the Popular Dramatic 
Tradition, p.8.
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commonly unaware,"^ for "beyond the verge of the name able
classifiable emotions and motives of our usual conscious
life, there is a fringe of indefinite extent, of feelings
and emotions which we can only see, so to speali, out of
the corner of the eye, or in moments of accidental
detachment from action. This fringe is penetrated by
2
dramatic poetry at its moments of greater intensity."
In genuine poetic drama there is "a greater range of 
feeling than can be expressed in the greatest prose play,""^ 
because the dramatist is dealing, not with "the ephemeral 
and superficial""^ of the naturalistic imitât ion, but breaking 
through the cramping limitations of the particular to the 
apprehension and communication of "the permanent and 
universal,"^ and, most important, of "the stratum of truth 
permanent in human nature.
1. 'The Aims of Poetic Drama,' (Adam), p .1$.
2 . op .cit.
5. op.cit.
4. T.S.Eliot, 'A Dialogue on Dramatic Poetry', Selected 
Essays, p.46.
5 * op.cit.
6 . T.S. Eliot, 'Thomas Middleton,' Selected Essays, p.lop.
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The greatness of Eliot, both as a writer and 
critic of verse drama, lies in his realisation that 
genuine poetic drama is a form of art, distinct by its 
very conception from the prose play, and from the 
false verse play in which poetry is decorative rather 
than organic. The ultimate value of true poetic drama 
is its conceptual value, a heightending and intensification 
of the imagination which finds a corresponding neightening 
and intensification in its formal communication. Through 
his very conception of poetic drama as a means of 
immediate spiritual communication of primary human truth 
Eliot illustrates his belief that its imaginative poetry 
goes deeper than its formal exp'ression,^ that "a true
verse play is not a play translated into verse, it is
2
conceived and carried out in terms of verse." This 
belief gives integrity to his view of the function of 
poetry in drama; above all it rejects that arbitrary 
use of poetry which is the elemental flaw in the dramatic 
work of the nineteenth century, and insists that poetry
1. V/e may take, for example, the later plays of Ibsen,
which are intensely poetic in concept although the
dramatist does not extend his formal substantiation
of this concept to overt verbal poetry. Bee Chap.I
pp.
2. T.S.Eliot, 'The Need for Poetic Drama,' p.994.
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must "justify itself dramatically,"^ must stand up to 
"the test of strict dramatic utility.
Where Eliot fails us, in his theory as in his 
practice, is in his tendency to sublimate the importance 
of the human element of character. His statement that 
"no play should be written in verse for v/hich prose is 
dramatically adequate"^ reveals a healthy attitude to 
the organic function of poetry in the drama, but he omits 
to expand his aesthetic theory to cover the imaginative 
heightening, at the conceptual level, of every element 
in the poetic play, and of the consequent mutual 
creativeness of these elements. He is inclined to pre­
suppose the organic relationship between the poetry of 
the verse pla,y and its characters, and between characters 
and basic concept. yJhile acquiescing to the essential 
integration between the language of the dramatist and his 
imaginative conception, and insisting that the "dramatic 
situation" should reach "such a point of intensity" that 
it is "natural for the characters to express themselves 
in poetry, he fails to make explicit the initial.
1. T.S.Eliot, 'Poetry and Drama', p.68.
2. op.cit., p.83.
3. op.cit., p.68.
4. 'The Aims of Poetic Drama," (Adam), p.13.
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conceptual intensification of character which antoniatically 
demands the heightened formal expression of poetry.
In 1928 Eliot issued a warning to artistic 
pioneers "if you want form, you must go deeper than 
dramatic technique . .oixteen years previously this
warning had been anticipated by Abercrombie's '^The
p
Function of Poetry in the Draroa,*' , in which depths were 
sounded v/hich Eliot, in his critical work, tends to 
assume. Abercrombie, like Eliot, insists that verse 
drama is not merely prose drama decorated with a formal 
design, but that the character's use of verse ar prose 
in a play "is only the outer sign of a profounder 
difference, a difference of conception."^ Like Eliot 
he conceives poetic drama as a distinct form of art, 
but, unlike his near contengorary, he overtly develops 
the vital question of the imaginative heightening of 
concept in his analysis of the process which results in 
the ultimate poetic dramat ic form. Eliot states a 
profound critical truth when he says "no play should be
1. 'A Dialogue on Dramatic Poetry, Selected Essays, P .4-9.
2. English Critical Essays, 1933, edited by P.M. Jones,
p p f Z F 2" ^ S l ------------
3 . L. Abercrombie, "The Function of Poetry in the Drama, '
p.253.
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v/rittea in verse for which prose is dramatically
adequate,"^ a truth of which Abercrombie was also aware -
"ï7e must be clear then that a poetic play is not a play
that might have been written in prose, but happens to
2be vvritten in poetry." V/here Eliot 's criticism
falls short of Abercrombie *s theory of abstract aesthetics
is in his omission to define and enlarge upon every
facet of the fundamental conceptual difference between
the genuine poetic drama and the play "for v/liich prose
%
is dramatically adequate. A brief comparison betv/een
these two major bodies of critical theory reveals in 
Eliot a tendency to assumption and to apparently dis­
proportionate values. Abercrombie’s criticism reaches 
back to the primary creative impulse, the "conceptual 
poetry"^ of which ultimate form is only "bhe outer sign.
1. T.S.Eliot, ’Poetry and Drama,’ p.68.
tkc
2. ’The Punetion of Poetry in Drama,^ p.253.
A
3. ’Poetry and :Drama, ’ p.68.
4. L. Abercrombie, ’The Function of Poetry in the 
Drama," p.256.
5. op.cit., p .253. See also L. Abercrombie, Towards 
a 'ilieory of ^irt, p.96, "Form in technique is the 
symbol of unity in conception."
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He points out the creative relationship not only of 
the dramatis^ language, but also of the human element 
in the play to the need for spiritual communication 
v/hich is artistically translated into poetic conception.
-in "the kind of play” which he would allow to be that 
distinct ai‘t form, the poetic drama, "the characters 
themselves are poetry, and were poetry before they 
began to spealc poetry : it would be a wrench for them
not so to utter themselves."^ The characters in 
verse drama "have undergone a certain powerful simpli­
fication and exaggeration, so that the primary impulses 
of being are infinitely : ore evident in what they do and
2
say than in the speech and action of actuality’s affairs." 
They have, indeed, become large symbols of that permanent 
human reality, the consciousness of which is recreated 
in the mind of the recipient through the medium of the 
ultimate form. In them "the confusion of forces which 
make up the impulsion of ordinary life" has been "simplified 
to a firm arrangement of conflict" a n d v e r y  force which 
moves in them is made thereby to be of intense unobstructed 
significance."^ The characters in true poetic dram.a are
1. op.cit., p.254. '
2. op.cit.
3. op.cit., cf. also L.Abercrombie, Thomas Hardy : A Critical 
Study, p. 18. "Life has at last been perfectly f ormed and' :
measured to man’s requirements: and in art man knows
himself truly the master of his existence, etc." .
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"in the scale" of the "conceptual poetry. It follows
that the manner in which they express themselves must
inevitably be in the same scale as the characters, The
"intense unobstructed significance" of the living impulses
which have been concentrated into their creation, must
find utterance in "the intense unobstructed significance
which v/ords can only have in poetry." The "simplification
and exaggeration" of character into generic symbols must
of necessity lead to a corresponding exaggeration and
simplification of their language" out of the grey conp^lexity
%
of ordinary speech into an ordered medley of colour; the 
"exaggerated shapeliness of personality is conplemented 
by "exaggeration in the shape of the speech they utter. 
Abercrombie has come back to his guiding principle - 
"the characters themselves are poetry, and were poetry 
before they began to speak poetry: it would be a wrench for





3. op.cit., p .255.
6. op.cit., p.254.
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Abercrombie ’3 critical theory assuïïie5 nothing.
It involves a detailed examinât ion of every aspe c t of
the relationship between inspiration, the spiritual urge,
and form, the communicative symbol. In the poetic drama
he conceives this spiritual urge as the poet’s "sense of 
1 . .
life," his joy in "the grand emotional impulse driving 
all existence," and creatively substantiated by vivid 
characters and heightened language. The poet rejoices 
in the ordered concentration of art, which, in imposing 
its terms on ordinary life, moulds it to fit "m.an ’ s 
requirements,""^ excites in him a consciousness of himself 
as "the master of his existence and produces that 
"state of being in which we find it something of an 
exultation to Imow that we are ourselves,"^ that "state 
of astonishment that glows to perceive with unexpected 
force that splendid fact, that fact that we do exist.
1. L. Abercrombie, The Idea of Great Poetry, 1923,
p.130.
2. ’The Function of Poetry in the Drama,’ p.261,
3. Thomas Hardy : A Critical Study, 1912, p .18.
4. op.cit.
3. ’The Function of Poetry in the Drama,’ p.264.
6 . op.cit., p .236.
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This awareness of ourselves and of all existence is 
effected through the characters of poetic drama, which 
ai^ e raised and intensified to a higher pitch of being 
than that of ordinary humans. Through them "the current 
of life flows.., at a fiercer strength" and "the resistance 
of the characters to the current, and their consequent 
incandescence, is also f i e r c e r . T h e y  have been 
harmonised by art from the drifting shapelessness of 
ordinary living into bold outline, and they are con­
sequently more alive, more real to us than life itself. 
Spiritual reality, the truth of our being, our desire 
for life and our will to live are embodied in these generic 
symbols, and it follows that their utterance is the 
direct communication of the emotional reality with which 
they burn. It is,therefore,as Abercrombie points out, 
quite natural for them to speak in poetry; they could 
not do othervvise. By mailing a thorough eimploration of 
the dramatic process, from conception, through creation 
to ultimate form, Abercrombie is able to base his critical 
theory on the great truth of genuine poetic drama, which 
is that every element of form - character, action, setting 
and language - is an aspect of concept, and all are
op.cit.
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mutually creative in the communication of the dramatist’s 
spiritual experience.
The integrity of Eliot’s attitude towards 
the essentially functional nature of _^oetry in the drama, 
implies ahercromhie ’ s fully developed theory of form as 
an aspect of poetic concept. On at least one occasion 
he reveals a fine perception of this truth. "The only 
way of expressing emotion in the form of art is by finding 
an ’objective correlative’; in other v/ords, a set of 
objects, a situation, a chain of events which shall be 
the formula of that particular emotion, such that v/hen 
the external fact^ which must terminate in sensory 
experience, are given, the emotion is immediately evoked... 
The artistic ’inevitability’ lies in this complete adequacy 
of the external to the emotion."^ -Jiere he is touching 
on the root of the genesis of art. However, his 
conception of the relationship of character to th$S genesis, 
and especially of the consequent functional relationship 
between character and dramatic speech can only be con­
structed by a synthesis of fragmentary comments gleaned 
from his critical v/ritings. On this point his critical 
observations are not follov/ed through and expanded to form 
an abstract aesthetic theory.
1. T.o. Eliot, ’Hamlet’, Selected Essays, p.14  ^•
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Eliot recognises the necessity for characterisation 
in the drama, both with reference to its more obvious 
function - "it is in recognising the identities and 
differences between characters on the stage and ourselves 
and the people we have known, that we get oup serious 
impression of a p l a y , a n d  to its function as a communi­
cative symbol of imaginative conception which should
p
"replace" the "philosophy" of the dramatist, and sub­
stantiate his view of life with a "poetic vision, 
a "world which the author’s mind has subjected to a 
process of simplification."'^'* He is also constantly 
aware of the concern of poetic drama with large, generic 
human effects, that its essential content is “the 
permanent struggles and conflicts of human beings, and
that the greatest drama is‘occupied with great and
6 _permanent moral conflicts." rn apealving of Middleton’s 
The Changeling, he excuses the absurdity of the plot to 
the modern mind, and extenuates the faults which he finds
1. ’The Aims of^Poetic Drama,’ (Adam), p.15*
2. ’The Possibility of Poetic Drama, ’ p.444.
A
5. 'The Duchess of Malfi at the Lyric,’ ±irt and Letters.
Ill, 1. Winter 1919/20.
4. ’The Possibility ofaPoetic Drama,’ p.446.
5. ’The Need for Poetic Drama,’ p.995*
6. ’Thomas Middleton,’ Selected Essays, p.165.
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in the play, because he finds there also "the stratum
of truth pernicirient in human nature;" the play has a
"permanent" quality, it is an "eternal tragedy"^ and
it is this which makes it great. Similarly he is
willing to endure the ribaldry and tedium 'which offend him
in fomen Beware Domen, because, beneath the conventional
surface of his form, Middleton "has caught permanent
2
human feelings." However, the conclusions which Eliot 
draws, might as well be the result of the sensitive 
critical mind appreciating from the effect of the 
poetic drama, as the creative mind exploring its process.
The critic does not clearly trace the generic human 
quality of the great play back to its source in the 
conceptual intensification of its characters. He does 
not overtly expand his view to include the initial raising 
of humanity "to an intense!? pitch of heat," to what 
Masefield a shade sentimentally calls tlie'^ calm, wise, 
gentle people who speal: largely from a vision detached 
from the w o r l d , a n d  to the level of the primary simplicity
1. op.cit., p.lop.
2. op.cit., p.166.
5. 'The Function of Poetry in the Drama,’ p.256.
4. J. Masefield, .Shakespeare, 1911, p.7^*
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of those people whom Synge made articulate, "men and
women who under the weight of their necessity lived, as
the artist lives, in the presence of death and childhood,
and the great affections and the orgiastic moment when
life out leaps its limits."^
His observations on Massinger lead him to the
brink of the aesthetic depths of the conceptual function
of character in the creation of poetic drama’s ultimate
form. He points out that character, to be "living"
and "moving", must have "some emotional unity," must be
composed of "parts which are felt together," not "scattered
2
observations of human nature." "A ’living’ character 
is not necessarily ’true to life’. It is a person whom 
we can see and hear, whether he be true or false to human 
nature as we know it. ./hat the creator of character 
needs is not so much knowledge of motives as keen 
sensibility; the dramatist need not understand people ; 
but he must be exceptionally aware of t h e m . H e r e  we 
have an implication of the need for great and simple
1. ;/.B. Yeats, ’Synge and the Ireland of his Time,’
1910, The Gutting of an Agate, pp.151-2.
2. T.S. Eliot, ’Philip Mlassinger,’ Selected Essay s,p .212.
5. op.cit.
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effects in the characters of poetic dr aim, for characters
which are not minutely psycho-analysed, out which embody
strong generic emotions and may stand as symbols of
spiritual reality and unchanging human truth. Indeed
Eliot himself says "it is not for the dramatist to
produce an analysed character, but for the audience to
analyse the character. Ihen the dramatist is creative,
then the more creative the dramatist, the greater
varieties of interpretation will be possible," and adds,
significantly, "drama is not poetic merely because it is
in v e r s e . M o r e o v e r ,  he approaches closely to
.ibercrombie ’s conception of the "powerful simplification
2
and exaggeration" of character when he says of the 
characters of Jonson and dhakespeare, and "perhaps of 
all the greatest drama," that they are "drawn in positive
and simple outlines," which may be filled in, and yet
%
retain "a clear and sharp and simple form."-^ This 
conception of the fundamental simplification and in­
tensification of character may, through Eliot’s specific 
reference to dhaliespeare, be related to his estimate of
1. ’Comments on The Cocktail i arty, ’ World be view, Nov,
1949, pp. 19-^2.
2. ’The Function of Poetry in the Drama,’ p.254.
3 . T.S. Eliot, ’Ben Jonson,’ Selected Essays, p.152.
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the ultimate value of poetic drama. In Shakespeare’s
characters Eliot finds "more resources... than in most
of the personages of modern prose drama, and the way
of interpreting them sure endless."^ The plays of
dhakespeare have a "provocative power" to "suggest 'ideas
to those who hear and read them" which endows them, with
that permanent universal quality which is the stamp of
the "great play", the play with enduring power to "affect
different people differently”, to be "capable of innumerable
interpretations," and to "have a fresh meaning for every 
2
generation." It is the reader, however, who must span a 
period covering thirty years^ of Eliot’s critical v/riting 
to evolve a relationship between conceptual cause and 
ultim.ate effect.
The effect is not overlooked, but the process 
by which it is achieved is .^ ot reconstructed. Eliot 
conceives the supreme function of the verse play as the 
satisfaction of " one form of the desire of human beings 
to achieve greater dignity and significance than they
1. ’Comments on The Cocktail Tarty. ^
2. ’The Aims of Poetic Drama, ’ (Adam) , p. 16.
3. ’Ben Jonson’, 1919. ’Comments on The Cocktail Part.y’ 
and ’The Aims of Poetic Drama, ’ 1^ 4-9.
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seem to do in their private or indeed oublie lives, 
and the providing of "a stimulant to mal:e life more 
tolerable and augment our ability to live. Here he 
looks back to /ibercrombie ’ s theory that the harmonious 
triumph of cirtistic order over the chaos of everyday 
life arouses in man that sense of mastery over his existence 
which is the most noble qp iritual experience of which 
the drama is capable. L_:liot omius, however, to recreate 
fully the action by which the artistic triumph is brought 
about. He barely implies the human perspective into 
which he places the use of dramatic poetry - "it should 
stimulate partly by the action of vocal rhythms on what, 
in our ignorance, we call the nervous s y s t e m . W e  
inquire in vain after the critic’s assurance of a firm
grip on the the character in the function of the gernsis
of art, of his belief that, in genuine verse drama, every
element of form is an aspect of concept, and all are
mutually creative in its formal manifestation.
Eliot’s grasp of the importance of character 
in the governing "scale... of conceptual poetry"^ which
1. ’Heligious Drama: Mediaeval and Modern,* p.12.
2. Intro, to Savanarola, p.XI-XII.
3 . op .cit. (ray emphatics).
4. ’The Function of Poetry in the Drama’ p .236.
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gives integrity to the use of verse form in drama, is 
at its weakest in his personal and constructive approach 
to this question, and to its contemporary implications. 
Here he is almost self-consciously tentative. He is 
"tempted" to "suggest" that "drama is not made with 
ideas hut with human beings";^ it "seems" to him 
"that we should turn away from the Theatre of Ideas to 
the Theatre of Character. The essential poetic play
2
should be made with human beings rather than with ideas." 
There is here an unbecoming sense of astonishment and 
discovery, a groping exploration of ground which should 
be the freehold of poetic drama. The critic’s com­
prehension of the fundamental relationship between 
verse drama and those primary, permanent human emotions 
and impulses with which, at its finest, it is concerned, 
lacks assurance and vitality. Too frequently it is 
deductive rather than constructive.
Despite his unfortunate presupposition of the 
functional significance of character in the verse play, 
Eliot has made abundantly clear, in one of his latest 
critical discourses, his belief that dramatic form is
1. ’The Aims of Poetic Drama’, (Adam) p.16.
2. ’Comments on The Cocktail Party, ’ p. 2.1.
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an aspect of imaginative concept in genuine verse drama. 
The Jpencer Memorial Lecture^ culminates in the critic’s 
presentation of a "mirage of the perfection of verse 
drama, which would he a design of human action and of 
words, such as to present at once the two aspects of 
dramatic and of musical order." This is the manifesto 
of a belief basic to Eliot’s dramatic criticism. He 
conceives the poet dra.matist as working simultaneously 
on two levels, weaving - "and this not by a concurrence
of two activities, but by the full expansion of one and
% 4
the same a c t i v i t y - a "dramatic" and a "musical"
pattern, v/hich in the very process of creation are
6 6 "organically"-^ interwoven into "a much richer design."
The writer of verse drama is distinct from the poet or the
prose dramatist; he is "not merely a man skilled in two
1. Delivered at Harvard University, 21 November, 1950.
2. ’Poetry and Drama’, p .85.
3. ’A Dialogue on Dram.atic Poetry, ’ p.52.
4. ’The Need for Poetic Drama’, p.994-.
5 . Preface to The V/heel of Eire, p.XVIII.
6. op .cit., p.XVII.
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arts and skilful to weave together", hut one who has
discovered "the laws, both of another kind of verse and
another kind of d r a m a . H e r e  Eliot touches on the
nerve of creative activity in the verse drama. The
imaginative conception of the poetic dramatist is, by a
simultaneous creative process translated at one and
the same tie into terms of action and of poetry, into
"dramatic form" and also into "the musical pattern which
can be obtained only by verse," and "the two forms must 
2
be one." The "two forms” are "one” in that they are 
both aspects of one concept, and are therefore organically 
united into that distinct form of art, that "different
5
kind of play" which is genuine poetic drama. .dince the 
poetry and the drama of true verse drama are thus 
organically united, it follows, as Eliot points out, 
that "any poetic intensity, in a play, will be dramatic 
intensity as w e l l . T h e  two aspects of the poet 
dramatist’s conception, being as they are "the full
1. Intro, to Ehalcespeare and the Popular Dramatic 
Tradition, p.9*
2. T.d. Eliot, ’Audiences, Producers, Plays, Poets,’ 
New Verse , No. 18. Dec .1935, P-4--
3. Intro, to Dhake speare and the Popular Dramatic 
Tradition, p .9*
4. ’The Duchess of Malfi at the Lyric.’
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expansion of one and the same activity"^ are mutually
creative to that supreme point at which "you can hardly
say whether the lines give grandeur to the drama, or
whether it is the drama which turns the words into 
2
poetry."
Eliot is intensely concerned with the musical 
function o p o e t r y  in the drama. dince, in poetic f 
drama, the poetry and the drama are mutually creative, 
each must he read in terms of the other. Eliot 
conceives the poetry in verse drama as "a kind of 
musical design... which reinforces and $s at one with 
the dramatic movement. The essential inter-relationship 
between drama and poetry is, for Eliot, the organic 
synthesis of a simultaneous design in action and in 
music. It has, indeed, an affinity with the ballet 
which he admires for its "immediate and direct"^ effect, 
and for its concern with "a permanent form,"-^ but which
1. ’A Dialogue on Dramatic Poetry,’ p .32.
2. ’The Poetry of f.B. Yeats,’ Purpose, July/Dec. 1940.
3. ’Poetry and Drama,’ p .73*
4. ’The Duchess of Malfi at the Lyric’.
5. ’A Dialogue on Dramatic Poetry,’ p.47.
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)^e rejects for its ephemeral content. Like Masefield,
he conceives the poet dramatist as a "musician,"
"mentally singing his story to the end,"^ The poetic
play is carried out simultaneously in terms of action,
and "in terms of verse," for to work out a plaj^  in verse
is to he working like a musician as well as like a prose
dramatist; it is to see the whole thing as a musical
pattern, ihid this is an entirely different thing from
a play set to music. It is not like 4m  opera, hut some
%
musical form like the sonata or fugue." The "musical 
pattern" which is at one with the dramatic pattern of 
the play, "intensifies our excitement by reinforcing 
it with feelings from a deeper and less articulate level, 
by dramatising the eddies of those "feelings and emotions 
which we can only see, so to spear, out of the corner 
of the eye For a full appreciation of poetic drama,
the audience must inter-tran slate the formal aspects of
1. J. Masefield, So Long To Learn, 1952, p.94-.
2. ’The Need for Poetic Drama, ’ p.994-.
3 • op.cit.
4-. op.cit.
5. ’The Aims of Poetic Drama, ’ (Adam.) , p.15*
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the governing conception, and, v/ith regard to the langusige 
01 the verse play must "try to grasp the whole design; 
and read character and plot in the understanding of 
this sub terre ne and submarine music. Nor does the 
music of poetic drama effect the audience only at the 
level of full orchestration which accompanies the moments 
of greater intensity in the dramatic situation. Eliot 
stresses the importance of the subtle, subconscious 
musical design, the "transpax-ent" lines of verse in 
which the rhythm has "its effect upon the hearers, without 
their being conscious of it, and evolves an unobtrusive 
musical pattern which "has checked and accelerated the 
pulse of our emotions without our knowing it
In the Preface to the edition of his Collected 
Ply/s published in 1923, Drinlcwater wrote "In the days 
when verse was the natural speech of the theatre, its 
beauty, like the beauty of all fine style, reached the 
audience without any insistence upon itself. The guiding 
principle of the speech of these plays later than X = 0 has
1. Preface to The Wheel of Eire, p.XVIII.
2. ’Poetry and Drama,’ p.?1.
3 . op.cit.
4. op.cit., p .73*
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been, so far as I could manage it, to malce it beautiful 
without letting anybody know about it Drinlcwater,
like Eliot, realised the playv/right ’s obligation to the 
terms imposed by his age, to the necessity of working 
on the emotions of an audience unf ami liar with and 
therefore unsympathetic to poetic drama, "without their 
being conscious of it." Each of the two dramatists 
approaches this problem, from, opposite directions. 
Drinkwater, after the pioneer work in the verse dram.a 
of his early lyrical plays, turns to the prose drama, 
attempting to reach the lowest common denominator between 
the two by infusing with "the sparest prose idiom 
something of the enthusiasm and poignancy of verse."
Eliot, on the other hand, believes that the form, most 
suited to the requirements of the twentieth century is 
to be evolved through a modification of the verse medium 
to the point at which "everything can be said in verse, 
a modification to a form "in which dramatic characters 
can express the purest poetry v/ithout highfalutin and in 
which they can convey the most commonplace message
1. J. Drinlcwater, Preface to Collected Plays. 1925,
Vol.I, p.VIII.
2. ’Poetry and Drama,’ p.71.
3. Preface to Collected Plays, p.VIII.
4. ’The Aims of Poetic Drama’, (Adam), p.12.
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without absurdity. It is Eliot’s view that "we should 
aim at a form of verse in which everything can be said 
that has to be said, a form "able to say homely things 
without bathos, as 7/ell as to take the higjiest flights 
without sounding exaggerated, for "if the poetic drama 
is to reconquer its place, it must show that it can do 
just those things that are supposed to be done better in 
prose."'' Only by divesting the verse medium of 
artificiality, and by making it capable of the most 
ordinary exchanges of speech, can we hope to convince 
an age nurtured on prose drama that poetry is the natural 
medium for a play.
This possibility of subtlety influencing an 
audience inevitably suspicious of something with which 
they are unfamiliar is the great advantage which Eliot 
sees in the ^naturalised'^ poetic drama. By creating 
a dramatic verse capable of everything from, stage 
direction to spiritual revelation, the dramatist is able 
to lead a timid audience gently on towards the poetry 
which, were it offered in cold blood, they would self-
1. T.D.Eliot, ’The Music of Poetry,’ Selected Prose, p.66
2. ’Poetry and Drama,’ p.70.
3. op.cit.
4. ’The Aims of Poetic Drama’, (adam), p.12.
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consciously reject. The whole of a poetic play ''mil 
not be 'poetry' all the time"J for "the best part 
of life consists of prosaic passages." However, 
unless the audience is, as were the Elizabethans, 
accustomed to poetry in the theatre and therefore ready 
to accept it quite naturelly, a "mixture of prose and 
verse in the same play is generally to be avoided: 
each transition makes the auditor aware, with a jolt, 
of the medium."^ On the other hand, if the v/hole 
play is vyritten in a verse which, at the lower level 
of intensity, is barely perceptible, the audience, 
its interest held by the dramatic action, and therefore 
not "wholly conscious"^ of the fwiited medium, moves 
on unconsciously to that moment "when the dramatic 
situation has reached such a point of intensity that 
poetry becomes the natural utterance, because then it -is 
the only language in which the emotions can be expressed 
at all."^ It is at such "intense moments", when the
1. ’Poetry and Drama,’ p.70.
2. ’TheAims of Poetic Drama’ (IT.Y.rI.T. ) ,p.2. , col.l.
3. ’Poetry and Drama’, p.69.
4. op .cit., p.68.
5* op.cit. , p.70.
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audience has become suddenly " a w a r e o f  the poetry 
into which the dramatist has moved by an "imperceptible"^ 
transition, that the function of "first-rate verse drama"^ 
is fulfilled. The audience, "intent upon the play"^ 
to a point beyond self -consciousness, without realizing 
it, is carried forward by the spiritual motion of the 
drama beyond the limits of everyday understanding, until 
it seems to them "that the dramatic situation had reached 
such a point of intensity that it was natur,al for the 
characters to express themselves in poetry,"^ that indeed
there are moments in life when poetry is the natural 
form of ex[)ression of ordinary men and w o m e n . D o  smooth 
is the aural transition between "verse" and "poetry'\- 
that the reaction of the audience is purely and instan­
taneously spiritual ' - "the actors are spearcing in the same 
rhythms, with the same vocabulary, as before, and the 
change is felt, not in awareness of versification
1. ’The rims of Poetic Drama’, (Adam.) , p .13.
2. ’The Aims of Poetic Drama’, (N.Y.H.T.), p .2., col.l.
3. op.cit.
4. ’Poetry and Drama’, p.68.
5. ’The Aims of Poetic Drama’, (Adam), p.13.
6. ’The Aims of Poetic Drama’ (N.Y.H.T.), p .2., col.l.
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but in tbré awareness of the higher or lower charge
or energy in the whole s c e n e . B y  effecting this spiritual
acquiescence quite naturally the verse drama fulfils its
most noble function. The poet dramatist has not
allowed his audience to feel obliged "to put itself
in a special frame of mind to listen to the poetry,
has not confused them by mingling his medium and demanding
at certain points.that they "change their attention and
try to listen to poetry, but has unobtrusively drawn
them on to that supreme moment of spiritual awakening
when they realise in astonishment and joy that "I could
h
talk in poetry tool"
At this moment of strength, however, Eliot 
reveals the greatest v/eakness in his critical theory.
i^ll art is indeed illusion. That moment at which we 
feel that "ordinary men and women" could "talk in poetry 
too" is the moment of supreme illusion, the "fine and 
noble lie"^ by which we believe, for the instant, that 
we are "the masters of our existence."  ^ he would question
1. op.cit.
2. ’The Aims of Poetic Drama’, (Adam), p.15.
3. ’Comments on The Cocktail Party ^ ’ ylx.
4. ’Poetry and Drama’, p.79*
5. L. Abercrombie, ’The Function of Poetry in the Drama’, 
p . 2 7 1 .
See L  ftttrcrom  Thon^ai ft —S&w p» IT.
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Eliot’s statement that this magnificent spiritual 
modification is effected solely because "the dramatic 
situation" has reached an extraordinary "point of 
intensity" which has its consequences in a particularly 
high charge of emotion, an emotion which "may be supposed*' 
to*^lift" the character in the play "from his ordinary 
discourse, until the audience feels not that the actors 
are speaking verse but that the characters in the play 
have been lifted into poetry. It seems probable 
that Eliot implies, by the term "poetry", that state 
of spiritual intensification v/hich is generated by 
great poetic drama. Nevertheless, the critic is to 
be condemned for what is a virtual refutation of character 
as an aspect of concept in the genuine poetic play.
It brings suspicion on the general descriptive nature 
of Eliot’s observations on the essentially generic 
human content of the true verse play. It accounts 
for a tentative uncertainty in his attitude to the 
characters in Shalcespeare, for his difficulty in 
divining why certain lines which "might seem, purely
p
poetic" yet "fit in v/ith the character; or else we 
are comselled to adjust our conception of the character
1. ’The Aims of Poetic Drama’, (N.Y.H.T.), p .2., col.l.
2. ’Poetry and Drama’, p.80.
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in such a way that the lines will be appropriate to it.
It explains his divorcement of the greatest poetic lines 
from what we conceive to be inherently great poetic 
character, and his use of the phrase "beyond character" 
not in the sense beyond or super human, but in the more 
restricted sense of ’out of character’. Above all, it 
rejects the initial conceptual intensification of 
character in poetic drama^ and, in doing so, casts a 
shadow on the complete integrity of Eliot’s comprehension 
of the genesis of art.
Nevertheless, we may not question the integrity 
and insight of Eliot’s demand for a "form of versification 
and an idiom which would serve all my purposes, without 
recourse to prose, and be capable of unbroken transition 
between the most intense speech and the most relaxed 
d i a l o g u e I t  illustrates at once the soundness of 
an abstract aesthetic theory which conceives genuine 
poetic drama as a flexible, living medium, organic ally 
related to actual existence, and the sincerity of the 
pioneer facing ^  the challenge of an age unfamiliar
1. op.cit., p.81.
2. ’The Aims of Poetic Drama’, (adam) , p .13.
3. ’Poetry and Drama’, p.83.
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Y\i±bh and consequently unsympathetic towards poetry 
in the theatre. Eliot hs attitude to this problem 
is healthy; the acceptance of the fact that "we ha^e to 
accustom our audiences to verse to the point at which 
they will cease to be conscious of it, rejects any 
tendency towards a potentially fatal artistic snobbery. 
It inrlies the need for that fundamental understanding 
between dramatist and auditor on which the hope of a 
’traditional* form for contemporary poetic drama may 
be based.
furthermore, Eliot’s belief in the essential
2
relationship between dramatic poetry and music 
underlies an additional advantage which he sees in 
the use of muted, insinuating poetry at the more relaxed 
level of the verse-drama - the possibility of "verse 
rhythm" having "its effect upon the hearers, without 
their being conscious of it, of evolving "subterrene 
and submarine musicwhich, we shall find, "has checked 
and accelerated the pulse of our emotions without our 
knowing it."5 Throughout his critical work, Eliot
1. op.cit., p.70.
2. dee supra.. PP.SIt-l?.
3. ’Poetry and Drama’, p.71.
4. Preface to The Jheel of Eire, p.rilll.
5. ’Poetry and Drama’, p.73.
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reiterates this theory that the minds of the audience may
he subtly influenced by the imperceptible penetration
of verse rhythms in the same way in which the unobtrusive
repetition of lightly shaped music.al phrases and themes
works unnoticed on an untrained ear at a concert
performance. "The purpose of the verse should be
to operate on the auditor unconsciously so that he
should think and feel in the rhythms imposed by the
poet, without being aware of what these rhythms are
doingT^ The audience, put at their ease at the more
prosaic level of the drama by a barely recognisable
stylisation of everyday speech, are "able to forget
2
that they are listening to a poetic play," and are 
raised gently by the grip of the dramatic situation 
and by "the exciting effect of verse rhythms operating 
on the mind of the listener without his being conscious 
of it, to a level of spiritual acquiescence at which 
they will automatically accept the natural utterance of 
poetry in the inevitable swelling of the music into a
1. ’The Aims of Poetic Drama’, (P.Y.H.T.), p.2., col.l.
2. ’Comme nts on The Cocktail Party’ y p li
3. ’The Aims of Poetic Drama’, (Adam.) , p.13.
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full rendering of the intensified theme. Living 
as we do in an age which must be subtly weaned back 
to the acceptance of poetry on the stage, we recognise 
the aesthetic honesty and the practical value of 
pilot’s tlieory that "the unconscious effect of verse 
on the audience is the most important part of its 
effect, and the best justification for its use.
In 1936 Eliot acknowledged the debt owed to
..'.B, Yeats for "the revival of poetic drama in our 
2
time." Our own acknowledgement to the further debt 
owed to Eliot himself involves an inevitable comparison 
between the dramatic theories of the modern pioneers 
and between their methods of approach to the re­
instatement of verse- in the theatre. By virtue of this 
comparison we are enabled to evaluate more significantly 
the essentially practical and realistic approach of 
Eliot to the problems facing the dramatist of the 
present century.
In contrast to that of Eliot, Yeats’ attitude 
is one pf spiritual idealism approaching on spiritual 
msTtj/^om. for Yeats, who openly declared that he 
had rather that the Irish National Theatre failed than
1. ’The Aims of Poetic Drama’, (ad am), p.Ip.
2. ’The Need for Poetic Drama’, p.99^.
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suirenaered, lor the saxe of popularity, the right to 
shelter "the capricious spirit that bloweth as it
T • 4_ 4.utf 1 . (n+ea r«hnA
Irsteth , tuere rs no possibility of tranolrating the
cum..ercial and the arts theatre, his critical observations
and aesthetic theory stem from, a consistent imaginative
integrity witn a fine disregard for popular success.
xxis dramatic theory is defiant, us compromising and
idealistic, a magnificent plea for the unrestricted rights
of art, "shaxiing the dust of time from its feet "
and "compelled by nothing but its own capricious spirit
tnat as yet sends..its message from th^ foundations of the
w o r l d . T h e  readjustment necessary in order to bring
bacn poetry into the theatre must be on the part of the
audience's attitude to this form of art; art itself
must never stoop to gather up the unfaithful.
Against this aristocratic artistic integrity
we set Eliot's theory that poetic drama must reconquer
|)ob h
its place by showing that it can perform^the more menial 
tasxv of the prose drama and its own great spiritual 
function.^ V/e ca__not, however, say that Eliot is
1. d’.B. Yeats, Hays and GontroverSx.es, p.39.
2. op.cit., p.133'
3. o i^-' .cit., P • 3 6.
4-. cf. supra, pp3 1^-20 .
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betraying his cause by seeking to further it even among
the heretic. fe must remember the ..different circumstances 
under which Yeats and Eliot wrote. Yeats had the
undeniable advantage of addressing a people credulous
ana imaginative, a people not so far removed from those
"who believe so mucu in the soul, and so little in
anytning else, that they v;ere never entiiely conscious
that the earth was solid under the foot-sole. He
could afford the direct attempt to recall his audience to
tneir inherent love of extravagant lyricism and
imaginative fable. Eliot, however, is faced with the
Geralds, tne Violets, and the Gunnings of this world, the
people Who regard the theatre as nothing more than after-
dinner entertainment, who aggressively "do not like
poetry". He is too staunch a pioneer in the verse
drama to resign himself, with the air of a martyr, to
the limitations of the coterie, so often charged with
5
that "highbrow effect which is so depressing". He 
champions the rmghts of verse mrama on the very ground 
held by the opposition. A genuine pioneer must modify
1. Hays a m  Controversies , p . 123.
2. 'loetry and Grama’, p.74-.
3. T.3. Eliot, 'Euripides and Professor .,_urray ' ,
Selected Essays, p.50.
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the metuo^s by which he achieves his aim to the 
ci.rcu.mstances unclei' which he labours. If Yeats gave 
poetry rebirth, it is Eliot who has adapted it to its 
envxxonment.
Implicit in Eliot’s tncory that the immediate 
future 01 poetx.c drama lies in its *nat ui alisation^ to 
the j..oint at which, at the lower level of intensity, it 
may be capable of the function of prose, is his belief 
in the essential organic relationship between the 
language of genuine poetic drama and living speech.
Tne failure to realise tne significance of this relation- 
sni^ ,, that "there is a great aifference between making 
your characters talk in verse, and m:rely making them 
recite ;oetry",^ was, as Eliot himself points out, 
tne downfall of the 19th century dramatists. V.liat "makes 
these plays so lifeless"' is not a fault in plot, action 
or characterisation, "it is primarily that their rhythm 
of speech is something tnat we cannot associate with 
any human being except a poetry reciter. As Abercrombie 
so significantly remarms, poetry "is not made out of
1. 'The Need for Poetic Grama', p .995•
. 'The music of Poetry ' Selected Prose , pp. 61-62.
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printed words, out out of spoken words ; and in dramatic 
poetry, Eliot notes, "the dependence of verse upon speech
is much more direct  than in any other. If poetic
drama is not to be wooden and bloodless, the dramatist 
UiUst suggest conversation, ana "to suggest conversation, 
you must suggest the conversation of your own age, not 
that of some gr-at predecessor generations ago. It 
was the realisation of this truth vvhich moved Yeats to 
send Synge off to the west of Ireland where he could 
shape his poetry from the living poetry in the speech 
of the peasant - "for there everything is old and 
everything alive ana nothing is common or threadbare."^
Here th_ dramatic theory of Eliot and of Yeats is allied 
in the perceptive truth that "we must foun_. good literature 
on living speech. Ai-t which is to have true life
and genuine significance is created by the poet's 
subjugation of disordered actuality to the spiritual 
reality of his own imaginative conception. The 
utterance of contemporary poetic drama must be founded 
on the utterance of contemporary human beings; the
1. L. Abercrombie, 'Poetry and Contemporary Speech",
The Enp;lish Association, Pamphlet No .27, Feb.1914,p.7#
2. 'he ..xusic of foe try ' , pp.60-61.
3 . ' The Aims o., loetic Drama', (Adam) , p. 11.
4. Plays and Controversies, p.30.
3. op.cit., p .29.
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founding of modern dramatic speech on the dramatist’s 
reading in the great literature of the past can only 
lead, at best, to a "literary exercise" which, "however 
lovely", is yet "an evasion of the immediate task"'^ 
of satisfying the needs of our own time .
Yeats, for whom "without fine words there is no 
literature", rejected with a martyr's anguish, the 
superficialities and banalities of modern social 
intercourse. His belief that true contemporary dramatic 
form is born, not of literature, but of file, is no 
less strong than that of Eliot, but for him such a form 
is useless unless it be made thrilling with "abundant, 
resonant, beaut J_ful, laugning, living speech" of 
wnich the "vivid, picturesque, evei-varied language of 
xvd". Synge's persons is a suprea.e example. In advising 
Synge to create a living verse drama by imposing artistic 
form on the 'English idiom of the Irish-thinking people 
of the west", Yeats turned from the bald, unfertile
1. T.S. Eliot, "Review of Cinnamon and Angelica by 
middle ton xv.urray ' , Athenaeum, Hay 14, 1920.
2. 'The Aims of Poetic D i ama' (N .Y . H . T ; p .1, col.3.
3 . Plays and Controversies, p .174.
4. vV.B. Yeats, The Cutting of an Agate, p . 113»
3. Plays and Controversies, p.120.
6. op.cit., p .29'
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speech of present day society to the past; a past not, 
however, congealed in the printed word, but vibrant in 
the living utterance of a people unspoilt by contact 
witn modern civilisation. His dramatic theory assumes 
this living poetry, and demands therefore, a bold, rich 
utterance foi verse drama, a dramatic poetry swinging 
its "silver liamuier"^  of "joyful, fantastic, extravagant, 
whimsical, beautiful, resonant, and altogether reckless 
speech against the "wooden i m a g e s o f  a trivial and 
artificial society.
It is v;ith this very society, however, that 
Eliot's dramatic theory assumes a concern. His criticism 
is based on his own pioneering aims, the possibility 
of a drama which shall find a means of expression for
Zj.
yet another "dumb class" in society, the people whose 
spiritual stirrings are smothered under the impersonal 
viciousness of modern 'civilised' living. It was Yeats 
who said "If you would enoble the man of the roads you
1. op.cit., p.62.
2. op.cit., p .123'
3. op.cit., p .62.
4. op.cit., p.206.
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iiiust write about the roads, or about the people oi 
romance, or about great historical people."^ r'or Sliot, 
writing ior an audience v^ ith none of the inherent Irish 
respect for romantic and histoileal fable, an audience 
which is, indeed, inclined to regard them as nothing 
moie than a pleasing spectacle, confinement of poetic 
drama to the two last is out an evasion of the immediate 
problem. The critic remands a direct approach to the 
needs of his time ; if you would enable the man with a 
telephone you must write about telephones. Poetry must 
not depena upon the poet’s creation of "some imaginary 
world totally unlike our own" in .,hich it may be 
"tolerated" . he must find an essential imaginative 
reWtionship between the actual and the spiritually real 
of the artist. "hhat we have te do is to bring poetry 
into the worla in which the audience lives and to which 
it returns when it leaves the theatre ... Then we should 
not be transported into an artificial world: on the
contrary, our own sordid, dreary daily world would be 
suddenly illuminated and t r a n s f ig u re d .I f  poetry is
1. Oi.. .cit. , p . 32 .
2. 'Poetry ana Diama', p .79• 
u • op.cit.
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to reinstate itself it must face its difficulties, and 
nou taxe refuge in pretty costume ana charming but 
trivial sentiment; "it has got to show that it can deal 
with what appears to be the most refractory material",  ^
to tacxvle "a plot of contemporary people such as the 
men ana w’omen we xnow,"^ people "dressed like ourselves, 
living in houses anu apartments like ours, and using
5
telephones ana motor cars ana radio sets", and involved 
in "the same perplexities, conflicts ana misunderstandings 
that we ana our acquaintances get involved in. A 
living drama must frna its origin in life.
In taring up the cause of his own generation, 
.Eliot therefore imposed upon his art the problem of a 
veise form to be evolved from a compaidtively colourless 
contemporary speech. The "living speech"^ with which 
he voluntarily concerns himself is the language heard 
today in buses, shops, restaurants and hairdressing 
establisnmonts. If poetic drama is to meet the needs of
1. 'The Aims of Poetic Drama’, (N.Y.H.T.) p.l, col.3*
2. Oh.cit.
3. ’Poetry and Diama’, p.79*
4. ’The Aims of Poetic Drama’, (N.f.E.T.) p.l, col.3-
3. vV.B. Yeats, Plays and Controversies , p.29.
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people who look as we do an.x who are faced with our 
problems, it must express itself in a language based 
on tn.. speech which we normally employ. Throughout his 
critical work, Eliot reiterates the need for a new 
form of dramatic poetry which snail come naturally from 
the lips of the contemporary dramatic personages newly 
accepted by the verse play. This new form must be 
"devised out of colloquial speech",^  and the rhythms 
which it employs must be a modification of the underlying 
rhythms of our everyday speech.
It is this ever present awareness of contemporary 
needs which motivates Eliot's demand for a pruning of 
superflous lyricism in the drama. The lyricism of 
Shakespeare was the supreme limit to which a playwright 
may push a living dramatic form. In his later plays 
Shakespeare reached the most noble heights of the 
verse play, a dramatic poetry elaborate, rich, extravagant, 
and yet organically related to a living form of expression. 
However, as Eliot points out, lyrical extravagance for 
its own same, hovæver beautiful, v;ill, without this 
organic relationship to living speech, become a 
magnificent superfluity, a clog on the movement of the 
drama resulting in the lifeless effect illustrated by:
1. Intro. to Savanorola, p.XI.
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the 19th century poetic play. In the present age,
which has not yet succeeded in fusing actual existence
and dramatic art, the movement forward must be preceded
by a movement bacx.ward, a clearing away of the past to
maxve room for the futur-e. "The course of impj.ovement is
towards a greater ana greater starxness"h There must
be a cutting away "however painful" of the "luxury" of
the "beautiful line for its own saxoe".'^  Until the poet
"trying to write for the theatre" in an age which offers
no formal tradition in wnich to work, has mastered "the
understanding of theatrical technique", he must undergo
"a long period of disciplining his poetry, and putting
it, so to speak, on a very tnin diet in order to adapt it
%
tj the needs of the stage".  ^ It is only when, "by a
q
grauual purging of poetical ornament", the way has been 
made clear for th: creation of that " d o n n é e craved by 
the twentieth century, a new dramatic form, that we may 
presume t elaborate on the basic pattern, "to make more
1. 'The Poetry of w.B. Yeats', Purpose, July/Dec.1940.
c . op.cit .
'Poe try and Diama', p .84.
4. 'The Poetry of h.B. Yeats'.
5 . 'The Possibility of Poetic Drama', p.443.
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liberal use ox ^.oetry anu taxe gr^atex' lioert^es with 
ord.ina;.y Colloquial .peech.
This essentially j..ion erin , spirit modifies 
Eliot's own dra^iatxc extravagances. His tendency towards 
trie pi'OiiiulgatiOxi of the "thoxougn-goin_ convention, a 
ritual" for wnich he feels an inherent "cravin ",  ^ is 
tempered uy the knowledge that before a man can fly, he 
mu., t learn to walk. In  ^ractice, ne illustrates this 
by ni.:, self compelleu^ movement away fiom the highly
liturgical choral tempo of The Hocm ana d^urder in the
Jatnedral to the comparative austerity, of tne muted 
stylisation of tne later plays. In dramatic theory he 
rejects the very devices used in the performance of his 
first experiment in the verse drama; we cannoc overcome 
tne unconscious conflict between "creator ana interpreter"^ 
ana satisfy the aramatist's demands for a gesture v/hich 
will "symbolise" rather than "expressemotion by
effecting "the utter rout of the actor profession".---
'occasionally attempts nave been made to 'get around' 
the actor, to envelop him in masxs, to set up. a few
1. 'Poetry and Drama', p.34.
^. T .3.Eliot, 'Dramatis Personae', Criterion, I, 3-,
April 1923, pp.303-6.
3 • 'Poetry an^ Dra..ia ' , p .79•
4. Sweeney Agonistes, in wnich ail the Characters but 
Sweeney himself were masked.
5* 'The Possibility of Poetic Drama', p.446.
6. 'Dramatis Personae',Criterion I,3,April 1923,pp.303-6.
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conventions ' for him to stuniole over, oi even to develop 
little breeds o.l actors for some special Art drama.
This m6 c üling with nature seldom succeeds; nature 
usually overcomes thcse o b s t a c l e s . n e r e  Eliot almost 
brutally refutes that section of Yeats' diamatic criticism 
which relates, not to the general aims of rhe Irish 
Dramatic i..ovement, but to that experimental period 
which culminated, in practice, in the mystic symbolism 
of his Hays for Dancers. ^  Yor Eliot, an intensely 
practical reformer, these plays "do not solve any 
problem for the dramatist in v e r s e . Y e a t s '  exploration 
of the possibilities of substituting character and action 
with masked figures and rhythmic, symbolic movement 
exj,u.essive of pure spiritual motion, is but a beautiful 
evasion of the modern dramatist's problem - a problem 
wnich Yeats himself keenly examined in his later plays. 
Eliot is, as he himself sain of Hurray, "too keenly aware 
of nis precise place in time", of his obligation to the 
requirements of his age, to seek spiritual refuge in
1. 'The lossibility of loetic Drama', p.447.
c . V. B . Yeats , Eour Hays for Dancers, 19H ,  Collected
3. 'Poetry and Drama', p.73'
4. 'Revue of Cinnamon ana Angelica'.
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'an anp)opular theatre and an audience line a secret 
society .daere admission is by favour ana never to many.
This keen awareness of "his precise place in 
time", oi the need to adapt the verse drama to the demands 
of contempoiary livin^, underlies the refreshing absence 
of sentimental awe in Eliot's attitude towards the 
I'eligious play. He sweeps aside outdated prejudices and 
supports the possibility of a living religious drama in 
the face of an age wnich, with false delicacy, reproduces 
the medieval religious play as "a very pretty pie ce of 
_j_ageantry, at the expense or th: essential emotion of 
religious drama or of any drama, ana wnich at tenus a 
reliions dramatic performance in the spirit of self- 
con._cious righteousness in wnich it patronises a "jumble
g
sale". In the first place he demands a healthy approach 
to the production of the religious drama of the past, 
an attempr to recapture its essential spiritual 
significance, and not to be content ..ith "a faint revival" 
of its imaginative conception, or to timidly "avoid
Ll
direct emotion". Hore significantly, he insists that
1. Plays and Controversies, p.212.
. 'Religious Drama: medieval and modern ' , p .9* 
3 • op.cit., p .8.
4. op.cit., p .9•
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we should try "to do something for our time that these 
plays did for theirs".^ Only then can we hope to 
"reco.ver the right attitude towards these old plays",^ 
foi - "if we cease to make we cease" both "to understand",^ 
and to meet the dramatic needs of the age in which we 
live. No less than the secular, the religious drama 
must recover its integrity by entering into a sincere 
organic relationship with actual existence, 'whatever 
the Cost to that unhealthy aura of superstitious and false 
respect 'with which we tend to regard it - "if we want 
a living religious drama we must be prepared to accept 
something less sedative, and perhaps something which 
may cause us some discomfort and embarrassment in the 
process of getting used to it." here Eliot recalls 
the outcry of Jones against a drama "diverted and hopelessly 
cut off from the main current of modern intellectual life"
He reasserts the need for the religious play which finns 
its origin in contemporary living and which is consequently
1. Ok.cit., p.1C.
. O f ,  .cit.
3. 0, .cit. , jsâ* 4. op. cit., p. 9.
5.. H.A. Jones, ' Religion and the Stage ' , appennix.
Saints and Sinners, 1891, p.120.
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competent to deal with the requirements of our own time.
Above all, Eliot realises that the re-establishment
of a living leligious drama involves "a kind of
reintegration"^ of secular and religious interest in the
play. "1 would go so far as to say that a religious
play, to be good, must not be purely religious. If it 
il* 'is
is^  simply doing something that liturgy does better, and 
the religious play is not a substitute for liturgical 
observance and ceremonial, but something different. It 
is a combination of religious with ordinary dramatic 
interest." If the religious drama is to have a serious
influence on our spiritual awareness, it must satisfy our 
desire for "human realities" and provide us with the 
human interest whicn we inevitably require of the play. 
vVe ask a human drama "related to the divine drama, but 
not the same", whereby as "spectators" rather than 
"participitants""^ we may witness the "taking up" of the 
"human" into "the divine" For Eliot, the need for 
religion is implicit in our desire for a serious drama.
1. 'Religious Drama', Medieval and Modern', p.13.
2 . op.cit. , p.10.
3 . 'A Dialogue on Dramatic Poetry', p.4-9.
4-. op . cit.
3. 'The Aims of Poetic Drama', (Adam) p.12.
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for so far as the stage in general has ever been serious, 
it has always dealt with moral problems, with problems 
which in the end required a religious solution - whether 
this necessity was present to the mind of the author or 
not".^ Binee "this essentially religious craving is 
latent in all serious lovers of the drama", we "want 
the whole of serious drama to have a religious background 
and to be informed on religious principles. To achieve 
this we must not conceive "the creation of a living
religious drama in our time --  as a problem entirely
isolated from that of the secular theatre" The 
religious play must present spiritual reality, not through 
tne purely divine symbolism of the Mass, but through
If 3
some liturgy less divinewhereby the motion of the 
spirit is related to the ordinary course of living.
The "reintegration of both kinds of drama", 
secular and religious, *^ must reflect the sincerity of our 
effort towards a "reintegration of life".^ Both in our




5 . 'A Dialogue on Drama Poetry', p.49.
6 . 'Religious Drama': Medieval and Modern', p.13.
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living ana in our art we must reconcile human and
spiritual desires. The "compartmentation of life in
general", the "sharp division between our religious and
our ordinary life"^ should be overcome; we must reject
our unhealthy conception of "human life as being about
six-sevenths secular and one-seventh sacred", of
religion "as an affair of Sundays, and parsons, and
2
Churches and chapels". We should strive for mutual 
creativeness between a full religious life and a living 
religions drama portraying with integrity the essential 
fusion of humanity's ordinary and spiritual consciousness, 
and claiming its artistic right to comprehend "the whole 
of the nature, and heart, and passion, and conduct of 
man".^  The "artificial distinction" between the secular
4
and the religious play must be "dissipated", and the 
careful preservation of "two attitudes, one for cathedral 
drama and m e  other for the West End"^ must end in the 
rebirth of a religious drama organically related to our 
everyday living.
1• op.cit.
2. H.A,Jones 'Religion and the Stage', p.125.
5. op.cit., p.141.
4. 'Religious Drama : Medieval and Modern', p.14^
5 • op.cit.
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It is this comprehension of the essential
relationship between living art and actual existence
which gives integrity to Eliot's work both as an 
cn'hca.1 tkeori^ t
abs-trraot— aesthete and as a dramatic pioneer. We cannot 
deny the critic tne formation^ or at least the implication;^ 
of an abstract aesthetic theory. If, on occasion, his 
commentator must resort to forming a synthesis xffom 
fragmentary criticism, Eliot's main critical dictates 
are based on a sincere comprehension of the genesis of 
the poet dramatist's art. His criticism reaches beyond 
the expository and interpretive to the fundamental 
creative process, and to the artistic relationship between 
imaginative conception and ultimate form.
His work as a pioneer can scarcely be overrated.
In theory, as in practice, Eliot is led constantly by 
the consciousness of his quest for a form which may meet 
the demands of the twentieth century. He meticulously 
traces his own development, not as an individual artist, 
but as spokesman and champion of his age. His critical 
theory reveals a consistent awareness of himself in 
relationship to the struggle to re-establish poetry 
as a natural medium in the theatre. He is acutely conscious, 
not only of the end in view, but of the means whereby 




Tàe- Wo-pk- of T.S .E l W t*. Some of its Effects
The impact of T.S.Eliot on the English drama
of his time is tremendous. We have related Eliot to his
immediate predecessors in the English theatre on the
grounds that both they and he are fired with the general
pioneering spirit animating the drama of this century,
but pointing out at the same time that Eliot's work is
very much more in the spirit than in the letter of his
English h e r i t a g e I n  fact, the stride taken by Eliot
is gigantic, by far outstripping anything written in
England in the three decades before his entry on the
twentieth century dramatic scene. It must be remembered,
in this connection, that Eliot came comparatively fresh
2
upon a world in which he had not grown up. Although 
English influence was stronger in New England than in 
most parts of America, there Eliot was not directly 
exposed to the English dramatic environment. When Pound 
burst in upon the poetic scene Eliot had followed his
1. See Chap. if, pp. $1-^^
2. Born in St.Louis in 1888. Eliot came to England 
in 1914.
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lead, and Eliot's later poetic drama is a transmutation 
of the imaginative impulse behind this poetry4  E. Martin 
Browne points out that, when he was first introduced 
to Eliot in connection with the proposed play for the 
forty-five churches fund,^ the poet was very much more 
concerned with classical drama and with the achievements 
of Pound than with the current discussion on Bottomley’s 
play for the Exeter f e s t i v a l E l i o t  had something 
new to impart to an English drama which recognised its 
own need but was unable to give it satisfaction.
The significance of Eliot in relationship to 
the drama which comes after him is not primarily to be 
evaluated by a minute examination of every slight 
adaptation of and variation on his original thought and
technique. The conduct of such an examination would be 
merely to observe the ever widening ripples without first 
guaging the force of the initial disturbance. It is, 
then, not so important that we trace the direct influence 
of Eliot's style on specific poetic plays, as that we
1. See Chap. 11.
2. This remark was made during a personal interview
with ii/ir. Martin Browne.
3. The Rock, 1934.
4. The Acts of St. Peter, 1933#
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estimate to what extent and in what ways the coming of 
Eliot effected a change in the outlook of the English 
dramatist in this century. What we are seeking is the 
essential difference between the English drama wi’itten 
before Eliot's arrival, and that written after it.
In brief, Eliot's gift to his age is the re­
instatement in the theatre of a poetic drama which 
recognises and respects itself as a living force 
organically related to contemporary living. Erom the 
very beginning of his dramatic career, the poet faced 
up to the problem formulated in one of his more recent 
critical discourses - "if the poetic drama is to
reconquer its place, it must, in my opinion, enter into
overt competition with prose drama".^ In this single 
statement is implied the salvation of the contemporary 
English stage. Here at last is an unflinching 
acknowledgement of the major difficulties confronting 
the genuine contemporary poet dramatist. For the success 
with which the serious prose dramatists after Ibsen 
established the naturalistic play in the theatre 
presents the modern writer of verse drama with a formidable 
challenge. The contemporary world and contemporary 
problems have been brought to the stage, and the poet must
1. 'Poetry and Drama*, p.79.
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receive them into his imaginative comprehension and 
treat what may seem to be the most refractory material 
in the spirit and language of poetry. He cannot afford 
to retire into the limbo of "some imaginary world 
totally unlike it, (the audience's), own, an unreal 
world in which poetry is tolerated"^ and in which 
"personages t^li^ essed in the fashion of some distant age"^ 
declaim an artificial language completely dislocated 
from everyday speech. Prose drama has brought the modern 
poet dramatist face to face with "people dressed like 
ourselves, living in houses and apartments like ours, and 
using telephones and motor cars and radio sets" and 
the poetic drama must meet its obligation to th$sactual 
existence - "what we have to do is to bring poetry 
into the world in which the audience lives and to
4
which it returns when it leaves the theatre". Only
then shall we have a verse drama which may claim to be
genuinely contemporary, in that it transforms living
not
fact into imaginative experience, - "then we should^be 
transported into an artificial world; on the contrary,





our own sordid, dreary daily world would be suddenly 
illuminated and transfigured."^
There are two chief ways in which Sliot enters 
"into overt competition with prose drama".^ In his 
earlier work, The Rock and Murder in the Cathedral.he 
evaluates uncontemporary material in terms of 
contemporary experience. Historical fact is imaginatively 
intensified to timeless significance, and the poet 
brings "home to the audience the contemporary relevance
5
of the situation". This is one way of facing up to a 
prose drama which, while for the most part confining 
itself to the narrow limitations of the social and 
topical, presents an illusion of everyday existence, and 
it is a way taken by many of the poet dramatists after 
Eliot. We can scarcely overestimate the importance of 
these early plays of Eliot in the evolution of the now 
sizeable body of poetic drama in which the Bible, legend, 
historical and classical themes are rendered in terms 
of present nay life, psychology and language. A debt 
to thés initial impetus is clearly acknowledged in the work 
of Fry, Williams, Ridler, Nicholson and Duncan.
1. oplcit.
2. 'Poetry and Drama*, p.79.
3* OP.cit., p.77*
The second method by which Eliot deals with 
the problem posed by the naturalistic drama is more 
audaciously direct. In Sweeney Apionistes, and in his 
three most recent plays, Eliot has attempted to bring 
what has become generally accepted as the world of prose 
drama within the scope of the poetic imagination. In
doing so, he has tackled the root of the troubles
which beset the verse dramatist today, and, of these, 
language has inevitably proved to be the greatest
difficulty. The serious prose drama of the early years
of this century dealt with the social and ethical 
problems of its time, and this realistic matter demanded 
not only an illusion of everyday life, but also of 
everyday language. Thus, then, contemporary existence 
was first brought into the twentieth century theatre in 
company with an essentially prosaic utterance, and 
audiences have come to consider this combination inevitable 
Since poetry is not natural on the lips of characters 
in the realistic play, there has arisen an erroneous 
suspicion that it is unnatural on the stage. The poetic 
drama has only itself to blame. In the nineteenth 
century poet dramatists allowed their work to lose contact 
with actual existence,^ and the serious prose drama was
I. See Chap.I, pp.l^S.
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the result of a violent reaction against art which was 
culpably remote from life itself. Unfortunately, prose 
drama which was too narrowly concerned with the surface 
of this actual living was allowed to establish its 
conventions firmly in the minds of the theatre-going 
public before the verse drama realised the dangers to 
which it was exposed - indeed, complete annihilation 
seemed imminent - and made a serious attempt to adjust 
itself to the contemporary situation. No finer effort 
has been made in this direction than Eliot * s genuinely 
* modern*^ verse plays, but his work is not without the 
scars of what was necessarily to prove a bitter struggle. 
An illusion of everyday speech has become so familiar 
in any play in a modern setting that the best the poet 
can hope to do is to introduce a poetry so unobtrusive 
that the ill-founded suspicions of the audience are not 
aroused. Eliot realised this significant truth and he has 
gone far in rehabilitating poetry in the theatre. 
Nevertheless, his poetry has suffered from the enforced 
severity of its "thin d i e t a n d  his spontaneous artistic 
development has doubtless been curbed by his awareness 
of his obligations as a dramatic pioneer.
1. *Poetry and Drama *, p.84.
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In one of his earliest critical writings 
Eliot suggested that "possibly the majority of attempts 
to confect a poetic drama have begun at the wrong end; 
they have aimed at the small public which wants 'poetry*
  our problem should be to take a form of entertainment,
and subject it to the process which would leave it a
form of art. Perhaps the music hall comedian is the best
3
2
material." Indeed, Eliot himself attempts a practical
application of this theory in his own Sweeney A^onistes, 
but it is not primarily to Eliot's work that one 
unhesitatingly refers a critical statement which might 
well have been the formula for the collaborations of 
W.fi. Auden and Christopher Isherwood. Auden's The Dance 
of Death^ was published a year before the production 
of The Rock, but here, any possible influence from Eliot 
refers back to Sweeney Agonistes, and it is significant 
to note that, although Auden's'and Eliot's plays^ were 
first produced together in a double bill at the
1. 'The Possibility of a Poetic Drama', Dial. Nov. 1920.
2. op.cit., p.447.
3. See Chap.Ill, pp.
4. W.H. Auden, The Dance of Death, 1933-
5. The Dance of Death and Sweeney Adonistes.
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Westminster Theatre in 1935, Eliot's Fragments were first 
published, in The Criterion almost ten years before that 
date*
The value of The Dance of Death is considerably 
less than that of Sweeney Agonistes* As in the later 
plays written in collaboration with Isherwood, Auden 
does not entirely succeed in subjecting the form which 
he adopts to the control of a strong imaginative unity.
In Sweeney Ap:onistes the dramatic conflict is limited to 
a stark contrast between two levels of understanding, 
but, if the underlying concept is narrow, at least the 
ultimate form of the play is rigorously dictated by its 
requirements. In The Dance of Death.on the other hand, 
not only does the author seem unable to make up his mind 
as to whether he is chiefly concerned with social or 
spiritual decadence, but the outline of his governing 
theme is lost in a welter of irrelevant burlesque. For
example, we may draw an obvious comparison between Eliot's
2 5crocodile isle and Auden's coastal and rural utopias
a comparison which reveals that, whereas Eliot employs
• OoT. I41G Van. Ml?.
1. Sweeney Agonistes. 'Fragment of an Agon' 
g. The Dance of Death.
3-,-- ' Fragment of - -an Agon '-.
3 5 6
the theme of escapism as a pregnant symbol of all 
superficial existence in contrast to the terrible reality 
of "birth, and copulation, and death",^ Auden allows 
the force of the idea to be dissipated through a tenuous 
series of topical satirical allusions in which the serious 
note of
He who would prove 
The Primal love 
Must leave behind 
All love of his kind 
And fly alone 
To the Alone.
is almost casually sounded.
The Dog Beneath the Skin.^  the first play 
written by Auden and Isherwood, is most interesting in 
its use of a popular "form of entetrtainment"^ as a 
dramatic framework. The 'drama* is in the form of a 
musical comedy packed with popular songs and choruses, 
jazz rhythms, caricature, pantomime technique^ and revue
q . o'f fltn Agon.
2. The Dance of Death
3. W.H. Auden and C.Isherwood, The Dog Beneath the Skin.
4. 'The Possibility of a Poetic Drama', p.447.
5* See particularly Act 1, Sc.l, e.g. - 
"A handsome lad, his only one.
Called Francis, who was to succeed him, 
Would he were here I We badly need him."
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sketches. Where Auden and Isherwood fail is in that,
although they brilliantly exploit this "form of
entertainment for satirical purposes, they do not
perfectly "subject it to the process which would leave it
a form of art". The Dok Beneath the Skin does not
succeed in raising the externals of entertainment to
the heights of genuine drama because its formal elements
are not governed by a powerful dominating dramatic
conception. The play is a revue, a totch potch of topical
and social satire in which countless aspects of
contemporary existence are bitterly exposed. The bitterness
of this exposure acknowledges the seriousness of purpose
beneath the sparkle of wit, but moral is not necessarily
dramatic integrity. Furthermore, the obvious delight -
whicn the writers take in their own sense of humour all
too frequently results in that "desolating air of
2
schoolboy brilliance" which leads one to suspect that 
Auden and Isherwood wrote The Dog Beneath the Skin 
in very much the same way as Muir and Norden turn out 
their weekly radio programme "Taxe It From Here".
The surface outline of the Quest plot is not
firmly traced at the level of deeper significance. The
1. 'The Possibility of a Poetic Drama', p.447.
2. Review of The Dance of Death in The Times. October 2nd.
1935.
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essential synonymy of the search for spiritual truth and 
for a better society is blurred by the playwrights* 
apparent inability to resist the pursuit of even the 
most trivial opportunity for specific social satire. 
Consequently, the positive affirmation of spiritual 
truth, instead of balancing the destructive force of the 
satire, is almost lost in a frequently superfluous 
onrush of verbal artillery. As in The Dance of Death, 
the serious element in the play is neither clearly 
conceived nor convincingly expressed, and the ultimate 
effect is all too often that oi an implication of 
depth introduced to justify what is undeniably the 
brilliance of the satirical attack. We inevitably 
suspect an underlying significance about which the 
playwrights themselves are apparently not entirely 
certain. The play is shot through with varying notes of 
warning, - from the almost coy reminder of ever present 
death
Something is going to fall like rain 
And it won't be flowers
2
through the distinctly Eliot-like suggestion of some
1. The DoK Beneath the Skin. Chorus to Act 1.
2. The possibility of influence from Eliot's poetry, 
and in this connection particularly of 'The Waste 
Land', must not be overlooked.
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iimninent terrible self discovery,
When the green field comes off like a lid 
Revealing what was much better hid,^
to a tirade of reproach against the lack of the spirit
of brotherhood in man, but these casually inserted ideas 
demand an imaginative synthesis which is not apparent.
This confusion beneath the surface of the drama must be 
referred back to the initial conception. The dramatists 
have failed to work out their ideas clearly at the
conceptual level of the play, and the result is that a
poorly developed suggestion of some greater significance 
not clearly defined is superimposed upon the progress 
of dramatic event.
This fatal weakness in conception is especially 
noticeable in the choral section of the play. As Raymond 
Williams points out, the choruses are here "clearly 
intended to stabilise the many evaluations", and in 
fact, the superficial structure of The PoR Beneath the 
Skin refers us back to The Rock produced in the previous 
year. However, the comparison between Eliot's play and
1. The Dog Beneath the Skin. Chorus to Act 1.
2. op.cit. . Chorus to Act 111, Sc.V.
3. Raymond Williams, Drama from Ibsen to Eliot. 19^4,p .230.
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that of Auden and Isherwood only serves to emphasise the 
faults in the latter. In The Rock, a poetry truly 
dramatic traces simultaneously the action of the drama 
and the spiritual development inextricably interwoven 
witn the progress of this action. In The PoK Beneath 
the Skin, spiritual awareness is not evolved from or 
resolved in dramatic event, but is in fact "sought 
by the direct imposition of comment rather than by 
growth from within the dramatic body".  ^ The utterance 
of the choruses to this play is arbitrary, having no 
true dramatic dependence on the witnessed plot. 
Furthermore, not only is there scarcely any attempt to 
elicit positive significance from the play's satirical 
destruction of contemporary standards of value, but 
the choruses themselves are too much concerned with 
precociously witty expansion of the satirical theme, and 
their speeches are charged with the topical allusion of
Tourists to whom the Tudor cafes 
Offer Bovril and buns upon Breton ware 
With leather work as a sideline
and
1. op.cit.. p.252.
2. The PoK Beneath the Skin. Chorus to Act 1
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One satin slipper austerely arranged 
On an inky background of blackest velvet:
A waxen sandboy in sxiing kit 
Dumb and violet among vapour lamps.
Auden's and Isherwood's adaptation of a "form of enter- 
2
tainment" did not result in a form of dramatic art.
The Ascent of F6  ^ a more successful attempt 
is made to join the dramatic issue with deeper implication, 
and there is a sincere effort to create a myth capable 
of imaging exactly the underlying idea. Ransom's quest 
for "Virtue and knowledge" the salvation of society, 
is rendered in more convincing dramatic terms than was 
that of Alan Norman,^ and the progress of outer and 
inner development is more closely related and less 
frequently distracted by extraneous satirical matter.
In this play the topical presentation of a society in 
desperate need of redemption does not run riot over the 
dramatic concept, but is balanced and controlled by the 
positive values formulated in the progress of the ascent.
1. op.cit., Chorus to Act 111.
2. 'The Possibility of a Poetic Drama', p.44?.
3. W.H. Auden and 0. Isherwood, The Ascent of F6. 1936.
4. The Ascent of P6 , Act 1, Sc.l.
5 . The Dog Beneath the Skin.
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The identification of the voice of society with a suburban 
household following the stages of Ransom's climb results 
in a genuine dramatic tension.
As in The DoK Beneath the Skin there is 
confusion between the various elements in the play. The 
force of the symbolic ascent of the mountain is diffused 
by the variety of interpretation which it is made to bear 
- political satire, social salvation, and the intensely 
personal issue of self discovery. We are asked to believe 
that there is an essential underlying unity, but we are 
uncomfortably conscious of the working out of different 
themes on different levels of conception. The play 
takes on the limited fascination of a jig saw puzzle and 
we grow weary of trying to piece together the whole into 
some significant interrelated design.
In this play there is a distinct echo of an 
imagery employed by Eliot in his early poetry, and 
particularly in Murder in the Cathedral which was produced 
in the year before the publication of The Ascent of F6.
We may take, for example, the sudden terrors which 
assail the dramatists' suburbia -
l'ürs A: 1 have received singular warnings:
In the eyes of the beggar 1 have experienced 
the earthquake and the simoom.
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: Sitting in the crowded restaurant, I have -,
overheard the confabulations of weasels.
terrors which are smothered by an appeal to the security 
of the familiar pleasure
ivirs.A : Our moments of exaltation have not been
extraordinary 
But they have been real.
i^r.A: In the sea-side hotel, we experienced genuine
passion:
iVlrs.A : Straying from the charabanc, under tremendous
beeches.
We were amazed at the profusion of bluebells 
and the nameless birds 
And the Ghost Train and the switchback did 
not always disappoint.^
1. op.cit.. Act 1, Sc.l.
cf. "1 have heard
Flfei^ ting in the night-time, fluting and owls, 
have seen at noon 
Scaly wings slanting over, huge and ridiculous, 
1 have tasted 
The savour of putrid flesh in the spoon"
Murder in the Cathedral. Pt.ll.
2. op.cit.. Act 11, Sc.111.
cf. "We have kept the feasts, heard the masses.
We have brewed beer and cyder.
Gathered wood against the winter.
Talked at the corner of the fire.
Talked at the corners of streets.
Talked not always in whispers.
Living and partly living.
Murder in the Cathedral, Pt.I.
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These rhythms and images are familiar in Eliot's work,
but in this play they are not charged with the
originality and intensity of Eliot's underlying conception,
Eliot employs images of fear to substantiate a positive
spiritual resurgence; in the work of Auden and Isherwood
we are referred back to a stale concept of a querulous
dissatisfaction with the triviality of social intercourse,
and the value of the idea imaged here is almost entirely
negative. The lives of Mr and ii/lrs A are not modified
by the dramatic event, and they remain throughout the
play in a state of idiosyncratic consciousness of their
own futility. Since there is no sign of their spiritual
development from the opening cry of "give us something
to live for"^ to the closing appeal of "save, save, save,
2
save", we would apply to Ransom's sacrifice the salient
%
question "but was the victory real?" We cannot here 
as in Murder in the Cathedral measure the value of the 
act of martyrdom from the growth of spiritual under­
standing within those who were its witnesses.
iL
The worth of On The Frontier does not greatly 
exceed that of a smart political satire somewhat
1. The Ascent of F6. Act 1, Sc.l.
2. op.cit., Act 11, Sc.V.
3. op.cit.
4. W.H. Auden and Christopher Isherwood, On The Frontier. 
1938.
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embarrassingly ennobled by an attempt to idealise a 
romance between two lovers on opposite S$des of the 
frontier into a symbol of man's ultimately unconquerable 
spirit of brotherly love. In this play the satirical 
musical comedy is pruned to a commenting framework to 
the action, but the comic invention is notably inferior 
to that of The Dog Beneath the Skin, and not infrequently 
bitter humour sinks to bad taste and peevish protest. 
Furthermore the attempt to establish a positive evaluation 
of life through Eric and Anna reveals that tendency 
towards trite sentiment which is Auden's and Isherwood's 
greatest weakness. We are not impressed by the vague 
prophecy of "the lucky guarded future" in which
Others like us shall meet, the frontier gone.
And find the real world happy"!
Auden and Isherwood certainly made a deliberate 
attack on the limitations of photographic naturalism, but 
"what they offered in its place, when the dust of the 
high jinks had cleared, was subject to limitations
which, though different from those of orthodox naturalism,
2
are eq.ually fatal." The work of these writers is 
topical rather than truly contemporary. They concern
1. On The Frontier, Act 111, Sc.111.
2. R. Williams, Drama from Ibsen to Eliot, pp.255-5.
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themselves with the surface of the twentieth century way 
of life at the expense of more serious and permanent! 
experience, and their plays are inclined to be precociously 
'up to date ' in the manner of the newspaper and the 
latest revue. All too frequently, even while we admire 
the audacity of their experiments, we suspect their 
imaginative integrity, and condemn their indulgence in 
dramatic antics in an age anxiously seeking expression 
in dramatic art.
Stephen Spender's Trial of a Judge^ was 
published in the same year as On the Frontier. Apart from 
the obvious but superficial comparison in the technique
of the presentation of Spender's Black Troop Leader and
2
Eliot's Knights in Murder in the Cathedral there is little
1. S. Spender, Trial of a Judge. 1938.
2. Of. Black Troop Leader; "Before 1 say anything.,else,
1 want to repudiate emphatically the suggestion 
that there is anything sinister or alarming about 
us." Trial of a Judge. Act IV. 
with Third Knight : "But there is one thing 1 should
like to say, and 1 might as well say it at once.
It is this : in what we have done, and whatever
you may think of it, we have been perfectly 
disinterested." Murder in the Cathedral. Pt.ll.
(It is interesting, if of no great value, to note 
that Spender gives a stage directing for the "golfing 
stroke" used in at least one stage production of 
Murder-in the Cathedral)
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evidence of any direct influence from Eliot on this play.
Nevertheless, as we have pointed out,  ^Eliot's impact
on contemporary English drama is not primarily to be
estimated from such evidence. The force of this impact
is felt most keenly if we compare Spender's bold handling
of contemporary subject matter with the admirable but
comparatively timorous experiments of the English Poetic 
2
Movement during the early years of this century. For 
Trial of a Judge is undeniably a bold experiment, however 
we may regard the ultimate achievement. The play fails 
because Spender does not entirely succeed in governing 
his political sympathies by his dramatic concept. Despite 
the analogy drawn between the Judge and Christ,^ what 
emerges most clearly from the play is not so much the 
idea of a spiritual truth which will ultimately prevail, 
as the implication that "man's release"^ lies in the 
adoption of the Communist cause. Furthermore, the poetry 
in the play has a distinct tendency to be declamatory
rather than dramatic, and the total impression is one of
chorus upon chorus exploiting the ethical significance
of the action. Nevertheless Trial of a Judge is
significant in the dramatic development of our time.
1. See supra, p. 3/fr.
2. See Chap. 1, pp. 5*3
3. Trial of a Judge, Act 111.
4. on.cit., Act V.
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Spender has made a genuine attempt to found a poetic 
drama in life itself.
Louis MacNeice's Out of the Picture.^ a partly 
satirical, partly sentimental presentation of the thirties, 
is clearly in the Auden-lsherwood tradition. The action 
of the play is contained in a series of revue sketches, 
linked at the surface level by a fantastic narrative, 
and at what purports to be the depths by a somewhat trite 
conception of the eternal resurgence of life and hope 
in the face of imminent death -
As long as we keep the courage of our limbs 
Our animal instincts and our human soul
The play makes no genuine dramatic evaluation of any 
enduring human reality, and, at best, evokes the mood 
of the months prior to the second World War with a 
pleasing nostalgia reminiscent of Brooke.
5
The Dark Tower^ written for radio almost ten 
years later, has a distinctly stronger claim to true 
poetic drama. Here MacNeice works out the idea of 
perpetual redemption in terms of a symbolic dramatic 
action, and the myth which he creates substantiates and
1. L. MacNeice, Out of the Picture. 1937*
§. Out of the Picture, Act 11, 3c.11.
3. L. MacNeice, The Dark Tower. 1946.
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replaces his underlying concept. The progress of 
dramatic event traces clearly the progress of the spiritual 
theme and the two aspects of the initial imaginative 
conception are mutually creative. The Dark Tower is 
not great, but it has dramatic integrity.
Of the poet dramatists writing after Eliot, 
Christopher Fry has undoubtedly proved to have the 
strongest appeal to the theatre-going public. This in 
itself is important, especially in the face of Eliot's 
deliberate campaign to free the verse play from the 
confines of the study and the "snail public which wants 
'poetry',"^ and to equip it to meet the challenge of the 
commercial theatre on its own ground. Fry, like Eliot, 
exQorts the poetic dramatist of the century to cease 
lamenting that his work is "caviare to the general", 
and to spend his effort in creating in the general a taste 
for caViare. There is a fundamental sympathy in the 
outlook of these two dramatists, even thougn their 
respective approaches to the problem of poetic language 
are diametrically opposed. The basic motivation behind 
their pioneering efforts is a desire to rehabilitate 
poetry in the theatre as a living force capable of entering
1. 'The Possibility of a Poetic Drama', p.447.
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"into overt competition with prose drama",^ and their 
work is founded on a realisation that "poetry's only 
way into the theatre is by the stage-door"
Although the pathyof Eliot and Fry diverge on 
linguistic grounds, we acquiesce to Fry's acknowledgement 
of Eliot as his original master.^  The influence of 
Eliot on Fry's earliest play^ is obvious and direct, and 
it should be noted, moreover, that The Boy with a Cart 
is closely related to the later The Firstborn^
Thor, with Angels.^ and A Sleep of Prisoners^ in that 
all are part of the movement, which received its initial 
impetus from Eliot's own religious drama, to found a 
living religious drama, in thfs century. Echoes of 
Murder in the Cathedral are clearly audible in 
The Boy with a Cart. The People of South England are 
obviously related to the Women of Canterbury, and,
1. 'Poetry and Drama', p.79.
2. C.Fry, '7/hen Poets Write Plays', New Theatre.
Vol.4, No.9, March, 1948, p.17.
3. According to E. Martin-Browne, this remark was made 
during a private conversation between Fry and 
himself.
4. C. Fry, The Boy with a Cart. 1939.
5. C. Fry, The Firstborn, 1946 (first version).
6. C.Fry, Thor^with Angels. 1948.
7. C. Fry, A Sleer of Prisoners. 1931.
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although Fry, at the very beginning of his play, 
anticipates that ^ degree of spiritual understanding 
which in Eliot's drama was hard won from suffering, 
spiritual insight is organically related to dramatic 
event in that it is, partially at least,^ confjimied by the 
action of the play. The curtain rises on The Boy with 
a Cart at the point at which it fell on Murder in the 
Cathedral. The first rapture of spiritual awakening 
has now mellowed to a calm, sustaining consciousness -
God providing, we dividing, sowing, and pruning;
Not knowing yet and yetesometimes discerning : 
Discerning a little at Spring when the bud and shoot
With pointing finger show the hand at the root,
With stretching finger point the mood in the sky:
Sky and root in joint action; ------
We have felt the joint action of root and sky, of man
------------------- before wheels have turned
Or after they are still, we have discerned:
Guessed at divinity working above the wind.
Working under our feet ; or at the end
Of a furrow, watching the lark dissolve in sun,
We have almost known, a little have known 
The work that is with our work, as we have seen 
The blackthorn hang where they Milky Way has been: 
Flower and star spattering the sky 
And the root touched by some divinity
— —————————————— We have felt the grip
Of the hand on earth and sky in careful coupling 
Despite the jibbing, man destroying, denying 
Disputing, or the late frost looting the land 
Of green. Despite the flood and the lightning's rifle 
In root and sky we can discern the hand.^
1. See inf ra,pp. 3"71-3 .
2. Opening chorus to The Boy with a Cart.
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- a consciousness which finds nourishment in the 
manifestation of God's purpose in the works of nature 
and the heart of man.
The re-enaction of the story of Cuthbert is 
dramatised, both at the surface and at the depths, by 
choral commentary which encompasses within its range 
scenic description, continuity of time, and the 
intensification of underlying significance, and there 
is, moreover, a sincere attempt to relate this 
significance to present day living, to the experience of 
those who exist in the age of the "high-powered car" and 
the "unbalanced budget".  ^ The great weakness of the 
play is the disproportion between its outer action and 
inner interpretation. The Boy with a Cart is essentially 
a comedy, vibrant with the exuberance of its hero, a 
joyful testament of youthful faith and enthusiasm. The 
weight of the choral commentary is greater than the 
light-hearted mood of the action can bear. The chorus 
elicits more from the progress of event than is 
spontaneously generated thereby - the intensity with 
which they brood, for example, on the amusing incidents 
between Cuthman and the Fipps family is almost ludicrous ■
1. OP.cit.. final chorus.
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and consequently their utterance tends to be pompous
and top heavy, divorced from the prevailing tone of the
play. Fry has mistakenly invested his reconstruction of
the life of this cheerful saint of Sussex with a
significance which Eliot evolved from the sterner stuff
of martyrdom and the subjugation of spiritual pride.
For Fry, imaginative reality is an overwhelming
sense of the fact of existenceand tragedy is the
dramatic substantiation of this fearful and wonderful
2
truth, "the demonstration of the human dilemma". In 
The Firstborn, the "human dilemma" is demonstrated 
through the experience of Moses, whom by a righteous 
act of liberation, perpetrates a force of evil which 
gets beyond his control and involves the life of Ramases 
whom he loves, and in whom he has placed his hope for the 
future. In this play, which is one of Fry's finest 
achievements, form and cont.ent are almost perfectly fused. 
The underlying question of the nature and meaning of 
existence is here implicit in the experience of the 
characters, and where it is explicit, as in Moses* overt 
inquiries, it is naturally and convincingly prompted by
1. G. Fry, 'The Contemporary Theatre', The Listener. 
February 23rd, 1950, pp.331-2.
2. op.cit., p.352.
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the course of dramatic event. The strange and violent 
nature of this event results in spontaneous reflection 
on the mystery of being. Moses' agonised pursuit of 
human truth -
I am there, beyond myself, if I could reach 
To where I am.^
is, like Anatiifs -
We are born too inexplicably out
Of one night's pleasure, and have too little security: 
Uo more than a beating heart to keep us p r o b a b l e , 2
an involuntary outcome of the nexus of her character 
with the plot. Familiar standards are suddenly and 
terrible reversed -
Take evil by the tail 
And you find you are holding good head-downwards,
and the very essence of existence must be examined in 
order that it may be revalued.
The Firstborn is a healthy acknowledgement of 
the fresh life-blood which Eliot injected into modern 
religious drama. This translation of biblical narrative
1. The Firstborn, Act 1, Sc.2. 
2* op.cit., Act 11, Sc.2.
3. OP.cit., Act 111, Sc.l.
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into terms of permanent human experience is a far cry
from the simple costumed Bible play, the "very pretty
piece of pageantry" achieved "at the expense of the
essential emotion of religious drama or any other drama.
Fry's transmutation of the story of the Israelites into
the search for the meaning of contemporary and all life
demonstrated the response of his contemporaries to
Eliot's demand for an increasing freedom of treatment
and a new urgency of thought.
It is this spirit of urgency which animates
Therewith Angels, performed two years later. In thé? play
Fry is not, as, for example, was Drinkwater in A Man's 
2House. content merely to describe the effect of the new 
Christianity on the external lives of those who came 
in contact with-it. Thor^ with Angels explores the depths 
of religious experience in the soul of Cymen, forcing 
the audience to refocus an attention dulled by custom 
on the relationship between the Christian teachings and 
the principles of conduct among men. The basis of our 
ethical code is seen as though through fresh eyes, and 
our own truth is formulated in the utterance of a Jute 
living nearly two thousand years ago.
1. T.S. Eliot, 'Religious Drama. Medieval and Modern',p.9
2. J. Drinkwater. A Man's House. 1934.
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i/7e are afraid 
To live by rule of God, which is forgiveness,
Mercy, and compassion, fearing that by these 
shall be ended. And yet if we could bear 
These three through dread and terror and terror’s doubt, 
Daring to return good for evil without thought 
Of what will come, I cannot think 
iVe should be the losers. 1
A Sleep of Prisoners is one of the most 
audacious experiments in contemporary religious drama, 
and at the same time, is probably Fry’s best play. 
Disappointing to those wno searched it in vain for the 
exuberant eloquence of the comedies, this "more simple
p
statement" of the dramatist's "vision" of contemporary 
existence is a thing near perfectly dramatic, the 
ultimate form exactly imaging imaginative content. The 
play is a "complicated design" in which "each of four men", 
imprisoned in a church, is "seen through the sleeping 
thoughts of the others, and each in his own dream, speaks 
as at heart he is, not as he believes himself to be".^
As is not uncommon, the dreams of these men are 
impregnated with their thoughts just before sleep, and 
thus the recent quarrel between David and Peter, two of
1. Thorjwith Angels.
2. Dedication to Robert Gittings of A Sleep of Prisoners.
3. op.cit.
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the priaoners, is re-enacted in terras of the biblical 
narrative which comesmturally into the minds of the 
sleepers^ from their surroundings^ and these Bible stories 
are, in turn, rendered in terms of present-day experience 
and language.
The struggle between good and evil is traced 
from the original sin of Adam and the initiation of 
death by Cain, through David’s provocation by Peter’s 
Absqjom and the gentle Peter's imminent death at the hands 
of David's anguished Abraham, to the dream of Adams 
which changes gradually "to a state of thought entered 
into by all sleeping men, as though, sharing their 
prison life, they shared, for a few moments of the night, 
their sleeping life a l s o " I n  this dream the various 
levels of the drama merge, and the prisoners of war 
become prisoners to a bitter existence which offers no 
meaning^ but from which they cannot escape -
Adams : %ere are you going? Orders are p
No man leaves unless in a state of death,
- an existence which is simultaneously identified with
1. Dedication to Robert Gittings of A Sleep of Prisoners. 
2.. A Sleep of Prisoners.
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the fiery furnace of the Old Testament. The coming of 
meadow s as "man" under the " c o m m a n d o f  God is a moment 
of redemption offering new hope.^
Good has no fear;
Good is itself, what ever comes.
It grows, and makes, and bravely
Persuades, beyond all tilt of wrong:
Stronger than anger, wiser than strategy.
Enough to subdue cities and men^ _
If we believe it with a long courage of truth^
and this note of hope is held beyond the awakening of
the prisoners to the end of the play -
Adams : "Well, sleep, I suppose.
David : Yeh. God bless.
Peter ; Rest you merry.
Meadows : Hope so. Hope so.^
Fry himself issues the manifesto of the spirit 
behind the writing of A Sleep of Prisoners % "the over­
emphasis nowadays on being ’contemporary' is meaningless... 
the period (except in a strictly historical play) is 
merely the colour on the brush, the extra-illumination of 




4. C.Fry, ’Poetry and the Theatre’, Adam, InternationalïWiew,
1931, p.8.
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play, the barriers of time and place are broken down in
the dramatist’s imagination and incident as widely
separated as man’s first transgression and modern war*fare
is fused into a vision of human existence, a "precise
statement of life which is at the same time a point of
view, a world; a world which the author's mind has
subjected to a process of simplification".  ^ This
"process of simplification", - the act of imaginative
unifideation - impregnates the diverse material used in
the presentation of the vision with living significance.
A Sleep of Prisoners is a vision founded in life itself,
in which the dilemma of the modern world is related to
the eternal struggle of individual man against the
forces of evil perpetrated by his own nature. The
contemporary urgency of the situation is pointed by the
presentation of uncontemporary material in terms of our
2
own experience and our own language. The freedom 
with which Pry handles biblical matter is a testimony
if
to the increasing confidence of a modern religious drama 
which,begun to break down "the sharp division between
3
our religious and our ordinary l i v e s W e  may ta^e for
1 . T.S. Eliot, ’The Possibility of a Poetic Drama’,p.446.
2. See supra, p^5i
3. T.S. Eliot,’Religious Drama, medieval and Modern’,p.l3w
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example the revaluation of the fall of man in terms of 
present day language and experience -
Adams : Reporting for duty, sir.
Meadows : As you were Adam 
Adams : No chance of that, sir.
meadows : As you were, as you were.
Adams: Lost all track of it now, sir.
Meadows : How far bacx was it, Adam?
Adams : (with a jerk of the head).
To dark to see.
Down the road.
Meadows : Were you alone?
Adams : A woman with me, sir.
Meadows : I said Let there be love.
And there wasn't enough light, you say?
Adams : We could see our own shapes, near enough.
But not the road. The road kept on dividing 
Every yard or so. Makes it long.
We expected nothing like it, sir. 
Ill-equipped, naked as the day,
It was all over and the world was on us 
Before we had time to taice cover.
Meadows : Stand at peace, Adam: do stand at peace
Here the "colour on the brush, the extra-illumination of
p
the idea" has been worked into a pattern of existence
1. A Sleep of Prisoners.
2. G. Pry, 'Poetry and the Theatre', p.8.
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which we recognise instantly to be our own.
We have noted that, for Fry, imaginative
reality is what we have termed 'an overwhelming sense of
the fact of existence^.^ Fry himself says of the
playwright, "he is exploring for the truth of the human
creature, his truth in comedy or his truth in tragedy,
because over and above the drama of his action and
conflicts and everyday predicaments is the fundamental
2
drama of his ever existing at all." Fry, like Eliot,
5
Abercrombie and Yeats"^ makes the all-important distinction 
between the real and the actual, between the "false god" 
of surface appearances, the "domestication of the enormous 
miracle"^ and the "incredible", the "whirlwind"^ reality 
which is the unchanging truth of our being. It is this 
genuine spiritual reality which is "the province of 
p o e t r y " f o r  "poetry is the language in which man 
explores his own amazement. It is the language in which 
he speaks of himself and his predicament as though for
1. See supra, p.37?
2. 'The Contemporary Theatre', p.331*
3. See Chap. IV, pp.




the first time" - it is in fact concerned with the 
innermost reality", "the underneath, or the inside, 
of the natural surface appearance",^ "the reality that 
is in our minds
It should be noted at thiq point, that while 
Eliot, Abercrombie and Yeats formulate their distinction 
between reality and actuality with specific reference 
to poetic drama. Fry, after his initial statement of 
the playwright's noblest function^ tends to apply his
ical remaries to poetic language alone. Nevertheless, 
we must not overlook Fry's demand for a "theatre at full 
pressure" and his definition of the "full pressure of 
life" as "the rough and tumble of the spirit and the 
flesh together, the two levels on which all our actions 
simultaneously perform, and all our actions, in this 
sense, are the action of poetry". Here we are referred
1. op.cit.
2. L. Abercrombiej 'The Function of Poetry in the 
Drama', p.239.
3. T.S. Eliot, Intro, to Shakespeare and the Popular 
Dramatic Tradition, p.9.
4. W.B. Yeats, Plays and Controversies, p.120.




back to Abercrombie's demand for a poetic drama of which 
every formal aspect, character and plot as well as 
language, shall be "in the scale -- of the coneptual
T
poetry", and to Eliot's search for "a design of human 
action and of words, such as to present at once the 
two aspects of dramatic and musical order".^
Much haa been said, perhaps too much, on Fry's 
poetic diction, and any study of the comedies inevitably
gives rise to phrases such as "a sea of dazzling verbal
5 4invention",^ and "Elizabethan amplitude of phrase".
Nevertheless, any critic, accustomed as he is to the
plain fare of a prosaic theatre, may be forgiven for the
uelight wnich he takes in this shining, sensuous,
exuberant language, this truly "abundant, resonant,
beautiful, laughing, living s p e e c h " W e  must not,
aowever, let our enthusiasm for this .exciting diction
carry us beyond a clear-sighted evaluation of Fry's
merit as a dramatist. The language of these plays must
1. L. Abercrombie, 'The Function of Poetry in the Drama', 
p .256.
2. 'Poetry and Drama', p.85«
5 . Review of The Lady's Not For Burning, New Statesman
and Nation.
4. J.G. Trewin, The Theatre Since 1900., 1951, p.292.
5 . W.B. Yeats, 'Preface to The Well of the Saints',
The Gutting of an Agate, p* 11^.
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be viewed, not as poetic anthology, but in relationship 
to the plays themselves. It is by now a commonplace 
to say that Fry is drunk with words, and to say it with 
the implication that his work contains more "art" than 
"matter". Can we, however, dismiss A Phoenix Too Frequent,^  
The Lady's Not For Burning, and Venus Observed  ^ - the 
plays at which this charge is most frequently levelled - 
as mere poetic verbiage inadequately justified by an 
occasional observation on the meaning of existence?
Our primary defence of Fry must be that his 
characters meet the demands of genuine poetic drama in
i±
that they are "in the scale ... of the conceptual poetry". 
If, for example, we examine characters such as Thomas 
Mendip, Jennet Jourdemayne, The Duxe of Aitair and 
Perpétua, we find that they have indeed "unaergone a 
certain powerful simplification and exaggeration, so that 
the primary impulses of being an infinitely more evident 
in what they do and say than in the speech and action 
of actuality's a f f a i r s . T h e  characters in Fry's plays
1. C.Fry, A Phoenix Too Frequent, 1946.
2. C. Fry, The Lady's Not For Burning, 1949*
3. C. Fry, Venus Observed, 1950.
4. L. Abercrombie, 'The Function of Poetry in the Drama',
p .256.
5 . op.cit., p.254.
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are undeniably larger than life. They are more charming,
more witty, more sensitive, more emotional, more perceptive,
- in every way set above the normal run of our fellow
creatures. These characters "are poetry, and were
poetry before they began to speak poetry: it would be
a Drench for them not so to utter themselves"2
Furthermore, it seems to me criticism of these characters
on the grounds that they 'all speax alike' entirely
misses one of Fry's greatest dramatic achievements - the
creation of a poetic world in which characters converse
in their own natural idiom. Within the confines of
the dramatist's new found convention the differentiation
2
of character is convincing enough, and this age which 
is desperately bewailing its lack of traditional 
dramatic form scarcely criticises Shakespeare because 
his characters 'all speak alike'.
The underlying concept of the comedies, as 
indeed of all Fry's dramatic writing, is the nature and 
purpose of existence. Fry defines comedy as "the 
comment on the human dilemma",^ and though the "human 
dilemma" is wildly exaggerated in the plots of his comedies.
1. op.cit., p.254.
2. Compare, for example, Doto and Dynamene in A Phoenix
Too Frequent, or Thomas and Richard in The Laima's 
Not For Burning.
5. 'The Contemporary Theatre", p.332.'
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we willingly suspend our disbelief in this exaggeration. 
With genuine humour, Fry substantiates the mystery of 
our being in the fantastic contradictions of a v/orld in 
which Virilius's body is made the scapegoat of Dynamene's 
love, in which Thomas's pursuit of death flings him into 
the arms of life, and in which the Duke's discovery of 
true values leads to his own downfall. The perplexity 
of the "enormous m i r a c l e o f  existence is built into the 
dramatic action, and where it is expressly stated, 
this statement is the spontaneous outcome of the nexus 
of Fry's intensely conceived characters with the events 
in which they are involved. Dynamene is startled and
distressed by the resurgence of her youthful joy in life,
and her bewildered
What appears 
Is so unlike what is. And what is madness
To those who only observe, is often wisdom
To those to whom it happens
breams naturally from the surface of the plot. Thomas, 
torn apart by the conflict between his reason and his 
emotions, cries aloud for some solution to
1. op.cit., p.331.
2. A Phoenix Too Frequent.
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Creation's vast and exquisite 
Dilemma I where altercation thrums 
In every granule of the Milky Way^
Persisting still in the dead-sleep of the moon,
And hecxling itself hoarse in that hot-head 
The sun,T
while the Duke, suddenly defeated, sardonically excuses
All foundering, all not finding.
All irreconcibability,
All the friction of this great orphanage 
Where no one knows his origin and no one 
Comes to claim him.2
Fry's diction is evolved from the fusion 
of his poetic heritage with the rhythms and phrases of 
everyday speech. He looks back to the Elizabethans and 
the romantic poets of the nineteenth century for 
an anthology of extravagant, sensuous imagery -
A glittering smear, the snail-trail of the sun ?
//here it crawled with its golden shell into the hills.
The interminable tumbling of the great grey 
Main of moonlight, washing over ^
The little oyster-shell of this month of April.
A cold bell soanding in a golden month.^
1. The Lady's Not For Burning, Act II.
2. Venus Observed, Act III.
3. The Lady's Not For Bui'ninp;, Act II.
4. OP.cit.
5. A Phoenix Too Frequent.
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A girl on an Easter Monday 
Under a V/edgewood sxy.l
Think what deeds of spring are done p 
By the glow-worm light of a primrose.
Here we must immediately offer criticism. This language 
is beautiful, and it evokes the mood of the comedies 
from the delicate exhuberance of April to the mellow, 
"falling cadence"^ of autumn, but it is not strictly 
dramatic, - that is it does not trace the movement of a 
specifically dramatic emotion. Furthermore, Fry's 
persistent and prodigal use of adjectives and adjectival 
phrases, while making for a relaxed, allusive poetic 
beauty, dulls the urgency of his diction and stows the 
dialogue into easy, soporific rhythms. It has often 
been pointed out that Eliot is poor quarry for the 
anthologists, but there is a greater imaginative 
integrity behind his dedication to poetry which is 
genuinely dramatic - "that is, it does not interrupt but 
intensifies the dramatic situation"
More successful and significant is Fry's 
revival of the dead words and images in everyday use.
1. Venus Observed, Act I.
2. op.cit., Act III.
3. op.cit.
4. 'Poetry and Drama', p.81.
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Poetic phrases intom&ed in the living language are 
reanimated to a fresh urgency, and words are refocussed 
by their context into a new and compelling significance. 
Moses has Aaron "by the scruff of the heart",^ God 
is conceived as "the infinite eavesdropperwater runs 
with "girlish giggles",^ "innocence" is on at a "rakish 
angle", and Tyson's statement strikes Tappercoom with 
"a dull thud".^  Similarly, puns are frequently used, 
with varying success, ranging from the pleasing vivacity 
of "the all unhallows Eve to his poor Adam"^ to the 
abysmal depths of Thomas's request for "a longitude with 
no platitude ". Certainly, Pry is here "hell-bent on
g
animating" his poetry.
The great weakness of Pry as a dramatic poet 
is his tendency to let his delight in his own verbal 
invention get out of dramatic control. The contemporary 
audience tends to overlook, or indeed to revel in his 
outrages, to enjoy the irony of his self consciousness 
coyly expressed in phrases such as "what a wonderful
1. The Firstborn, Act III, Sc.I.
2. op.cit., Act I, Sc.2.
3. The Lady's Not For Burning, Act I
4. op.cit.
3. op.cit., Act II.
6. op.cit., Act III.
7. op.cit.
8. 'I'iTlaen Poets Write Plays', p. 15.
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thing is metaphor",^ or
It would be fanciful 
No doubt to say that the moon has placed a penny  ^
Not on the dead but on the living eye of the sun^
and blatantly enjoyed in the deliberate linguistic tours 
de force of Perpétua's deliverance on the sentence^ and 
Jennet's mathematical extravagansa.^ This, however, 
is merely making virtue of a serious fault. Fry's 
jocular use of the term "fanciful" gives the critic rope 
with which the playwright may narrowly escape the 
hanging. Our belief in his integrity is seriously 
marred by astroids on their "way to a heavenly spitoon",^ 
by the bringers of bad news "breaking the sun" over 
their "knees",^ by an understanding of others that's as 
"remote" to the Duke
As a seaside lodging-house 
To a passing whate".7
This is mere verbal intoxication revealing itself in the
1. The Lady's Not For Burning, Act I.
2. Venus Observed, Act I.
3. OP.cit., Act II, Be.2.
4. The Lady's Not For Burning, Act II 
5• op.cit.
6. The Boy with a Cart.
7. Venus Observed, Act I.
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most aadignifled gymnastics.
—  ^ Dark is Light Enough.^  the last of the 
seasonal comedies and Fry’s most recent play, is 
disappointing. Although, in this play, the cool, plain 
language of the characters firmly outlines both dramatic 
and spiritual event, the total impression does not wholly 
satisfy us. The chief fault would seem to be that Fry 
forces the spiritual issue, especially in the face of
characters which are not genuinely "in the scale --
of the conceptual poetry".^ Here character which is not 
truly larger than life is persistently inflated by the 
comments of others. There is a brave attempt to 
establish Richard Gettner as a dynamic force of destruction, 
but the character himself misfires as a poor shadow of 
Mendip and Aitair, and all too frequently his quest for 
a purpose in existence sinks to a querulous peevishness.
The character of Rosmarin is the greatest weakness in 
the play. We are constantly required to regard her as 
a presiding power over the lives of others, to see her
1. G. Fry, The Dark is Light Enough, 195^*
A Winter Comedy.
5. L. Abercrombie, 'The Function of Poetry in the Drama', 
p.256.
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Backing a man up against eternity ^
Until he hardly has the nerve to remain mortalj
while, in fact, we become increasingly irritated with 
her eccentricity and her calculated childishness. At 
the approach of her death amid the wailing of every 
village within a radius of miles and her followers* gross 
exaggeration of the significance of her loss -
You would think she would somehow have taken 
The world with her 2^
we are left wondering what all the commotion is about.
Fry fails resoundingly in his attempt to invest th# self- 
consciousness and often sentimental woman with a godlike 
aura, for she does not convince us as the embodiment of 
spiritual strength.
Here frequent explicit discussion on the nature 
of existence tends to take on the nature of one of 
Rosmarin*s Thursday evenings. Character here is 
impregnated not with a sense of its "own amazement 
rising naturally from the situation in which it is placed,
1. The Dark is Light Enough, Act I.
2. op.cit., Act III.
3. 'The Contemporary Theatre', p.331.
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but with an idiosyncratic awareness which siezes every 
situation as an opportunity for metaphysical dissertation. 
The theme of the play is not truly implicit in the action
and in the experience of the characters.
The work of Fry is an outstanding achievement in 
the history of the drama of this century. His approach
to the re-instatement of poetry in the theatre is directly
opposite to that of Eliot, for even while Eliot is 
cautiously attempting to wean the age on a verse vmich 
"should have its effect upon the hearers, without their 
being conscious of it",^  Fry deliberately displays the 
richest fare at his command for the temptation of his 
audience. Nevertheless, Fry's demand for lavish poetic 
diction on the stage is significantly prefaced with the 
warning "so long as the riches aren't hung on a corpse" 
and, though he may at times be accused of allowing his 
enthusiasm for words to exceed dramatic necessity, both 
the form and content of his drama is adapted to the 
contemporary beeds, and he faces up to the challenge of 
the prose play's urgent, though limited, treatment of 
present day existence - "there need be no difference in
1. 'Poetry and Drama', p.71.
2. 'When Poets Write Plays', p.17
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kind between the poet's theatre and the theatre that is 
called Realistic, but only a difference in r a n g e — 
in short, "if the poetic drama is to reconquer its
place", it must "enter into overt competition with
2
prose drama".
Ae have mentioned Fry's religious plays in 
relationship to the movement to evolve a religious drama 
which snail be capable of meeting the requirements of 
our own age, Indeed, looking back over the past twenty 
years we see that the development of a living poetic 
drama in England is to be measured chiefly by the growth 
of a body of truly contemporary religious plays. The 
religious dramatists of this century are mainly 
responsible for the restoration of verse as a medium 
of dramatic speech in that they have employed verse in 
the writing of plays dealing witn religious matter in 
terms of contemporary thought and experience, of plays 
which, in this respect, can justly claim to have entered
3
"into overt competition with prose drama".
...j Significantly, it is on the religious drama of 
our time that the impact of T.S. Eliot is most apparent.
1. op.cit.
2. T.S. Eliot, 'The Possibility of a Poetic Drama', p.447. 
3 . op. cit.
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Eliot's work presents at once the initial inspiration 
and the high water mark of the movement. In The Hock 
in the Cathedral he points the way to the 
group of recent modern plays in which past and present 
are fused in the poetic truth of timeless spiritual 
experience, and it is, as we have noted,^ to the impulse 
given by these early plays that we must refer the 
achieve..ents of Fry, and of Charles Williams, Anne 
Hidler, and Ronald Duncan. In Eliot's later plays modern 
religious drama is seen at its finest hour, and, as yet, 
nothing has since been written worthyto stand alongside 
them.
2As we have noted, the revival of religious 
drama in England began as early as the late nineteenth 
century and continued in the twentieth century through 
the worx of Housman, Masefield, Abercrombie and Bottomley. 
The writing of plays for performance at religious 
festivals^ had begun several years before Eliot's 
appearance on the dramatic scene, and indeed, as we 
are aware, Eliot himself was brought into the movement by
1. See supra, p.
2, See Chap.I, pi;. %».
5. For example, Masefield's The CominK of Christ, was
performed at Canterbury in 1928, and Bottomley's 
The Acts of St. Peter, at Exeter in 1955.
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connaissions from the au th. or i nie s responsible for
bhese festival performances. What v;e claim, then,
ior l&lio b, is nob the renascence of twentieth century
English religious drama, but the renascence of religious
drama of truly living significance. Je have only to
compare the work of the religious dramatists of the
first three decades of this century v/ith the achievement
of more recent years to measure the importance of
Eliot's efforts to found a religious drama firmly
rooted in our own life and e^erience.
Yeats, in the writing of Calvary had already
anticipated Eliot's realisation of the need for a freer
and more urgent treatment of religious subject matter,
2
His later The Resurrection is an even bolder handling 
of the New'festament. The mystic truth formulated in 
the words’Cod and man die each other's life, live each 
other's death"^ is dramatically substantiated by the 
exji^erience of a Hebrew and a Greek whose respective 
conceptions of Christ crucified as mere man and Christ 
risen as mere phantom are confounded by the mystery of 
the body's resurrection, and the significance of this
1. See Chap.I,




resurrecbion is broadened and dramatised by a 
simultaneous enactment of the recurrent death and 
rebirth of the Greek god Dionysus. The play is worked 
out successfully on the two levels of dnamatic and 
spiritual development, and the spiritual clim.ax is 
convincingly rendered in tëe dramatic terms. Ti^ 
Resurrection is clearly related to the work of Eliot 
and hin followers in its aim to communicate timeless 
mystical e]cperience in dramatic form.
In the same year in which The Family Reunion 
was published, Yeats, in his Turgatory^ imaged Eliot's 
theme of eternal sin and expiation in terms of hum.an 
relationship strikingly similar to those in Eliot's own 
play. Eurgatory, like The Family Reunion, poses the 
conception of original sin through the urgent medium 
of a contemporary situation. In this play, which 
induces Eliot to say of Yeats "he solved his problem of 
speech in verse, and laid all his successors under 
obligatioa to him," the early tendency to superfluous 
lyricism has been suppressed, and the plajuvright has 
evolved a fluid colloquial verse strictly confined to 
the demands of the dramatic conception. Here poetry
1. .V.B. Yeats, Purc^ator.y, 1 9 3 9
2. 'Poetry and Drama', p .75.
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is essentially organic, tracing significance generated 
specifically by dramatic event. In Purgatory , Yeats 
approaches, perhaps more closely than any other British 
dramatist in this century, to the achievement of Eliot's 
later dramatic work.- the communication of intense 
religious experience entirely in terms of a human 
intercourse.
In the year following the first production of 
iiUrder in the Cathedral, Charles .'/illiams's Thomas Granmer 
of Ccanterbury  ^was performed in Canterbury Cathedral.
The great expedtationsfor the future of poetic drama 
raised by the 1935 festival play were certainly not 
dashed by the achievement of the following year, .and, 
though ./illiams's plaj" falls short of Yurder in the 
Cathedral, we acknowledge the boldness of his attempt to 
substitute for mere historical narrative the essence 
of a timeless religious experience applicable to our 
own and any age.
The significance of the action -Cranmer's 
passage from spiritUcEL pride to a state of grace ~ 
is held by the figure of the Skeleton, at once an actor 
in and comm.entator upon the scene. The Skeleton himself 
represents grace, the annihilation of self; he is
1. C . Willianis, Thomas Cranmer of Canterbury , 1936.
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the "delator of all things to their truth"J the "Judas 
v/ho betrays men to God" f  and it is he who directs Cranmer 
on his course towards self abnegation. ITot the least of 
the many cold strokes in this play is the freedom with 
which this symbolic figure applies the spiritual sig­
nificance of the play directly to the audience.
The grave we alone ss of the play is a fault 
which liliot narrowly escaped in Murder in the Cathedral,
if, indeed, in the presentation of his hero, he may be
%
said to have escaped it. 7/e refer to Jilliams's 
distinct tendency to allow spiritual significance to 
outrun the human situation from which it is evolved.
If Thomas Bechet's almost pure spirituality resulted in 
a certain bloodlessness at the human level of Yurder in 
the Cathedral, in Thomas Cranmer of Canterbury V/illiajm.s 
fails entirely to establish Cranmer or the action in 
which he is involved in human terms. The playwright 
does not allow realistic detail to impede the course of 
spiritual development, and, moreover, he tends to show 
an unbecoming impatience with his telescoped human
1. Thomas Cranmer of Canterbury, Pt.I.
2. op.cit.
5. fee Chap. Ill, pp. Ill-M-
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situations which renders them to such a degree "shadows,
and the strife with shadows,"  ^ that, paradoxically, 
where underlying significance should he elicited from 
event, event seems incidental illustration to a declaimed 
significance. i^e learn very quickly that Eliot's method
ftclr\
of approval can all too easily be abused.
2
beed of Adam is an infinitely better play 
and one of the finest achievements in contemporary 
poetic drama. Here -'illiams's pov/er of creating myth,^ 
already revealed in the early dramatic poem The Rite of 
Passion^ and again later in the charming modern morality 
plays. The House by the btable  ^and Grab and G r a c e is 
seen at its best. as Williams himself points out, "this 
Nativity is not so much a presentation of the historic 
facts as of their spiritual v a l u e . H e r e  in his
1. Murder in the Cathedral, Tt.I.
2. C. Williams, Seed of Adam, 1937, Seed of Adam and 
Other Plays, 19^3.“
3. With particular reference to this play we may well
compare Eliot's Tempters in Murder in the Cathedral.
4. 0. Williams, The Rite of I as si on, 1929, Three Flays,
1931.
5. C. Williams, The House by the Stable, 1939, Seed of 
Adam and Other PTay~s~>
5. 0. Williams, Grab and Grace, 194-1, Seed of Adam
and Other Flays.
7. Appendix to Seed of Adam and Other Plays.
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usual V73J , v/illiams has "abolished I'inB and opace,"^
and in the living imagination he dramatises the truth
of the I'iativity by a purely symbolic use of biblical
ch. racter m d  event, while Pan, in the form of adam 
Caesar
.and augustus^ seeks for a way to regain paradise, his 
offering take interest only in the coimnercial and 
intellectual occupations offered by Gaspar and kelchior, 
symbols of wealth and philosophy.^ Adam's daughter kary,
characterised by love, is married to Joseph, and, just 
before the birth of her child, the world is attacked 
by the fhird kingk, symbol of man’s despair, and by his 
bother, Hell, by whom he is frequently devoured. The 
vanquishing of Hell is imaged in a stylised struggle 
between Mary and the Negress, who ultimately acts as 
midwife at the birth of Christ. Here ./illiams has 
achieved a perfect fusion of form and content. The 
poetry of the pi,ay is wholly contained in its concept, and 
the concept is flawlessly substantiated in the objective 
presentation.
Me have only to coirpare this bold symbolic play 
with the simple dramatised narrative of a play such as 
Eousman’s Bethlehem^ to estimate the change which has been
1. op.cit.
2. As the Editor of Seed of Adam and Other flays notes, 
V'/illisons has reversed the gifts of Melchior and Caspar.
3. See Chao.I, p.*^
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effected in the religious drama since the early years 
oi this century. Even while //illiams ironically 
repudiates over—emphasis on Eliot’s influence — "Mr*.
Eliot has made choruses a little difficult. I know 
all auoub the Greeks but they do not prevent one being 
told one is copying Mr. E l i o t , w e  are justly conscious 
of the facu that Eliot has gone before.
Ici The House of Octopus^ ./illiams attempts
not merely the spiritual interpretation of known event,
but the fabrication of an original dramatic structure
which shall image exactly his imaginatively apprehended
away
truth. Here he is mo\n.ng from The Hock and
Murder in the Cathedral towards the later plays of Eliot 
in which a deep and sustained religious experience is 
substantiated by a myth of the dramatist ’s own making.
In this play evil is conceived as the neighbouring island 
of P ’o - I ’u seeking to absorb by plausible offers the 
new found missionary colony. The drama works on two 
levels of understanding - on the surface level the 
Christians are threatened by physical death in the clutches 
of the cephalopods of P ’o - I ’u, and at the depths, where
1. Appendix to .Seed of Adam and Other Plays.
2. C. v/illiams, The House of Octopus, 1945*
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the cephalopodic process is not only physical, man’s 
soul is eternally exposed to the danger of absorption 
by the spiritual octopus. The symbolism is 
intensified further by the rendering of Anthony’s 
spiritual pride in terms of Assantu’s desire to become 
the pagan god whom he serves^ and to be not the eaten, 
but the eater of the flesh. The action of the play 
is directed and interpreted by the flame, symbol of 
primal energy and the Holy Ghost, a figure closely related 
to the Skeleton in Thomas Granmer of Canterbury.
The House of Octopus is not an unqualified success 
The symbolism is not entirely happy, nor is it always 
fully and clearly worked out. Nevertheless there are 
some pregnant and intensely dramatic scenes, notably 
the re-enactment of Christ’s tenptation in terms of the 
Marshal’s attempt to win Anthony over to the service of the 
"Infinite Enperor."^ The greatness of the play lies in 
./illiams’s powerful and wholly dramatic communication of 
urgent spiritual truth.
It is significant that, in his later work,
A'illiams turns from the distinctly Elizabethan




versif ication of his initial dramat ic experiments^ to 
a much looser alliterative rhythm, with frequent internal 
rhyme . The language employed in Thomas Granmer of 
G ant er bury and deed of ..dam is strongly reminiscent both
p
of the I orality plays -•and of Murder in the Cathedral,"
for the versification of which Eliot refers us back to 
3
Everyman. Ir oilliams refuses Eliot his chorus he must 
at least acknowledge this linguistic debt.
Milllams’s drama is in many ways personal and 
distinctive, but it bears some marks of Eliot Ms direct 
influence, and, more significant, it is clearly in the 
spirit with which Eliot wished to impregnate contemporary 
re1igious drama. at its best, Mil1iams’s work is a
powerful and lu? :ent dramatic communication of an 
intensely religious experience, "a combination of 
religious and ordinary dramatic interest, in which "the 
religious and the dramatic are not merely combined, but 
wholly fused."^
1. dee, for example, The Witch, and The ^haste .7ant on 
(the latter is admittedly pastiche), Three Elays", 1931
2. ct. "Steed and speech go reined and spurred, I learned
easier the riding than the reading ; I took
tenderness rather than tyranny and made my gain."
Thomas Granmer of Canterbury, Pt.I.
with "Confined in Canterbuiy, reàmless ruler.
Self-bound servant of a powerless Mope."
Murder in the Cathedral, Pt.I. 
dee aTso' Gliap .IÏI / footnote to p.
3• ’1 oetry and Drama ’, p.77.
4. ’Religious Drama. Mediaeval and Modern’, p.10.
5. op.cit".
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Dorothy L . day ers ’ The Zeal of Thy House  ^
is a work of considerably less imaginative intensity 
than either of the plays which immediately preceded, its 
production at Canterbui'y. The stractuire of the play 
is plainly influenced by The Rock. .it the surface 
level o t h e  plot it is si imply a record of events in 
the building of the cathedral, garnished with Milliam^’s 
dissertation on the creative j o y T h e  moral significance 
of the play is pointed by the apt singing of the choir 
which punctuates the action with commentary psalms, and 
by the presiding group of ang:els standing above the 
progress of event. :_ere we touch on the root of the 
essential difference between kiss Sayers’ play and Eliot’s 
a difference between mor al and spiritual signij: icance. 
Elion’s Chorus distils from, a p an or amic presentation of 
unchanging humanity a permanent ^  iritual truth, whereas 
Michael’s chastisement of ,;illiam is merely an ethical 
interpretation of the particular situation, and the 
ethical sigrtificance can scarcely bear Michael’s final 
atuemb to inflate it to truth of universal application, 
v/hat significance there is is built into the dramatic
1. D.L. Sayers, The Zeal of Thy House. 1937? (first 
produced at the "Canterbury l'estivai, June 12th, 1937). 
Eour Sacred Plays, 1948.
2. The Zeal of Thy House, III.
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action itself, but our final impression is tliat of a
personal rather than a cosmic revelation. I.'iss havers
does not succeed in con vine inn; us that the experience of
./illiam of 2ens embodies permanent human reod.ity.
The Devil to ]/ay,^  produced at Canterbury in
1939, is a pleasing translation of legend into human
tei'ms, and a convincing justification of the v;ays of
God to haustus, but here again hiss day^ers is concerned
more with the moral issue than with any depth of religious
experience. The underlying concept lacks genuine
poetic intensity. above all, both The Teal of Thy House
and The Devil to Pay are wanting in originality. The
surface drama is modernised after the colloquial manner of
2
Che prose plays The ïAan Born to be ring and He That Should 
3
Come but the Christian truth of the plays is conventionally
formulated and presented in traditional language suited
to so conservative a piety. Je may 7/ell coirpare Thomas’s
subjugation of spiritual pride
■’Now is my way clear, now is the m.eaning plain. 
Temptation shall not come in this land again.
1. D.L. Sayers, The Devil to Pay, 1939, Pour Sacred Pla,ys, 
1948.
2. D.L. Sayers, The 1 an Born to be Ling^
3 . D.L. Sayers, He That Should Com.e, 1938? Pour Sacred
Plays, 1948.
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The last temptation is the greatest treason:
'To do the rig;ht deed for the v/ronp’ reason.
'The natural vigour in the venial sin n 
Is the way in which our lives begin, "
with .illiams’*
"0, have sinned. The eldest sin of all, 
j ride, that struck down the morning star from Heaven
Hath struck me down from whe.L'e I sat and shone
Tmilin^j on ne*/ world...............
............ Thou that didst make the v/orld
iiiid wilt not let one thing that Thou hast made, 
ilo, not one sparrow, perish without Thy V/ill
(Since what we make, we love) - for that love’s salie
Jmite only me and spare my handiwork.
I.'iiss dayers' conception of damnation in pride is, like
the rhythms and images in which it is expressed, merely
derivative. rliot’s is an essentially personal expression
of spiritual experience conprehended in the living
imagination.
3
The Just Vengeance^, written for the 750th 
anniversary festival in Lichfield Cathedral, is a much 
more valuable achievement than either of the plays 
produced at Canterbury. Here at last Miss Saj'ers makes 
a genuine evaluation of religious historical event in 
terms of contemporary thought and outlook, and îsf thus of 
everlasting significance. "In form, the drama is a
A
1. Murder in the Cathedral, Pt.I.
2. The Zeal of Thy House, IV. FourSoicrc.o(
3. D.L. Sayers, The Just Vengeance, 1946; CUWted 1^ 4?.
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miracle-play oi Ivan’s insufficiency and Grod ’ s redemptive 
act set against the background of con terni: or ry crisis,"^ 
and the conte mi) or ary view-po int is represented by 
an airman, who "in the moment of death" is "shown in an 
image the meaning of the .A one ment. Miss Gayer s, in
a way which for her is not so "usual" has here "abolished 
Time and Gpace"^ to reach the core of mystical experience. 
In this play Christian truth is talcen fully into the 
imaginative comprehension and re delivered in a drama of 
a genuine conceptual intensity.
Character and action is symbolical, imaging 
the play’s spiritual content. The citizens of Lichfield 
are all humanity, the xiirman our own age, and the 
characters from the Bible enact ever recurrent human truth 
The xiirman defies the testimony of humanity and the Church 
to the need for eternal atonement -
"I do not believe in all this suffering -
1 do not see the sense of a suffering God - 
n’hy should anyone suffer?""^
1. D.L. Bayers, introduction to The Just Vengeance, 
Four dacred Plays, 1948, p.280.
2. op .cit
y . C . .1 illiams, Appendix to Seed of Adam and Other 
PI ay s.
4. The Just Vengeance.
zl1-09
Until, apprehending the significance of this atonement
in relationship to unchanging human reality, he finds
himself involuntarily demanding it, crying "Crucify!
crucify ! ,  and acquiescing to the twofold condemnation
"In the blood of sfoel 
Unjustly, and justly in the blood of Cain;
Ai-ll men are so, and God, being made man,
Gust wLilk the road Ghat man chose for himself,
Carrying man’s sin and innocence to the cross; p 
Thus it becomes Us to fulfil all righteousness."
He, with all humanity, accepts the burden of the Gross.
The citizens of Lichfield are clearly descended
from the women of Canterbury. In this play, the function
of the Chorus is almost identical with that of Eliot’s
lu T'urdec in the Cathedral, for, not only, do they dramatise
the significance of the action, but their own spiritual
aware ness is modif ied by the events which they witness.
In fact these witnesses pass from, fear and rejection of
the main action to a voluntary acceptance resolved in the
dramatic action itself, for ultimately they run down to
shoulder the cross which they had refused. The play
closes on a note of joy, still half bewildered,
"Answer to our surprise,
Seeing with our eyes,
The obscure demanding
Of ioVels and bones and heart, each feeling part 
Fade suddenly plain in the brain and understanding. 




lo find ourselves thus replenished,”^
These rhythms and images are sufficiently familiar to 
require no further comment.
A study of I iss Bayers’ work, with the exception 
01 The Just Vengeance , i ne vi t ab ly le ave s o ne d e man d i ng of 
her a greater intensity of imagination and a handling of 
religious truth equal to the boldness and freedom, with 
which she treats historical fact. her approach to 
religious experience tends to be timid and conventional, 
lacking the vitality and audacity which Eliot demanded 
in order that a truly living religious drama maj^  be 
evolved. V/e are reminded that, "if v;e want a living 
religious drama we must be prepared to accept something 
less sedative, and perhaps something which may cause us 
some discomfort and embarrassment in uhe process of getting 
used to it."^
Anne Ridler’s GaJn. is representative of what 
we now recognise to be a characteristic approach to the 
problem of adapting the poetic drama to the demands of 
an audience which has, for too long, found satisfaction
1. The Just Vengeance.
2. T.B. Eliot, ’Religious Drama. Mediaeval and Modern,’ 
p.9.
3. A.Ridler, Gain, 1943.
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of its needs in the imaginatively restricted worldy 
of the prose play. J'rs. Ridler’s handling of her 
material is more tentative than that of Zliot or of 
Chai'les illiams, but here again v/e have the f amiliar 
attempt to relate the essential significance of known 
event to the thought and experience of our own time.
The characters in Cain react variously to the situation 
in which they are placed, and in each reaction we 
recognise some part of our own thought. The life of 
id am and Eve, with its "times of peace" when "supper and 
bright fire annul the day’s hostility"^ is a symbol 
of the daily round of existence, Abel signifies man’s 
goodness, while Gain is the consciousness of suffering
g
humanity, "capable of intelligence, of murder and mercy," 
forever destined to sin but still to find redemption, 
"hopeless, yet fed on salvation
Mrs. Ridler’s method of presenting a poetic 
vision of modern life on the stage is typical of that 
of a vast number of poetic dramatists’ writing over the 
past twenty years. If an audience which inevitably
1. Gain.
2 . op. c i t.
I . °rAL
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associates contemporary character and situation with 
everyday speech refuses the overt rendering of its own 
v/orld\ in poetic times, this rendering must be disguised 
in character and situation which is not contemporary^ 
and therefore acceptable . In G ai n , the Biblical 
character and event is -gradually identified with our own 
existence -
"Borne 01 them think they would have acted differently 
in Gain’s position : simple to refrain from sin
In every given case except one’s own case :
But in that, how different, appear the possibilities, 
How huge the provocation/’f
and, almost before we have time to realise what is
happening, the Biblical world has become our "own street,
emptied of all hope" and we feel "the weight of awakening
2
to a sullen morning." /here the dramatist fails is in 
her distinct tendency to over-explicit declanation of 
the significance of the play’s action. J e  well 
compare Gain with the treatment of the same subject 
matter in Fry’s A Sleep of Prisoners# Mhere Fry lets 
his preoentation of the event speak for itself, Mrs.





The J h ad 0 w F ac t o ry ^ is an altogether more 
exciting dramatic expei'iment, particularly in that it 
is one of the few j^lays in which an attempt has been 
made to follovV Fliot in his direct invasion on what has 
erroneously become regai'ded as the territory of the 
prose drama. The wo rid of The oh ad o w i" ac t o ry is the 
world of Fliot ’ s early poems and of owe e ne.y Ago n is te s, 
although 1rs. Ridler, unlike Fliot, has found it 
necessary to justify her sinister conception by referring us 
to material evidence of the modern tendency to regimen - 
tation, and, in doing so, has considerably detracted from 
its potential strength. The audience m.aj^ all too easily
o^ issociatt P
disas.&ooia4e-d this muted 1984 v/ith their own daily 
lives.
The great weakness of The Shadow Factory is 
the dramatists failure to evolve spiritual development 
from the main action of the play, and to resolve it again 
in dramatic terms. Ve identify the values inmlied by 
Garrick’s mural with the scene at the Crib, but no 
dramatic progression is established between the two.
1. rx. Aidler, The ohadow Factory, 1946.
2. G. Or\,vell, 1984, 1949.
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Bpiritual resurgence is not generated by dramatic event, 
aiad the communication of Christian truth is effected only 
G hr 0 ugh overt poetic declaration in what are, despite 
each character 's personal application of this truth,
"passages of poetry v/hich might be spoken by anybody.
I oreover, when the "trance-like s t a t e h a s  passed,we 
do not find sufficient comp-en sat ion in the remaining 
action’s feeble indication of at least a partial 
yermanent modification.
There is distinct evidence in this plaj/ of 
the direct influence of Eliot on the ideas of the 
dramatist. The conception as a whole, involving contrast 
between the terrible futility of the actual and the 
genuine reality of spiritual truth is clearly in the 
Eliot tradition. Furthermore, we recognise the familiar 
manner of presenting the unexpected stirring of the dormant 
spirit through images of terror -
"Returning home, he glances up to see the malice 
peep from the window;
hot to be caught, but surely it winked at him just now?
rind if he unmasks the teiror, learns to deride 
The groping maggot, the hand under the stair,
1. T.B. Eliot, ’Poetry and Drama’, p.80.
2. on.cit.
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H i 3 f e ar w ill quiet ly mo ve to a n o t ii e r c h ai r ^
+erm^
and the absence oi spiritual c .-nsc i ou sne s s in of
superficial everyday existence -
"Our pleasures monotonous, our loves inadequate, 
Poverty constant, if not extreme;
J e  have been starved of more than food; and yet 
v/e have endured .
iiowever, this evidence is of no great significance, 
fliot ’s ideas are not developed or modified by any notable 
originality of thought and v/e are reminded of his own 
com]' e nt g hat "one of the surest of tests is the way in 
which a poet borrov/s. Immature poets imitate ; mature 
poets steal; bad poets deface v/hat they tal-:e, and good 
poets make it into some thing better, or at least something 
different.
More worthy of comment is Mrs . .Rid 1er’s 
adoption of Eliot’s versification. It is with some 
success that she employs stylised everyday conversation - 
a mai'ked device in Sweeney Agon i s t e - to point the
1. The .ohadow Factory, ct.I , Ac. 1.
2. op.cit., Act.II, Sc.2.
3. T.S. Eliot, ’Philip Massinger’, Selected Essays,p.206,
4. See Chap.Ill, pf IfefcPl-
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vacuity oi ordinary intercourse -
1st Girl : "He’s not back yet from, lunch
2nd Girl: (entering) Hot back?
1st Girl: .liat’ll v/e do?
2nd Girl : 0, leave the note,
xut it on his desk, and let’s get back,
] know v/e’11 catch it for coming here.
1st Girl ; They sent us up. ^md anyhow
1 don’t give nothin ’ f or v/hat they say.
..-hat can they do?
and Girl : Give us the sack.
1st Girl: Goon get another job just as good. (.She
puts note down on desk).
2 nd Girl : Or just as bad. ..-e ’d best go back -
(TaiTrr of machines. The figures begin movement). 
They’re starting up.
IsG Girl : Best go back.
Furthermore, a sincere effort is made to handle the 
loose colloquial verse form evolved in the writing of 
The Family Reunion, and the dramatist succeeds in moving
from. -
"It isn’t popular, I ’ll admit.
Even the Unions opposed it at first:
But I stood out for it; I can’t afford to lose it. 
You know the advertising m.aocim: 
fake your point by repetition,
Never mind the irration,"^
1. The oh ad ow Facto ry, Act.1, 3c.1.
2. op.cit.
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to the greater insensity of -
"J. erhap ; we never extend our boundaries,
-^ ut at some point they cease to seem, important.
] nstead , 'e discover a certainty of go od ,
\,uite impassible, quite ine^cpressible,
Offering neither sweetness nor solace - 
No profit for us; and yet, strangely,
This is joy, this is p e a c e , "T
withouc straining her medium. Her failure is in that 
she lacks rhe confidence to insist that "everythin"-
can be said in verse," "without recourse to prose",^ 
and she confesses her own weakness by breaking the 
tradition which she is attempting to establish.
Anne Hidler’s adaptation of fliot has produced 
no striking development of her master’s thought and 
technique, but she has at least acknowledged the new 
approach to the century’s need and attempted to fux'ther 
its cause. -he same may be said, with serious 
reservation, of the wo rk of Ronald Duncan. This wby to 
the Tomb ^ is indeed an aclmowl edge ment of Eliot, but 
an acknov/1 edge ment v/hich amounts to little more than servile
1. op.cit., Act.II, Sc.3.
2. T.S. Eliot, ’The Aims of Poetic Drama,’ (Adam),p.l2.
3. ’Poetry and Drama’, p.83.
4. R. Duncan, This fay to the Tomb, 1946.^
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imitation. In this play Duncan enthusiastically 
employs almost every aspect of Eliot’s thought and 
technique. The theme Ol the Masque, damnation in 
pride, is the theme of P. urder in the Cathedral, and 
the ideay underlying the Ant i-Mas que ’ s exposure of 
modern spiritual degeneracy is fundamental to Eliot’s 
writings, Doth dramatic and oetic. Duncan re­
iterates Eliot’s thought in terms almost identical 
wit h those used in th e o ri gi nal. Cur or d in -ary surf ac e 
living is described as "distraction disguised as important 
actions, the mo#(nt of understanding is out of time ,
for "God stajids outside of Time, alone in still coritent- 
2
rent," and understanding for Antony is the realisation 
that "my own pride" is the "punctual jailer of pride’s 
own tyranny." He also adopts Eliot’s methods of
1. This ./ay to The Tomb. The Masque .
Cl. "Wat you call "t'he normal
Is merely the unreal and the unimportant."
The Family Reunion,Pt .II,3c. 1
and "Time-ridden faces
Distracted from distraction by distraction."
Eour quartets, ’Burnt Norton.’
2. op .cit. af . "a moment in time and of time , "The Rock,?tJ
and "the still point of the turning world,"
Eour quartets, ’Burnt Norton’.
3. op.cit. cf. "Is there no way, in my soul’s sickness,
Does not lead to damnation in pride?"
Murder in the Cathedral, Pt.I.
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cû.aJiiunicatioii. The thoughts of Antony aie objectified 
in symbolic character and action as Thomas’s thoughts 
were objectified in the Tempters in Murder in the 
Cathedral, and the characters express themselves in 
rhythms and images all too easily recognisaole,
Everyday treads on the toes of yesterday 
And to-day on the heels of tomorrow 
vVhich will come, but comes slowly,
Glowly to those who worry.
Monday means firewood; today we cut firewood 
All day today we have been cutting firewood;
Olive burns well, but it is tough on the saw and 
Hard on the axe,
And both are hard on the shoulder. ,
I am used to work but not to v/orry.
The scene at the tomb of Gaint Antony, in which various 
of the pilgrims confess their fears, is little more 
than a confused revival of the experience expressed 
by the Chorus to Murder in the Cathedral -
I am afraid of remembering 
that which I have forgotten;
I am afraid of forgetting 
that which I have remembered.
1. op.cit., cf. "And meanwhile we have Jone on living,
Living and partly living.
Picking together the pieces,
Gathering faggots at nightfall. 
Building a partial shelter,
For sleeping, and eating and drinking 
and laughter."
Murder in the Cathedral, Ptil.
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For, all that I have is in dreams;
Dreams which I remembered to forget 
and in dreams which I forgot to remember.
The term confused is used here with deliberation. 
Duncan is re-delivering imaginative truth which 
has not been assimilated and modified by his own 
imagination. His imagery is merely derivative, 
ann since it does not trace experience fully 
comprehended in the dramatist's own imagination, 
the result is frequently an apparent poetic 
utteiance wnich, as in the speech quoted above, 
means virtually nothing.
For his Anti-Masque Duncan is heavily 
indebted to Auden and Isherwood. A detailed 
comparison of nis adaptation of the familiar 
Auden-Iaherwood technique - satirical use of 
caricature, popular slogan, mass cultural methods, 
radio and popular song - would be fruitless. 
Guffxce it to say that Duncan is attempting to 
do what has previously been done better, and what 
is, in any case, probably not worth the doing.
1. op.cit.. The Anti-Masque.
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Even if we aside the fact that it is frequently
mere plagiarism, This Way to the Tomb is a failure. The 
dramatist objectifies his hero's thought with some success 
and the re-appearance of the three symbolic characters
in the Anti-Masque is neatly handled, but the great 
weakness of the play is the fact that Antony is so prone 
to "silent meditation") the results of which are expressed 
in soliloquy on soliloquy. Here tne dangers of Eliot's 
emphasis on inwaid significance are alarmingly apparent.
In This way to the Tomb there is far to j much overt 
declaration of spiritual development at the expense 
of essential dramatic action. Eliot only just succeeded 
in striking a balance between outer and inner action 
in murder in the Cathedral. In Duncan's play the scales 
are heavily weighed down by disproportionate measures 
01 meditative poetry altogether undramatic.
The merit of Stratton is that it genuinely 
attempts to express what is, indeed, Eliot's and not 
Duncan's thought in terms of human relationship. 
Unfortunately the merit is confined to the attempt. In 
this play, in which Duncan snamelessly reproduces 
Eliot's ideas without an attempt to disguise the fact, the 
familiar theme of pride and self knowledge is openly 
I. 0 p.cit TKe
1 . R. Duncan, Stratton, 1949*
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declared in passages, too numerous to quote, which, are 
plainly lifted direct from Eliot’s own plays. We are 
not impressed by Courtenay’s ’discovery' that
One can get so used to the mask 
Which we think we are 
That when we see ourselves as we are.
We do not recognise the grin.
It is as though I'd found all my life was sleep,
And what I thought were dreams was I awake.
In private nightmares are we each confined 
Stalking the shadow of our own despair 1^
or by Stratton's not unexpected reply
You mean that self-deception can be such 
that reality appears i l l u s i o n , ^
ana we weary of the motonous repetition of Eliot's 
conception^, too obviously half digested before their 
redelivery. The play treats of every idea put forward 
by Eliot - self discovery, heriditary sin, the 
intersection of time with eternity, the contrast between 
the actual and the real, the perpetual redemption of 
sin - and treats them without originality or even 
with complete understanding. It is particularly
1. Stratton, Act I, Sc.l.
cf. particularly "The things I thought were real i
are shadows, and the real ^
Are what I thought were private i
shadows." \
The Family Reunion, It.II.Sc.II.;
2. op.cit.
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interesting to note that Eliot's recourse, in The 
Family Reunion,to the "trance-like s t a t e w h i c h  he 
himself deplored, is seized upon by Duncan as if, 
uecause Eliot used it, it had, of itself, some peculiar 
value to the poetic drama.
It is unfortunate that that part of Stratton 
which Duncan may claim for himself is at once the most 
serious fault in the play. Here, the dramatist has 
apparently mistaken the dramatic for the theatrical, 
and Eliot's imaginative truth appears in the ludicrous 
guise of what is, in fact, mere melodrama. If we compare 
with Stratton Eliot's own dramatisation of the reality 
of our heridity in The Confidential Clerk, we are 
immediately struck by the crudity of Duncan's presentation. 
The identification of Cory Stratton with his son, and 
the trial in which the Judge becomes the prisoner, has 
tremendous value as mere theatre, but it lacks the 
dramatic integrity demanded by the underlying theme of 
the play. The conception of the fusion of time with 
eternity is prostituted by this pandering to theatrical 
sensation. The presentation of self knowledge and 
spiritual blindnessin terms of Cory's mirror gazing and
1. 'Poetry and Drama', p.80.
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the loss of Maria's eyesight is merely cheap popularisa­
tion of what, in Eliot's work, was genuine imaginative 
reality.
If Duncan's work were original it would be
important, but, in fact, it is both second-hand and
second-rate. In Duncan are exhibited all the pitfalls
to which the lesser dramatist is exposed by his
enthusiasm for the work of a greater, and his plays are
what,sooner or later, inevitably follows in the wake of
a significant dramatic innovation. It is refreshing to
note, that, in his latest play, Duncan has relied
A
on his own dramatic talent. Our Lady ' s Tumbler  ^has no 
great imaginative intensity and inclines to be sentimental, 
but, by comparison with Duncan's previous work, there is 
a certain charm in its unpretentious simplicity.
2
Norman Nicholson's The Old Man of the Mountains 
explores the instability of our own faith through the 
contemporary presentation of the story of Elijah. The 
raven in this play clearly refers us back to the choral 
commentary in The Hock, though we must credit Nicholson 
with a sincere effort to adapt what he has taken from
1. H. Duncan, Our Lady's Tumbler, 1951*
2. N. Nicholson, The Old Man of the Mountains, 1945.
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Sliot to his personal thought. The marked defect of 
The Old Man of the Mountains is its serious lack of 
imaginative unity. The play falls apart into three 
sections - the choral interpretation by the raven, the 
realistic presentation oi village character ana speech - 
here we are strongly reminded of Obey's delightfully 
naturalistic Noe,^  - and the notably "trance-like 
utterances of prophetic insight. The attempt to effect 
a transition between the two last leads to the bathos 
of remarks such as "why din I speak those words?",  ^ a 
weakness which Eliot did not altogether escape in 
The Family Reunion, ann though Elijah has a legitimate 
excuse for oracular declamation^Nicholson, unlike Eliot,
has to contend with the startling contrast of his
own dialectal colloquialism. Furthermore, the dramatist 
fails to build tne significance of his action into the 
action itself, isolating it in the surrounding commentary 
of the raven. The greatest failure in the play is its 
'realistic' dialogue. The use of dialectal phrase is
1. A. Obey, Noe, 1951.
2. 'Poetry and Drama', p.80.
5. The Old Man of the Mountains, Pt.I.
4. cf. Agatha's "What have I been saying?", The Family
Reunion, Pt.II, 5c.2.
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pleasing enough, but hicholson endows his characters, as 
did Abercrombie in nis Gloucestershire plajs,^  with 
an artificial literary imagery drawn from the background 
to their lives. The result is the banalities of land 
"as dry as a badger *s backside" eyes that "shrivel 
like fried eggs"^ in the drought, and - surely a museum 
exhibit - a child
On the outskirts of the town of death.
Like the cabbages in the allotments.'^
Nicholson’s later Prophesy to the yvind^  is no
more successful. As in Stratton, the literal treatment
0
of Eliot’s "loop in time" in this play leads the dramatist 
into severe trouble, and his serious intentions are 
ruined by ludicrous situations such as John’s struggle 
to take Preya’s earrings for fuse wire and Vikar's entry 
in an air-raid warden’s helmet.
1. See Chap.I, p. eg'
2. The Ola man of the i^ountains, Pt .11.
J. op.cit., Pt.III.
4. op.cit.* Pt.I.
5. N. Nicholson, Prophesy to the Wind, 1949.
6. The Family Reunion, Pt.I, Sc.l.
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If Nicholson is not the man to follow Eliot’s
lead to greater achievements, nor is Kobert Git tings,
author of The Makers of Violence.^  This simple moral
illustration is garnished with a heightened language
waich Tinas no justification in any genuine poetic
intensity of concept. moreover, not only is the poetry
of the play undramatic, but the most trivial flight of
fancy is tortuously pursued, so that "accusations" are
"slashed" about "like idiot schoolboys switching the
2
heads off flowers", the "overcoat" of an empire is 
"ripped inside-out, and sleeved and seamed wita wave- 
threads ", and, in fearful C'_nf usion, a "poor little 
candle flame" salves "the bite" of a "dog’s tooth"
Thiio might well maxe even Eliot lose hope in the future
of contemporary poetic drama.
We must not, however, in looking back over the 
drama of the past two decades, allow ourselves to be 
discouraged by some degree of failure. Of greater 
significance than any individual failure or success, 
is the evidence of the essential change which has come 
over the English drama during these years. For, clearly,
1. R. Gittings. The Makers of Violence, 1951.




there is evidence of such a change. Now that we are in
a position to review the English dramatic scene from
the heritage of Ibsen in England to the present day, we
are immediately and forcibly struck by the tremendous
alteration in dramatic outlook and technique between
the drama of the early years of the century and that
written since the middle thirties.
The great stride tamen between these periods
may be measured by a surmuary glance backward and forward
over the years. Masefield and Abercrombie, inspired by
the Irish Dramatic Movement, made an early attempt
at treating realistic material in the spirit and language
of poetry, that is, at bringing actual existence within
the comprehension of the poetic imagination. Conscious,
however, of their own limitation, they were careful to
select an actual existence which lent itself to poetic
treatment. The world of The Tragedy of Nan,^  of Deborah^
and of the Four Short Plays  ^ is not "some imaginary world
q
totally unlike" our own, but neither is it "tne world
1. See Chap.I, pp.Ç^-fH.
2. See Chap.I, pp. fit
J. See Chap.I, pp.{,?'?H.
4. 'Poetry and Drama', p.79.
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in which the audience lives and to which it returns when
it leaves the theatre. It is a world sufficiently
remote from our own to render the poeticizing of its
experience acceptable to the contemporary audience, yet
sufficiently closely related to life itself to justify
it as a basis for the writer’s poetic vision. By
choosing country life as the subject matter for their
poetic drama, Masefield and Abercrombie had the
anvantage of characters less far removed from the
elemental forces of existence than those of modern
society, ana characters which might spontaneously
express themselves in terms of imagery drawn from nature
and in language heightened by the natural poetry to be
found in dialectal speech. Furthermore, a modern audience
will always incline to accept poetry on the lips of
country people more readily than from characters which
they immediately recognise to be like themselves, -
any strangeness which they may feel can always be put
down to the fact that country people are ’different’ -
and the audience will take poetry from them as it






;Ve may well compare this early choice of subject 
with the starler world of The Shadow Factory, A Sleep of 
Irisoners of the plays of Auden and Isherwood and of 
Gpender. Here the dramatists are allowing themselves no 
concessions, but facing up directly to the problem 
of presenting, on the stage,"people dressed like ourselves 
living in houses and apartments like ours, and using 
telephones and motor cars and radio sets" They are 
not always successful, but there is a great measure of 
credit in the attempt alone. This pioneering work 
offers hope for the future - ordinary life has been 
brought into the theatre ana there can be no turning 
back from it now.
The poet dramatists of the last twenty years 
have not always made such a direct attack on the 
refractory material of contemporary existence. As we 
have shown, one of the most favoured methods of approach 
to modern existence has been through the presentation 
of uncontemporary material in terms oi contemporary 
thought and experience. Here again we may well draw 
a comparison between the drama written after the thirties 
and that which came before. We may, for instance, set 
the work of Phillips, Binyon, Bottomley and Sturge Moore 
against that of the dramatists writing after Eliot.
I op .c it.
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These early playwrights saw no possibilities in their 
historic material beyond the re-enaction of the nai'rative 
through 'heroic’ character and action decorated with 
those false externals of poetic drama - archaic, 
inflated language and outdated costume. In direct 
contrast we have the more recent insistence on historical 
and Biblical themet which shall be truly living, with 
timeless character expressing itself in the thought and 
language of our own day. We have only to place Nero  ^
or Attila^ alongside The Firstborn, or King'Lear's Wife  ^
by Thomas Granmer of Canterbury to realise the great 
progress which has been made.
As we have seen, evidence of the most outstanding 
development is to be found in a comparison between 
the early and later religious drama of the first half 
of this century. An enormous expanse of ground has been 
covered v;ithin a very short time. W-ithin the space of 
fifty years religious drama has progressed from the 
timorous dramatisation of Biblical nan ative to the 
rendering of spiritual experience in terms of modern
1. See Chap. I, p.
2. See Chap. I, py.
3. See Chap. I, pp.io-|
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life and thought. After the thirties the religious play 
is marked by a new freedom of treatment and an increasing 
urgency of conception. /ve may well compare the tentative 
handling of the Nativity in iiousman ' s Bethlehem^ with 
the audaciously free treatment of the same subject in 
Seed of Adam and The shadow Factory, masefield- in
The Trial of Jesus,^ The Coming of Chlüfst,^ and Easter^
had shown some originality of conception in the 
introduction of his choral commentary, stylised symbolical 
figures,and realistic characters measuring by their 
reaction the emotional significance of the event, but 
his efforts towards a bolder treatment of religious 
subject matter are as nothing compared with the 
contemporary urgency of the plays of Fry, Williams,
Fid1er, Duncan and Nicholson. In Cam, The Firstborn,
The Boy with a Cart, The House of Octopus, This Way to
the Tomb 4 and The Old man of the Mountains, the conventional
piety of masefield, of The Little Plays of Saint Francis^
1. See Chap.I, p. 71
2. See Chap.I, p.0'0
3- See Chap.I, p. M
4. See Chap.I, p. fîl
3. See Chap.I, p. 11
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and The Acts of St. Peter  ^has been shattered by an
integrity of imagination which insists on the right of
the religious drama to deal with every aspect of
contemporary experience, however unpalatable it may be
to the traditional outlook on the subject of religion.
Here is a significant acknowi|. edge ment of the belief that
"the creation of a living religious drama in our time
is not to be conceived as a problem entirely isolated
2
from that of the secular theatre", that "conventionality 
is a bad tiling", and that "if we want a living 
religious drama we must be prepared to accept sometiiLng 
less sedative, and perhaps something which may cause 
us some discomfort in the process of getting used to it."
Finally there has, during the past twenty 
years, been an outstanding development in the use of 
verse as a medium fox dramatic speech, masefield, 
Drinicwater, and especially Abercrombie, had recognised 
the need for a dramatic poetry in closer touch with 
everyday language. They attempted and effected improvement
1. See Chap.l,




on the dead language of the nineteenth century, but they 
did not succeed in establishing a traditional form 
of contemporary versification. Their approach to the 
problem was thx'ough an experimentation with their dramatic 
hei'itage. Like the poet dramatists of the nineteenth 
century, they adopted the Elizabethan blank verse 
form, but they made an effort to revive it with rhythms 
and phrases from colloquial speech. Their efforts, 
however, inevitably proved inadequate for the need of 
our own time. A new form of verse was demanded, a form 
in which might be expressed at once an intense poetic 
conception and the exchanges of modern social intercourse. 
Moreover, a new form of verse was found. We have 
compared a passage in Abercrombie’s The Adder with a 
passage from Tennyson’s Harold^ in order to show the 
progress made in the evolution of dramatic verse 
during the early pioneering years in the poetic drama 
of this century. Let us again compare the same passage 
with one taken from Anne Filler’s The Shadow Factory.
The difference is between a courageous attempt to mould 
the framework of the blank verse to our own speech 
resulting in a stilted, selfconscious approach to 
colloquialism, and this smoothly flowing yet controlled
1. See Chap.I, pp.U'l
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versification.
No. For remember, the child disbelieves in its pain.
A :$ick cnrld thinks - if 1 went downstairs
And had my breakfast, if the day were a usual day,
I shoulan’t feel ill any longer. The man 
Learns better, he thinks, but still in his heart 
He IS sure that pain, even death, is unreal.
And yet how vivid the ineluctable pain I 
How final the death !I
VVe must, then, account for this striking
change whicn has taken place in the English dramatic
scene. Obviously the English drama received the force
of a tremendous impact in the middle thirties, and
tnis was the impact of Eliot on the English drama of
his time. It was Eliot who, in Sweeney Agonistes
and The Family Reunion brought the world for so long
associated with the prose drama within the scope of 
2
poetry, and it is to Eliot that Fry, Bid1er, Spender, 
ana Auden and Isherwood are more or less directly 
indebted for their poetic plays of modern life. It 
was Eliot who, in The Bock and Mur'der in the Cathedral, 
pointed the way to a religious drama in contact with 
contemporary thought and experience. Finally, it was
1. The Shadow Factory, Act II, Sc.3*
2. See Chap. Ill,
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Eliot who evolved a form of versification v/hich might 
meet tne demands oi the twentieth century.  ^ The value 
of his gift to the English drama of his time cannot be 
overestimated, and he has indeed "laid all his successors 
under obligation to him.
1. See Chap.Ill, pp.
2. 'Poetry and Drama', p.75*
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CONCLUSION
In retrospect, we see that there has been a 
logical progression in the development of English drama 
in the first half of the twentieth century. The poetic 
drama of the nineteenth century was divorced almost 
entirely, both in choice and treatment of subject, 
from life itself. Jones and Pinero in England, and Ibsen 
in Norway, recognised the need to bring contemporary 
thought and experience, the world of actual existence, 
into the theatre. The heritage of Ibsen in England 
was a serious prose drama which passed through the 
hands of Shaw, Galsworthy, Hankin, Houghton, Brighouse, 
Baker and Sowerby, becoming increasingly more boldly 
realistic in its passage, and spending itself at last 
in the photographic naturalism which continues through 
Sheiiff, Monkhouse, Bax to Emlyn ..illiams and Hattigan 
in the present day.
There was, nowever, a dangerous deficiency 
in the serious drama through which contemporary existence 
entered the theatre. The dramatists who followed Ibsen 
completely missed the poetry in nis work, and the drama 
derived from him concerned itself almost exclusively
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with the social problems and theories of its age, 
presented, as their subject matter demanded, in a form 
in which character, setting and language approximated 
as closely as possible to the world of everyday living.
The serious limitations of the new prose drama 
were immediately recognised, and the counter movement to 
bring poetry bacK tj tne stage was begun by the Irish 
dramatists and taxen up by their English disciples, 
Abercrombie, Masefield and Drinkwater. Unfortunately, 
the poet dramatists did not immediately attempt to overcome 
their rivals on their own ground. Synge brought a vision 
of life itself to the stage, but it was a life remote 
from the world of modern society. The English poets 
made a valiant effort to revive verse as a medium for 
dramatic speech, but they, too, confined their efforts 
to subjects which yielded readily to poetic treatment. 
Meanwhile, the prose drama had completely taken over 
contemporary modern living, "the world in which the 
audience lives and to which it returns when it leaves 
the theatre",  ^ and this contemporary modern living had 
become firmly associated in the minds of the audience 
with the prose drama’s photographic realism, and 
especially with its reproduction of everyday language. 
Poetry had become ’unnatural’ in the theatre.
1. T.S. Eliot, ’Poetry and Drama', p.79-
4 3 9
The next step in this logical progress of 
development is obvious, but it is a step which the poet 
dramatists have not found easy to take. The contemporary 
audience had become so accustomed to the conventions of 
the prose drama in any play dealing with actual existence 
that it was not prepared to accept any attempt at its 
poetic presentation, especially if this presentation 
involved overt poetic utterance from characters in 
everyday dress and surroundings. It was T.iS. Eliot 
who, in Sweeney Agonistes, and later in The Family Reunion, 
The Cocktail Party,and The Confidential Clerk succeeded 
in bringing poetry into the ordinary world in which 
the audience lives, and it is to Eliot's fusion of 
contemporary life and poetic vision that the poetic 
drama of the future must forever be indebted. Nevertheless, 
the path for Eliot was by no means easy. As we have 
illustrated from Eliot’s own record of his experiences 
as a poet writing for the theatre, the dramatist has 
naa a difficult struggle to overcome the prejudices of 
the modern audience. Eliot realised that poetry must be 
cautiously rehabilitated on the stage, and the poet who 
has re-instated it through the insidious rhythms of a verse 
which must, for the most part, allow its hearers to 
"forget that they are listening to a poetic play
1. ’Comments on The Cocktail Party', p.ZI.
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has suffered the rigours of a long period of self 
discipline.
That Eliot has overcome the prejudice of 
audiences against poetic drama as far as his own work 
is concerned is certain. That he has altogether succeeded 
in effecting a "real dramatic r e n a s c en c e i s  more doubtfuli 
The drama written after Eliot has shown great courage 
and promise, but it is still experimental and uncertain. 
Contemporary dramatists have snown a marked timidity in 
following Eliot into the world of the commercial theatre, 
and what few attempts have been made at direct approach 
to contemporary living have been disappointing. Auden 
and Isherwood, Macniece and opender have concerned 
themselves too keenly with the topical at the expense 
of the truly contemporary. The Shadow Factory, on 
the level of lesser intensity, is verse by courtesy 
alone, and the dramatist falls back on prose when she 
loses her nerve. However, in A Sleep of Prisoners 
and The House of Octopus a greater hope is held out to the 
future of contemporary drama. *The dramatists after 
Eliot have mainly preferred to take their lead from 
The Rock and Murder in the Cathedral, and to present the 
world of everyday living by implication in their urgently
1. 'The Aims of Poetic Drama’, (N.Y.H.T.) p.2, col.2.
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contemporary treatment of material not obviously
contemporary. Here they have been excellent, as is
witnessed particularly by the religious drama of
Fry and Williams, and there has indeed formed "a cluster
of dramatists ... exhibiting a pattern of diversity and
unity"which, for Eliot, "would be a real dramatic 
2
renascence".
It is fitting that any critic of Eliot should 
look, finally, tovvards the future. The achievement of 
Eliot himself is very great. If tne drama which follows 
him has, as yet, fallen short of this achievement, it 
has at least given evidence of pioneering sympathy with 
Eliot’s own aims and ideals. Let us, with Eliot, continue 
to "regard our work today as that of the first generation 
only" and to endorse his "greatest hope ... that we 
shall lay some foundations upon which others will come 
to build.
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English Culture, English 
Pamphlet Series, No.2) 
(Buenos Aires) 1942.
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Sansom, G. The Poetry of T.S.Sliot
Co.u.p.) 1947.
Smidt, K. Poetry and Belief in the 
Work of T.S.Eliot 
(Jacob Gybwad) 1)4-9.
idtep hens oil, E.k. T.8. Eliot and the Lay 
Header (ii'ortune Pressj
1944.
Unger, L. (Ed. T.8 . Eliot: A Selected 
Gritiqu~ (Reinehart) 1948.
kVp.lliainson, H.R. The Poetry of T.8 .Eliot 
Thodder and Stoughton; 1932
Wilson, P. Six Essays on the Development 
of T.S.Eliot, (Portune Press) 
1948.
(b) GPITxGISM M  lEitlODIÜALS^
(The following periodical publications have been 
examined for criticism of the first proauction of 
each of Eliot's plays,of every subsequent revival, 
and of the publication of important volumes.)
Adelphi^, Athenaeum, Griterion, Henyon Review, Listener, 
London Mercury, New Statesman and Ration, New York Herald 
Tribune, New York Times, Observer, Poetry Review, Punch, 
Scrutiny, Spectator, Sunday Times, Theatre Arts Monthly, 
Times, Times Literary Supplement, Time and Tide.
1. The amount read is so great as to go far beyond the 
limits of a Jbook-list such as this, and to list all 
the individual articles here is impossible. I have 
therefore confined myself merely to listing those 
periodicals which provided particularly interesting 
indications of the reaction to Eliot's plays.
4-52
GüW TPr/üm ilY IÆ..D PCP 1 UigGJPo (£' C G K P .J{I30p
(a) DHArATIâîo ,7H0d2 ./üiü:. PUiSIoIÎED IHbZ.ftEoPIPÜ îliTYEE 
202 OüIT'aBIGOE.'
Anouilh, Baker,A, Barrie, Ba%, Bennett, Binyon,
Bridie, Brighouse, Claudel, Coward, Colum, Dane,
Dru ten, Dukes, Brvine, Flecker, Cals’Yorthy, Ghéon, 
Granville -Barker, Gregory , Han kin , Hassall, Houghton, 
Housman, Ibsen, Jerome, Jones, H.A., Joyce,
Lawrence ,D.E., Lonsdale , «'ackenzie , Haeterlinck,
I artyn, baugham, Loore ,'L.B., I' onkhouse, iunro ,
Hovello, Obey, O'Casey, 0 'Heill, Lhillips,
'"hillpotts, Linero, Iriestley, Hattigan , Robinson,L, 
Rostand, ohaw, Gherriff, Bmith,Dodie, Bowerby, Butro, 
Ustinov, ./ilder,L. , ililliai-is, Einlyn, Williams,Tennessee
1. Bince only those dramatists have been included whose 
work showed any sign of significant relationship to 
Bliot, this represents only a sma]. 1 number o :' the 
dramatists read.
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(b) mAÎiiTIoTB ./HUGE ./OjK BT ŒHH: HIL ..rUlHTI H-ED COÎ.TARIGON 
W~C(ir3ÏDlïuSLüL lÆWT.JTCE .
Abercrombie, Lascelles.
Deborah (John Lane) 1912
Foui- Ghort L'iays (The 
Adder ; 'îïie G taire a se 3 
The Deserter; The End
of the ./orld) . (T.'artin Gecker) 1922
Phoenix (Hartin Decker) 1925
The Gale of G^nt Thomas (kartin Decker) 1951
Csïx acts)
Auden,
The Dance of Death (Faber and Faber) 1955
AUden, ./.H. and Isherwood, 0.
The Dog Beneath the .Gkin (Faber and Faber) 1955
The AScent of F.6. (Faber and Faber) 1957
On the Jkontier (Faber and Faber) 1958
Bot t omley, Gordon
King Lear's Fife [The Grier 
by Night, The Prding Fo 
Lithend, Hidsummer Eve,
Lao dice and Danae (Constable) 1920
Gruach and Britain ' s
PaugliEer (Constable) 1921.





Pawns (The Gtorm; 
God 01 ^uie t ; X =
xibrali^ im Lincoln
Lary B tu art
Oliver Cromwell







(David ITutt) I9II 
(David Nutt) 1914


















'The Dull Ass's Hoof 
This Ray to the Tomb 
Btratton
Our Lady's Tumbler 
Don Juan
Fry, Christopher
The Boy with a Cart 
A Phoenix Too Frequent
The Firstborn
(Fortune Press) 1940 
(Faber and Faber) 1946 
(Faber and Faber ) 1950 
(Faber and Faber) 1951 
(Faber and Faber) 1954
(o.u.p.) 1959






Thor, v/ith Ajigels 
The Lady's Not for Burning 
Venus Observed 
A oleeo of Irisoners
idle Dark is Light Lnourdi
Ltituinas , Robert




Out of the Picture
Christopher Columbus
The Park Tower, and other 
radio scripTs
Hasefield, John
The Tragedy of Han and 
Other Pl^s
The Tragedy of Lompey the
The Faithful 
Good Friday








( ./illiam Heinemann) 1951
(Lacmi11an) 1910
(Faber and Faber) 1957 
(Faber and Faber) 1944




( Llacmi 11 an) 1916





The Trial of Jesus 
Tristan and I so It 
The Coming of Christ
Easter
End and Beginning
A Play of .Saint George
(William Heinemann) 19^5 
(v/illiam Heinemann) 1925 
( H'acmil Ian) 1923 
(Macmillan ) 1929 
(v/illiam Heinemann) 1955 
(V.'illiain Heinemann) 1948
Nicholson, Herman
The Old Man of the 
Mountains
Prophesy to the Wind
(Paher and Haher) 1946 
(Haher and Haber) 1950
Ridler, -inne 
Cain
The Shadow Factory 
Henry Bly, and Other Plays
Sayers, Dorothy L.
The Man Born to be Ping
Four Sacred Plays
(The Zeal of Thy House ;
The Devil to Pay ; He 
'That ShouTd^ Come ; PEe 
Just Vengeance)".'
The Emperor Constantine
(Nicholson and ./atson) 1945 
(Faber and Faber) 1946 
(Faber and Faber) 1950





Trial of a Judge (F a h e r and F a b e r)  1938
Synge, John Millington
Oollected Flays 
pTlie slfadoy/ of the G1 en, 
Riders^lo the Sea, 'The 
.I'elT of S^ ^ n E ^ '^ he 
TTnlrer * s l%d^nglT The 
]"la^ôyJof the Western 
Jo rid, Deirdreh j
(Penguin Boohs. No.845) 1952
.williams, Charles
Tliree Pla,y s (The V/itch; 
The ChasTe ./antonj The 
Rite of the Zfassion.l
Thomas Cranmer of Can- 
terhuryT
Judgment at Chelmsford
The House of Octopus
(O.U.P.) 1951
(O.U.P.) 1956.
Seed of Adam and Other 
jTayT (The Death of 
Good Fortune ; 'The House 
by the ;GPahTe;‘~'GVah and Grace).
(O.U.P.) 1959
(Edinburgh House Press) 1945 
(O.U.P.) 1948
Ye at ,/illiam Hitler
Collected Plays (Macmillan) 1952
[The Countess Cathieen(1892),
'The Land of Hearb *s Desire 
(Ï894), Cathle en Hr HouIThan 
(1902) , The ToT^ of Br oth 
(I904) , 'Ph'e Thing ' s Threshold 
1904), ‘The .shadowy Jaters( 1^11 ) ,
De irdre (19(57), At The Hawk ' s 
I7eYT%T917) 1 The Ùreen helmeb 
XT9TC) , On BaiTTi~' S t rand "(T9Ü4 ),
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Yeats (contd.)
The Only Jealousy of ETOCr 
(Î.9I T ^ The Tjo ur -Gl'ass ( 1914) ,
The Unicorn from'the Stars 
O s 08) idle 'Flay er yueen 
(1922), The Drearainp: of the 
bones (I9I9I T  C%lVà?F" n W ü ) .
The "pat and the Yoon (1926),
The Resurrection (1951)
'jJhp .-/ords upon the ,/indow-pane 
( 19545 7 R Full 1 % on irn^arch ( I955) 
The King of the Grea'hD'Ihch  Tov/er 
(Ï955) 1 The liezhe^ s Egg XT93S99 




Thomas Hardy, a Critical Study (Martin Seeker) 1912
'The Function of Poetry in the
Drama' Poetry Review,
March ^ TynLh F
See English Critical Essays. (O.U.P.) 1955
TwentletEDentury ,'ed.P.M.
Jones.
Speculative Dialogues (Martin Seeker) 1915
Poetry and Contemporary Speech Pamphlet 2?,Feb.1914,
of the English 
Association. (O.U.*P.)
The Epic (Martin decker) 1914
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(Abercrombie contd.)
rA Essay 'hwards a Theory (Martin Seeker ) 1922
The Theory of J oetry (T'artin Seeker) 1924
The Idea of Great Poetry (Martin Seeker) 1924
Poetry, Its Music and leaning (O.U.P.) 1952
'Irinlcwater, John
Introduction to St. John 
Hankin. Collected Plage's.





' ./hen Poets ./rite Plaj^s '
* The Contemp orary The atre.
xi Playwright Spealce '
* Toetry ar\o( (rkt
Granville-Barker, H.
On Dramatic Method 
The Study of Drama 
On Poetry in Drama








Notes on the Verse Dr am. a (The Curtain Press) 1948
Jones, H.xl.
'Religion and the Stage' 
See Appendix to
Saints and Sinners





Preface to the Tragedy of Han (Grant Richards) I9II
HeV'/ G hum ( aut ohip/-:rgp hy.) 
WÉCBNT PkoSH
C W l K H  AMî j 1/
(William. Heinemann) 1944 
I WiLKAM. 14
Go To nr: to Learn ( aut obiograp hy )
 ^ ■ (./illiam. Heinemann) 1952
Yeats, ./illiaji'i. ..cutler 
Discoveries
The Cutting of an -igate 
Plays and Controversies 
The Death of Synge 
Dramatis Personae
(Dun Pmer Press) 1907 
(Macmillan) 1919 
(Macmillan) 1925 
(Cuala Press) 1928 
( I; acm il Ian ) 1956
GEHPThiL SmiVEYS
nentley, E
Brov/ne , E . fart in
The Mod e rn The atre, (Rob er t Hale)
1948
'The Poet in the English Theatre ' 
Poetry Review, Vol.JCOCIX, Ho.4.
Gunclil'fe, G.f.
T?Ills-Eermor, U •¥.
Modern English Playv/rights, A 
Snort History of English Drama 
from l825~ (il^rap ) 1925
The Irish Dramatic Movement 
(Methuen) 1959
Eindlater, R. The Unholy Trade, (Victor Gollancz)
1952
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Gr e e nw o ocl, 0 mi e i* od The H ajavright (Pitman) 1950
Hartnell, IT The Oxford Comp anion to the 
'Theatre (0~. U .5) 1951
Hudson, L. The Twentieth Century Drama 
( Harr ap ) T 9T6
Isaacs, J. An Assessment of Twentieth 
Century Literature "Jjecl;er 
and ./arcuxYd) l95l





V/orld Drarra from Aeschylus to 
AnouillT (Harrap ) 1949
Paige, D.D. The Letters of Ezra Pound 
"(L'ab’er and Paber) 195^
Peacock, P. The Poet in the Theatre 
(P0 ut ledg^ T 94T
Poetry .deview 'Recent Poetry and Drama', 
Vol.ECCIIII, Ho.l., harch-Aoril
1942
Poetry Review 'The Poetic Drama', Vo I.Aa XT, 
Ho.I., Jan-Feb.1944
Poetry Review 'Poetic Drama Competition 
Award", Vol.XCOIVlT, Ho.I. 
April-Fay , 1946
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Thouless, I . iVodern Poetic Drama, (Blaclo.vell)
U 3 4
Times Literary Supplement 'I. odern Poetic Drama', Ho. 1,686
24th, 1954
Times Literary Supplement 'Hew ' oetic Drama', No.1,721
Jan. 24, 1955
Trewin, J.C. Drama, 1945-1950 (Longmans, Green
ÙZ Go.) 1931
Trewin, J .0. The Theatre Since I90O (Dakers)
1951
Trev/in, J.C. Dramatists of Today (.otaples) 1955
V/illianas, 1 1 . Drama from Ibsen to Eliot
(Chatto and Hindus) 1952
